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ABSTRACT

A case study is presented of a delinquent gang
known as the VS boys who lived and carried out their
activities in Dunedin, New Zealand.

The name VS refers

to the VS cars owned and driven by members of this group.
The objectives of this research were to document
J

'

how VS boys perceived their world; provide a description of the structure and activities of the group; and
attempt to explain the observations which had been made
of gang life.

1'

Data for this study were collected by carrying out
participant observation in the group during 1973 and
1974, and analysis, for the greater part was carried out
within a framework of symbolic interaction and W. B. Miller's
focal concerns.
There were many findings on different levels.
Primarily it was found that VS boys perceived their world
as being dominated by a series of focal concerns, namely:
(1) masculinity and the search for excitement; (2)
cohesion and conflict; and (3) equality.
The VS group, which was found to lack a perm~nent
hierarchical structure of authority, engaged in activities

.i

related to their focal concerns.

That these activities

were carried out mainly in public had important implications for the eventual dissolution of the group.
It was proposed that in addition to the intrinsic
import of these focal concerns, the behaviour of VB boys
was influenced by the expectations they attributed to both
outsiders and other group members.

PREFACE

This study has adopted the following plan.

Chapter

one details the problem, establishes its importance,
reviews the available literature and outlines the key
concepts which form the theoretical framework for the
I

study.

Chapter two describes the setting and the methodo-

logy while chapter three introduces the reader to the
group through a description of the VS cars, core members,
and the clothing, tattoos and insignia and peculiarities
of in-group communication that accompanied group membership.

The major activities engaged in by VS boys; how

they were carried out and what meanings they held for
group members are dealt with in chapter four; and the VB
) '

boys' shared expectations of female behaviour are described in chapter five.

Chapter six describes the ways in

which VS boys attempted to solve conflicts inside and outside the group, and chapter seven focusses on how VB boys
viewed the police and the court.

Chapter eight concludes

the thesis by summarising the findings and discussing
their implications.

The study ends with comment on its

limitations, strengths and suggestions for future research.
In most cases, the chapters of this thesis are structured in the following way.

First, a description derived

from the field notes is presented, followed by an analysis
in light of appropriate theoretical concepts.

The findings

that result from this analysis are then integrated with
those of previous literature on gangs.
At the outset it ought to be noted that a deliberate

iv
attempt has been made in substantial sections of the text
of this thesis to make frequent use of colloquialisms as
·,

they were used by the VB boys, for example, "piss" for
alcohol and "cop" for policeman. 1 It seemed that this
approach had the advantage of accurately conveying the VB
boys' definition of the situation and not imposing alien
meanings on their world (Denzin, 1974; Stoddart, 1974;
Strauss, 1972).

Furthermore, although group members are

given first names in this study, these are pseudonyms used
to protect the identity of those individuals involved.
Many people helped bring this study to fruition.

In

particular I wish to thank Dr Joseph Mercurio for his conscientious supervision during my fieldwork stage.

Most

sincere thanks must go also to Dr Peter Rich who supervised the writing up of this study.

His constructive

criticism, sensitive guidance, and moral support were
important factors which greatly facilitated the completion
of this study.

I am especially grateful to Professor

Bill Willmott, Messrs Bob Hall and Bob Gidlow of the
Sociology Department at the University of Canterbury for
their very helpful suggestions during the preparation of
the final chapter and for their assistance in clarifying
the ethical issues which have been dealt with in Appendix F.
I am greatly indebted to my parents, my family, and
to many friends for their cheerful encouragement.

In par-

ticular, gratitude and appreciation must go to Shona, .my
wife, not only for her typing the drafts of this thesis
but also for her consistent emotional support.
1

In order to assist the reader, a glossary of major
phrases and words used by this group and their corresponding definitions has been provided (seep. 30B).

V

I would also like to thank Messrs Michael Milan,
David Chalmers, and David Lloyd for their technical
assistance.

Mr Curran, Registrar of the Supreme Court,

is thanked for giving me approval to inspect the court
records, and Rev. Ewing Stevens is thanked for permitting me to visit the Wakari Youth Club.
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to Margaret Laube for typing this thesis.
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boys".

Without them, this study would not have been

possible.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

I sat crammed in the back seat of a 1956 VS car
which had just completed another drive up the main street
of Dunedin.

I had allowed my hair to grow slightly

longer than usual and it now rested on my shoulders.

My

jeans were beginning to show signs of wear; with small
grease marks appearing on the knees and a slight tear at
the back pocket.

I glanced around at Alan, John~ Don,

Chris, Peter, and Maurice, six youths whose average age
was 19, all of whom had served either Borstal or gaol
sentences.

As I sat there, drinking beer from the bottle

and listening to the conversation, I realized I was beginning to feel part ~f this group which many outsiders knew
as

11

Dunedin 1 s notorious V8 gang". 1
The account which follows is essentially a case study

of the "VS boys", a group who lived. and carried. out their
activities in Dunedinr New Zealand.
' '

.

out by using participant observation.

The study was carried
This method usually

means that the researcher develops close contact with the
people he wishes to learn something about, observes them

_____________________
,

Ir

1

As there is much variation in the use of the term
"gang 11 in the literature on gangs, it is difficult
to find a precise definition (Klein, 1971, p. 8).
For the purposes of this study, 11 gang 11 refers to
a group who "have been involved in a sufficient
number of delinquent incidents to call forth a
consistent negaiive response from neighbourhood
residents and/or errforcement agencies'' (Klein,
1971, p. 13). See Appendix B for publicity received
by this groupo

2

first-hand in their natural setting, questions them about
the meaning of their activities and participates in their
everyday life-style.

For two years I carried out observa-

tions and participated in many of the activities engaged
in by members of this group.

Important activities inclu-

ded drinking beer, going to parties, riding in their cars,

and accompanying them to court.

My interest in the group, and its choice as a group
for study, grew out of visits made in March 1973 to the
Wakari Youth Club (see Figure 1).

This club was held

I,

every Sunday night from 7.00 p.m. until 9.30 p.m.

A

rather heterogeneous gathering, it included office workers,
labourers, school children and university students,

,_,

ranging in age from 13 to 20.

The Sunday night programme,

popularly called "the three C's" ran as follows.
-

'

!

<

7.00 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. was "church time".
mal church service was held.

Here an infor=

This was followed by "class

time" which lasted from 7.30 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.
r
t:'

From

Here

members left the church and went to assigned discussion
groups held in several small rooms inside the hall.
"class time" came

11

club time".

After

This was essentially a

i

.--

dance featuring a local "pop" group which finished at
9.30 p.m.

It was my original intention to carry out a partici_,(

pant observation study of the Wakari Youth Club and in an
effort to achieve this goal I approached Rev. Ewing Stevens,2

2

Rev. Ewing Stevens was well-known for his interest
in "bikie" groups. (See Appendix B).

)3 :'.
''

~,

.'

p

. ·-

·-

I 1-•I

'

I
FIGURE 1

The Wakari

Youth Club

~

·.

.,,

4

the minister in charge of the club, who granted me permission and assured me that my presence would not pose
any problems.
Dressed in jeans, a grey jersey and "gym shoes" I
began visiting the youth club on Sunday nights.

I chose

these clothes because I wanted to blend with the majority
of the youths who attended the club.

Moreover, it was

felt that to wear formal clothing such as a suit and tie
might have made it difficult to be accepted by the youth
club members.
I first made contact with the VS boys while conducting my preliminary observations of the club.

Dressed in

their greasy denim jeans, T-shirts and steel-capped boots,
' >

these youths seemed to delight in revving the motors of
their cars and making the rear wheels spin in the loose
gravel of the car park.

I asked a youthful bystander who

these youths were, and he replied:
They're VB boys, steer clear of those
guys. They're always in trouble with the
cops. My parents don 1 t like me coming here
because they know these VB boys come here.3
April 1973.
In the course of the next two months~ I made regular
visits to the youth club. observing the church service,

discussion, and dance.

During these visits I became

increasingly interested in the behaviour of the VS group.
Not only did these youths make no attempt to integrate
with other club mernbersj but they appeared to spend most
of youth club time, shouting obscenities, pushing one

3

Unless otherwise indicated, such passages are taken
from the field notes.

5

another off chairs, and sneaking out to their cars to
drink beer.

My curiosity about the VS group was heightened
further when on 28 June, the following report appeared
(see Appendix A) on the front page of a Dunedin newspaper:
Six Charged After Brighton Incident
Six members of a VB gang appeared in the
Dunedin Magistrates Court yesterday before
Mr J. D. Murray, S. M., on charges relating
to an incident at the Brighton Domain on Sunday~
in which a youth was badly assaulted and a large
number of beer bottles were smashed on the beach
and rugby field.

I
.-'!1

Otag.2,. Dai]L::fi~~ 28 June 1973.

On reading the description of this incident I wondered

,,-'

what events led up to the assault on the youth and what
group forces were acting upon members to perform such a
seemingly unprovoked act of violence •
.,

>

'

The Problem
Whether we be laymen or scholars, we necessarily
view any unfamiliar area of group life through
images we already possess. We may have no firsthand acquaintance with life among delinquent
groups, ••• yet given a few cues we readily form
serviceable pictures of such life. This 1 as we
all know, is the point at which stereotyped images
enter and take control.
Blumer, 1969, p. 36.
Gang boys live in a world which is to a large extent,

'.
J \

not understood by most members of society.

For the

"ordinary citizen", most information about the world of
the gang boy is conveyed through the news media of newspaper and televisiont with headlines emphasizing brutal
gang rapes and unprovoked assaults.

Given the tendency of

the mass media to report gang incidents in a dramatic and
emotional manner (S. Cohen, 1968, 1972; Day, 1974;
Yablonsky, 1967) and the fact that few citizens have

6

experienced contact with gang members, it is not surprising to find that gang behaviour tends to be stereotyped
5
as irrational, abnormal, and psychopathic.

4

This report, in attempting to provide a more accurate
and insightful account of the phenomenon of the VS gang,
has three major objectives: first, to show how VS boys
perceive their world; second, to provide a description of
i'

the structure and activities of the group; and, thirdly,
to attempt to explain the observations made of gang
life.

>

Specifically, this study attempts to provide answers
for a number of related questions.

I

.I

l

Some of these questions

occurred prior to my contact with the V8 group while others
evolved later.

I
,,

'

-

1.

What does it feel like to be a V8 boy?

What common

meanings does the car, rough clothing and tattoos have for
group members?
2.

How do V8 boys spend their time and what shared

meanings do these activities have for group members?
3.

How do V8 boys view girls?

What expectations do VS

boys have concerning female dress and behaviour and how
are these expectations shaped and maintained?
4.

How do group members attempt to cope with conflict

4

A research project which plans to investigate the
influence of the mass media in promoting a stereotype
of gang behaviour is at present being undertaken by R.
Notman, for a Diploma in Education at the University
of Otago.
For example, in an article which appeared in the Otago
Daily Times, the police surgeon, Dr B. Grimmond stated,
"The psychopaths, like the V8 boys who commit repeated
crimes of violence, who beat up other people, are also
the people who are killing themselves on the roads".
Otaga Daily Times, Dunedin, 4 October 1973.

5

7

inside and outside the group?
behave towards out-groups?

How do VB boys view and

What is the importance of

fighting to the group?
5.

How do VB boys regard and behave towards the police?

How do they perceive their court room experiences?
6.

What factors were involved in the demise of the

group?

Im~
This study was encouraged by the fact that there is
little first-hand information about gangs in their natural
setting.

Most studies have relied on interviews with

gang boys (Hardman, 1969; Seaman, 1973)r o:r have been con ..
cerned to develop theories to explain the emergence and
organization of gangs which are based upon limited direct
empirical research.

Patrick (1973) makes the following

criticism of the theoretical works of A. K. Cohen (1956)
and Cloward and Ohlin (1961):
,.'

-i

The theoretical writings, ••• are unsatisfactory
mainly because the reader is so rarely given
the feeling of what it is like to be a delinquent
gang member. The flavour of the delinquent act
is missing because their work is based on secondhand evidence. The social distance between the
investigator and the gang El.ember is often so wide
that behaviour is seriously mis interpreted. (p. 15 5)
Furthermore, many researchers (Hard.man, i967; Patrick,
1973; Peterson

&Truzzi,

1972; Polsky$ 1969; Yablonsky,

1967) have also reported that our present understanding of
delinquent gangs is hampered by a lack of first-hand descriptive data.

Polsky (1969) states the point succinctly:

It is all very well to draw a fuller quantitative nicture of the numbers and kinds of
criminals or criminal acts. But we cannot
use this to dodge what is the ultimate qualitative task •.• providing well-rounded
contemporary sociological descriptions and
analyses of criminal life style.

(p. 122)

8

More specifically, this study was encouraged by the
lack of first-hand information on gangs in New Zealand.
Most studies have been based on questionnaires and interviews (Green, 1959; Hanson, 1974; Levett, 1959 ; Report

by Investigating Committee into Juvenile Gangs, 1970)f or
6
examination of written records (Eade, 1958) •.
There have

been no adequate studies where an investigator has made
,,,,

close contact with gang members in their natural setting,

I'

in an effort to document and explain their behaviour in
live situations in terms of the shared meanings and feeling of the group mffinbers themselves.
In carrying out this study, major emphasis has been
placed on the feelings and viewpoint of the V8 boys.
Except for describing
'j

the V8 boys 1 perception of how they

thought the police and members of society viewed them, no

I

attempt has been made to document the viewpoint of these
outside groups.
reasons.

This approach was taken for practical

My role in the VB group was to a large extent

dependent on my being seen as a trustworthy person.

Since

V8 boys viewed the police as their adversaries, to try and
document the viewpoint of the police could have jeopardi)'

;,

,,,

sed the success of this project.

A similar point is made

by Becker (1963) when he states:
It is in the nature of the phenomenon of deviance
that it will be difficult for anyone to study
both sides of the problem and accurately capture
the perspectives of both classes of participants,
rulebreakers and rule enforcers. Not that it is

'1

6

For example Eade (1958) examined the child welfare
reports of six boys known to be in the same youthful
gang.

9

impossible, but practical considerations of
gaining access to situations and the confidence of people involved in any reasonable
length of time mean that one will probably
study the situation from one side or the
other. (p. 173)
.~ Review of the Literature
In order that the appropriateness of the objectives
just referred to might be better appreciated, the follow.\

ing section sets out previous work which provides a
context for the present investigation.
In this section, the available research in four
/•

,,

western industrial nations, namely, the U.S.A., Britain,
Australia, and New Zealand, is reviewed.

Because the

gang problem has been approached in many diff~rent ways,
incorporated many different topics and yielded a great
·1

variety of findings, it is difficult to achieve close
links with a great number of these previous studies.
However, relationships between prior findings and the
present research will be dealt with in the main body of
the thesis where relevant.
The review is carried out in three partsi the first
and second of which describes major studies in the U.S.A.,
and Britain, respectively.

The third section discusses

studies carried out in Australia and New Zealand.
U.S.A.
With some notable exceptions which will be mentioned
later, the literature on the subject of gangs in the
U.S.A., seems to fall into four main categories.

First,

the theoretical studies which focussed attention on
factors in the social structure which gave rise to the

10
formation of gangs; secondly, the empirical attempts to

test these theoretical assertions: thirdly, the structural
studies which tended to concentrate on a variety of
aspects of gang organization; and fourthly, the descriptive studies which usually consisted of disciplined
observations of gangs in action to learn how they formed,

livedp disintegrated or disbanded.
Theoretical studies.

The bulk of the literature has been

carried on in the theoretical tradition and includes the
works of theorists such as Merton (1968), A. K. Cohen
(1956), Sykes and Matza (1962)P W. B. Miller (1962),

Bloch and Niederhoffer (1958),and Cloward and Ohlin (1961).
Possibly the first major attempt to explain the
emergence of gangs was found in the theoretical writings
of Robert K. Merton (1968).

Interpreting and elaborating

on the work of Emile Durkheim, who related crime to
economic differentials, Merton viewed the behaviour of
gangs as a response to cultural pressures exerted upon
gang members.

He regarded American society as ua11omic 11 ,

in that although it extolled common success goals such as
I~

"monetary success 11 , it did not place the same emphasis on
the means to achieve these goals.

In consequence, Merton

argued that discontent and dissatisfaction occur which
encourage an individual to seek the common success goals
by deviant means.
Merton (1968) described four modes of adaptation to
anomic situations.

Innovation refers to "the rejection

of institutional practices but the retention of cultural
goals" (p. 230) ,

Ritualism refers to a pattern of res-

ponse in which culturally defined aspirations are

11

abandoned while

11

one continues to abide almost compul-

sively by institutional norms" (p. 238).

The retreatist

pattern consists of the substantial abandoning both of
the once esteemed cultural goals and the institutional-

ized practices directed towards those goals (p. 241).

;.'

I )

'f~

Finally, rebellion reflects an attempt to reject both
the goals and means in an effort to form a new social
structure (p. 209).

I_;,

According to Merton, the delinquent

gang is an example of the adaptive mode of r0bell:i..on.
In his book Del_il}:ll~~s, A. K. Cohen (1956)

argued that working-class boys use the gang as a means
of adjustment to a dominant middle-class society that
indirectly discriminates againsi them because of their
lower-class position.

Cohen claimed that because

working-class boys are trained in a working-class value
,

'l

I

syitem, they are not adequately socialized to fulfil the
status requirements of middle-class dominated society.
Despite this differential socialization$ working-class
boys are unfairly exposed to middle-class aspirations and

J'

judgements which they lack the skills necessary to fulfil.
When judged by middle-class agencies such as the school,
these boys are believed to suffer what Cohen termed
"status frustration".
In an attempt to cope with this problem of status
frustration, Cohen emphasized that working-class boys
join with other similarly troubled boys to form a gang.
In a reaction-formation process to these unfair impositions, working-class boys substitute norms that reverse
those of middle-class society.

Through a display of

12

behaviour which is negativistic, malicious, non-utilitarian,
and short-run hedonistic, Cohen claimed that the gang
strikes back at the larger society which has denied them
status.
Shortly after the publication of Cohen's theory,
Sykes and Matza (1962) wrote a paper in which they criticized his portrayal of the delinquent gangs as being in
opposition to the dominant values of ~iddle-class societye
According to these authors, the typical delinquent is
neither totally opposed nor committed to the dominant
normative system and does "recognise the moral validity
of the dominant normative system in many instances'' (p. 250).
Because he is partially committed to the dominant system,
Sykes and Matza claimed that the delinquent frequently
experiences guilt or shame when he violates its proscrip< \

'1'

f

tions.

In order to assuage such feelings, the delinquent

employs rationalizations or justifications for his behaviour both before and after the delinquent act.

These

rationalizations are referred to by the authors as
"techniques of neutralisation" and are seen as functioning
to protect the individual from self-blame and responsi-

bility for his actions.

In this light, a person becomes

delinquent, not as Cohen suggests, because he learns
,,

values and attitudes which stand in direct contradiction
to those of dominant society, but by learning techniques

of neutralisation.

Examples of techniques include: the

denial of responsibility, the denial of injury, denial
of the victim, the condemnation of the condemners, and
the appeal to higher loyalties.

.1 :5

The findings of

w.

B. Miller (1962)p a cultural

anthropologist who carried out participant observation
among gangs in a slum district of a large eastern city,
stand in sharp contrast to those of Cohen.

Essentially,

Miller debated Cohen's thesis that gang behaviour can be
viewed as an inversion of middle-class values, and
instead argued that it is the lower-class community
itself which exerts the most direct influence on behaviour.

For Miller, gang delinquency can be explained by

reference to the focal concerns of trouble, toughness,
smartness, excitement~ autonomy, and fate which were
'r

intrinsic to lower-class culture.

According to Miller~

gang delinquency results when these concerns become paramount for some lower-class boys.

In contrast to Cohen and Miller, Bloch and Niederhoffer
(1958) viewed gang behaviour as a universal and normal
adolescent striving for adult status.

Utilizing consider-

able cross-cultural information, these authors argued that
for the lower-class adolescent, the gang is viewed as a
means to accomplish the.desired status objective of manhood, symbolised by such behaviour as fighting, being
loyal, and developing a reputation for toughness.
Further illustration of the variety of theoretical
r

I

i,'

interpretations concerning the origin of gangs, include
the work of Cloward and Ohlin (1961).

These authors con-

tend that gangs do not arise in response to status
problems experienced by lower-class boys (cf. Cohen), but
rather in response to perceived social injustices.

Basing
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their theory on Merton's notion'of a disjunction between
culturally prescribed goals and the means to achieve
these goals, Cloward and Ohlin explained gang behaviour
in terms of opportunity structures, both legitimate and
illegitimate.
I.,,f,1-

Gang boys, they contended, suffer from a

lack of legitimate opportunities for upward advancement
in society.

-

Cloward and Ohlin postulated the existence

of three subtypes of gang in lower-class neighbourhoods:
the "criminal" or predatory gang; the "conflict" or

fighting gang; and the

11

retreatist 11 or drug-using gang.

According to these authors, these gangs reflect a type_
of adjustment made when individuals are relatively detached ''from all institutionalised conditions of opportunity
and social control" (p. 178).
The_ory testi.~tudi~.
r,
'

I

1,

The above theoretical formulations

i

about the origin of gangs gave rise to many studies which
attempted to test their assertions.

Several researchers

'have attempted to test Cohen's assertion that gang members
1\

reject middle-class values (Gold, 1963; Gordon, 1967;

I'

Reiss

&Rhodes,

1963).

All these studies cast doubt on

Cohen's reaction-formation theory as a complete explanation
for gang behaviour.
,j

t,;,''
I
I

(- r

For example, Gordon found that gang

members did not engage in illegal activities in order to
strike back at society (cf. Cohen) but because these acti~

vities were attractive in themselves.
Similarly, Cloward and Ohlin's theory has received
only limited support from empirical studies.
7

In their

Box (1971) points out that Cloward and Ohlin's theory

represents no radical shift in orientation from
Merton's theory. See Box (1971, p. 110)~
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investigations into criteria of status among street
groups, Kobrin, Puntil, and Peluso (1967) noted that
Cloward and Ohlin's theory needed modification to take
into account the role of the reference group in ascribing status.

Furthermore, on the basis of their own

studies, several writers (Robin, 1964; Spergel, 1964)
have questioned the existence of the criminal, conflict,
and retreatist subcultures put forward by Cloward and
.

Ohlin.

8

Merton's theory has been criticized for many reasons
.,

and at many levels.

Specific criticism comes from those

who reject Merton's concept of society.

Lemert (1964)

for examples argued that it is impossible to identify a
set of values or cultural goals which could be considered

''

universal in most industrial societies while Turner (1954)
emphasized the diffic:ul ty in defining goals and distinguish··
ing

between goals and means.

More recently~ Harary (1966)

claimed that Merton's typology of deviant behaviour eontained ambiguity and suggested modifications.
J

Efforts to

test Merton's theory have met with little success.

When

attempting to apply Merton's theory to drug addictionf
..f ·

.
this type
Fazey (1973) questioned the usefulness o.,:.(-' using
of explanation which "makes no reference to the meaning
of an act to the individual and seems to regard addiction
as a uniform and totally negative behavior" (p. 4:H).

Structural studies. In addition to the above-mentioned
attempts to test the theoretical assertions about why

gangs form, several studies have attempted to examine
selected aspects of gang organization.

8

For an excellent critique of the theoretical approaches
to gangs see Bordua (1962),
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With respect to the organization of gangs, most
studies seem to agree that there is a core of delinquents
and a fringe of drifting delinquents who attach to the
gang in times of stress.

This finding was reported in

the works of Short and Strodtbeck (1965) who in their
detailed survey of 16 Chicago gangs rarely found more
than 20 members together, although the formal membership
was usually rated as high as 60.

Similarlyt Gannon (1966)

who gathered material from New York social workers concluded that the average gang membership may be 35 but it
was held together by a small clique of six to 15 members,
and Klein and Crawford (1967) reported that although membership may be as high as 200, usually less than 30 to 40
were engaged in active participation.

Similar findings

were also reported by Hardman (1969) who interviewed 20
'·

)'

ex-members of four juvenile gangs.
However, while there is some agreement about the size
of gangs, considerable controversy surrounds the nature
and origin of their cohesiveness.
t

For example, some

researchers see gangs as being highly cohesive and inte-

:,
1-

,,

grated units, with a definite esprit de corps and

11

we~ness 11

(A. K. Cohen, 1956; W. B. Miller, 1962, 1974; Thrasher,
1963), whereas other researchers like Yablonsky (1967),

Gerrard (1964), Jansyn (1966), and Klein and Crawford (1967)
claimed that gang cohesion has an intense but fragile
quality and has its origin in sources external to the group.
Klein and Crawford reported on several aspects of
cohesiveness in gangs of interest for the present investigation and concluded that minimal group goals, a paucity
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of unique group norms~ little group role differentiation,
and a lack of lasting identity with group names all militated against the formation of delinquent gangs based on
internal sources of cohesion.

Thus, they argued that

cohesiveness arises primarily in sources external to the
group, namely, conflict with rival groups and lack of
acceptance by adults.

Yablonsky (1967) also cast doubt on the notion that
the sources of cohesion within a gang are primarily
internal.

Yablonsky viewed the gang as a near-group which

was characterized by diffuse role definition, limited
cohesion, impermanence, minimal consensus on norms, shifting membership, disturbed leadership and limited
definition of membership expectations.

In a more recent study, Klein (1971) carried out a
(_

)'

longitudinal analysis of gang cohesiveness and found that
the cohesive gang was more likely to become involved in
fights with members of other gangs, and that at times of
greater cohesiveness there was an increase in those kinds
\
\

of delinquent offences that involved group participation.
However~ several studies have disputed the suggestion
that a cohesive gang is more likely to engage in delinquent
behaviour.

Short (1963) claimed that gangs adopt tasks

that require cooperation as a means of producing cohesion
and Jansyn (1966) argued that a deterioration of solidarity is followed by an increase in group activity and a
revival of solidarity.

In ,recent years, several commentators on gangs
(Cartwrightt 1975; Hardman, 1967; W. B. Miller, 1974;
Yablonsky, 1967) have pointed out the variety of ways in
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which gang organization has been viewed.

In this respect,

W. B. Miller (1974) noted:
The youth gang is viewed in a variety of
often contradictory ways ••• as a body
forged in conflict and relentlessly dedicated
to the pursuit of violence - and as a relatively peaceful group whose very structure
serves to limit the exercise of violent
activity; as a fleeting congeries of casual
acquaintances - and as the very epitome of
close, loyal, and solidary mutual ties; as a
rare and fragile blossom, appearing rarely
and sparsely - and as a hardy perennial,
ubiquitous and enduring. (pp. 210-211)
While the studies mentioned in the preceding section
have been valuable, they have one major weakness in that
they were largely based

011

interviews or written records

rather than first-hand observations.

For example, in

their examination of criteria of status among street
groups, Kobrin et al. (1967) asked four residents of the
community to furnish a complete census of all street gangs
known to them by name.

These residents were then inter-

viewed together by the authors and required to make a
preliminary ranking of prestige of the groups and describe their activity patterns.

This approach suffers

from the danger of misunderstanding the activities of these
groups and assuming that the residents concept of status
corresponds with that of the gang members.
Most of the studies which now follow have been based
on first-hand observation of gangs in action with the
object of showing how they form, live, disband or disintegrate.
Des~riptive studies.

One of the earliest of the few des~

criptive studies of gangs carried out in the U.S.A. was
that of Thrasher's (1927) investigation of 1,313 gangs in
Chicago's slum areas.

This study is still regarded by
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many researchers to be the most outstanding contribution
to gang research (Bordua, 1962; Hardman, 1967).

Using a

combination of personal observation, census records~ and
interviews, Thrasher attempted to discover how gangs
formed, grewj lived, and disbanded.
)-

'

He concluded that

gangs were transitory in nature, constantly forming and
dissolving; ganging did not usually extend beyond adolescence; most gangs were small with fewer than 30 members;
sex was a secondary activity in the gang and the membership of gangs could be conceptualised as three concentric
groups: the core, made up of the leader and his lieute-

\;

-.

nants1 the full-time rank and file members and hangers-on.
Whyte's (1943) participant observation study of the

r

r

"Norton Street" gang yielded some different findings,
however.

In contrast to Thrasher, Whyte found the gang

to have a more formal structure and membership organization.
The "Norton Street" gang was not a spontaneous group and
membership in this group continued well after the socalled adolescent period.

Whyte 1 s study also found that

a leader was important to the group.

Leadership in the

"Norton Street" gang was of such importance that Whyte
argued that if the leader was absent the group would disintegrate (p. 263).
Other studies which attempted to study how gangs grow
and live include the works of Hollingshead (1949) who
studied 259 cliques of teenagers and found them to engage
in smoking, drinking and cruising around in search of
excitement.

Rahm and Weber (1958) described gangs with

transient membership and leadership, and noted that members
were occupied largely by activities such as drinking and
taking pep pills.
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Other more recent studies include Thompson's (1967)
participant observation study of "Hell's Angels", a motorcycle gang in Los Angeles, California, and Keiser's (1969)
participant observation study of the "Vice Lords", a
tough negro gang in Chicago. 9
Recently, there have been a few articles written on
topics related to gangs.

Brown (1974), a former inmate

of several Pennsylvania institutions, stu<lied the symbols
of group identity which were internalised by some black

youth gangs in Philadelphia.

Horowitz and Schwartz (1974)

examined the social context in which gang violence occurred
in a Mexican-American community.

Rice (1977), reported on

the gang violence that was prevalent in the "Chinatowns"
of America's large cities.

Miller (1977) interviewed the

police and other youth service .officials in six A.'Tierican
cities about the extent and nature of gang violence, and
j

Friedman, Mann and Friedman (1975) used extensive tests
and questionnaires to generate a pr6file of juvenile
street gang members in Philadelphia.
Britain

In Britain there has been very little research which
focusses specifically on gangs.

The available literature

can be divided into two broad types; the neighbourhood
studies which have usually sought to analyse socio-economic
patterns in relation to rates of official delinquency, and
\
1

the more systematic investigation of gang dynamics which
includes comment on their leadership patterns~ values,
and activities.

--------------9

Keiser's book predated the substitution of the word
black 11 for 11 negro".

11
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In the neighbourhood studies, gangs were not given
systematic attention but were dealt with as a side issue
to the investigation of economical1y depressed areas such

as "slums".

Thus, in her study of a London "slum"P

Spinley (1953) included the following impressions about
the role of the gang in the social life of the area.

She

claimed that gangs in the early 1950~ ranged in size from
cliques of three to large groups of 20 with perhaps 10
supporters on the fringe: the members carried weapons
(knives and sharpened nailfiles) but seldom used them.
Moreover, Spinley noted that in-group feeling was so strong
that it prevented in-group fighting and that these boys
displayed a generalized aggression which spilled over
into violence which was approved of by the gang.
When carrying out an analysis of the behaviour, attitude, and social relations of 80 boys who grew up in an
"impoverished" area in Liverpool, Mays (1954) included
brief comment about the importance of toughness to gang
boys.

His discussion, however, was superficial, and did

not go beyond the mere acknowledgement that toughness
appeared to be important for these boys.

In a similar

type of study to Mays', Morris (1957) carried out an ecological analysis of the city of Croydon in order to assess
characteristics of the city's life which made it a delin-

quency producing area.

In general, Morris reported

findings consistent with Mays that delinquent behaviour was
a "natural" response to a "slum" environment.

This finding

was also supported by Mannheim's (1948) study of juvenile
delinquency in Cambridge, and Downes' (1966) survey of
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delinquency in two boroughs in East London.
A systematic attempt to study gangs in their own

right was provided by Scott's (1956) survey of delinquent
groups in London.

After classifying the groups he found

into three categories, namely, adolescent street groups,
structured gangs, and loosely structured groups, Scott
noted that it was difficult to locate structured gangs
with a definite leader, definite membership, initiation
procedure, persistence in time, and a den.

Moreover,

Scott took issue with Thrasher's depiction of the gang as
being characterized by healthy devilment, adventurousness,
pride of leadership, and loyal lieutenancy, claiming that
the gang members who appeared before the court usually
had a "gross antisocial character defect" (p. 9).
Similar findings to those of Scott were reported by
Spencer (1964) when he observed the "Expressos 11 f a group
of 30 late-adolescent boys and girls who lived on a new
housing estate near Bristol.

Spencer claimed that although

the "Expresses" were not a well-organized gang, they did
exhibit behaviour which was highly disruptive to the local
community; taking over the cinema at weekends, baiting
I

..,\-'
A

policemen and indulging in acts of bravado.
Daniel and McGuire (1972) interviewed members of the

r _,

\

I

"Collinwood", a "skinhead" gang from East London, on a
variety of topics which included their attitude to school,
jobs, violencet and the police.
findings were that the

11

Some of their major

Collinwood 11 viewed the police as

their enemies and saw fighting as a means to status within
the group.

In this regard, a parallel view has been offered
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by Willmott's (1956) study of adolescent boys in

Bethnal Green, East London.
A rather different approach to gangs was taken by
Stanley Cohen (1968).

From 1964 to 1967, Cohen analysed

a series of "Mod and Rocker" disturbances at resorts on
the south-east coast of England.

When comparing televi-

sion and press reports of these disturbances with the
actual "facts", Cohen found that the amount of serious
violence was negligible and the punitive response of the
community in general to the initial event and overreaction by the mass media set in motion an amplifying
process which fulfilled the expectation created by the
earlier events.
There have been a few studies which although focus-

sing on adolescent youth clubs~ contain reference to gangs.
Examples of this type of study include the works of Blandy
(1967) and Mathews (1966).

Furthermore, in his study

called

Goldman ·(1969) pointed out

Angry Adolescents,

that one of the major interests of boys was driving cars,
and that the car was used as a means of "picking up girls".
Moreover, he also depicted a lack of variety in the social
life of these adolescents stating that despite having
mobility, they "lived in a narrow restricted world of
going to the pictures, sometimes to the dance hall and very
little else 11 (p. 110).

One of the few first-hand accounts of life inside a
gang is provided by Patrick's (1973) participant observation study of a violent gang in Glasgow, Scotland.

For

approximately three mpnths, Pa t1· ick joined a group known
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as the "Young Team" and reported information on the
activities, style of leadershipj meaning of membership,
and violence to the group.
A similar study to that of Patrick's was carried
out in England by Parker (1974).
,,

Parker used participant

observation to study a group of adolescent males known as
"The Boys" in down-town Liverpool.

Parker portrayed the

meaning of the adolescent's world, documented their delin-quent careers and reconstructed the outcome of police
intervention through first-hand description and taped
interviews.
Australia and New Zealand
Research into gangs in Australia and New Zealand has
been meagre with most of the literature being represented
by questionnaire, iriterview and survey studies of problems
related to adolescent growing-ap.

For example, Connell,

Francis, and Skilbeck (1957) studied life patterns of
adolescents in Sydney to gain information on how they
leirned appropriate roles, gained emotional stability, and
reached intellectual maturity.

In a similar manner,

Manning (1958) interviewed 1.5 youths and 15 girls from
Australia and New Zealand in an effort to elucidate reasons
for their law-violating behaviour.
}

In Australia, it was Dunphy's (1969) work with Sydney

)

adolescents which provided one of the few first-hand sociological analyses of the structure and dynamics of
adolescent groups.

Dunphy used a combination of taped

interviews and personal observation to study a workingclass group called the "Rockers".

Dunphy reported on
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several aspects of this group's behaviour of interest
to the present project, the most important being that
delinquent activities were viewed as a means to relieve
boredom, members were resentful of the police and the
group activities were characterized by very little
organization.
As far as is known, no adequate first-hand descrip,

.J

tive study of a gang has appeared in New Zealand.

As

mentioned earlier in this chapter, although a few studies
of gangs have been made, these have been largely based on
questionnaires, interviews and examination of written
records (Eade,1958; Green,1959; Hanson,1974; Levett,1959;
Report by Investigating Committee into Juvenile Gangs,
1970).

Green (1959) saw the lack of first-hand data as

being one of the major limitations of his work stating,
"we were immediately limited to the facts and information
we could secure from the outside rather than the inside"
(p. 4).

The above-mentioned studies, then, lack the sup-

port of penetrating observation of gang life in its
natural setting.
;~'

The present study attempts to fill the

research gap by producing an account of gang life which

J

is based mainly on first-hand observation of a gang in its
natural setting.
Theoretical Framework
A great variety of conceptual frameworks were evident
in the literature just described.

In this study, two

major conceptual frameworks were drawn upon and used,
namely, Blumer's theory of symbolic interactionism and
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Miller's theory of focal concerns.
lined now.

These will be out-

Other less central concepts used in discussion

throughout this study are defined in appropriate sections
of the·text or as footnotes.
Symbolic interaction
The fact that symbolic interaction theory is difficult to demarcate has been well documented by several
/

writers.

For example, Stryker (1972, p. 435) states,

"There is no single orthodoxy which is symbolic interaction
theory", and Kuhn (1972, p. 51) points to the presence of
many sub-theories such as role theory which although not
related to the mainstream of intellectual thought commonly
associated with symbolic interaction theory, are often
j

!

included under its general rubric.

Although one of the

foremost proponents of this theory was George Herbert Mead
(1934) 10 several writers (Denzin, 1974; Huber, 1973)
acknowledge that the most systematic and comprehensive
account has been presented by Blumer (1969) 1 ~
Blumer explains that symbolic interactionist theory
rests on three fundamental assumptions.
a self.

First, man has

Second, man constructs meaning in his world and

acts on the basis of that meaning, and thirdly, as man acts,
he takes into account the possible reactions of others.
Each of these three points will be clarified in turn.

10
11

Several writers agree that Mead was one of the foremost proponents of symbolic interaction theory.
See Henslin (1972).
Blumer was one of Mead's students and based much of
his own version of symbolic interaction on Mead's
basic ideas. See Mead (1934).

2, 7'

First, that man has a self means that he is able
to become an object of his own actions.

He has the

capacity to reflect on his own actions and he does this
by thinking or talking to himself about what he has done

or will do (p. 12).

Blumer, like Meadm calls this

process "making indications to one's self 11 (p. 13) and
notes that in reflecting on his world and his actions
in that world, man is able to hold objects apart, includ,J

ing his own actions and to examine them and give them
meaning.
Second, as man interactsj reflects on his world,
makes things in that world into objects and gives meaning
to these objects, he acts on the basis of the meaning
that he imputes to the object.

Through a process of com-

munication man is self-reflectively conscious of his
activities.

He pieces together his own world, interprets

that world, and guides his actions according to his
interpretation or imputed meaning.

Herein lies the

importance of the term symbolic in symbolic interaction:
man does not respond to a world which is physically given
but one which is mediated through the use of constructed
meanings or symbols (p. 17).

Thirdly, human behaviour takes place within a social
context, meaning that man takes into account the possible
reactions of others to his own actions.

In order to

estimate these possible reactions an individual ''takes the
role" of others, that is, he thinks to himself how others
will react to his behaviour and he adjusts his behaviour

accordingly (p. 13).

Moreover, this is done either by
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taking the role of specific persons, or of a group.
For example, a V8 boy tempted to pursue a particular
actionp such as being friendly to a policeman, might think~
0

What would the other boys think and do if I did this'?n

or in thinking about refusing to fightp group members
might think, "What would other gangs think about us if
we didntt fight?".
.J

Thus when viewing their behaviour

from the standpoint of others, then individuals are able
to develop notions of what their behaviour may mean to
others and take this into account when they interact.
The possibility of collective action arises when the meanings of each otheis actions are shared by members of a
group.
The three assumptions outlined above have encouraged
an approach to the study of human conduct which stresses
the importance of understanding the meaningsi thingsp and
actions have for people, and th~ role of social interaction
in forming these meanings.
Miller's Focal Concerns
As mentioned earlier when the literature was reviewed,
anthropologist Miller (1962) explained gang behaviour in
terms of the lower-class boys•conformity to focal concerns
which were intrinsic to lower··class culture.

These focal

concerns of trouble, toughness, smartness~ excitementi
fate and autonomy, represent a series of broad themes that
conditioned the specific acts of lower-class persons.
According to Miller, trouble usually represented a
situation or a kind of behaviour which resulted in

11

unwelcome

or complicating involvement with official authorities or
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agencies of middle-class society'' (p. 268).

Furthermore,

Miller pointed out that in c·ertain situations "getting

into trouble 1' was recognized as prestige-conferring and
a means to a valued end such as a state of excitement.
For Miller, toughness denoted a concern for continued
,_,

demonstrations of bravery, daring and other traits which
show that one is not feminine or "softtf.

He listed the

important components as follows:
• '.J

Physical prowess, evidenced both by demonstrated
possession of strength and endurance and athletic
skill; 'masculinity 1 1 symbolised by a distinctive
complex of acts and avoidances (bodily tattooing;
absence of sentimentality; non concern with 'art',
'literature', conceptualization of women as
conquest objects etc.); and bravery in the face
of physical threat. (pp. 269-270)
According to Miller 1 the model of the "tough guy" who
was "hardf fearless, undemonstrative, skilled in physical
combat" (p. 270), was portrayed by the movie gangsters

.c
0.L

/

the thirties, the "private eye", and the movie cowboy.
Miller defines smartness as involving the ttcapacity
to achieve a valued entity - material goods, personal
status - through a maximum use of mental agility and a
minimum use of physical effort" (p. 270).

In being "smart",

Miller points out the importance of skill (learned and
practiced in the context of the corner group) in what he
calls "ingenious aggressive repartee 11 (p. 271).

This

skill, ranges in form from semi-ritualized teasing,
kiddingi, razzingp "ranking" to a type of mutual exchange
of insults he describes as "the dozensl!.
The focal concern of excitement was identified by
Miller as a concern to seek out weekend activities which
disrupted the monotony of weekday routine johso

This quest
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for excitement found its most vivid expression in the
highly patterned practice of the "night on the town"$
which he described as follows:
A group or individual sets out to •make the
rounds' of various bars or nightclubs.
Drinking continues progressively throughout
the evening. Men seek to 'pick up' women ••••
Fights between men involving women, gambling,
and claims of physical prowess, in various
combinations, are frequent consequences of a
night of making the rounds •••• Since there is
always a good likelihood that being out on
the town will eventuate in fights, etc., the
practice involves elements of sought risk and
desired danger. (p. 271)
Miller also noted a distinctive pattern to this excitement
seeking, claiming that in lower-class culture "the rhythm
of life fluctuated between periods of relatively routine

or repetitive activity and sought situations of great
emotional stimulation" (p. 271).
Closely related to the search for excitement was concern with fate or luck.

In this respect, Miller noted

that many lower-class individuals feel that their lives
are subject to a set of forces over which they have relatively little control.

He noted that this world view is

associated with a conception of the ultimate futility of
directed effort towards a goal: "If the cards are righti;
or the dice good to you, or if your lucky number comes up,
things will go your way; if luck is again~t you, it's not
worth trying" (p. 271).
Autonomy is defined as seeking freedom from external
constraint.

Miller noted a strong resentment toward

coercive authority, claiming that

11

no-one 1 s gonna push

me around", or nr'm gonna tell him he can take the job and
shove it'' (p. 272)

1

were commonly expressed sentiments.

3 J.

In addition to the six focal concerns just mentioned,
Miller described two additional concerns which he believed

to be of particular importance to lower-class, adolescent
street corner groups.

These are belonging and status.

These concerns are on a higher level of abstraction than
those previously listed, because Miller noted that status
and belonging were achieved by acting in conformity with
·.I

valued aspects of trouble, toughness, smartness, excitement, fate, and autonomy.
In his discussion on belonging, Miller described the
street corner group as being concerned over who was "in"
and who was not,involved, "the citation and detailed discussion of highly refined criteria for
ship" (p. 274).

1

in~group 1 member-

With respect to status, he noted that one

gains status in the group by demonstrated superiority in
toughness and smartness.

Furthermore, Miller recorded

that group members were concerned about their "rep 11 , that
is, the "toughness 11 of their group as a whole Telative to
that of other groups.
This chapter has stated the objectives, placed the
study in context of previous work in the field, and set
down the key concepts which will be used in analysis.

CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

According to Martin and Fitzpatrick (1964, p.4), if
·-'I

one hopes to understand the behaviour of certain individuals or groups, attention must be given to the setting
in which the individual lives and responds.

Moreover,

·'

because the methods used in this study are closely related
to the particular environment in which the field work
took place, the following section describes the setting.
It is hoped that the description of the methodology which
makes up the bulk of this chapter makes better sense
because of this.
The Setting: Dunedin City
~-=---~---"""~""Describing the setting in certain organizations such
as a school is usually a straight-forward process.

The

physical lay-out of the buildings and their surrounding
environs present a static contrast to the mobile and
transient setting which was characteristic of much VB group
activity.

Because the VB boys were a mobile group, there

were many different contexts for their activities.

For

this reason, a general description of Dunedin City is
given in which only passing reference is made to other
localities.

Sufficient data about these localities will

be included at appropriate times when relevant to a particular activity.

3 .)7.

Dunedin, the capital of Otago, is a city of approximately 120,000 people.

1

Situated at the end of a long

fiord-like harbour, it is skirted by 800 acres of native
bush known as the

11

Town belt".

The Town belt separates

the centre of town from suburbs such as Roslyn, Wakari,
and Brockville, which are situated on the upper slopes,
(see Figure 2).

From these suburbs one has a fine view

of the Otago harbour and the long coastline which includes
two main beaches, namely, St Kilda and St Clair.

Further

west are the suburbs of Green Island and Brighton, and
the subsidiary town of Mosgiel, while south of the city
centre, known as the Octagon, are the suburbs of South
Dunedin and Caversham.

All suburbs have easy access by

sealed road to the centre of the city.
Methodolo{fy
Most of the data for this study were collected by
participant observation.

This method has been used in a

:,

[.

wide variety of studies in many countries.

For example,

in the U.S.A., Whyte (1943) and Gans (1962) used particiI

'

i

pant observation to study life :i.n "slum" areas; Polsky

',,. I·'

(1969) studied poolroom hustlers; and Liebow (1967) carried
out a study of negro street corner men.

In Britain, Gill

(1976), Parker (1974), and Patrick (1973) used participant observation to study gangs and in Australia, De Hoag
(1972) studied skid row alcoholics.
Participant observation has been defined in many different ways.

As Bogdan (1972) notes~ "the phraseYpartici-

pant observation'has not enjoyed a clear definition in the
1

New Zealand Official Year bocik 1976.
-----~-"
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social sciences 11 (p.3).

There is agreement among several

writers, however, that participant observation is not a
single method but a combination of different methods and
techniques (Bruyn, 1966; Douglas, 1972; McCall
1969).

& Simmons,

As McCall and Simmons (1969) point out:

This characteristic blend of techniques •••
involves some amount of genuinely social
interaction in the field with the subjects
of the study, some direct observation of
relevant events) some formal and a great
deal of informal interviewing, some systematic counting, some collection of
documents and artifacts, and open-endedness
in the direction th~ study takes0 (p. 1)
Thus, the participant obserier not only participates in
the life of the people he wishes to learn something about 1
but observes behaviour around him, listens to what is
said and questions people about the meaning of their actions
(Becker, Geer,

Hughes, 1968; Bogdan, 1972)~

His data.

are often recorded in diary form, usually out of sight of
the people he studies.

The participant observer attempts

to get inside the defining processes of the actors in an
\~

effort to understand how they construct and shape their

I

meaningful world.
:__

,

Central to this approach is the assump-

tion that man is a manipulator of symbols and understanding
of his behaviour can come about only through th~ percep-

j

tion and understanding of the symbols that are being
manipulated.

Blumer (1969) stresses the importance of

close contact with the people one wishes to study and notes
that:
To try and catch the interpretative process by
remaining aloof as a so-called "objective"
observer and refusing to take the role of the
acting unit.is to risk the wo:rst kind of subjectivism - the objective observer is likely to
fill in the process of interpretation with his
own surmises in place of catching the process
as it occurs in the experience of the acting
unit which uses it. (p. 86)

As already mentioned, initial contact with the V8
boys was made through the Wakari Youth Club.

As an

"outsideru visiting the club I was able to make two
important observations of this group.

Firsts V8 boys did

not respond favourably to questionnaires; some questionnaires given annually to all club members were either
2
.
d up or compete
1
d wit
. h m1.s
. 1 ea d'ing 1niormat1on.
· ,.
·
rippe

Second, mainly because of their frequent involvement with
the police, members seemed to be suspicious of outsiders. 3
It was partly on account of these initial observations at the Wakari Youth Club that I decided to use
covert participant observation to study the group.
other researchers, Weiner

Several

(1970), Gans (1962)~ and

Mercurio (1972) have used covert research methods.

Typi-

cally, it takes two major forms: either the researcher
announces his intention to collect data, but disguises
his "real" research interests by stressing an innocuous
subject area 4 (Gans, 1962; Mercurio, 1972), or does not
inform his subjects of his research intentions but attempts
to gain entry and "pass"

as

a member of a group in order·

to collect information on a specific topic (De Hoag, 1972;
Henslin, 1972; Humphreys, 1970; Patrick, 1973; Stoddart,
1974; Weiner, 1970).
2

3

4

--------·--·-

------------··-·----

For example, when filling out the identity section
of the questionnairei several V8 boys were observed
to write down a female name such as "Freda Fucker"
and tick both alternatives when it was not required.
Other researchers studying gangs have reported gang
boys to be suspicious of outsiders. See Yablonsky
(1967, p. 179).
For example, Mercurio stressed his interest in
studying the education system in a school, while
actually focussing on the practice of corporal punishment. Also Gans described his research as a
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During my fieldwork I did not tell the VS boys of
my study, and group members were unaware that I was
carrying out research.

Not wanting to misrepresent
myself to the group (Erikson, 1967) 5 I freely admitted
to being a part-time tutor at the university.

The fact

that I was working only part-time was advantageous for
this study since it enabled me to explain my availability at irregular hours, for example, attending court
cases during the "normal" working day.
The use of covert methods in social situations is
still the subject of a lively debate among sociologists. 6
While Barnes (1970) and Erikson (1967) claim it is
simply dishonest and should not be used; researchers
like Douglas (1972) and Henslin (1972), note that some
of the richest material in the social sciences has been
gathered by this means.

Yet others such as Roth (1962)

and Gans (1962) view covert methods as an inevitable
part of the social scientist's research strategy.

s

6

"survey of organisations, institutions, and the redevelopment process" (p. 344), when his major focus
was on the everyday life of West-Enders.
Erikson's (1967) criticism that it is unethical for
a sociologist to deliberately misrepresent his
identity for the purpose of entering a private domain
to which he is not otherwise eligible did not apply
to the present study. See Erikson (1967, p. 373).
For a detailed discussion on the ethics of this
research see Appendix Fe
A recent method of overcoming the covert-overt
problem has been described by Emmison and Herber.t
(1977). However, their principle of organizing the
participants would not have been appropriate in the
context of this study.
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As Gans (1962) points out:
The social scientist attempts to describe the
world as it is, and he must therefore observe
people in their normal, everyday ways.
Should he hide his purpose, either by not telling them of his participant&observation
role •.• he does so because he has no other
alternative. If he bares all his research
purposes, he may be denied access to the very
society he wants to study. (p. 345).
It was decided to use covert research for two main
reasons.

First, there is a substantial body of research

which suggests that awareness that one is being studied
can influence behaviour (Douglas, 1970; Helmstadter,
.t

1970; Schofieldj 1969; Sherif
1973; Thomlinson, 1965).

& Sherif,

1964; Swingle,

Although research has not spe-

cified the precise nature of the influence, covert
research can alleviate the.tendency which people have, to
present behaviour which conforms to an observer's
expectations.

A second and related reason for using

covert research centred around my personal desire to
avoid being stereotyped as a "researcher".

This desire

was reinforced by studies made by other researchers like
Argyris (1969), who points out that often research people
11

tend to be perceived as "highly educated and sophisticated
individuals" (p. 116).
Since the V8 boys were not aware that they were being
studi<~cl and I was not given the halo of "scientific
investigator" I was able to observe their !!.'.:"-~~!al:, reactions
to everyday situations and listen to some of the toughest
members of the group expose their inner doubts and fears.
Such in-depth data might have undergone distortion had
these people been aware of participating in a research
situation.
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Adoption of an appropriate role in order to investigate the group is essential to effective participant
observation.

I had avoided the role of overt researcher

by making my study covert.

(

I was faced with the problem

of finding a role which would be acceptable to the group
and suited my research requirements.
I<>

I,>'
I
--;

There is an extensive literature on the types of
different roles which may be taken by the participant
observer (Becker et

al., 1961, 1968; Emmi son

1977; Gans, 1962; Gold, 1958; Irwin, 1972).

& Herbet't ~

However,

what most of this literature neglects is that a fieldworker's role can change when he spends an extended period

0£ time interacting with the same people.

During the two-

year period I spent studying the V8 boys, my role in
relation to the group changed from
"official" to an "Honary VS boy 11 • 7

11

outsider" to possible

I was an "outsider" with the V8 boys for several
months, most notably from February to June 1973.

However,

it was soon apparent that being an "outsider" was going
to impose severe limitations on my access to first-hand

data.

Although I could document valuable information

while the gang attended the Wakari Youth Club, or "hung
around" the "take-away" food bar known as

11

Big Daddy's"

in the Octagon (see Figures 3 and 4), their mobility made
it difficult to establish close contact.

The following

extract from my early field notes illustrates the episodic
nature of these observations, and the initial personal
7

i)

\

·------------

Al though this is the incorrect spel 1 ing 1. it remains
unchanged because of the way it was pronounced by
members of this group.

•'

~·

r

FIGURE 3 ;

11

Big Daddy's"

l'

r
'

'
FIGURE 4 ; The Octagon
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difficulty I experienced in making closer contact:

8

I pressed back further into a small recess by
the Octagon picture theatre, sat down on the marble
steps and started to eat the pottle of chips I had
bought from 11 Big Daddy's". I wasn't hungry but I
hoped that by eating chips I could not be accused
of being idle, or worse still, staring at V8 boys.
I took a piece of card and a small pencil out of
my pocket and began to record some notes as unobtrusively as possible.

,,-

From where I sat I could see the large hands
of the Town Hall clock. They read 9.45 p.m~ The
VS boys are very much of a new phenomenon to me and,
although I have managed to talk with some of them
at Wakari Youth Club, I lacked the confidence to
approach them in the Octagon.
Three V8 cars were parked beside each other
and most of the boys were outside talking. Car doors
were open. Some boys sat on the bonnets, others
lounged against the sides of the car. They talked to
each other in loud exuberant voices, sometimes calling to any girl they saw in such terms as, "Hey
Grousie". The girls I observed, pretended not to
hear their remirks. From where I sat, r could see
that most of them were drinking beer from the bottle.
Every so often some of them would give one another a
push, raise their voices as if intending to fight and
then break into raucous laughter.
At 10.00 p.m. a black VS car turned into the
Octagon. Its presence was greeted with waves and
cheers, and it pulled up beside the other three V8 1 s.
Some boys wandered over from the other cars, beer was
passed around. About one minute passed. I guessed
the boys were making plans to move. I overheard cries
of, "Where! Where?" and replies of, 11 Brockville! 11 and,
"Follow us!" There were sounds of doors being
slammed and a thunderous roar as four V8 1 s started up
almost simultaneously. The black VS reversed out of
the park and the other three V's followed as if they
were desperate not to be left behind. As they turned
the corner, I noticed that I had become so absorbed
in watching that my pottle of chips was cold. I threw
them into a bin outside "Big Daddy's", walked to my
own car and drove home. I couldn't help feeling that
to accurately document the life-style of these boys,
I would need to travel with them in their cars.
May 1973.

,,

8

Several researchers have noted that the initial
success of a researcher and his fieldwork depends on
his ability to establish personal rapport with the
people he wishes to study. For example, Herbert J. Gans,
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However, making closer contact was not an easy task.
As already noted, on account of their frequent involvement with the police, members of this group tended to be

suspicious toward "outsiders"o

My position as an out-

sider was confirmed one Sunday evening at the Wakari Youth

Club:
Tonight the V8 boys were in an exceptionally
aggressive mood. It was chaotic in the discussion
room. Chairs were booted over, then placed
upright and booted over again. Ashtrays provided
another source of entertainment, functioning as
either guided missiles or rugby balls. Something
had happened. Several V8 boys had been in trouble
wlth the police. No details were available and it
did not appear appropriate to ask questions at
this stage. The discussion leader decided to call
for Rev. Ewing Stevens.
Rev. Ewing Stevens had trouble quietening the
group. His plea of, 11 What happened last .night'? 11
was finally answered when a tall, well-built youth
with shoulder-length blonde hair, dressed in oily
denim jeans and wearing large steel-capped boots 1
rose out of his chair and yelled raucously? "Fuck
up you'se cunts! Fuck up will yuh! 11 A gradual hush
fell over the room and he continued, "Well, you
wanna know what happened? Well, you'll know a bit a
it, but we aint usin' no names, no names, okay! 11
Pausing thoughtfully, ne looked straight at me and
said, "Don't know some people here, they could run
to the cops".
May 1973.

Many researchers (Berreman, 1962; Sherif

& Sherif,

1964) engaged in making initial observations of certain
deviant groups have been given the role of "outsider" and
reported evidence of curiosity, suspicion, or mistrust in
their attempts to make closer contact.

It was quite

obvious at this stage in the research that I was an

11

out-

sider'1, hence I might "run to the cops".

-------·-------··----·-·--has written about this challenge and sensitively
explores the extent of personal anxiety that a fieldworker can experience during the early stages of his
research. See Gans (1968, pp. 300-317).
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From May until July 1973, I began to lose my
"outsider" status with some members of the group.
Although I had avoided taking on any leadership role
within the youth club, it appeared that some VS boys
thought I might have been an official:

J

Discussion time had finished and it was
time for the dance to start. I was starting to
feel more at ease with certain members of the
V8 group.
Johnt Chris, and Alan, were three
youths I had befriended. I was listening to
John tell me some of the problems he had with
his car when Chris leant over and said, "Hey,
let's go out to the car for a mean beer, eh?"
John, who was sitting next to me, looked
at me with a grin on his face and replied,
"You're not meant to do that,Graeme here is
some sorta official around here!"
I looked rather surprised and almost
without thinking added, "You've got to be
joking, I'm no official and I certainly like
beer".

!

!Well," said John~ "let's all hop outside
and have one, eh?"
1

Drinking outside was not condoned by the
club, yet I decided to join the boys.
Officials certainly did not flout club rules.
On the way out the front door, John remarked,
"Sorry 'bout callin' yuh an official, well I
really didn't know what you were 'round here".
I explained that I was a part-time tutor
at the university lvho was interested in "seeing
.what went on at Wakari". This seemed to justify
my presence and no further questions were asked~
July 1973.

As will be shown later, after July I became increasingly involved in the life of the V8 boys.

Although group

members no longer regarded me as a possible youth club
official, I had often wondered how group members saw me.

My role was crystallised one Thursday evening while drinking beer with the group in the Victoria Hotel (see Figure S).

V

?

l'

V

FIGURE 5 ; Victoria Hotel
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Six of the boys including myself were seated
around a small formica table which was covered
with jugs of beer and littered with cigarette
ash. It was time to count resources for the group
and find out who was (in the boys' words) .. hangin 1
on"! The discussion centred on a youth named
Bryce who was an apparent "hanger on". Chris,
a heavily-tattooed youth stated vehemently, "Look,
he's no fuckin' V8 boy, he's a hanger on. He's
only tryin' to associate himself to our reputation."
"Yeah;" Bruce interjected, "He's a wanker
of the first order. It pisses me off seein' him
hangin' around and makin' out he's in good with
everyone!"
I decided to attempt to clarify my own position in the group, stating, "Well, I'm not a V8
boy and I hang around a lot with you fellas."
With this comment, Chris smiled at me and
said, "You wanker,".then continued, "yeah, I know
you're not a real V8 boy, but you're still sorta
like one, like, you like your piss and that, but
you're different, isn't he you blokes?" He
paused thoughtfully then added, "Like you teach
those students and that, but you don't fuckin'
talk all uppish like most of 'em. You're more
like one of us. Yeah, s'pose you're an Honary
V8 boy." He laughed out loud and added, "Yeah,
Grae,9 you' re not scummy enough to be a real V8 ! "
There were loud cheers from the other boys. We
all drank to it.
November 1973.
The role of "Honary V8 boy" held two main advantages
for me.

First, it meant that the boys did not expect me

to be exactly like them.

Since I was considered to be

"different" I could engage in what I refer to as selected
participation.

Hence, although I went "on the piss" with

them, and "gatecrashed" parties, I declined to take an
active part in gang fights.

Second, this difference meant

I was able to ask questions and be naive in certain situations.

This might have been an impossible task had I been

expected to be a full member of the group.
9

Secret

Many of the boys called me Grae instead of Graeme.
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information and insight, aboutt for example, their
personal reaction to court sentences which may not have
been accessible had I continued in my role as "outsider"
were possible in my inside role as "Honary

-The

VS

boi•~

Collection of Data
Throughout my field work I used a variety of tech-

niques to collect data.

These included direct

observation~ listening to spontaneous discussions,
questioning members about the meaning of their activities,
participating in most of their activities, examining
court documents, probation and newspaper reports, as well
as carrying out several in-depth taped interviews with
two core members of the group.

These interviews provided

a further opportunity to check my interpretation of particular events with the interpretation of these core
members.
Several researchers have made use of key informants
when carrying out participant observation researchi for
instance, Gans (1962), Liebow (1967), Whyte (1943) and
Woodward (1973).
are

11

According to Bogdan (1972) key informants

subjects who have a deep understanding of the situation

being studied and who are willing to convey their knowledge

to the sociologist" (p., 24)..,.
use of key informants.

During the research I made

Although the use of key informants

is vulnerable to the criticism that they can give unrepresentantive comment, there was one important reason for
using them in this study.

During the research it was noted

that some group members did not seem able to give any
insight into either their own or the group's behaviour.
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Perhaps an extreme example, but one which illustrates
the point can be found in the group member who would make
repeated claims about "the cops picking

011 11

him.

When

asked why he thought they picked on him, his characteritic

reply was, "Fucked if I'd know"~

He was not avoiding

my question 3 but making a genuine attempt to answer it.
Blumer (1969) acknowledges that some people do not seem
able to give insight into their behaviour and advises
researchers to:
Sedulously seek participants in the sphere of
life who are acute observers and who are wellinformed. One such person is worth a hundred
others who are merely unobservant participant3.
(p. 41)

The following pages will detail a brief chronologi-

cal description of my field work.

This is deemed important

because it shows how I became involved with the VS boys
and gives information on tactics I employed in order to
• 1n1t1a
' • ' 1 entry into
'
gain

•
•
10
1naccess1• bl e II s1tuat1ons.

II"

The fieldwork for this study was carried out in four
inter-related phases.

Phase one which consisted of obser-

vations made chiefly at the Wakari Youth Club, occurred
from March until July 1973.

Phase two which saw my fuller

involvement in the activities engaged in by this group,
began approximately in August and lasted until December.
From the end of December 1973 until February 1974, I took
a short break from fieldwork.

Phase three occurred from

February until July 1974 which effectively saw the collapse

10

For an informative discussion on the problems involved
in gaining acceptance an<l entry in fieldwork, consult:
Glazer (1972, pp. 11-24). See also Lutz and Ramsey
(1974~ p. 7).

of the group and Phase four terminated approximately 1n
December 1974.
Phase one.

As previously explained, initial contact

with the VB boys was made at the Wakari Youth Club.

While

the youth club had provided a valuable point of contact
with the group,the structured setting with its condemnation of drinking in the hall, meant that it seemed imperative
that I gain access to other situations where there were
fewer organizational strictures on their behaviour.
While any visitor was welcome at the Wakari Youth Club 1
11

such was not the case with a paddock situated on the outr

skirts of the Dunedin suburb of Brockville (see Figure 6).
This paddock was thought of by VB boys as being strictly V8
territory.

Although I had built up friendships with four

group members at the youth club, my friendship with these
youths was restricted to the Sunday night meetings at the
club.

My observations were being carried out in one setting

which did not appear to be typical of others which the VS
boys moved in.
Phase two.
late in July~

Access to the paddock at Brockville came
When attending the usual Sunday night meeting

at the Wakari Youth Club, I overheard two VS boys discussing a problem:
1

\

Alan had a concerned expression on his face.
"Shit!" he exclaimed, "We're gonna 'ave to get
some wood for the fire at Brockville. We 1 ve
almost used all that other stuff up now."

I I

"Yeah," added John, in a humourous manner,
"Looks like we're gonna 'ave to pinch someone's
wooden fence."

---------------,-----------·---·11

Permission to use this paddock was given by the Wakari
Union Church.

D'

'

r

,~

r
FIGURE 6

The paddock at Brockville
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Hearing their problem, I realized that I
had some wood which the bovs could use. I
mentioned this fact to Alai1, who said, "Shit
hot! That's if you don't want itj like."
After stating that I wouldn't need the wood,
I instructed Alan how to find my house in
Roslyn. He then asked me what I was planning
to do on Thursday night. I replied, "nothing
in particular."
'·

"Well, might as well come up and 'ave a
few beers with the boys then:" he added.

'

"Suits me," I replied and wrote my
address on John's cigarette packet.
July 1973w
I!

The following Thursday night, Alan, and John

,

I

I

called at my flat to get the w0od and took me to the
r

paddock in Brockville.

My later visits to Brockviile did

not pose any problemi, that is, I did not have to fabricate
an excuse to attend, I was invited.

I attended these i:piss-ups" at the paddock at
Brockville until October 1973! 2 On these occasions there
was little variation in activity and I usually stood around
with group members, listened to their stories and drank
beer.
I,,_

I sensed greater acceptance.

Certain group members

would give. me friendly digs in the ribs and place their
arms on my shoulders in a companionable way.

In fact it

was my willingness to drink beer which assisted my initial
acceptance into this group.

As one member reminisced;

We got to know you really 'cause you came on
the piss with us. I remember when I first
seen you at Wakari, then at Brockvill~, remember

·----------------~-------------12

After October 1973, the paddock at Brockville was not
used by the group. Reasons given for its non-use were
usually associated with the search for action. For
example, a typical comment was "nothin' ever happened
up there~ it was too far away from town".

r:;..,

•• I,

that? Well, when you had a drink of beer with
us I thought, he's okay, didn't really know
yuh then, but me initial thought was, you're
okayj you drink.
November 1973 •.

My attendance at these
important for this study.

11

piss-ups 11 at Brockville was

Here I was able to build up

trust and confidence with members of the group.

My

friendship with Alan, Chris, and Johnt also facilitated
my acceptance by other group members~

As Liebow (1967)

and Whyte (1943) also noted in their respective studies,
I found that it was important to have people who were
able to vouch for me as being trustworthy.

When I

attended these "piss-ups" at Brockville, I used as many
opportunities as possible to get to know other group
members.

Thus, on occasions when the boys "ran out" of

beer, I offered to accompany some member to the hotel to
J

'

replenish supplies.

Since getting more beer was thought

of as a chore by most group members, my offers were
usually appreciated.
Other tactics used to make initial contact with
members included lending mechanical equipment for cars,
such as body jacks and ring spanners~

Since members

came to my flat to borrow such equipment, this proved
another valuable contact with the group because at such
times members invited me to their flat or to the hotel to
"'ave a few beers".
Although I owned a 1955 Austin car, I used it only
occasionally during fieldwork because I wanted to be able
to accept rides in the boys' cars.

While the boys

realized I did have a car, I usually explained my infrequent

use of it by saying that it had "broken down".

To the

best of my knowledge, this explanation was accepted.
On account of my friendly relations with this group
it seemed natural that I should take an interest in their
court cases.

I:

During the court cases I sat and observed

the proceedings.

Where possible, I tried to play a sup-

portive role: on two separate occasions I "went bail"
(see Appendix E) for two V8 boys, an act which also
increased my confidence and trust within the group.

After

the court sessions I went with the boys to the hotel
where I sat and drank beer with them, a-nd listened to their
conversation.
By October 1973, I was spending most of my time with
13
this group, going for "drags" in their cars, attending
their "piss-ups" and court cases.

It was apparent that

members considered me an accepted part of the group and
would frequently arrive at my flat in Roslyn (see Figure 2)
to take me "on the piss".

The fieldwork was demanding

and there were occasions when I felt obliged to change my
own plans for recouperation and join "the boys":-14

I saw Alan, Johnt and Chris driving the
'56 through town. I had been on the piss
with them on Thursday night and had not arrived
home until 3.30 a.m. I felt lethargic and
-,

13

The word "drag" refers to a race with another car.

14"

This group .was known to insiders as "the boys 1 ' .
This point is discussed in Chapter Three.
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badly in need of some sleep.

The combination
of several late nights, the ever present taste
of beer in my mouth, and the demanding discipline of writing up field notes were draining
my resources. I intended buying some meat and
heading home for a quiet night. However the
boys saw me, tooted the horn on the car, and
stopped.
"'Ow's yuh head?" yelled Chris,
from last night?"

11

recovered

"I'm about ready for a trip to the Health
Camp," I retorted. "How do you guys take the
pace?n

"Don 1 t worry," said Alan, "we're a bit
seedy ourselves. The best thing when you're
seedy is to drink more piss. What's on tonight?"

"Dunno," I said, "I've.got to buy some
meat for the weekend."
"Well~ jump in.
to 'ave a couple."

l ["

We're goini to the Vic ;)

I decided to join the boys and buy the meat
later. Even in the car on the way to the
Victoria Hotel we discussed how seedy we all
felt. Yet, despite these feelings, the boys
still intended to drink more niss. I felt I was
becoming part of this group a~d I sensed their
acceptance of me.
October 1973.
From late December 1973, until early February 1974,
I declined an invitation to go away with the group to
">-

Central Otago for the Christmas holiday and instead took
a break from field research.

Some authorities (e.g. Bogdan 1

1972; Glaser, 1972) recommend a break in fieldwork.

In my

case this was seen to be necessary for one major reason.
As pointed out in the previous excerpt from my field notes,
I felt mentally and physically exhausted with the strain

----------·-·15

uvic" is an abbreviation the boys used to refer to
the Victoria Hotel.

of carrying out research.

A similar strain has also been

noted by other researchers investigating gangs (Parker,
1974; Patrick~ 1973).

I used this br·eak to '°distance"

myself from my data~ 6
Phases three and four.

From February until July 1974

I carried out further intensive fieldwork with this group.
On 18 July 1974, 20 group members were sentenced for their

part in an incident at a flat in Green Island (see Figure 2)
a suburb of Dunedin.

Although I maintained contact until

December 1974, with four members who had escaped conviction
the above date effectively saw the collapse of the group.
Methods of.~s._ordin_g_
Like many other researchers using the method of participant observation, for instance~ Mercurio (1972), Polsky
(1969) and Woodward (1973), I recorded my data in diary

form out of sight of the people I was studying.

Detailed

field notes were always written up after each field session
in the privacy of my own flat.

In order to assist recall

of specific facts, however, I used a small piece of card
. d.in my poc k et at all times.
.
17
which I carr1e

r•
~nerever

possible I would record, out of sight of V8 boys, key
phrases and observations on this card.

In most cases this

meant I had to create opportunities to record information.

16

17

For a sensitive discussion on the problem of
emotional involvement of the fieldworker with the
' subjects of his study see Wax (1971).
Some researchers using covert methods have used a
hidden tape recorder to record their data. See
Henslin (1972) and Humphreys (1970). However,
this strategy was not considered desirable or possible in the present project. For a discussion of
different methods of recording data in participant
observation see Webb, Campbell, Schwartz and Sechrest
(1972).
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For example, while drinking with group members in a
hotel, I would use the legitimate excuse of going to the
toilet to record some of these key phrases and observations.

In more difficult situations, for example,

travelling in one of their cars, key phrases and observations were noted as soon as possible afterwards.

In a

great many cases this meant writing extensive field notes
before I went to bed in the early hours of the morning
and re-examining them the next day.

However, there were

.._,

a few times I was so fatigued as to be unable to concentrate and when this occurred, detailed field notes were
written up first thing the next day.
Analysis of Da~
In contrast to experimental studies, data analysis

in participant observation is not a distinct phase of the
research (Bogdan, 1972; Kerlinger, 1970; McCall
1969).

& Simmons,

Instead, it is both an on-going process where the

researcher attempts to make sense of his data as he
carries out his study, and an ~ o s t fact& 8process in
which the investigator interprets and analyses his material
after the fieldwork has been completed.
,,

;,

The on-going analysis of the data for this study was
carried out in the following manner.

As has already been

mentioned, most of the data for this study were recorded
in diary form immediately after each field session.

Any

interpretations and generalizations which appeared to
emerge as the data were produced, along with any phenomena

----·-~----,.·-·__

_______

,

18

For details see Kerlinger (1970, p. 360).
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I did not understand, were recorded in a large margin

specifically set aside for this purpose~

As the study

progressed this proved a valuable way of isolating,
testing, and modifying some of the emergent hypotheses
against further data.

For examplei early in the study

it was observed that most members of this group had

tattoos.

In a later field sessionj I overheaid several

members discuss tattoos in terms such asi "Jesus I felt
.tough when I got me first tattoo" and, "Tattoos make you
feel tough, like yuh really are someone''.

Statements

such as these gave rise to the emergent hypothesis that
tattoos appeared to be viewed as a sign of toughness and
as an expression of self-image amongst VB boys.

This

hypothesis was later tested and modified in the course of
my following interactions and observations of group members.
While a part of the analysis was carried out while
the study was in progresst the more comprehensive
analysis was carried out after the research was completed.
:,

This was handled in the following manner.

I read through

the field notes several times, then attempted to classify
the data by summarising the content which emerged from
each page of the field notes.

The summarised content of

each page was then referenced with its date and placed in
another folder (Bogdan» 1972).

In this way it was pos-

sible to locate the specific quotation and generalization
in the field notes.

Once all the field notes had been

summarized :i.n this mannerr the summaries were then placed
under common topic headings, for example, the car, girls,
and fighting.
chapter themes.

These summaries were then used as tentative

S8

Throughout this report, frequent reference will be
made to quotations from the field notes.
Becker et

According to

al. (1968) these serve several purposes.

First~ they give the reader a "feel" for a certain situation,~ "feeling" which is often difficult to
encapsulate in the formal analysis.

Second, they provide

a basis for the consideration of alternative formulitions
to the ones presented.

Finally, they support and provide

justification for the study's conclusions (p. 14).

CHAPTER THREE

INSIDE THE GROUP

This chapter deals with life inside the VB group,
by focussing on the shared meanings which membership in

this group had for VB boys.

The first section intro-

duces the reader to the group through a description of
the V8 cars and the common meanings they had for the
group's members.

The second section gives a brief bio-

graphical description of the core members and attempts
to describe how the group came into existence, while the

third section provides a description of the clothing,
tattoos,and insignia, as well as peculiarities of in~group
communication that accompanied group membership.
The VS Gars

Without the car~ there was no VB group.

The VB cars

driven by the members of this group had certain distinctive features.

While the cars might vary in the colour

of their paintwork and their year of manufacture, they
were decidedly similar in their rough external (see
Figures 7

& 8)

and internal appearance.

This led to a

similarity in outsiders' comments:
Theytre just old heaps. It beats me how half
of them get warrants of fitness •••• You'd think

1

At the outset it must be pointed out that since the
car permeated much of the group's life-style, this
discussion is not exhaustive and many of the points
made in this section are given further treatment in
later chapters.
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they'd take more pride in their cars •••• Hell,
they just don't seem to care what they look
like •••• They are just old wrecks. The police
should write the lot of them off the road.
July 1973.
These comments do not seem inappropriate given the body
and mechanical conditions of many of these cars.

In

most cases~ large planks of timber sufficed as bumper
bars, matchsticks inserted around the distributor cap
prevented the leads from falling out, and copper wire
dangled loosely from various sections of the scarred and

battered bodywork.

Copper wire was the VB panaceaf per-

forming a variety of functions.

It substituted for ring

spanners, held the bonnet and boot closed, attached
number plates and gave some vital physical support to the
rusty suspension.
I
I

Inside these cars empty beer
packets littered the floor~

bottles and cigarette

Upholstery on the seats was

ingrained with grease and oil~ and the hood lining was
usually ripped.

Door and window handles were usually

missing~ interior lights did not work and partially broken
windows obstructed the view from inside the car.
(

'

These cars were not given the home comforts of a
garage, weekly clean with detergent or routine body and
2
mechanical inspection; instead, maybe a complimentary kick

in the bodywork with steel-capped boots~ the privilege of
having a name carved deep into the paintwork with a rusty

2

That is, excluding an inspection which was carried
out at the Dunedin City Corporation Testing Station
every six months for a warrant of fitnesso

FIGURE 7 ;

Front view of a 1955 Ford V8

}

;

FIGURE 8; A 1955 Ford V8
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pocketknife, or perhaps, an honorary wash in V8 boy

urine.

Yet, despite this apparent maltreatment "the boys 11

were proud of their cars.

A rear window sticker bearing

the name, "Ford V8 Dunedin" (see Figure 9) in large
visible lettering served to remind even the least perceptive observer that this may be the case.
Most of the cars in the group were communally owned.
In some cases, as many as 5ix of the boys donated fixed
amounts of money to buy a certain V8.

At other times,

spare parts would be lent in order to get a car on the
road.

This lending, however~ also meant a certain share

in the car.

As one member remarked when I asked who owned

a certain car, "Oht I own the radiator, one brakedrum and
a wheel 11 •

This communal ownership produced a special

esprit de corps within the group.

Cars became the pro-

perty of the group rather than of certain individuals.
This group property was reflected in the way the cars were
labelled.

Whereas VS enthusiasts in general usually refer

to these cars by the year of manufacture~ for example a
111

56" meant a 1956 V8, with communal ownership the cars

Jn the group were referred to as "the '56", "the '58 11 and
so on.

In this way all of the group could identify with

a certain car.
The number of cars in this group was subject to
fluctuation.

3

The largest number of cars together at any

VB cars were sometimes referred to by their model.
For example, a ii1~airlane 11 is a particular model of
V8 car.
The V8 boys referred to it as "the Fairlane".
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l
C

FIGURE 9; Rear window sticker
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one time was eight, and the activities of the group were
usually based around a core of two or three regular cars.
The VB car had several meanings for the VB boys.
One obvious meaning was that it served as transport for
the group.

Yet it was more than this: it was a special

form of transport.
.l

be able to ~! 11

In the argot of the V8 boy,

11

It must

It did not matter if the suspension was

"stuffed", the power and speed of the car were the all
important considerations:
Chris had just bought a unew" 1955 Ford VS.
He offered me a ride. We had to coast down the
hill to start the car as the battery was flat.
There was a powerful roar, voluminous quantitites
of blue smoke and the motor burst into life. Our
ear-splitting departure shattered the silence as
we accelerated down the road.

The first thing I could smell was the
exhaust fumes. Chris was fully aware of this,
yelling loud above the noise of the motor, 11 It
,gets so bad yuh gotta keep that back window down
all the time". His darkly tattooed hands gripping the steering wheel~ he put the car into a
controlled four-wheeled drift as we rounded the
corner at the bottom of the hill; Then it happened. A loud metallic clanging sound, the
pungent smell of burning rubber and the car
started lurching sideways in almost uncontrollable
spasms. We were heading right towards the gutter
and a concrete fence. Chris's reactions were
quick. He slammed the car down a gear and counteracted our sideways movement by steering in the
opposite direction. We came to rest about three
inches from the gutter. He was not perturbed by
this. It had happened often. He explained; "It's
just the fuckin' handbrake keeps jammin' on.
Makes the bitch go sideways. Fuckin' shockics are
stuffed as well. I'll fix the bitch."
With this comment, he threw the gearlever
into reverse and proceeded to drive the car hard
up against the side of the gutter. This did in
fact "fix it" and we were on our way again. I felt
somewhat astonished at this action. Chris must
have sensed this. He grinned nonchalantly and said,
uFuck, don't worry man~ the suspension's stuffed,
the cunt's held together with wire, but it can go,
it can really g~. 11
August 1973.
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The V8

11

must be able to go 11 •

It was also considered

an inexcusable neglect if drive-rs did not make them "go".
You do not treat a V8 like a Ming vase.
horse.

lt was a work-

Some typical comments were:

Man, they 1 re just made to work. Yuh stuff
them up drivin' around slowly. Yuh gotta
give 'em all they've got. They can take it.
July 1973.
V8's are the toughest cars around. Yuh can
just drive 1 em and drive 'em. It pisses yuh
off secin' people drivin 1 'em carefully, like
beint scared to rev the motor too much and
that. Yuh kill 'em with kindness. They
thrive on hard work. They're a bloody workhorse.
August 1973.
V8 boys did make their ca.rs

11

work".

When arriving

somewhere together they did so in style; the more noise
the better:

It was a warm Sunday night at Wakari Youth
Club. A quick glance around the nearly deserted
car park showed three youths. aged about 18,
standing around a red Hillman Avenger. No VB
cars were here yet. Everything was silent. A
few minutes later I heard the characteristic
roar of the VS's.

.l.

Three battered V8 1 s careered around the
corner and sped recklessly into the car park.
The drivers were gunning the motors savagely
causing the rear wheels to spin and whine in the
loose gravel. The noise was deafening. The
doors flew open and out stepped the boys. Once
their loud verbal greeting had been exchanged
and they had finished the remaining beer in an
opened bottle, they all ambled over to the youth
club entrance together.
May 1973.
While one of the obvious meanings of the VB car was
to serve as a form of fast transport, there were other

meanings that were not quite so readily apparent~

As one

member put it when I pointed out an expensive sports car:
Nuh, I wouldn't have that. I'd rather have
one of our battered-up V8's any day. Look,
more people look at you in a V8 than in one
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of those things. Damn cheaper too. Only
cost 150 bucks and people look at it. Fuck,
loq)c at the people who cracked up when they
say/ the '56 in Alex! 4
. September 1973.
The rationale is simple, yet devastatingly obvious.

The

rough and battered VB is a much cheaper way of making
people look at you.

Why spend $5,000 when one could

achieve the same goal for $150?
other dimensions to this meaning.

However, there were also
Not only did the visual

appearance of a "battered-up" VB make people look, but
the powerful noise made by the VB motor also served to
produce a similar response - it turned people's· heads:
Man, I just used to love goin' through town
in the '54. I would really fat it, then
back off. Fuck, it sounded neat. All the
peasants lookin' 'round to see where it
came from.
October 1973.
The rough appearance of the VB car was also viewed as
a means to communicate a particular aspect of the group's
image~

Since VB boys saw themselves as being tough~ it

seemed appropriate to drive a car which was in keeping
with this image:

The V8
It's a
sayin'
think,

)

car is part of us. We're tough buggers.
sign that we're tough~ sorta like
beware of us. People see the car, and
'Ooh tough buggers, look at the car' •
October 1973.

We gotta name for bein' tough. It just
wouldn't look right drivin' 'round in brand
new cars all looked after and that. VB boys
are tough so yuh drive a tough's car.
September 1973,,

\
/

_---...,....,,.1:s.

4

I""

tt,---·o;r-------~·--------------

za:,, ..

Alex., is an abbreviation for Alexandra, a town
situated 188 kilometres from Dunedin. with an
estimated population of 4,470. New iealand Official
Year book 1976,.

--·-~--~----~
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Our V8's look fuckin' evil. A real mean lookin'
machine. Take the '56, all bashed to fuck,
painted matt black with a fuckin' paintbrush,
when yuh see that comin 1 up the street, yuh think,
Jesus, what a fuckin' evil lookin' car.
August 1973.
r-

VS boys lived in a precarious social world; a world
in which the threat of physical conflict 5with the "Green
Island Boys" and other loosely affiliated groups like
"students" and "surfies''was a reality.

This inflammable

type of situation meant that the group were often evaluating the strength of their own resources.

Group size and

concomitant group strength were not usually seen as a
l'

count of individual heads, but rather as a function of the
number of cars on the road at any one time:
Christ, we're really gettin' strong. Last night
we had seven cars on the road. Jesus that would
beat the Green Island boys. Those cunts would
be lucky to get two cars on the road.
November 197 3.

)

/

I seen some of the surfies in town yesterday.
One of 'em said 'V8's are wankers'. I told him
tb get fucked and said, 'Don't worry 'bout VB's
we're strong, we can get 16 cars on the road'.
August 1973.

I

As well as using the number of cars as an indicator
of group strength, the VS boys sought to promote an outward display of group strength and internal feelings of
cohesion6by parking their cars together; an act which
';

i1

------------------------------------5

6

Conflict with these groups is dealt with in Chapter Six.
After Cartwright and Zander (1960, p. 74), group cohesiveness refers to the degree to which the members of
a group desire to remain in the group. Thus, the members
of a highly cohesive group, in contrast to one with a
low level of cohesiveness, are more concerned with their
membership and are therefore more strongly motivated to
contribute to the group's welfare, to advance its objectives and participate in its activities. Cohesion is
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became known to the group as "parking in formation 11 .,

VS

boys attempted to park together on all possible occasions
and it was customary to find several group members standing around and admiring the formation&

Comments such as-

those below were typi~al:
"Man. the cars look good like that eh?
Makes you feel fuckin' neat!"
nHow do you mc,m?u

I asked.

"Well, it's just like this~ You feel
you're really someone when you see the cars
lined up like that. You know, like you're
strong, well you gotta be eh, 'cause you
come from a strong group. We're all V8ies
together."
August 1973 ..
"Seein 1 the cars parked in formation
makes yuh feel like it's all for one and
one for all, like what I mean is no matter
what, we 1 d all stick up for each othere·~·
It's a real shit hot feeling.
September 1973.
Thus the V8 cars parked "in formation" tended to provide
members with an overt display of group size and strength
as well as fostering a sense of individual commitment
and loyalty to the group.
Another manifestation of group strength was noted in
the gregarious procedure of what the boys call~d ''travelling
in convoy 11 ; the act of one car following the other in a
long line?

7

VB boys claimed they travelled in convoy simply

typically manifest in a strong 11 ·we 11 feeling being
present among group members. This "we" feeiing, is
seen to be important for the unity and coherence of
the group.,
Although the Concise Oxford Dictionary defines "in
convoy" as "un.de:r escort 11 p the V8 boys used the word
11
convoy 11 in the sense mentioned above~
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because they wanted to be together:
Yuh go in convoy 'cause yuh wanna be with
the other boys. It's not so much fun with
just one VS by itself. Yuh know, the more
V8's, the more booze, the more sluts, the
more fun.
.June 1973.
For many VB boys, the VB car also appeared to be a
means to the exclusion of outsiders and the seclusion of
group members.

One member explained the importance of

the car in this way:
When you're ridin' in one of our cars, yuh
feel sorta together, 1 cause we're all in
our car, lookint down at the people outside.
We can go and walk along the footpath where
they're walkin', but they can't come and hop
in our cars •••• They're out there and we're
somethin 1 special in here. I reckon most of
the boys feel that way.
March 197 4.,
Another member expressed similar sentiments when he
likened the car to a clubhouse:
·1

Our car is our own private domain sorta thing ••••
Like it's reallv like a clubhouse in a wav 'cause
not any bastard' can come and sit in one o~ the
V&'s. Itts our private domain.
October 1973.
The seclusive meaning the car held for many group members
is readily apparent in the following comment:
We 'ave gotta 'ave a place to drink our
piss ain't we? Same applies to sheilas.
I can't take a sheila home and root_'em
in front of me old lady, but I can sink piss
and root 'em in the car eh!
September 1973.
VB boys also saw the VB car as a means to excitement;
a form of excitement which an outsider might find difficult to understand.

Group members found it difficult to

communicate in words the feeling they got from driving
their cars at high speed and would explain that one has to
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"experience the power of the car, see the road racing by 1
feel the back of the car drop as you plant your footn.
When discussing experiences with V8 cars these boys became
ecstatic and visibly excited:
Jesus, doin' the ton in the '56 is so fuckin'
neat! She sways all over the place and yuh
wonder if she's gonna make it. It's a real
fuckin' effoTt to keep her on the road.
March 1974.
A VB is all power man, all bloody power.
When yuh boot the fuck out of them yuh feel
the power all through yuh own body. It's there,
all round yuh. It sounds power and it is
power. It I s so bloody good.
--·
September 1973.
I love feelinr the back of the V drop when ytih
boot it. Yuh plant yuh boot and she slowly
sinks down at the back and yuh disappear into
the wild blue yonder! That really feels fuckin 1
neat.

October 1973.
Risk-taking appeared to be an important component in
the excitement V8 boys experienced when driving at speed
in these cars.

It was common to hear members emphasize how

lucky they were to escape either unhurt or with only minor
injuries:
I remember goin' up Maitland Street that night~
I fatted it at the bottom, you know, by that
old grey building. Fuck, we got up to 80 [miles
per hour]. Hell, you know by that dip in the
road, shit it leapt in the air. It must have
leapt 25 yards in the air, I'm not kidding. For
a moment I thought I was gain' to hit that big
wall there, but I swung away just in time.
Jesus we were lucky. Fuck, it was neat thoughp
that leap in the air.
August 1973.
An.other member describes his experience this way:
Talkin' about exciting rides. Fuck, one time I
was in the '55. We were really fatting it out
iround this corner and the arse went out. I
didn 1 t really know what had happened next 'cause
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it all happened so quick. But I do know the
bitch rolled. I didnrt know where the fuck
I was but I remember tryin 1 to get out of
the window when old Maurice grabbed me and
yelled, 'Don't, it's gonna roll again'. It
didn't. Man, we were glad 'cause we were
only about ten yards away from a bank. Hell,
I only got a bleedin' lip and Bruce cracked
his head on the windscreen. We were lucky
man!
Tape excerpt November 1974.

Common meanings such as the ones listed above facilitated joint action by prescribing how members ought to act
towards the car and what this act ought to mean.

The way

VS boys treated the car was in accord with what they "knew"
to be the anticipated response of other group members.

In

taking the role of other members towards his behaviour~ a

VS boy came to knowt for example, that he ought to treat
the VS car as a· 11 workhorse 11 and a means to promote group
;.

cohesion.

In this way, actions such &s travelling in con-

voy and parking in formation, acquired meaning for the
group's members~

Furthermore, in examining their own .

behaviour from the standpoint of outsiders, the VB boys
came to "know" that outsiders expected them to be

11

tough 11

and thus behaved toward the car in a way which reflected
this expectation.

In this light, the rough appearance of

these cars was a meaningful way V8 boys could promote the
tough image they perceived outsiders to have of them.
Findings made in connection with the meaning of the
car for VB boys appear consistent with those reported by
Myerhoff and Myerhoff (1964), who, in their study of middleclass gangs in Los Angeles noted that the car permeated

every aspect of these youngsters' social life; was a mobile
parlour, clubhouse, living room, and bedroom (p. 331).
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Furthermore, findings consistent with those of the
present study were presented by Goldberg (1969), who,
when reviewing the impact of the automobile on American

life-style, noted that the automobile provided the
adolescent with cheap mobility, social opportunity,
privacy, and entertainment (p. 163).

Several other writers have reported. that gang
members experience excitement thr6ugh speed, and risktaking in cars and motorcycles.

In his study of

Angels", Thompson (1967) noted,

:man.

11

11

Hell ts

That 1 s where it's at,

Thatts where it lives" (p. 100), and pointed to the

presence of risk as an important ingredient in excitementj
claiming that: "The Angels push their luck to the limit~
They take drastic risks with no thought at all' 1 (p.101).
A similar emphasis on excitement was reported by Woodham
(1974) when she quoted a member of the "Gypsy Jokeias 11 in
•,

\-

Sydney~ Australia, as saying:
elating in your body

(p. 15).

11

Hey there's nothing more

and your mind than you get on a bike"

Moreover, Bloch and Niederhoffer's finding that

the car functioned to free gang members from the :ibored.om
of street corner society" (p. 183), is not dissimilar to
the V8 boys use of the car as a means to excitement.

The B..£l~
This group was identified by many names.

To the

media and citizens of Dunedin they were usually known as
either the nyg gang" or the "V8 boys".

To an insider, how-

ever, they were referred to most often

as "the boys 11 1

Court had finished and I was walking
across the road with Peter and some of the
other boys who had attended court, when we
heard someone yell from behind us. We turned
around to see Martin a younger member, running
to catch up. Upon reaching us he said, "What
are the boys doin' tonight?"

"Dunno," said Peter, acting as spokesman.
"Probably go to the Vic, get some piss and
play it by ear from there."
October 1973.
8

Ten boys whose ages ranged from 17 to 21 formed the
core of this group.

Their names were Alan, Chris, John,

Peter, Doni Bill, Maurice, Richardt Bruce, and Malcolm.
Throughout the research, the activities of this group
were based around these ten boys who shared three flats
and communally owned three V8 cars.

Although at the begin-

ning of the research two members were apprenticed to be a
mechanic and electrician respectively, all other members
were employed in labouring jobs of a largely unskilled
nature.

On the basis of the Congalton-Havighurst socio9

economic scale (1954), all these youths were from lower
socio-economic backgrounds.

Since the greater proportion

of research time was spent in association with these core
members, a brief biographical description is given of each
member prior to the beginning of research as well as
information concerning how the group came into existence.
Alan was a wiry youth of medium height, with shoulderlength brown hair.

8

9

At commencement of my research he was

The word "boy" is taken in reference "the boys"$ One
member of this core was 21 years of age, yet still considered himself a VB boy, not a VS man. Hence to
describe a member of this group as a ooy of 21 is not
to be read as an insult.
See Congalton and Havighurst (1954, pp. 10-16). For an
up-dated version of this scale see Stewart and Gorringe
(1977).
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18 years of age and had appeared repeatedly before the
court since he was 13 years of age on charges of assault,
theft, unlawfully taking a motor cart obstructing police,
and wilful damage.

In 1970 he was sentenced to Borstal

training on five charges of theft~

On his release in

1971 he appeared before the court again on charges of
unlawfully taking a motorcar and making a false statement
to the police~
0

Described by his probation officer as

obnoxious, and destined for a criminal career 11 1 Alan

left school in the fourth form at the age of 15 and

worked at a series of labouring jobs~

It was while he

was working on a construction site in late 1972 that he
met John.

Their common experiences in Borstal and a

devout passion for early model V8 cars resulted in a
friendship.

Alan and John reminisced in the early hours

of one Sunday morning:
We just clicked right away didn't we? I
suppose it was icause we had somethin' in
common. Like we 1 d both bin to Borstal~ so
we started talkin 1 about that, then we both
£ound out we liked V8's and things led on.
November 1973.
John, a stocky~ well-built youth was aged 18 at the
commencement of the research.

He expressed a hatred of

school, claiming he "couldn't wait to get out of the
'>

place", and left in the third form at the age of 15.,

He

also made numerous appearances in court; his first at the
age of 15 when he was charged with disorderly behaviour
and obscene language.

After the above convictions he

appeared again on charges of obstructing police, operating
a noisy vehicle, and dangerous driving.

Early in 1972 he

'7 6
10

was sentenced to three months at Detention Centre for
driving while disqualified and making false statements
to the police.
Don was a barrel-chested youth of medium height
with tattoos over both his hands and arms.

He appeared

in the Children's Court at the age of 12 on a charge of
being a "delinquent child" and later appeared on such
charges as being idle and disorderly, common assault~
driving without a licence, and car conversion.

In 1971

he served a three month term at Detention Centre and was
later sentenced to Borstal on an assault charge.

On

release from Borstal he appeared before court on a vari,ety
of charges relating to liquor, namely, being drunk and
disorderly, and as a minor consuming liquor in a public
plac~c

After leaving school in the fourth form, he

changed jobs frequently; the average time spent in any
one job being two months.

Like Alan and John, he had

'>

always been "keen" on V8 cars and it was through this com=
mon interest that he met the others:
,I

I 1 d bought this old '57 and started drivinr
around town with some guys I knew from work
likea Yuh notice other vsrs and I used to
see Alan and them in a '55 and we'd toot at
each other, then we stopped and talked.about
our cars.
August 1973.

---- - -~--··-1 .·

10

Detention Centre is an institution which caters for
youths between 16 and 21 years of age. The maximum
period of detention is three months with up to onethird remission for good behaviour. In every case,
detention centre training is followed by probation
supervisione Consult ~:!!.i_~e ~~a1:~.J~fensus_
19720
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Chris was a tall robust youth with shoulder-length
blonde hair,and arms which were heavily tattooed.

He

left school at the age of 16 to take up an apprenticeship
as a motor mechanic; an apprenticeship which was later
terminated as a result of his appearances in court for
assault, fighting in a public place, being drunk and disorderly, and resisting arrest.

Chris served a three

month term at the Periodic Detention Work CentrJ1un
· another charge of fighting in a public place and during the
research period he was employed at different labouring jobs.
Late in 1972, he met Alan and John at a party where he
offered his services as a mechanic to help fix their VB car.

As he puts it:
Alan had a special problem with the gearbox
and ring gear of the VB. I knew somethin'
about it so gave a hand. Next time they'd
have a problem they'd ask me and I'd give a
hand again. We'd have a few beers, we got to
bein 1 friends and I got really interested in

·t

,,.

V8's.

March 1974.
Peter, a youth of medium-height with numerous tattoos
l.. '

on his hands and arms, was aged 19 at the commencement of
my research.

He attended the same secondary school as

Chris and left in the fifth form to take up work in a
factory where he remained in constant employment.

He first

appeared in court at the age of 12 on a charge of theft.
His later charges included dangerous driving, unlawful
sexual intercourses, obscene language, and assault~

Peter

-------------------~--u,.,_ ·--• •-11

The Periodic Detention Work-Centre is situated in
Stuart Street, Dunedin. This work centre is available
for offenders under 20 years of age. Under the sentence a person is usually required to attend the
centre on Wednesday nights and all weekends. Consult
New Zealand Official Year book 1976c
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also had served a three month term at the Periodic
Detention Work Centre~

His friendship with Chris which

he established at secondary school, led him into association with the other boys~
Bill, a tall, wiry youth~ with dark black hair, was
21 years of age when I began this studyQ

After leaving

school at the age of 15, he worked at different labouring
jobs.

Hej

too, had appeared in court at the age of 12 on

a variety of charges, most notably, forgery and theft,
for which he was later admonished and discharged.

His

further charges included unlawfully taking a motorcar,
assault, driving while disqualified, wilful damage, and
behaving in a threatening manner~

At the commencement of

research he had just completed a sentence of four months at
the Periodic Detention Work Centre where he had met Peter:
I got to know the others through P$D •..
P. DJ2~as good like that. Yuh can meet
some shit-hot jokers •••• I got on with
Peter and we both bought this old 'SB VS
and went draggin' about in it.
October 1973.
Maurice, a youth of medium-height with a thin, hairline moustache, was aged 18 at the beginning of my
research.

He had been sentenced to Borstal early in 1972

'

/

on a charge of assault.

Other charges for which he had

',)

been convicted included unlawfully taking a motor vehicle,
driving at a dangerous speed, wilful damage,drunkenness,
disorderly behaviour, assaulting a policeman, and resisting

-----~-· . --··--·&=J-----·----~---------·-12

P. D& was an abbreviation the boys used to refer to
the Periodic Dentention Work CentTe~
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arrest&

Again, it was through a common interest in

VB cars that Maurice made contact with the other group
members~

As Maurice explainedi the VB car was an

"immediate link":
1vd always bin mad on old V8 cars and you've
got an immediate link with someone else who
drives the same car. The VS car is the
rough bugger's car in a way so that links in
together. That's how I met Alan and them
guys, saw they drove VB's and it was sorta
automatic brotherhood.
August 1973.
The three youths who are introduced now, were all
friends of, and lived in the same suburb of Dunedin, as
Maurice.

Richard had left school at the age of 16 to

take up an apprenticeship as an electrician, which was
later terminated because of his appearances in court.
Most of his offences were related to use of alcohol and
included charges such as drinking in a public place, being
)

.'

a minor consuming liquor in a hotel, and driving under the
influence of drink.
Bruce, a tall youth with curly red hair was 20 years
of age when I began my research.

He had appeared in court

on charges of receiving stolen property, assault, obstructing police, resisting arrest, dangerous driving and
supplying false information to the police.

Early in 1972

he had been sentenced to gaol for six months on a charge
of assault with intent to injure.

At the time of research,

Bruce was changing jobs frequently; the average time spent
at any one job being one month.
Malcolm, a powerfully-built youth with shoulder-length
brown hair was aged 17 at the commencement of my research.
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Although he had attended the same secondary school as
Maurice, it was not until they left school that they
became friends.

Again, it was an interest in VS cars

which provided a common "talkin' point".

As Malcolm

explained:

J

/

I seen Maurice out at Caversham car park.
He was pokin' through a pile of stuff
lookin' for a genera tor..... I said, "What
are yuh drivin?"
He says,

11

A '58 V8".

"Fuckin' oath!" I says, "the bloody
best car around the old vu ..• Well, we got
to talkin 1 about the cars and then goin' on
the piss together. I s'pose we sad a common
talkin' point with the cars really, that's
what got us together in the flat.
August 1973.
G

)

Like the others, Malcolm had also appeared in court.
His offences were: being drunk and disorderly, drunken
driving, and being a minor consuming liquor in a public
place.
Four core members, John, Bill, Maurice, and Alan,
had "regular" girlfriendsc

These girls Tanged in age

from 16 to 18 and, as will be explained in chapter five,
although these girls were not permitted full membership
in the group, they formed the core of what the VB boys
referred to as "the girlst' or "the 1·egulars".
In addition to those core boys just discussed, the
group had a peripheral membership which, as will be seen
in chapter six, fluctuated mainly in response to the
possibility of physical threat from an outside group$
At the beginning of this study, John, Chris, Peter,
and Don, shared a flat in Dundas Street (see Figures 10
11), which they remained in, until September 1973.
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The boys' flat

in

Dundas

Street

September, Alan, Richard, Chris, and Malcolm, shared a
flat in Signal Hill Road (see Figure 10).

They were

eventually evicted for non-payment of rent in December
of 1973.

In 1974, Alan, Richard and Maurice shared a

flat in Leith Street (see Figure 10), until the month
of June.

Among V8 boys a11 three flats were known simply

as "the flat":
It was a Sunday night at the Wakari Youth Club.
Tonight as an previous nights I heard several
V8 boys refer to "the flat". At the end of
the evening, as four VS cars were getting ready
· to leave the car park, I saw a youngish-looking
boy I hadn't noticed with the V8's before, get
out of one VB car and walk across to another.
Above the noise of revving motors I heard him
yell 9 "Well, I s 1 pose it's up to the flat, eh'?fl
I saw the occupants of the car nod. Seconds
.later, four V8 cars took off, one after the
other, and disappeared around the corner.
June 1973.

y8~ _~];,o_1:_h_i n&_
Yuh gotta look the part~ like VB's are tough
so yuh gotta wear yuh tough clothes. Can
yuh imagine one of the boys wearin' a suit
ant tie? Fuckp it wouldn't look right, eh!
September 1973.
V8 boys did attempt to look tough.

clothes, footwear, and insignia which group members wore

!
I,

to convey a tough impression.

j

I
-\

There were special

'

One of my first observa-

tions of this group arriving at Wakari Youth Club describes
how this group appeared to outsiders:
I stood at the entrance to the Wakari Youth
Club and watched the long procession of V8
boys swagger up the path towards where I was
standing. As they came closer I saw that
most ware oily jeans, which in some cases
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were ripped, some had shirts hanging out,
sleeves were rolled up displaying tattoos,
several had large VB badges on their belts,
and most of them wore steel-capped boots.
My immediate reaction was one of fear. To
me 1 they looked tough and I feared they
would pick on me for no apparent reason,
boot my head inp if not smash a bottle
over my head.
Glancing around I observed that other
onlookers seemed to share my reaction; they
stood back as these 12 boys made their way
into the church. I moved into the vestibule of the church and overheard a man aged
about 25 whisper to a girl in her teens,
urhat's the VS gang! They?re a rough lot
those guys. They wear those steel-capped
boots for fighting. Many people have been
booted in the head by them. Their clothes
are a mess, you 1 d want to hose them down~"
March 1973.
V8 boys had a preference for what they would call their
"rough gear" or "less better clothes 11 •

Typically, this

clothing consisted of jeans, T-shirts, black polo-necked
jerseys, either denim or black seamen's jackets, and
steel-capped boots.

A major characteristic of these

clothes was their nwell-worn 11 appearance; jeans and Tshirts were usually ripped; jerseys often had large holes,
and nearly all clothing appeared to be ingrained with oil.
Members of this group were aware that other V8 boys
expected them to wear this type of clothing.
be greasy and show signs of wear.

Jeans must

New, neatly pressed

jeans would be just "out of piace" as much as a suit and
tiee

It wa.s not

11

rightn to go out with the boys in your

new jeans, you had to "rough 'em up a bit":
I remember the time the old lady bought me
these brand spankin' new jeans man, Jesus,
she's always on me back about these ones,
fuckin' moanin' sayin' 1 I donrt mind jeans
as long as theytre neat 'n tidy'. She
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nearly cracked up, yuh know, 1 cause I left
'em in our garage by the car deliberately
to rough 'em up a bit.~ •• When she cracked
up, I says, 'Well, yuh don't think I'm
gonna wear 'em out with the boys when they
look so nea.t do yuh! i .
June 1973.
Not surprisingly, several group members claimed
that they wore their "rough gear" in order to feel part
of the group:
I wear me rough gears because yuh wanna
feel part of the group. You'd feel out of
place if yuh wore something tidy. When
you!re dressed the same as the other boys,
yuh feel like you're right in the group and
not left on the outside.
September 1973.,
However, some members· claimed they wore their rough
gear for practical reasons; good clothes were ruined very
quickly in the V8 cars:
It was my first ride in a VB, had all the nice
gear, just got out of Borstal, all smoothed up,
had on this nice pair of white trousers and
everything. Got into this Vt it's filthy as
hell and people crammed in there yuh know, and
by the time we went out to Brighton and come
back, muh clothes were a fuckin 1 mess •••• They
were just shot. So after that I started
wearin' less better clothes, yuh knowj just
jeans and that.
March 1974.
Clothes did deteriorate when riding in these VB cars.
During the course of research my jeans were ripped by
wires sticking out of the seat upholstery, and my shirt

sleeves became ingrained with oil.

On account of the

dirty condition of these cars, it seemed logical to wear
"less better clothes". · Since the V8 boys spent most of
their group time· riding around in these cars, it would
appear sensible to wear less better clothes.

Nevertheless,
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group members did not dress in this manner for that
reason alone.

Perhaps even more importantly, the way

VS boys dressed appeared to be a reflection of the type
of people they saw themselves as being:
Really, I s'pose yuh dress roughly 'cause
yuh are that way. I see me self as a
rough joker in a way, so I wear rough
clothes ••• e That 0 s just the way I am.
March 1974.
I like to look like I bin around 'cause
in a way I 'ave. I done a couple a lags
and that •••• Rough gear is part of what
I am. S6me people like to dress up in neat
clothes and that 'cause they think of themselves like thate But I 1 m different. I
like to look rough.
August 1973.
Most V8 boys were aware that their

11 rough gearH

tended to communicate an impression of toughness and
that this impression was conveyed to the individual himself as well as outsiders.

One core member explained the

effect rough gear had on his self-image in these terms:
Yuh know yuh look tough in rough gear. Yuh
will probably think ~·m vain as fuck Grag 1
but I used to love lookin 1 at me self in
shop windows when I walked through town~
You'd see yuh reflection and think to yuh ..
selfj) t,Yeah man, I look really fuckin' tough'.
November 1973.
In a similar manner, another core member appeared to be
aware of how outsiders reacted to an individual wearing
rough gear:
Other people see yuh in rough gear and
sorta avoid yuh ••
They donit wanna look
at yuh. Yuh can see them look, then look
away. Itis the way yuh dress that does
that mostly, they're scared 'cause yuh
look sorta rough.
September 1973.
~c
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Once V8 boys started wearing ' 1 rough gear" it became

an expectation both inside and outside the group.

A V8

boy could not be seen wearing "tidy" clothes, either by
his friends or outsiders:

/

People expect yuh to be dressed roughly.
Not just the boys but everyone, like even
the cops. One day I had to go to a wedding,
so I got in muh good gear, like tidy shirt
and jacket, even a tie. The cops saw me
and cracked up. They cracked up. Old McLeod
yelled out 9 'Whaddyah doinv in that stuff
Bush?

1

•

March 197,L

Wetre expected to dress rough. We know that
'cause they're always complaining on them
talk-back radio shows and that sayin' 'ooh
.those dirty clothes and them horrible big
boots, what rough jokers them VB boys are' •
.June 1974 ..

V8 boys were also informed about appropriate clothing
and behaviour through informal discussions and stories,

such as the one that follows:
Peter~ Alan, Dons and several others
were sitting in the kitchen of the boys'
flat listening to Chris and John relate
their experiences while making a short
trip to Invercargill Borstal. While Chris
was explaining that they had slept the
night in the carp John burst into his
story with a sudden interjection, nHey!"
he yelled, "Remember that wanker we took
w:i.th us to Christchurch that time?n Chris
burst out laughing and John continued,
"Well~ ag~1s ago, we met this guy at P. D.
\

and we thought he was okay so we asked him
to come to Christchurch with us. Well
when we picked 'im up, there he was with
all his good gears on, really dressed to
the nines wasn 1 t he Chris? Obviously not
a V8ie, eh! He even had a wee bag with
underarm stuff [deodorant] and that shit.
We were just about crackin' up inside.
What a bloody idioto"
Septernbe1~ 197 3.
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However, while most members knew that they ought
to wear rough gear, there were some occasions when
younger members were given explicit instructions as to
what to wear when going out with the boys.

In this res-

pect, a member who did not conform to these expectations
would be given a "hard time 11 by the core members.

Giving

someone a "hard time" usually consisted of ridiculing the
person in the presence of other group members.

A typical

case follows:
Tonight, three carloads of the boys
had gone up to the paddock at Brockville.
Alan, John, and Peter were sitting on the
remains of an old stone wall drinking beer.
They spent five minutes taunting Josie, a
new member; about his clothing. Josie had
just bought a new suede jacket and it had
become the object of Alan, John, and other
group members' attention. Examples of
some of the remarks were:
"Shit• what a neat jacket. I reckon
we'd pour some piss all over it and make it
look a bit better."

man.

"We're V8ies, not fucking wild west
cowboys. You should go and join a cowboy
group if yuh wanna wear that."

}

)

"That's too good to wear out with us
Fuck, it'll be ripped by tomorrow."

'

All through these taunts Josie kept on
drinking his beer. However, his face was
flushed and he looked rather embarrassed.
October 1973.
Two days after being subjected to this ridicule, I
observed that Josie had made certain changes in his
clothes.

Instead of wearing his suede jacket he now wore

a black denim jacket which had a small hole in one elbow.
The following Thursday, while I ~as having a few beers
with the group at Brockville, Josie explained:
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That was a fuckin' good jacket I had but it
just didn't fit in with this scenej eh! I
sorta felt I stuck out like a sore thumb a
bit •••• It would have probably have been
okay to wear if it had been knocked about,
but I wasn 1 t gonna do that to ito Jesus,
it cost me 85 bucks.
October 1973.
The clothes worn by members of this group has been
described.

It was found that most VB boys tended to

wear rough clothes of a certain type, namely, jeans, Tshirtsj black polo-necked jerseys, denim or seamen's
jackets, and steel-capped boots.

In addition, it was

pointed out that these clothes were 1urther characterized
by their

11

well-worn 11 appearance; jeans were ripped,

jerseys had holes in them and most clothing appeared to be
ingrained with oil.

Members of this group gave three main

reasons for wearing these rough clothes: (1) they helped
members to feel part of the group; (2) they were an important part of VB group image; and (3) members were expected
to wear rough clothe~, both by other members of the group
as well as by outsiders such as the police.
The discovery that V8 boys tended to dress in accordance with the expectations of their fellow group members
and outsiders is consistent with the study 1 s symbolic
interactionist premise, which has suggested that in the
process of social interaction, individuals learn to view
their behaviour from the standpoint of others in their
social group, or the wider community, and make adjustments
to their own behaviour on the basis of the perceived response of these others.

A V8 boy's decision about how to

dress was based~ at least in part,. on what he

11

knew 11 to be

the attitudes and expectations of his fellow group members
and outsiders~

Thus~ a group member in the process of

interacting with other group members soon came to learn
that he ought not to wear "neat and tidy" clothes, .but
"rough clothes"e

Further, on the basis of this informa-

tion, it is not surprising that some members "roughed up
their j eans 11 in an effort to fit in with the expectations
of other group members.

The same process of viewing

behaviour from the standpoint of others was evident when
members of the VB group interacted with outsiders.

Here

too, members were able to view V8 behaviour from the point
i>

of view of an "outsider" and in so doing, conform to the
perceived expectations that they attributed outsiders to
hold of them.

Thus, on account of the fact that VB boys

"knew" that outsiders tended to think of them as

11

touoh 11 f
C,

'

members of this group dressed in a way which reflected

'

,,

(

this expectation.
Previous research into the importance of clothing to
delinquent gangs (Daniel

&McGuire,

1972; Jones, 196S;

Thompson, 1967) has suggested that a uniform way of dressing is important to gangs because it gives them a feeling
/

"

of solidarity.
'

However, while there is agreement on the

,'

function of uniform dress, descriptions of the types of

uniform are varied.
Thompson's (1967) description of the type of clothing

(,
I,

J

and its functions for members of "Hell's Angels 11 , closely
parallels the findings of the present study.

He describes

most members of this group as wearing greasy levis, leather

jackets sporting the group's emblem; an embroidered patch
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of a winged skull wearing a motorcycle helmet bearing
the words ':Hell ts Angels" at the top, and sleeveless denim

shirts.

Reporting on the appearance of these clothes,

Thompson also noted that the Hfilthy" condition of these
clothes

was an important part of the group's tough image.

Similar conclusions were reached by Woodham (1974) in
her study of the "Gypsy Jokers" in Sydney~ Australia.
However, Patrick's (1973) study of the "Young Team"
in Glasgow, described clothing which contrasted sharply
with that of the V8 boys and "Hell's Angels".

Members of

this group usually wore dark suits with flaps over the
pockets, tight trousers and polka-dot ties.

Furthermore)

unlike the V8 boys who preferred to look rough, the "Young
Team" placed much emphasis on tidy dressr and assigned
prestige to the members who could claim the largest wardrobe of "flashy gear"~

However, Patrickts finding that a

uniform way of dres~ing heightened group visibility and
identity, is compatible with the discovery that VS boys
felt that similar clothes made them feel part of the group
and able to look the parto
The work of Daniel and McGuire (1972) contained similar findings to those here.

In their study of the

"Collinwood", a skinhead gang in London's East End, they
reported that members wore industrial working boots very
often with steel caps, levi denim jeans a size too big
around the waist held up by brightly coloured braces, a
tailored shirt with a pleat down the back, and a buttondown collar ..
When discussing features of post-war gangs in England,
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Jones (1965) also stressed that a uniform way of dressing
was important for gang solidarity.

As Jones stated, liTheir

solidarity·is important to them, and a uniform both~
strengthens that solidarity and gives them continuous and
reassuring proof of its existence 0 {Pe 143).
The relationship between clothing and a particular
self-image has been noted by Fyvel (1961).
of

_,

11

In his study

Teddy boys 11 , Fyvel stated:
In the peculiar little world of Ted society~
clothes still play their exaggerated special
role. Expensive clothes still seem to be
regarded as going not only with status but
also with defiance and lawlessness. (p. 118)

This fin.ding appears compatible with the fact that VS boys
viewed their rough dress as a means to communicate an
image of a tough group.
Tattoos

In ~ddition to wearing clothes such as oily jeans
and steel-capped boots, all the core and several of the
peripheral V8 boys had tattoos, or "tatts" as they preferred

to call them.

A number of common tattoos were noted.

These were found to be of two main typest namely, profes-

sional tattoos (see Figure 12) and amateur tattoos.

The

former included a great variety of designs, such as~ large
dagger with a snake enveloped around it, a large heart with
a scroll bearing some such slogan as "Death before Dishonour"
or the name of a girlfriend.

All of the core and two

others had a small "Ford V8 Dunedin" sign tattooed on their

lower left wrist.

These

professional

tattoos were execu-

ted by a tattooist at a recognized tattoo parlour and

were normally coloured in contrast to the amateur ones

FIGURE 12 ;

A professional tattoo
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which consisted of a black outline only }

3

The amateur tattoos were also many and variede

Some

members had sh~rks tattooed around their necks, others had
a small VS sign on one of their hands.,

In some cases the

words LOVE and HATE were to be seen in large lettering on
both sets of fingers and small black dots were t~ be seen
011

the knuckles of one or both handse
14

A small drnt, a star,

·.

or the letters I.B.I. (I've been in) were also found on
their necks.
Recent studies on tattoos have acknowledged that
tattoos can have a variety of meanings for people.

As

Taylor (1974) states:
Obvicusly tattoos can be flamboyant devices
with which a person can proclaim his achievement, bravery, masculinity, and group
membership. They can also be a source of
embarrassmeht and irritation if they serve
merely to remind people of associations and
occasions they would rather forget& (pe 121).
In the present study, it was found that tattoos had a
number of common meanings for group members.

For most

members, tattoos were important because they enabled members
to feel part of the group:
I felt out of it till I
feel right. S'pose it's
and them have got tatts
make yuh feel more like

gotta tatt, just didn 1 t
like Bill and Malcolm
so I got some. They
a V8ie.
October 1973.
I never had anv tatts before I started kickin 1
round with the V8 1 s •••• I used to kick around
with some other jokers~ None of 'em had tatts
so I never thought about it. But when I got
in with V8's, everyone seemed to have tatts, so
I gotta couple meself~O~$ When I look back it
was probably just 'cause the other jokers had 1 em~
March 1'974.
0

13
14

For a description of how amateur tattoos were usually
inscribed, see Appendix D.
I.B.I. is a tattoo which signifies that the wearer has
been to gaolo

The small "Ford VS Dunedin" tattoo which was tattooed professionally on the left wrist was an obvious
sign of group membership.

Since this tattoo was designed

by one of the core members it held special meaning within

the group - members with this tattoo boasted a strong
esprit de corps:
Shit, I'm the seventh guy to get one of our,
own tatts •••• When you've got it, you really
feel right in. Like, not all the boys have~.
get this tatt, us jokers with it feel more
together, like you'd stand up for each other
no matter what.
October 1973.
Since getting tattooed was usually considered to be
a painful processp many group members tended to see tat-

toos as proof of their toughness:
Yuh gotta be tough when you're gettin' a
tatt; that little fuckin' needle jabbin' in
yuh skin is bloody painful and yuh gotta be
able to take it .... A lotta jokers couldn't.
They're shit scared to get a tatt 'cause
they couldn't take the pain.
September 1973.
Tattoos not only functioned to make members "feel
tough", but were also viewed as a means to signify masculinity:
Tattoos sorta make yuh feel like a real man
sorta thing. They put yuh above other guys
with no tattoos. Like they might think
they're tough, but if you've got tatts yuh
know you're toughe You're not just thinkin'
about it, you know.
April 1974.
I feel real good with tatts. They give yuh
a boost •••• make yuh feel bigger than yuh
are sorta thing. When yuh got 'em, yuh can
sorta hold your head up. Yuh can walk 'round
real proud, like more of a man than a joker
with no tatts.
September 1973.

In addition, VB boys saw tattoos as a means of
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communicating

to outsiders;

Tattoos tell the peasants that we're tough
and can take anythin' that comes our way.
If none of us had tatts, people would just
say 'ooh they 1 re just a pack of kids pretcndint
,·::· But wit.h~ everyone ,h1ith tafts~ they think,
shit, manp t ey're toug cunts~
May 1974.
We are special people really.a•• we ain't like
everyone else •.•• We are a gang .•• and yuh have
just gotta have tatts'cause they're all part of
the gang scene man.
October 1973. ·

Group members liked their tattoos to be seen by
outsiders.

Thus when "going out with the boys", group

members were aware that their fellow V8 boys expected
them to "display" their

11

tatts":

Tatts 'ave gotta be seen.

That 1 s what they're

there for •••• I keep 'em covered at work sometimes, like keep me sleeves down 1 but when I'm
out with the boys I sorta display 'em. It's
sorta the thing all the boys do really.
October 1973.
Furthermore, most group members appeared to be aware
that outsiders held particular expectations with respect
to the behaviour of people who had tattoos.

Typical

comments were as follows:

If yuh got tatts, people expect trouble from
yuh. They think yuh gonna start lookin 1 for
a fight or somethin' •••• Yuh can go to a
place and as soon as people see yuh with
tatts 1 they'll blame yuh for startin' somethin'.
April 1974.
People started treatint me different when
I got tatts. Yuh can feel 1 em lcokin' at yuh
and then lookin' away, sorta sayin' to themselves~ there's a trouble-maker •••. When yuh
get in trouble they say' I told yuh, look at
him. I knew he'd cause trouble 1 •

More particularly~ members knew that outsiders such
as the police expected trouble from people who were
tattooed:

g• ,,I

Boyt I'm tellin 1 vuh. cops absolutely hate
tatis: they'll fu~ki; 1 nearly arrest'yuh
just for havin' 'em.o•• Cops see tattoos and
thinkt 'Yeah, he'll cause trouble'. They
expect yuh to be a real bad bastard just
'cause yuh got tatts.

.July 1974.
Group members were observed to prefer professional
tattoos to amateur tattoos.

One of the main reasons for

this preference was that V8 boys tended to see the tattoo as a work of art and not something to be "scratched
on in a hurry":
I seen old Murphy scratchint a bloody shark
on his hand. He 1 s no fuckin 1 artist •••• I
told him, 'For Christ sakes, get a proper
tatt, don't go puttin 1 shit on yuh hands.
A proper tatt will only cost a few bucks 2 _
and it will look better! 1
October 197 :,s.

Whenever any of the boys had

new

professional

tattoos inscribed on their bodies, it was the subject
of great interest to fellow group members.

A VS boy with

a new tattoo would be the centre of attention and l1is tat-

too would be scrutinized by his fellow VB boys to see

"how good it was".

Vfaen it came to judging tattoos., the

boys could certainly be very critical:

It was a bitterly cold Thursday n:l.ght~
Rain was hammering against tho side of the
house and the wind was whistling through a
small crack in the window. I sat with 12
of the boys around a small electric heater.
We were all drinking beer from the bottle
and discussing VB cars. Every now and then
someone would admit to wondering how Alan
and John's tatts were getting on. Discussion centred on what sort of tatt they would
be getting and what sort of job the tattooist
at Brighton would make of them. Discussion
came to a stop when we heard the characteristic roar of the 1 55. A minute or so later in
walked Alan and John both dressed in large
"seamtm 1 s 11 jackets~ g-.r·e,::tsy jeans~ and steel-

capped boots.

We all looked up expectantly
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from our small one bar heater.
uwell i ho~: 1 d it go?".

Mike spoke

first.

"Not bad,n said Alans being careful not
to grimace as he pushed up the sleeve of his
shirt to reveal a large piece of bloodstained gauze approximately five inches long
and three inches wide. All the boys left
the comfort of the heater and pressed to get
a closer look. With the dexterity of a
plastic surgeon~ Alan peeled back the now
very blood-stained gauze to show a large. red
green~ and black dagger, enveloped by a dark
red scroll bearing the words, DE.;ATH~ REVENGE,

and GLORY. It looked very angry and painful.
A large inflamed weal had formed. on the outside of the tattoo and blood was seeping
freely from the wound. Alan didn 1 t seem too
happy, but this wasn't because of the pain.
"Fuck," he said, his eyes glancing down at
the tattoo. "What a piss off,. look at that
line,, not even straight.

It's a poor tatt. 11 •

The boys grouped around Alan and agreed.
I had to look at the tattoo several times to
see what he was talking about, and it still
wasn't clear until Alan traced a minute kink
in one of the lines that formed the handle
of the dagger. The mistake was barely discernible to my untrained eye. To me it was
just another tattoo.
November 1973.
The tattoos worn by members of this group have been
described and their common meanings noted.

Briefly, it

was shown that members had two types of tattoo; professional and amateur and that in general, tattoos were
a means to:(l) help members feel integrated; (2) achieve
a masculine identity by signifying their toughness; and
(3) communicating an impression of toughness both to

themselves and to outsiders.
Research into tattoos has been carried out mostly
within a psychological framework.

The majority of

psychological studies have suggested that tattoos are
associated with certain psychological problems such as

difficulty in achieving an identity (Edgerton

&Dingman,
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1963; Hamburger, 1966); emotional insecurity and group
In spite of the
differences in approach between these psychological
investigations and the current proiect.
·.
. some areas of
agreement were found to occur.
The finding that group members viewed tattoos as a
sign of toughness is consistent with observations made

by Taylor (1974).

Taylor carried out a series of struc-

tured interviews with Borstal inmates and :found that
these boys bolstered up their feelings with tattoos,
claiming they liked them and liked them to he seen, as
well as noting that tattoos made them feel "older" and
"bigger" than other boys of their own a.gi;! who d.i<l. not have

tattoos.

Furthermore, T&ylor 1 s findings that some Borstal

inmates viev,.red tattoos as a sign of masculinity is con-

sistent with the emphasis VB boys wer~ observed to place
on tattoos as a means to achieve feelings of masculinity~
The finding that tattoos were viewed as a sign of
toughness and a means to a masculine identity~ is given

further support in Hamburger's (1966) study~

In his

interviewr, with 100 tattoo eel prison inmates in California
and 50 tattooed hospital inmates in Kentucl<:y, he reported

that many people felt that tattoos
(p. 61).

11

pToved their manliness!i

Morcoveri Hamburger's finding that many people

were tattooed in order to belong to a group is comparable
with the present finding that tattoos helped VB boys feel
part of the group.
With some exceptions, the content and type of tattoo
described by Taylor (1974) was similar to that of the VB
boys~

Taylor (1974) found a concentration on snakes and

1 ()()

daggers i~ various symbolic combinations (p. 125) as
well as the words LOVE and HATE tattooed on the fingers.
However, Taylor also reported on tattoos which did not
appear visible on VB boys, namely, women, swastikas, and
hinges.
Finally, the findings that VS boys saw tattoos as a
sign of their toughness and as a means to signify mascu-

linity is closely paralleled in the writings of

w.

B. Miller

(1962), who saw·tattooing as one way in which a male could
prove his toughness and thus enhance his feelings of
masculinity.

Membership in the VB group involved more than dressing
in rough clothes and wearing tattoos.

The VS boys had

other signs of group membership and identity, namely, a
metal VB badge; (see Figure 13) a cardboard sign which hatl
the words FORD VS DUNEDIN printed on it (see Figure 9),
and special forms of in-group communication known as

wave" and

11

11

·t11e

the laugh".

VB badges were usually removed from the bodywork of
1;
'
"wrecked!! VS cars found in car wrecke:rs 1 yards:~
A.1.tnough

early in the study some members did have the badge

sewn

on the front of black hats;-1 6'the majority wor0 it attached

15

16

Members were always on the lookout for a wrecked early
model Ford VB car which still had VB badges attached.
It was customary for the boys to either buy these
badges at car wrecking yards or remove them without
paying.
These hats were later abandoned (by May 1973) as one
member explainedj 11 A lotta other guys started to wear
'em who weren't even V8 1 sn.

.
'

>

.,

,J

1.,

r

FIGURE 13;

The V8

badge
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to the buckle of their belt.

Among the boys 1 a V8 badge

was a prized possession:
Richard had just acquired a large metal
V8 badge for his belt. He swaggered into
the flat pretending to be oblivious of his
new possession. The other boys noticed and
hung around him examining :Lt. "Fuck, what a
bloody beaut, looks neat, eh? Off a 1 59, ch? 11
said Malcolm.
Yeah, 11 said Richardt Although obviously
proud, he was taking it casually.
November 1973.
11

In addition to this badge, VS boys displayed a cardboard
sign bearing the words FORD VB DUNEDIN on the rear window
cf their cars.

The sign

11

V8 11 was also found painted on

the inside walls of the boys' flats (see Figure 14)~ and
in some cases on lamp-posts (see.Figure 15).

In contrast

with the care given to their cars, this sign was usually
drawn with meticulous accuracy:

The boys were painting a large 11 V8" sign on
the wall of their flat. Bruce had started
it. He took great pains in measuring each
letter and making sure the sign looked right.
It wasn 1 t just a matter of putting up a sign.
It had to be neat.
October 1973.
As well as a special VB sign, the boys had a special
form of greeting, known as the VB wave:
Since it was such a hot sunny day I had
decided to walk down to the university. On
my way, I noticed Bill and Maurice standing
outside "Big Daddy' sn food bar.. They told
me they had nothing to d.o and explained they
would walk through town with me. As we were
walking along, Bill noticed Peter, another
of the VB boys, walking on the opposite
side of the road towards us. "Hey there 1 s
Petert" said Bill~ "Give him the waveil.
With this comment both boys raised
their right hand to the height of their
heads and parallel to their bodies, The lower
arm was held stiffly and the hand was flexed
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FIGURE 15; V8 sign on a lamp-post
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from tho wrist in a fast shaky manner.
Peter noticed the wave and gave the same
wave back as he crossed the-street to meet
th em.
April 1974.
This wave was always reciprocated.
it was always given back.

to this rule.

If a member gave it,

There were no qualifications

Even in the courtroom~ the VB wave from

the dock and its reciprocation seemed to affirm group
support:
Bill stood casually in the dock; his eyes
switchin~ direction from the magistrate
to the boys who sat in the back of the
court, Being careful not to attract the
attentio n of the magistrate~ who at that
momen~ -~a s a~ra~gi~g some pap er s on ~is
desk, rl1ll raised his hand and gave tne
V8 wave. The faces of the boys sitting
at the back broke into large grins and,
almos t instantaneousl y 9 they raised hands
and waved baclc.

October 1973.
VB boys also had their own in-group laugh.

"

'

Difficult

to describe in words, this laugh usually started quietly
and reached its climax in a series of raucous staccato~
like bellows.

As ind i cated from the following excerpt

from my early field not es, this in - group laugh tended to
be shared

'

'

among group members:

Brian took a large gulp of air into his
lungs and then prGcee<led to give a long
raucous laugh which appeared to leave
him almost breathless. This laugh
seemed to be a signal for th e other boys
to join in~ bec a use Bri a n had barely
finished when several other V8 boys gave
an identi ca l laugh. Th e noise was quite
deafening. I felt excluded. At this
stage of my involvement with the groupt
it did not appear appropriate fo r me to
join in and copy this la ugh too.
July 1973.

l. 0 6

This chapter has described the VB cax-s and the
common meanings they had for VS boys; given a bri ef
biographical description of the core members as well as
a description of how the group came into existence; and
described the clothing, tattoos) and insignia, and pecu-liarities of in-group communicati on that accompanied
group membership.
,
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Cl!J\PTER FOUR
>

V8 ACTIVITIES

)

In this chapter the major activities of the V8 boys
are described.

Its purpose is to document and explain

the importance of these activities from the boys' own
perspective> stating how they were carried out and what
meanings they hel d for the group members.
Specific all yJ four interrelat ed activities are described~ namely 9
n

ga tec1Aashin 111 :1

11

doin 1 the main clrag 11 , "goin 1 on the piss ' 1 ,
and "crackin ' up the peasants".

One

central theme permeated all these activities, namely, the
search for excitement.

These routine activities were

impo rta nt~ largely because they were viewed as a means to

I

)

this goal of excitement.

·-

,

VB boys did not spend much time at home watching
television.; instead~ they spent th ei r time

1

'leerin' up".

11

"Leerin' up" is a broad term which group mem bers used to
'

l

I

I,

describe their activitiesc

living.

11

Leerin 1 up " connoted action

As on e member put it,

11

1'/e have a week weekend",

)

meaning their "leer ups" started on a Wednesda)' night and
1,

ended on a Tuesday night.
point.

,.

\

This weekly cycle had a J1igh

This was the Saturday night:

You'd leer up on Wednesday night justa bit~
like yuh might drive around to about one
o'cloc k. Then it builds up. On Sa turday
night you're reall y gettin·1 into it.

That's

just the high of the high, On Sunday
things drop off a bit. Then it builds up
again.
April 1974.
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Since most members of this group worked from Monday
to Friday and had Saturday and Sunday as a holiday, VS
group life usually occurred when the members were not
working.

Thus, VS boys were normally seen together on

evenings during the week, and most of the day and night
during the weekend.

Many VB boys expressed a loathing

for work-time, and a subsequent "love" for the excitement of VB-time.

A typical example of this was stated as

follows:
Christ, work is just a pain in the bloody
arse. I hate it, it really gives me the
shits. When I'm there all I think about
is goin' out with the boys •••• When I
finish work I feel so good 'cause I know
I'll be leerin' up and havin' a good
time with the boys.
July 1973.
A similar point of view is expressed by this member:

. ·,

I only put up with work 'cause yuh gotta
'ave money to buy piss and petrol .•.• I
just live for the time I'm away from the
place and out with the boys .•.• At work
I'm just sorta passin' the time sorta
thing, thinkin' what might happen in the
weekend or thinkin' what a fuckin' leer
up we 'ad last weekend and waitin' for
another leer up again.
September 1973.
Nonetheless, VS boys did not always seek excitement
in their VB-time.

Much of their VB-time was spent "hangin'

about" either in the Octagon or at the flats.

"Hangin'

about" appeared to have two major meanings for group
members.

First, it was

recuperative in that it gave

members an opportunity to recover from their "leer ups".
Second, it was characterized by a sense of waiting for
excitement, since members hung about to find out what
might be happening.
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Doin. 1 t he Mafu_Dr ag

V8 boys spent a lH:rge proportion of their \!8 .. time
11

doin 1· the main clrag:,J On first observation this acti-

vity seemed to be nothing more elaborate than driving
back and forth throu gh the main st ree ts of Dunedin (se e
Figure 16 ).

VB boys would drive their cars to the end

of the ma in shopping cer.. trE. ~ do a U~ turn and drive back

againe

Many outsiders testified as to the popul ar ity of
t his activity for VB boys}

It was an activity which wa s

usually practised most frequently during the hours of 7
to 11 p.m. on Friday and Sa turday nig hts.

While an ou t-

sider might consider <loi n ' the main drag a waste of pe t rol,
time, and energy, this activity had meaning for VB boy s
since :i. t wB.s one way in which they could meet g:i.rJ.s t finci
out about parties? and get the opportunities to eit he r
enga ge in a "dra g" race or nskylark 11 with another cDr.

- ---·----·· -·---·--·.- . --,-·
1

2

3

Goldberg (1969~ p. 159) noted a similar ac tivity
engaged in by ad olescents in Sa. n Francisco. Whi le V8
boys called i t doin' the main drag, th ese adolescents
refer red to it a s "dragg i ng the main 11 ~ or 11 mGking the
strip".
For exampl e ~ a t ypical outsider's comments was: "Those
VB boys ce rta in l y don 1 t seem to mind sp ending money on
p e trol. The other nig ht I saw two cars drive ba ck and
fo r th through town so many times, I Jost count. 11
August 1973.
Det a il s about meeting girls are discuss e d in chapter
five and finding par ties is discussed under the
activity ca lled

this chapter.

1

' g a t e crashin r 11 ~ dealt with la ter in

·

·

.,

~

J

..

FIGURE 16;

The "main drag"
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A major extension of the main drag was its use as
a temporary race track.

The main drag often functioned

as an arena for an expression of the power of many different types of car.

who

0

VS boys were not the only people

<lragged 11 and during their frequent trips through

town they usually found several willing competitors in
many other makes of car1
lights functioned as

11

In the main drag) green traffic

Go" signals, and a driver's reaction

and ner~e supplied the rest of the excitement.

When V8

boys were out dragging, the usually quiet main street
would often reverberate to the sound of squealing tyres

as powerful cars snaked their way at speed up to the next
set of traffic lights.
Dragging meant many things to the VB boys.

For the

driver of the car 9 it was an opportunity to test his own
reaction-time against that of another driver.
11

Since

drags" usually took place in the first 70 yards between

sets of traffic lights, leaving 30 yards to brake and
stop at the next lights if necessary~ it was essential for

a driver to have quick reactions.

Not surprisingly~ then,

a driver with a quick.reaction-time was accorded status in
the group:
Yuh wanna see old Bill fuckin' get the car
away quick from the lights.~ •• Shit he's got
reactions like a bloody cat, mana He's won
so many drags like thatt even when his car
was really clapped out, he can get it away
so quick man!
March 1974.
4
5

The most common cars tended to be Ford Zephyrs and
Valiants. These cars were usually driven by males who
seemed to be in the age range 15-20.
Occasionally the drag went up to 200 yardsp and participants drove through red stop lights$
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The drag was also a test of what group members
called

11

nerve 11 •

This term was used to refer to the

driver's willingness to take the car up to a seemingly
dangerous speed in the middle of the main shopping centre.
In driving above the permitted speed limit, a driver
risked a charge of dangerous driving and consequent loss
of his licence. 6 Moreover, the presence of other.traffic
in the main street often made dragging hazardous.

One

always had to admit the possibility that during peak-hour
traffic, a car might brake suddenly in front thus increasing the risk of a collision.
In addition to being a test of the reaction-time and
"nerve 11 of the driver, the drag was also a test of the
power of the car.

For many VB boys, winning a drag was

seen as the ultimate test of a car 1 s power.

A statement

made by one of the VB boys during an argument with nn
owner of a Mark One Zephyr illustrates the point:
Yeah, I'll agree with yuh, a Mark One is a
good car, but a VB will drag it off anytime.
Mark One's are okay for going from Aton and
that, but you've got that power in a VB •••
power to drag any cunt off whatsoever.
August 1973.
Drags usually arose spontaneously when two willing

cars drew alongside each other at the lights.

A revving

motor normally signalled a challenge to drag.

The whole

experience of the drag was exciting:
It was approximately 11.30 p.m. and we
were heading to Big Daddy's to buy some
hamburgers and chips. The traffic lights

6

At the time of the study the speed limit through town
was 30 miles per hour.
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changed from amber to red and Alan pulled
the car to a stop. As we sat there waiting
for the lights to change, a blue Mark Three
Zephyr pulled up beside our car and revved
its motor. I looked over and saw three
youths aged about 18. They stared straight
ahead. The driver kept revving the motor.
It wa.s all on. 11 Right~ boot the fuck out of
it Alan, 11 instructed Peter. "If they wanna
drag we'll give it 'em, 11
I braced myself for a quick take-off.
The lights seemed to take an eternity to
change. I looked at Alan. He sat ready; his
right hand gripping the steering wheel so
tightly that his knuck1es showed white, while
his left hand moulded around the gear lever.
The drivers of the cars were revving their
motors as if to indicate to one another a
sample of the power they were about to display.
The lights changed and both cars surged
forward as if locked together. Although Alan
drove the car, I could sense that in actual
fact we were all driving as well. I felt
tense. I could almost feel the adrenalin
being pumped through my body and my heart
thumping against the walls of my chest. My
feet were braced hard up against the front of
the car. It was as if I had mv own clutch and
accelerator to work. We incre~sed speed. I
could see that the next set of lights were
s~owing g~een. Both cars were still.side by
side. their motors almost haemorrhag1nv with
the ~£fort.
~
Parked cars and office buildings were just
a blur as we sped past the next set of green
lights. Alan slanuned the car into second gear
and slowly we started to edge ahead of the Mark
Three, until we had gained more than the length
of our car on them. We had "dragged 1 em off!t
so Alan backed the car off. As the Mark Three
Zephyr went past Don gave them the "dovet1 sign7
while Peter kept smashing his fist down on the
dashboard of the car and yelling, 11 You beauty,
you fuckin' little beauty."
We turned a corner into a side street and
celebrated by passing the beer bottle around
and drinking it in large~ gulping mouthfuls.
All the boys seemed to be talking at once.
"We had fem in second gear eh?
when the V's got the power.~
7

That 1 s

The boys called this the 11 dove 11 sign: two fingers
pointing upwards with the nails towards the receiver.
It's usual meaning was to 11 get stuffed".

"Bloody fast gear change Al. 11
"Jesu.s, a Mr:.rk Three will never look

at a VS eh?"
"Stuff those wankers. Thate11 teach
'em for tryin' to 'ave a go at a V. 11
Marc.:h 1974.
In addition to dragging, VS boys were observed to
ttskylark" in their cars when doin • the main drag.

Sky·

0

larkin' was the term used by the boys to refer to acts
of deliberate risk-taking.

Drivers were observed to

accelerate close behind another VB leaving braking to the
latest moment; throw their cars into 'deliberate slides on
corners; and as in the example reported below, pass
closely on the inside when least expected:
This morning two V8 1 s, the '55 and
the '56 were returning to town after the
boys had been spending time sitting at the
beach and drinking piss. I travelled in
the 1 55 driven by Don. The '56 travelling
ahead of us was driven by Alan.
Don slammed the 1 55
gear. flattened his foot
and the car powered away
that I felt myself being
my seat.

down into second
on the accelerator
with such force
pushed back into

We approached the '56 which was travelling in front of us at a speed of about
50 miles per hour. It was Don's intention
to pass. Howeverp what I didn 1 t realize was
that he was going to pass on the inside.
The r55 roared up behind the '56. Don
swung the steering wheel to the left and we
sped past with what seemed only inches to
spare on either side. From my position in
the front seat I could see the black blur of
the 1 56 on my right and a close view of
several parked cars on my left.
Don applied the brakes and the 1 55
started to slow down. His next move was
completely unexpected. He swung the steering
wheel to the right and the car lurched across
the street. We were going too fast; the
tyres felt as if they were going to be ripped

i C
} .A..,.J

off the rims. Inside the car, we were all
thrown over to the right. This placed the
car in a precarious position. I thought
it might roll over. However, the car
seemed to stab:U ize itself al thouQh we were

on the opposite side of the road ind facing
the Century picture theatre.

It wasn't over yet. The car lurthed
and we completed a full circle in the road.
For a split-second we all sat there stunned,
then Gary, his eyes wide open as if in a
state of shock~ said,

were gonnas

11

11

Shit, I thought we

~

"Christ," added John~ his voice an
octave higher than usual, !!That was fuckin'
close. Wowl I thought we was gonna be
sittin 1 right in the picture theatreen The
rest of the conversation was an excited
babble as Don drove the car to the side of
the road and allowed the '56 to pull alongside.
Alan seemed to sum-up the feelings of
everyone in the 1 55 when he saidf "Jesus~
you jokers were oh so bloody lucky. If you
'ad been goin' about another five miles an
hour faster you wouldn bin on your roof. 11
"Don't we fuckin' know 1 11 replied Don,
"We 'ad better piss off quick before the
cops comc. 11
Both cars accelerated down the road
Our 11 spin" was the talking
point for the rest of that morning.
November 1973 ..
towards the flat.

Goin' on the
Piss
,_=--

_,,,,_.,a..,_......__.....,_._ _ _ _

When I was inside, the thing I really missed
was goin' on the piss with the boys. I
really missed that. Used to sit there and
think, when I get out I'm gonna go on the
piss for three months solid.
October 1973.
VS boys did not attend cocktail evenings, they
went

11

0n the piss".

Going on the piss referred to a

specific type of activity which involved members in drinking large quantities of beer.

It would be common to
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observe members drinking beer all weekend as well as on
weeknights.

When V8 1 s went

11

011

the piss" it was

normally for more than seven hours.

The importance of

this activity was readily apparent in my first observations of this group at the Wakari Youth Club:
I have noticed that whenever VB boys
arrive at Wakari, they seem to be drunk.
It is a drunkenness they make very little
attempt to hide, staggering and swearing
at the tops of their voices. Upon asking
these boys what they did during the week~
end I received a typical reply: "Got up?
went on the piss, went to bed 11 •
Although beer is banned from the
youth club and any person caught smuggling
beer inside is l.iable to risk expulsion,
the VB boys go to great lengths to get
the beer inside the dance hall. It is
smuggled in under jackets, in milk shake
containers and even passed through the
small louvre windows of the men's toilet.
Beer drinking seems to be an integral part
of the life of this group and I heard these
boys make frequent reference to how pissed
they felt at that present moment and comment on the quantity of beer consumed.
Later in the evening as I watched the boys
leave, I overheard one of the boys sing
out as he swaggered his way towards one of
the V8 carsj "Fuck I'm pissed • .Jesus 1
what a good weekend eh? On the piss all
the time. This is the life. Ooh baby!"
March 1973.
From an outsider's perspective "goin' on the piss"
might appear a senseless activity, yet it held special
importance for the VB boy.

It cemented existing friend-

ships between group members as well as facilitating the
acceptance of new members into the group.

Virtual

strangers became close mates after "goin' on the piss"

together:
Yuh make yuh mates by goin 1 on the piss with them.
That's the way half of us fellas met each other
and knew each ?ther better~ aint it? It was
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one of the things that made us get on ••••
You'd see a new fella~ go on the piss with
with him and yuh accept him soone~ than
yuh would otherwise ••.• Likes of Smithy
and them, we thought they were wankers 1 till
we went on the piss with them.
September 1973.
As well as cementing friendships and facilitating
the acceptance of new members into the group. going
on the piss provided an opportunity to escape from
normal work routine.

Time was of no importance when

you were on the piss:
It was now early Wednesday morning.
l\Te had been on the piss since six o'clock

on Tuesday nighto While the rest of the
city slept,Alan, Chris, Malcolm and I
drove through the streets of Dunedin in
search of yet another party. The large
electronic digital clock in the Exchange
read 4.30. I saw the timep but the boys
might well have been looking at an advertise·
ment: written in the Chinese language; time
wasn't important.

;

I glanced over to the back seat of the
VB at Alan and Malcolm. Both were sitting
with their feet outstretched against the
back of the front seat. Although they both
looked rather tiredJ they still managed to
share a bottle of beer with each other.
Malcolm suggested that we should "head
out to the beach to have a fe'd mean beers 11 •

This suggestion seemed to satisfy the other
boys and Chris engineered a sharp U-turn in
the middle of the street. A squeal of
rubber tyres against har·d bi tum en t a thun-·

derous roar from the motor and we were on
our way. The town was still deathly quiet.
Chris powered the car along the straight
road that paralleled and overlooked the beach.
At the end of the road, he swung heavily on
the steering wheel an<l slid the car around so
that it faced out to sea.
There was a sudden contrast in sounds.
The loud powerful roar of the VB had stopped.
In its place one could hear the gentle
rhythmic movement of small white-tipped waves,
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breaking evenly alcrng the sandy shore= 1 inc.

The chameleon haze of lights which were
reflected in our rear window provided a
subtle reminder of the sleeping city.

It

was tranquil sitting there in the early
hours of the morning, a sense of tranquility which obviously affected Chris. "Yeah,"
he said, pausing to take a mouthful of beer
from the bottle while drawing his feet up
against the dashboard of the car. "This is
what I enjoy, not bein 1 tied down. All the
peasants back there, 11 he nodded to his left
in an attempt to look out the rear window,
11
all those peasants are wrapped up in their
little routine. Can't go out on the piss,
ooh no, 1 cause they've gotta get up for
work in the morning. Fuck workr that's what
I say".
October 1973.
When VB boys drank at parties~ in their cars, or
at the beach, they dispensed with glasses and drank
straight from the bottle.

It was usual practice for

several bottles to be opened and passed around the boys.
In this way, one shared beer wi.th the group.

Sharing

beer was a companionable experience:
j

It was a cold Thursday night in August.
The boys had gone up to the paddock in
Brockville to "sink some piss 11 • The small
fire burning in the rniddl~ of the paddock
was sending out an eerie, flickering glow;
a glow which partially outlined the boys'
faces momentarily then allowed everything
to plunge back into darkness again.

In the

background one could trace the bulky outline of six VB cars silhouetted against the
skyline.
The boys were standing around the fire,
talking and drinking beer from the bottle.
It was normal practice to take a few mouthfuls from a bottle, then pass it on. No
one seemed to want to hold onto a bottle too
long. Once a bottle was finished, it was
placed in a heap along with other empties
and another bottle opened, the same process
being repeated until that bottle was finished
too. I experienced this sharing of drink
several times when talking to the boys. If
I was standing 11 emptv handed. 11 , it wasn't long
before someone passe~ me a bottle. Sharing
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a bottle seemed a sign of acceptance, as
well as an expression of group solidarity.
We were all drinking together. A quick
glance around at the boys showed several
of them huddled around the fire with arms
resting on each other's shoulders in a.
companionable way.
August 1973.
For the VB boys, beer, like petrol for the .car,
was a shared expensep and a member was expected to "put
in 11 money for its pm:'chase.

Usually the individual

occupants of one car would "put in 11 for beer together;
the beer then becoming the property of a particular car
and treated by the occupants of other cars as such.
Howeverf there were several occasions, such as when the
beer ran out at a. "piss~up" that the entire group was
observed to "put in 11 for beer.

The following example

from my early field notes was typical:

John was wandering around carrying a
rusty baked-bean tin he had found lying among
a pile of rubble in the paddock at Brockville.
"Come on~" he yelled at the top of his voice,
"Piss money, piss money".
It was 9.30 p.m. The boys had run out
of piss and were taking a collection. John
walked around the whole group~ which tonigh'.t

included four VB cars 1 a total of approximately
30 boys and six girls, and waved the tin in
front of them. Approximately half the people
dipped into their pockets and gave money which
varied from as much as two dollars to as little
as 50 cents. I rustled in my pocket and contributed one dollar.
John wanted a hand to get the beer. I
offered TIQ' services so that I could ask John
about how they bought their beer. As we drove
down to the hotel, he explained, "Most of the
time yuh buy beer by the car, like we did when
you were with us last night. Like everyone in
the car nuts in for netrol and piss •••• But
yuh uet ~imes like this when we've run out, we
get ~veryone to put inn.
Is there a certain amount you must give?"
I asked.
11

ieNot reallv ' J·ust pm::
.~
/

1n

what vuh
can
.

afford, but yuh don 1 t bludge •••• Sometimes
I might be short of cash so might only put
in 50 cents, but I'll make up the next
week •••• People sorta know what yuh put in
so yuh couldn't keep gettin 1 pissed each
night for only 50 cents."
August 1973.

It was common for members to judge the success of
a piss-up in tenns of the quantity of beer consumed.
After a night on the piss, members were observed to
count the bottles they had drunk and compare the total
with those of past occasions.

In this respect, it

appeared that the greater the number of bottles, the
tetter the piss=up:
The best bloody night we 'ad on the piss
was that one in August. Christ, we 'ad
bottles cvervwhere. Remember that? It
was probably.more than 30 dozen bottles
stacked up inside the flat. Jesus, that
was a real fuckin' neat piss-up.
October 1973.
Not surprisinglyt beer drinking was seen by VB boys
as a reflection of their group identity.

As one member

put it:
We're piss-up boys. I betcha we can outdrink any other group easy. We got proof.
You take farmers and the cops and that.
They 1 d be hard pushed to sink as much piss
as we do ••.• I!d bet 10 bucks on that.
We can really sink piss.
March 1974.
When going on the piss it was imperative that
group members "got stuck into it".

Among V8 boys it was

characteristic to see members drinking beer in large,
gulping mouthfuls rather than sipping at it slowly.

For

the VS boy, ability to consume large quantities of beer
was viewed as an acceptable sign of manhood:

12 .l

Yuh wanna ~ee old Maurice sink piss. Shit,
he just seems to open up his neck and pour
it down, hardly even swallows .••. He can
demolish a bottle of piss just so quick
man. Fuck he's a hard man eh!
.June 1974,,

As well as being able to drink large quantities of
beerp however, a member also had to show he could handle
his piss:
Jesus, old Bruce can handle his piss eh!
I• tried to keep up with the cunt last night
but no way. I was gettin' pissed as hell
and the cunt just stands there. I had to
'ave a spew about twice, but he just seems
able to drink and drink.
October 1974.
The shared experience of going on the piss nearly

always·provided an introductory talking point for the
boys.

When members met each other after a night on the

piss, the usual topic of conversation centred around the
piss, how much was drunk and how members felt the following day:
John and Malcolm strolled into the side bar
of the Law Courts Hotel (see figure 17). They
bought two jugs of beer and joined Bill,
Maurice, Alan and I who were sitting al'oundtthe
table. They had barely sat down when Bill ~tated,
"Fuckin' good night last night. Christ, we drank
a power of piss eh?"
Malcolm poured himself a beer and replied,
"Jesus yeah, a beaut~ but I'm payin 1 for it now.
Me mouth feels like the bot.tom of a birdcage!"
Pondering for a moment, he asked, "Ow much [beer]
did we drink last night anyway?"
About 10 dozen," Tepl:i.ed Maurice. 11 We
counted 'em this morning. Ten dozen bottles not
bad for eight jokers, eh?"
11

J

"No wonder I feel so bloody lousy," interjected Malcolm, putting his hand up to his head.

November 1974.

·,

l
r >

FIGURE 17;

l

Law

Courts Hotel
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VB piss-ups were held most frequently at the flat.
The content and style of these piss-ups was relatively
constant.

Boys "pissed up 11 , talked about cars and in

some cases went for drags up town.
teristics of a V8

11

These dominant charae-

piss-up 11 a:re depicted in the following

excerpt from the field notes:
I parked my Austin car opposite the
Dundas Street flat, grabbed my half dozen
of beer from the back seat and walked over
to the flat. It was a two-storied brick
flat with small windows and a front door
which opened directly onto the street. As
I approached the open front door~ I saw
that the front room was crammed with V8
boys standing around drinking beer from the
bottle. The brightly-coloured clothing
worn by some girls who huddled in the
corner broke the monotony of the blue and
black denims worn by the boys. There was a
.great deal of noise; not the noise of a
stereo, but the high~pitched noise of people
talking excitedly.
·
As I walked into the corridor I saw a
large number cf bottles lying in a heap
against the wall. I moved into the front
room, eased myself into a corner and opened
a bottle of beer. That made me feel inconspicuous and I stood there swigging beer just
like the rest of the boys. About half a
minute later Alan appeared. He was pleased
to see me and I explained I had the body jacks
for his car.
"Beautt" he said. "We'll get ~cm in a
minute. First, 'ave yuh got a beer?"

I explained that I had. He didn't appear
in a hurry for the jacks so I just settled
back into the piss-up.
The room we stood in was sparsely furnished. It consisted of a sofa 1 two wooden
chairs, and an empty beer crate. The brown
wall paper had been ripped in several places,
these rips exposing scrim and in some places,
bare boards. There were several water-stains
on the wall paper. Almost the total area of
the back wall was taken up with a sign which
was drawn iri black indelible pen and read:
FORD V8 1 S FOREVER.
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A threadbare, blue carpet covered the
floor, which was littered with bottle tops,
cigarette buttsp and empty beer bottles.
I looked around and counted approximately
30 people inside an area which would probablv measure little mo:ce than 6 x 6 metres.
They'stood around in smaller groups of
about four and five, drinking beer, and
smoking cigarettes. As I moved around these
smaller groups with Alan, I noted that the
almost exclusive topic of discussion was
that of VB cars: speeds they had reached in
them~ technical problems with the rn.otor ~
drags they had won, and narrow escapes they
had experienced.
Throughout the evening some boys would
leave the flat, go for rides in their cars
and then return with stories of who they
had dragged off and who they had seen in
the Octagon. I gave Alan the jacks and left
the flat at 2 a.m.
September 1973.
Gatecrashin'
During winter months in Dunedin, cold temperatures
and rain tended to deter much activity out-of-doors.
Not surprisingly~ in these months 1 the social life for
many of Dunedin's young people was based around parties
held in-doors.

V8 boys were observed to ngatecrash 0

outsiders' parties.

Gatecrashin' was a term used by VB

boys to refer to the act of gaining entry to parties without being formally invited:
We 'ad a fuckin 1 good time last night.
We gatecrashed this party all full of
nurses. It was a piece of pie to get in.
We just walked straight on. No~one
stopped us.
.July 1973.
. "f

You should 1 ave been with us last night.
We gatecrashed this party out at St Clair •
Shit there were some real freaky jokers 1
dressed up with make-~J on even •.•• A joker
comes un and asked me if I was invited!
Fuckin'·oath~ I told him, and I points to
some sheilas and says they invited me ••••
The silly cunt believed me too.
August 1973.
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VB boys usually found out about parties by hinging
around the Octagon.

Because it was located in the

centre of the city, the Octagon seemed to function as
an information bureau.

As one core member explained:

Yuh always find out about parties in the
Octagon 'cause everyone goes there at
least some time on Friday or Saturday
night ...• Someone might let it out that
there's a party at say Wright Streett
Caversham, and they tell someone else
and so~eonc tells you .•.• and on and on it
goes. Yuh usually go and check it out
to find if it 1 s on an.cl then Teport back
to the others in the Octagon if it 1 s okay.
February 1974.
V8 boys usually checked out parties before attempting to gain entry.

Checking out a party usually meant

assessing the ntype" of party and their chance of gaining
entry.

Some parties were just not the "V8's scene".

As three VS boys reported:
Shit, we heard about this party in Wakari 1
and checked it out •••• We arrive there and
there's all these old buggers, like grandmothers and that dancin' to old Scottish
music. Christ, what a laugh. Definitely
not our scene eh? We never even bothered
gain' inside ••.. Just sat outside and
laughed at that stupid fuckin 1 music.
August 1973 •.

VB boys were observed to seek parties where there
was "loud ster,so music~ giTls, and plenty of piss".

For

group members this type of party e1)i tomized the ngood
times" and :functioned to relieve their feelings of boredom.

The following excerpt from the field notes illustrates:

(1) the general sense of boredom that often preceded the
group's search for a party; (2) how they found out about
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these parties; and (3) how they were normally able to
gain entry:8

Chris lounged in his chair with a blank
expression on his face. Alan seemed to be
content to entertain himself by blowing smoke
rings with his cigarette while John was busy
folding and unfolding a serviette he had
found on the table. As we sat in the Vic
attempting to drink our beer, I experienced
their sense of boredom. Chris seemed to sum
up our feelings when he said, noh Christ, this
place is DEAD. Let's go to the Octagon and
find what's happening. Someone's bound to
know of a party we can go to. 11
This seemed to satisfy the others and
we gulped down the remaining beer in the jugs.
After about two minutes we had "put in" for
two dozen beer from the bottle store and were
on our way to the Octagon.
As we made our way through town I noticed
people staring at the car. In the car, all
the boys facial expressions had turned to
sneers. V8 1 s driving through town don't smile.

1

0

While Alan and some of the other boys got
out of the cars to talk, I remained inside. I
didn't want to get caught for drinking in a
public place; a fear which didn 1 t seem to worry
the others as much, since they stood outside
the car with their beer bottles still in their
hands.

,;-

)

Only the 1 55 was parked in the Octagon
tonight and Alan drove the 1 56 up beside it.
It was now 9.15 p.m. and the town still bustled
with people. Groups of teenagers stood around
"Big Daddy's" Middle~aged women, laden down
with parcels ran to catch buses, taxis raced
up to their stands and took off with screeching
tyres.

After a few minutes, I overheard Peter
ask, "What's happenin. 1 tonight?" Malcolm)) one
of the boys in the '55 replied,

.

"There's meant to be a party in Brockville,

8

On some occasions fights occurred when VS ~oys tried to
gain entry. This is discussed more appropriately in
chapter six~

392 Cockerill Street, I think. A joker at
works goin'. We should be abie to get in.n
11

Worth a try, 11 Tep lied Peter.

Turning

to us he said, nwaddayah reckon youse jokers? 11
HMight as well," said Alan,
back to our flat anyway."

11

Beats goin'

Since Malcolm knew where the party was,
we followed him up to Cockerill Street. There
was a party in progress. Both cars stopped
opposite a state house with a long set of concrete steps leading up to it. The windows
were open and a stereo blared while male and
female couples danced •.
Malcolm climbed out of the 1 55 and wandered
oveT to our car. 11 Waddayah reckon? Seems okay.
Old Nick's meant to be there, he'll be able to
get us in. Do yuh wanna come with me Alan and
check it out'l"
"Yeah, 11 said Alan.

I saw them grab a half

dozen of beer out of the boot of the car and
climb the steps. On reaching the back door they
stopped. They appeared to be talk~ng ~o someone
on the back steps. They kept talking ror about
two minutesi then Malcolm waved his hand and
beckoned us"up.
"Right, let's got 11 said Chris, and we
grabbed two bottles of beer. 11 Won't take any
more yet 'till. we see what it's li:ke eh?" he said 1
and followed by the boys in the 1 55, we climbed
the steps to the back door where Malcolm and Alan
were still standing. They were talking to a
strongly-built man aged about 24. A rather freshfaced youth aged about 17 stood by his side. I
guessed this must have been Nick.

"Any more of you?" asked the older man.
I

I

,,,

"Nah no more 9 11 said Malcolm, looking around
at the eight of us standing there with our beere
I should hope not," said the older man in a
friendly manner. Looking at the youth by his side,
he askedf 11 Yuh know these guys Nick?"
11

"Not all of themp 11 Nick replied,
hereP I work with him. 11
'

1

Well 1 okayr." said the older man.

1..Just Malcolm

1

ncome J.n,

my name's Bill. 11
hf,:,
''"'
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'".nd mo"·ed
i11·ro
the party.
v
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Thefe was scarcely room to rnoveQ

We couldn't talk

1?8

because the stereo was so loud. Instead 1
we huddled together in one corner and drank
our beer.
September 1973.
For VB boys, gatecrashing parties appeared an
exciting activity.

This was especially the case if the
(1

party was being run by members of an out-group~

Crowded

parties where someone might accidentally spill beer
over someone elsef or give a "dirty look", were potential
catalysts for "action":
We weren't invited to this party.
We noticed the lights on, parked the car
and went inside. There were about 30
people at this party~ held in a smallp
partly dilapidated flat. The majority
of people were Maoris, who appeared to
range in age from 16 to 25c
It was a claustrophobic situation:
a small room packed with people. You
couldn't move <1.round without bumping someelse. It was an effort to stand up
without being pushed by another person as
they forced their way across to the other
side of the room. I can appreciate how
accidental bumps can be construed to be
intentional. One feels like a caged
animal. I felt quite relieved when Alan
came over and told me we were going to
leave. As we walked to the 1 56 he said,
ttFuckin' hellr I could. feel me heart goin•
in there. Yuh know, fights can break out
so easily when there's so many people
pushin' and shovin' like that"e
September 1973"

(

I

I
I
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Crackin' up the Peasants

-----···- -----·Remember that time we had three V1 s fatting
it up the main drag an' old Mackie was
hangin' out of the window with a bottle of
piss and yahooin'? Fuck, the peasants

cracked up.

g

Out-groups are dealt with in chapter six. The grouo
1, ell
h 1Joys usect, th\
quoted above was called H spoo~~
• T.e
is
term to refer to Maoris in particular.
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V8 boys enjoyed
term

11

11

10

crackin' up the peasants 11 •

The

peasant. 11 wa.s largely an emotional one and hence it

had a variety of meanings.

Some members defined a

peasant as any person not in the VB group:
Everyone out there is a peasant. Anyone
who isn't in our group I reckon is a
peasant anyway •••• If they didn't wanna
be a peasant they'd join our group.
July 1973.

More particularly, however, the peasant was usually a
person who abided by the rules of conventional society:
A peasant is Joe Citizen. He 1 s Mr Ordinary Man
who does everything as he's s'posed to. Gets
up in the morning, sits on the same seat in the
bus everyday, makes love to his wife once a
week on the same night •••• He's scared of doin'
somethin' different.
August 1973.

One of the central objectives in crackin' up the
peasants was to shock and upset them:

If we wanted a piss, we'd just get out and
have a piss. The peasants go lookin' for a
nice neat toilet, but we'd just get out of
the car and have a piss on the road or beside
the car. When I think back 9 we used to do
that 'cause it upset them. It really upset
them and we knew that 'cause they'd be sure
to be lookin 1 •
April J.974.
VB boys were observed to treat peasants with contempt and go out of their way to shock and upset them:
Chris drove the car to the edge of the
carpark which overlooked the city (see Figure 18).
It was 2.30 p.m. We had a beautiful view of
the city. The tops were removed from three
,
11
botts 11 which were passed around. The two "sluts" 1 ...

10

11

The importance of this activity for the VS group is
given further treatment in chapter six when out-groups
are discusscdo
The type of girl the boys referred to as a 11 slut 11 is
discussed in chapter five.

i
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I
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FIGURE

18; Bracken's

Look-out

the boys had picked up accepted the beer
John gave them.
We hadn 1 t been parked long when we
were joined by two more cars; a young couple
in a late model Hillman Avenger ana a man
aged in his thirties with his wife and children in a Holden Kingswood Station Sedan.
The boys became highly annoyed when
these peasa.nts arrived.

We had the carpark

and the view to ourselves before this and
the boys seemed to object to the presence of
peasants. "Fuckin 1 peasants~ 11 yelled Chris.
11
Sittin 1 there eatin' yuh Kentucky Fried
Chicken eh? Yuh take it un the arse yuhdo,n
He said this so loudly thai I felt embarrassed. The peasants could not help but hear.
Alan opened the door of the V8 and proceeded to

11

have a piss 11 in full view of the

peasants. The point was he had "pissedn on
the road before the peasants arrived, but
had done this by huddling up close to the
back wheel and almost disguising his effort~.
However~ now he made no attempt to camouflage his actions. By this time I was
busting for a npiss" myself. However, I did
not cherish the thought of having one while
the peasants were w~tching so I waited. I
could see the people in the other two cars
looking at us in disgust. The boys kept
drinking. The peasants remained. I couldn't
wait any longer. I opened the door, moved
to the back of the car and had a npiss".
Approximately two minutes later; after Chris
had also "pissed" against the wheel of the
VB, the peasants began to leave. As they did,
Alan~ Chris, Maurice, and even the girls,
started laughing.

l!'fhat obviously upset themp"

sa1e1.

Chris,

"Christ, did yuh hear that ba1 d,~headed pr:lck

in the Holden savin' to his wife we're
animals. What a'bloody crack-up."
March 1974.

I
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Given a potential audience. the boys would often
\

be provoked into "crackin' up the peasants 11 •
11

crack-ups 11 were usually spontaneous.

gathering of
impetus:

11

These

A convenient

peasants 11 would provide the necessary
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Since it was such a hot Sunday afternoon,
the boys had decided to "take a blat" out to
Outram Glen, a picnic area about 14 miles from
Dunedin City. The boot of the VS was loaded
with beer, and we were on our way to get
petrol for the car. Richard powered the car
into the service station. It was busy, so we
had to queue up. Richard spoke first. "Fuck,
look at the peasants, just look at 'em will
yuh, they're everywhere". They were everywhere.
I glanced around at the other cars and their
occupants. The peasants were certainly a
heterogeneous group. There were married couples
aged about forty with their children in the
back seat. Younger male-female couples aged
about 25 and even two about 15 years old on a
Yamaha trail bike.

[I

As we edged closer to the petrol pump,
I noticed that people were staring at our rough
VS car. Richard ordered $10 worth of petrol.
He was aware that people were looking."Watch
this," he said, "I'll crack these peasants up."
With this comment, he yelled, "Yah, yah, yuh
cunts," at the top of his voice, put his
shoulder against the door of the V8 and pushed
it open. He swaggered over to the service
station attendant who had just finished serving
petrol, gave him the correct money, then
climbed up on the bonnet of the car. The
bonnet wasn't closed properly and Richard was
going to close it. His method was a little
unorthodox. He leapt up and down on the bonnet
with his large steel-capped boots. People in
the service station didn't kno~ how to react.
They stared in disbelief with their mouths wide
open.
Richard ambled around to the driver's seat,
leapt in and slammed the door with such force
that the glass window rattled in its support.
With one arm hanging out of the window as if to
hold every nut and bolt in place, he accelerated the car out of the service station with a
roar. When Richard had jumped on the bonnet we
were all laughing, but now the boys' laughs had
turned to sneers. These remained until we were
out of sight of the service station, when the
boys convulsed with laughter. The immediate
comment was: "What a fuckin' crack-up, did yuh
see the looks on the peasants' faces? What a
crack-up!"
February 1974.
During fieldwork there were several examples which
showed how this group cracked up the peasants.

Although

girls were not periitted full membership in this group
(see chapter five), it was intriguing to note that on
a few occasions, girls also engaged in this activity.
The following incident occurred while I was driving
two girls to see two core members at Invercargill
Borstal.

Like the example quoted above, it too ilustrates

the excitement this activity offered:
Since the '56 had broken downt I offered
to take Shona and Jenny down to the
Invercargill Borstal to see their boyfriends.
On the way we stopped at Milton and bought
some fish and chips.12About four miles out of
Milton we were followed by a lady driving a
Vauxhall Viva. I guessed this lady would
have been in her forties. She wore upturned
spectacles and her hair was tied up in a bun
fashion behind her neck.

I

,\

Shona had eaten only half of her fish
and chips when she screwed them up in their
paper and put them on the floor of my car.
However, on seeing the woman following us,
both girls kept turning around staring at her
and giving her the

11

clove 11 sign.

I watched

the proceedings through the rear vision
mirror& At first I could see that the woman
pretended not to notice what the girls were
doing. The girls must have realised this
because next thing I heard Jenny say to Shona 1

··,

"The Greasies, quick,, out the window' 1 •

Shona

grabbed the fish and chip parcel, wound down
the window and let the remains of the fish
and chips scatter through the air. The girls
almost collapsed with hysterical laughter and
kept yelling, l!The face, did yuh see her face?n
I had my eye on the rear vision mirror
and could see what they were referring to. The
woman's face was a study in shock; eyes wide
open and jaw dropping. I hoped she didn 1 t take
the registration number of my car.
November 1973.

12

Milton is a town with an estimated population of 2,190
approximately 35 miles south of Dunedin.

Official Year hook. -., . ,. ,. . ,19760
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Further examples of the ways in. which V8 boys
11

cracked up the peasants" included blocking their pro-

gress along a footpath, parking their cars very close
to a peasant's car in an almost deserted parking area,

travelling closely behind a peasant's car on the ,open
road and, as in the case reported below, passing a
peasant I s car lvi th "only inches to spare":

Jesus, last Sunday we seen these peasants
out for a Sunday drive in their nice tidy
Triumph.oe• We -really cracked 'em up
'cause we crept up behind 1 cm and booted
the V past 'em. Shit we went so close
there was only inches to spare •••• Yuh
shoulda seen the look on the old man's
face! We waved a bottle of piss at him.
Fuck, we really cracked up didn't we?
March 1974~
Four major activities engaged in by members of this

group have been described~ namelyr "doin' the main drag",
"goin' on the piss'\ "gatecrashin'", and
the peasants''.

11

crac.kin' up

Permeating all these activities was a

major theme, that of the search for excitement.

VB boys

were observed to expend much of their VS-time and energy

in pursuit of this goal.
In the following sectioni these activi,ties arc discussed in light of the focal concern of excitement.

(We B. Miller, 1962).

This focal concern is given empha-

sis here, because as mentioned previously, the search for
-,,

excitement appeared a major ingredient in these activities.

Discussion of other focal concerns such as trouble and
toughness is given in later chapters where their treat-

ment is considered to be more relevant to the events under
consideration.
Miller's finding that for many lower class individuals

the.rhythm of life fluctuated from the routine and the
repetitive to sought situations of g:rea t emot iona.l st imulation ~ was similar to the pattern of life observed to be
characteristic of the VS group.

As noted earlier, the

activity pattern of the VS boys was focussed around the
weekend.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights were

usually spent in preparing for the Thursday, Friday and
most importantly, the Saturday night, which according
to one member was "the high of a high".

However, in

contrast with Miller, who reported that the quest for
excitement usually occurred once a week with the characteristic unight on the town", V8 boys were observed to
spend at least three days a week in search of excitemente

VB boys, like the lower-class youths described

by

Miller, were observed to go seeking situations which
offered excitement.

As has been described, excitement

was usually characterized i~1 V8 terms as "She's all on 11.
In contrast, experiences such as "hangin' about" were
'/

1,
'"

I '"

often defined as

11

dead 11 or

11

wai.tin 1 to see what's

happenin'".
In this section, the main activities of the VB group
are discussed furtherp tising Miller's concepts of risk
and danger, which he argued are major dimensions of the
focal concern of excitement.
Rather than avoid risk and danger~ VB boys were

observed to engage in a set of routine activities in which
the presence of risk and danger were an integral part of
their search for excitement$

Risk and danger were an

intrinsic part of the mechanical and body condition of the
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V8 car.

With their suspect brakes, makeshift repairs

to suspension, and in some cases~ bald tyres, these
cars exposed the 6ccupants to potential danger.

More-

over, the risky condition of the car appeared to add to
the excitement these boys experiencede

The following

viewpoint was tvnical·
'

A

•

What was so neat about draggin' and doin'
the town in a V was you'd wonder if you'd
make it or not •• ¢. Everyone knew that the
brakes were a bit off and that the suspension
was fucked ••• that really made it a hiih.o.
far better to goin 1 fast in a car that's as
safe as hell.
November 1974.
Furthermore, the risk was also increased by the
fact that in most cases, the driver had consumed alcohol
before engaging in these drives.

Group members were

aware that in drinking alcohol and driving 1 they took
personal risks to their own lives as well as the lives
of other VB boys.

As one member who lost his licence

for "dangerous driving 111 iecounts:
Yuh take risks when yuh pissed •• like the
time I lost me licence I was drunk as a
skunk and really bootin' it ..• ~ All the
boys was pissed as well ••• they loved it.
The cops gave me arseholes said, 'You're
a maniac riskin' everyone 1 s lives!
I knew thato
September 1973.
0

Moreover, VB boys sometimes took seemingly deliberate
risks in their cars.
passed the

1

This is well illustrated when Don

56 on the inside at high speed (see p.114).

----------·~-·--·-·-------~
13

For legal interpretation and form of sentence for
the offence of 11 dangerous driving" see Appendix: C.
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Among V8 boys a risk-taking antic such as this was

usually recalled frequently and treasured as one of

those moments when !!She was all on"o
Risk and danger were also prevalent when V8 boys
"gatecrashed" parties& By engaging in this activity V8

boys risked getting into a fight with outsiders as well
as the possible danger of getting into trouble with the
police.

As will be shown in chapter six~ fights between

V8 boys and outsiders did occur when VB boys gatecrashed
parties.
The finding that the activities engaged in by VS

boys were oriented to the pursuit of excitement is consistent with evidence presented by other studies.

Under

the chapter heading~ "The Quest for a neiv Experience"~

Thrasher (1963j p. 68) noted that one of the problems
facing the gang boy was how to break the humdrum of routine
existence,

and claimed that the gang activity promoted

activities which stimulate excitement.

While there is

agreement about the function of the activities in promoting excitement, the activities described by Thrasher
differ from those of the VB boys.

For Thrasher, the popu-

lar exciting activities were athletics,crap-shooting or
uindoor golf"r pool~ and stealing.

In contrast, V8 boys

did not show any interest in these organized games but
spent their time in activities such as "draggin'" which
appeared to be more spontaneous in nature.

In additionr Thrasher's finding that in the absence
of an opportunity for excitement, the gang resorted to
loafing, is not dissimilar to the finding that VB boys

referred to periods of relative inactivity as 'ihangin'
about" and "waitin' to see what 1 s happeninrn,

Several other writers have commented on the
importance of excitement to gang members.

A. Miller

(1969) recoTded:
The delinquent is stuck with his boredom,
stuck inside it, stuck to it, until for
two or three minutes he "lives''; he goes

on a raid around the corner and feels
the thrill of risking his skin or his
life as he smashes a bottle filled with
gasoline on some other kid's heade In a
sense, it is his trip to Miami. It makes
his day •••• It gives him something to
talk about for a week. (p. 272)
Furthermore~ Eysenck (1964) noted that

1

'most of

the activities of the juvenile delinquent seem to stem
from boredom, from a desire for stimulation and from an
apparent willingness to take risks" ( p~99).
There is also a great deal of similarity between
the findings of the present project and those made by
Gans (1962).

The pattern of activities which VS boys

engaged inp closely resembles those of the action-seekers
described by Gans~ who noted that the rhythm of life for
the action-seeker was dominated by the adventurous
episode:

~

'C

'

~

'

in which heights of activity and feeling
are reached through exciting and sometimes
riotous behavior. The goal is action, an
opportunity for thrills, and for the
chance to face and overcome a challenge.
It may be sought in a card game, a fight,
a sexual interlude, a drinking bout, a
gambling session~ or in a fast and
furious exchange of wisecracks and insults.
(po29)

That V8 boys viewed

11

goinr on the piss 11 ·as a means

to excitement is in accord with findings presented by
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several other researchers.

W. B. Miller (1974) refers

to the use of llexperience=enhancing 11 substances which
he claims serves to:

i'

heighten the excitement of participation
in recreational and other activities.
The average gang member wants something
easy to get, which will provide a quick
but not too potent "high" at minimum costo
Traditionally, this demand has been met
primarily by alcohol, especially beer.
(p. 234)

Activities similar to those which VS boys engaged
in have been noted by other researchers.

j

The activity

'·>

V8 boys called "<loin' the main drag" was reported in the
work of Goldberg (1969), who noted that teenagers drove
in file from one end of town to the other "looking for
action~ friends and possible dates 11 (Pe 163).

Similarly 9

Myerhoff and Myerhoff (1964) reported evidence of spontaneous drag racing and drinking amongst the middle-class
gangs they studied.

Levettts (1959) report on gangs in

Auckland, New Zealand, noted that the car and motorcycle
gangs held impromptu "drag racesn in city streets (p¢ 20).
This chapter has described major activities engaged
in by VB boys, explained the importance of these activities
from the boys' own perspective, stated how they were
carried out, and the common meanings they held for the
, L

group's members.

It has shown that these routine activities

were important, largely because they were viewed as a
means to the goal of excitement.

CHAPTER FIVE

REGULARS, SLUTSf AND GANGIES: GIRLS IN VB LIFE

This chapter describes how V8 boys viewed girls.
Specifically, it focusses on the expectationJ VB boys
had concerning female dress and behaviour and how these
.
'
d an d ma1.ntaine
.
. d•
expecta. t:1ons
were snape

The V8 boys tended to place the girls they came in
contact with into three main categories: (1) the regulars, or

11

the girlsn, so called because they experienced

regular contact with V8 boys; (2) the sluts, girls the
boys viewed purely in terms of sexual exploitation; and
(3) the gangies, girls who were differentiated from the
sluts on the basis of their perceived willingness to
allow several boys to have sexual intercourse with thert
in quick succession.
~l'he RP.nl1 lr-1rc;
.... . , - ~ ~ V - ~ ~

II
I

Although there were occasional breaks in relation-

\

I

ships, four core members of this group had regular
girlfriends.

Most members appeared to take out the same

girl for approximately one week then make no further
arrangeinf;nts to meet her.

A member who had ta1<:en out

the same girl for over one month was usually held to be

"goin 1 steady".

Providing she conformed to the expecta-

tions other VB boys held, about the way she ought to

1

The term 11 expectat:i.on. 11 is used here to refer to an
ideal, that is, what ought to be the case, rather than
whc:1. t is.
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dress and behave, a steady girlfriend was usually accepted to be one of

11

the regulars".

Those VB boys with a regular girlfriend referred to

her as "the missus".

Usually~ a missus was seen as being

2

the "property" of one particular V8 boy:
A missus is yuh own private sheila, someone
yuh 1 ave bin goin' around with for a while.
I 'spose in a way yuh think about her as
yuh personal property, like that I s l.£,'fT missus.
August 1973.
i

Yuh think of the missus as bein 1 a part of yuh.
Like all the boys will say, 1 Where 1 s yuh
missus?', or 'What's yuh missus <loin' tonight?''·
September 1973.

~

l

Other VB boys also ~aw a member's missus as the
J

property of that particular group member.

Typically> a

missus was: not identified by her own name, but that of her

boyfriend•s:
Jesus, I seen Alan's missus in town last week.
She looked bloody good. All dressed up to
the eyeballs. I wouldn't mind a missus like
'er in a way.
March 1974.

j

i'.l

'

I.

Not surprisingly, the boys viewed these girls as

having a special position in relation to the group.
Essentially, VB boys appeared to view the regular girls
as part ofr but not quite in, the group:
They're part of us in a way. Yuh see, they
can't be right in with us 'cause they're
sheilas, but they're in about as far as
they can go. Yuh take a slut or a gangie,
no-one could really give a fuck about them,
they're not really in with us, but the
girls are. If someone gave them a hard
time we would fuckin' go and punch their
faces ino
September 1973.

2

Davis (1961) also points out that the affectional
relationship betwecD a man and a woman has features
that are characteristic of property in general. See
Davis (1961, p. 178).
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Thus, as will be amplified later 1 in contrast
with the slut and the gangie wl10 were usually perceived

by the VB boys to be outsiders, these regular girls were
held to be almost full members of the group, a feature
which is also evident in commentt made by these girls:
Yuh know if you're liked by the boys or not •••
and when you're accepted and know they're
pleased to see yuh and that •••• It makes you
feel good, you're more in with whatts goin'
on and the boys would stick up for yuh.
October 1973.
We're sorta VB girls in a way •.• the boys
sorta care about us more than they do rbout
sluts and that 'cause we're iccepted. But
sluts aren't accepted. They're just screwed
by the boys and told to walk home.
June 1974.

As mentioned earlier, the girls were observed to
engage in regular association with the V8 boys, attending their piss-ups, accompanying them on their drags 1
and watching their court sessions.

However, while these

girls were observed to accompany the boys, as will be

shown later, their participation in VB activities was
restricted largely by certain expectations VS boys held
with respect to their appropriate dress and behaviour.

..

The girls were conscious of certain expectations
that the boys held about the way they should dress.

While the boys preferred to wear rough gear, they expected the girls to be dressed tidily:
Bruce had just walked in the door with
his newly acquired girlfriend. They both
presented an interesting study in contrasting clothes; a contrast which appears
typical of this VB group. Bruce's hair was
greasy and unkempt, his face unshaven and
smeared with what looked to be a mixture of
dirt and oil. His partly-ripped denim
shirt was not tucked into his jeans, but
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hung below the back of his black seaman's
·}
u·
..1
·1
JRC<et.
r11s -han~s
an d'''
x1ngerna1~s
were
also deeply ingrained with grease and dirt;
the remains of which could be seen discolouring the tip of his freshly lit
cigarette.
His girlfriend was a girl of about
16 years of age. Her shoulder"length blonde
hair looked immaculately clean and tidy.
She wore a fur lined black coat, neatly
ironed hipster slacks and a white blouse.
On her feet she had open leather sandals;
both her toe and fingernails were neatly
manicured and painted in an ivory polish.
September 1973.
For VB boys, the type of clothing described above
was considered feminine and thus compatible with their
expectation about the way the girls should dress.

The

following excerpts provide further indication that VB
boys expected the girls to be dressed appropriately:
Girls should be neatin tidy ••• like always
make themselves look respectable like.
That gives 'em a bit of class.

Not like a

slut, who looks scruffy •••• They should wear
clothes that have bin ironed all neat.
June 1974.

:,

Yuh hate bein' seen with a sheila that looks
rough, but you're proud if she's got tidy
clothes on and looks good, that boosts yuh
ego 'cause yuh know yuh got a real sheila,
not a slut or a gangie, yuh got a real sheila.
August 1973,
Yuh wanta girl yuh go out with to look neat
don't yuh1 Not like yuh just picked up any
old thing. Yuh want her to take some pride
in how she looks, like dress neat and look
good sorta thing.
September 1973.

-I'

Furthermore, several VS boys expressed their preference for tidy dress on girls in terms of their concepts
of masculinity and femininity; males should dress
roughly, while females should dress tidily:
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Jokers 'ave always worn rough clothes.
It's just part of yuh. Like at school, in
them days jokers dressed rough and girls
dressed all tidy. That's just the way it
is •.•• That 1 s the big difference between
jokers and sheilas.
August 1973.
Girls should look like girls and not try
to look like jokers •.•• They should wear
bangles, beads, and make vemselves look
tidy. Some of 'em try to look like jokers
nowadays, like they dress sorta rough lookin'.
February 1974.
In a similar manner, tattoos were thought of as

part of masculine appearance and V8 boys expressed dislike, and in some cases, hatred, for a girl with tattoos:
Sheilas shouldn't have tattsf that's not
bein' a sheila. I hate them on sheilas, I
honestly do. Yuk, all those tatts over
their hands. Sheilas have gotta wear rings
and bangles, not tatts.
April 1974~

I fuckin' hate a sheila with tatts .••• It
really spoils the look of a sheila .•••
Yuh think she looks okay, like she might
'ave a real grouse face and then yuh see
tatts scratched on her hand and think 1 000h
fuck'.
It really does spoil 1 em.
August 1973.
\

Several V8 boys expressed the opinion that girls
with numerous tattoos thought they were jokers.

As one

member recounted:
"Christ youse jokers." said Alan "Yuh
should lave seen this.bloody sheiia walkin'
through town yesterday. She must 'ave bin
a real mental case 'cause she had all these
tatts up her arms and on her hands 91 • He
laughed cynically and added~ "She must think
she's a fuckin' joker. She probably don't
even know that she ain't got a cock. What
a bloody monster. Can )~h imagine sayin'
"This is the missus

1

:.

11

This comment was

greeted with loud laughter from the rest of
the boys, who appeared to share Alan's viewpoint about what was appropriate female
appearance.
August 1973.

l4S
However~ a few of the girls did have amateur
tattoos.

Most common were dots on the knuckles of both

hands, small crosses, hearts and other assorted doodling~
Nevertheless, these girls were aware that the boys did
not like them being tattooed:
I know Bill doesn't like these tattoos.
Everytime we go somewhere he's tryin' to
hide them~ says,' don't let people see 1 em.'
That's why he puts his hand on top of mine,
just to hide them.
May 1974.
I wished I'd never put these dots on me
knuckles now 'cause the boys look at yuh
as if yuh the lowest thing •.•• They don't
like 'em~ yuh can tell that.
August 1973.

\

As might be anticipated, some of these girls had
3
their tattos removed in an effort to conform to the
expectations VB boys held about the way girls ought to
appear:
Shona sat with her feet stretched out in
front of her and examined the red scar on
the top of her right hand. "Got me tatt
off~ 0 she announced with pride.
ult looks sore/ 1 I remarked.

"Did it

hurt?"

\

"It did, 11 she replied and noted, as
if by way of compensating for the pain,
11
Anyway, Maurict9 was rapt when I got it
off •••• I 'spose it was somethin' I should
1
ave done ages a.go •••• He ?C~ 1 iked it."
November 1973.
There were clear expectations that girls should not
wear

11

tatts 11 •

Furthermore$ there were also expectations

about the way girls should behave and dress.

-------· -----~-·-·-··-Tattoos were usually removed

3

For most

at Dunedin Public
Hospital. The usual process of tattoo removal is
called dermabrasion. Professor A.J.W. Taylor
informed me of his intention to experimeni with laser
beam to remove tatto0s. Personal communication
(19 November 1975).

VB boyss feminine behaviour was synonomous with being
subordinate to the male.

In the presence of the boys

most of these regular girls tended to be subordinate
and reserved.

For examplei, at V8

11

piss-upsi! these

regular girls did not attempt to compete with the boys
in beer drinking.

Instead, they were observed to sit

together t and discuss

11

feminin.e 1 ' topics such as fashion"

able clothing and knitting.

The subordinate role that

these girls usually played, is illustrated in the following excerpt:
Peter strolled over to his girlfriend Jenny,
who was sitting on the couch in the flat.
Although Jenny was engaged in conversation
with Dianet Peter grabbed her arm and nodded
in the direction of the front door. Jenny
stood up in an obedient manner and followed
Peter out to the v54 parked outside.
November 1973~
.)

In addition to being subordinate to the malei it
was also important that the girl remain sexually faithful to her boyfriendc

While a VB boy who had a steady

relationship was permitted to have sexual intercourse
with girls other than his regular girlfriend, it was
imperative that a girl demonstrate fidelity.

The boys

did not see this as a double standardp but as rightful
male prerogative; a prerogative which some members claimed
they were willing to use physical force to enforce their
wishes:
i
\

Jesus, if me sheila fuckin' well started
playin 1 1 round with another joker, I 1 d
fuckin' tan her arseR Really I would.
Therets no bloody way she'd do that) no
bloody way at all, 'cause she knows what's
comin 1 if she does.
March 1974.
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Nonetheless 9 while several boys acknowledged that
they were willing to use force to command obedience from
their girlfriend, only two boys were known to have used
physical force.

One such example follows:

Karen arrived at the Wakari Youth Club
sporting a bruise over her left eye. When
she walked over to me~ I questioned her
about her black eye and she explained,
"Maurice got pissed last night and socked
me. He reckons I was flirtin' with another
joker on Saturday night". She shrugged
her shoulders in a nonchalant manner as if
to indicate that she was not perturbed by
Mauricets behaviour.
September 1973.
Later that evening I overheard Maurice explaining
to Alan, Bruce, and Malcolm, why Karen had received her
bruise:
She was flirtin' with that bloody lanky
joker on Saturday •••• I warned her not to
flirt, but she carries on •••• Well when
we got home we 'ad an argument and I
wacked her on the side of the face. I
didn 1 t mean to be so hard, I was pretty
pissed. Anyway, she's better now. She's
learnt her lesson. She was only tryin'
me out 'cause she dared me to hit her.
She knows what I say goes now.
September 1973.
Furthermore, sometimes the expectations that VB boys
held about the way girls ought to dress and behave were
not shared by all the girls.

Consequently, a girl who

did not appear to "know" how she ought to behave$ was
subjected to sanctioning 4 in the form of ridicule.

The

-·=-~-----------4

Sanctioning can be either positive or negative (Davis,
1961; McDavid & Harari, 1968). Positive sanctions refer
to direct approval for a particular mode of behaviour
while negative sanctions consists of punishment of
socially unacceptable behaviour. While there was much
evidence of positive sanctioning in this study, the
term sanction is used to refer to the punishment of
socially unacceptable behaviour in particular. Davis
(1961, p. 57) lists the major negative sanctions as
being gossip, ridicule and ostracism.
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field excerpts which follow, feature a girl called
Sharon, who, although she was going out with one of the
boys, did not at first conform to the VB boys' expectations concerning appropriate dress ang behaviour.
Although the following excerpt describes an extreme case,
it does illustrate the expectations VB boys held about

female dress and behaviour and how these expectations
were maintained:
Sharon was a solidly-built g1r1~ about
5'6 11 in height with medium-length, unkempt,
blonde hair, a rather surly face, and
numerous tattoos on both hands. She normally dressed in denim jeans, a large black
woollen jersey which hung loosely over her
body, and steel-capped boots. She had often
been subjected to much overt abuse from the
boys and tonight was no exception. Several
of the boys would swagger past her with
upturned noses and pass such caustic remarks
as~ 11 Gidday dogv 1 ow 1 s your cock?n and,
"There goes a boy scout. Who would like to
fuck with a boy scout '? 11
Later in the night I questioned a group
of eight of the boys about this behaviour
toward Sharon. 0 I have noticed that the
boys pick on Sharon, 11 I said.
Well she asks for it, 11 replied Alan,
answering on behalf of the group.
11

"Asks for it? 11 I enquired.
Yeahj she's always looks like a bloody
joker. She's tryin' to be like one of the
boys. She can '.t. be one of the boys~ she is a
fuckin' sheila. Fuck, I 1 ve never seen her
in a dress yet."
11

But the other girls around here aren't
in dresses either and you don't give them a
hard time," I replied.
11

We know. Its more than her c1othesi
aint it? It's the way she carries on,
swearin', drinkin' like one of the boys. As
I said before she's not one of the boys, she
can't be, she 1 s got to be a sheila. 11
September 1973.
11
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Approximately two weeks after this incident, Sharon
was observed to wear different clothes.

Instead of her

denim jeans, large black woollen jersey, and steel-capped
boots, she wore a tight-fitting red floral dress which
showed off her well-proportioned bustline, a white
cardigan and whj_te shoes.

Her hair had been washed and

brushed tidily off her face.

She seemed pleased with

this transformation in appearance and approached me as I
made my way to the kitchen at the flat:
Heyj 11 she exclaimed, giving me a
friendly dig in the ribs. "How do you like
me new clothes?"
11

"They look really good, 11 I r.eplied,

enthusiastically.
11

Yeah 1 so does Gordon," she said,

c,ualifying her statement by addingr "Gordon
was rapt. 11 She conti:rrned, "Anyv.ray, the
other boys are bein 1 f ricndly to me now. 11 I

agreed with this comment, noting that I had
observed that they seemed to give her a
"hard time" over the la.st few weeks. She
appeared to ponder} then replied, "Well, I
s 1 pose they were hacked off with me, not
dressi.n' right like the rest of the girls."
September 1973.
V8 boys were aware that their fellow group members
expected _them to dominate their girlfriends •. The per-

ceived need to dominate girlfriends was apparent in the

way group members spoke about their girlfriends.

The

following comments provide insight into why VS boys
thought it was necessary to dominate girls.
,

)

One typical

view was expressed as follows:
With any regular shed.la yuh gotta let 'em

know whose boss otherwise they're not
worth havin' •••• They'll 1 ave a go to see
if they can get yuh round. th0ir little
finger, but yuh just gotta put 'em back
in their place.
March 1974.

1SO
Yet other VB boys justified their behaviour towards

girls in terms of the perceived need to "control" girls
in order to protect their own freedom:
Yuh can only weaken with sheilas a little
bit, just be a bit reasonable sorta thing.
But never give in •••• Yuh always gotta
make sure that you've got control of them,
'cause if yuh don't you've 1 ad it, they've
got yuh by the balls and they'll. 'ave yuh
runnin' around after them sayin', 'Do this,
do that, don't go out on the piss'.
September 1973.
That males ought to dominate females was frequently
expressed in the following manner:
A guy was meant to wear the pants in the
first place, even if a lotta sheilas are
now wearin' slacks and things .•• but
it's still the joker whose gotta wear the
pants really, and that means bein' top
dog sorta thing.
August 1973 •

• However 1 some members acknowledged that the way

they treated their girlfriends was dependent on the
presence of the, other boys.

When other boys 1vere "wa tching 11

some members acted in such a way as to give the impres,,

sion that they did not care about their girlfriends.

One

member commented candidly in retrospect.:

.\

When I look back I used to be like two
different people sorta thing •••• Like
I'd be all sorta carefree with a girl I
liked •••• \4hen I was out with the boys,
act as if I couldn't give a stuff about
her, say t ,. Aah P piss off \ to her face and
that. But when the bays are not around I 1 d
say, 1 I didn't mean to give yuh a hard time'.
I'd be all nice and make up. It's just
that yuh know the boys would give yuh a
hard time if they caught yuh bein' loveyd,ovey so yuh don't.
March 1974.

In a similar manner, one member admitted to putting on a

false front:
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Sometimes I put on a false front with the
boys, especially when I'm on the piss with
them, I'd let Marjorie sit at home and
say to the boys, 'Fuck the missus, she can
wait'. The rest of the boys think I'm a
fuckin' hard case doint that .••• I s'pose
that's why yuh say those things, just
'cause yuh know the boys will like it.
:March 19 7 4.

Furthermore, the way in which some members treated
girls appeared to be related to what they thought girls
expected of them.

Several V8 boys thought girls wanted

them to play an aggressive and assertive role in their
relationship:
A sheila wants to go with a joker that can
handle himself. She aint gonna respect a
guy that she can dominate. She's gonna
say, 'What sorta guy 'ave I got. He can
be dominated by a woman. Shit he's sorta
a weaklin 1 ' .
September 1973.

If yuh show a sheila who's boss, they like
They 1 ll bloody moan like fuckp but
they like bein' under a joker •cause in a
funny kinda way they're sorta proud of yuh.
Sheilas think like that. I betcha 10 bucks
on that.
February 1974.
it.

On some occasions negative sanction in the form of
ridicule was used to ensure conformity to the group
expectations about the way to treat girls.

These sanc-

tions were typically applied when a member appeared to
be showing first signs of being subordinate to a girl.
In the argot of the VS boy, "yuh shouldn't be under
your sheila's thumbn:
Don't know about old Blacky said
Mauricer "I reckon he might be startin'
to go under his sheila 1 s thumb 11
11

0

"Yeah~" interjected Brian 1 irHe
usually really likes his piss and that
and last night, Christ he even wanted to
go home early. Shit, he's gettin' pretty
serious with that sheila.u

IUgh t 1 " replied Maurice. "Fuck 9 he
didn't like it when we says, 'You're not
under the thumb are vuh? 1 Remember that?
Nuh, h~ says 1 I make
me own mind, not me
sheila'. Jesus, he looked pissed off when
we laughed at him.a
October 1973.
11

;p

In one extreme case, quoted below, a group member
was rejected by other VS boys for his failure to conform to his fellow group members' expectations concerning
appropriate behaviour towards a girl.

The sequence of

events which l.ed to the member being rejected is depicted
as follows:
Tonight as we sat in the back of the
'SS which was parked in the Octagon, I
heard Alanr Peter, and John discussing a new
V8 boy called Murray who had been "hangin'
around" with the boys for app 1~oximately
two weeks. Peter opened the discussion.
"ChTist all mightyi, 11 he said, raising his
eyebrows and rolling his eyes in an expression of amazement~ r:where did that wanker
Murray come from? ll
"He come up with Smithy to the flat
last week remember't'n John repJ.ied 1 adding~
"Smithy thinks he's a bit of a wanker too.
Fuck that sheila of his, what a dog. She
really gives him the run 'round~ eh!"
\'\

I
J

I

"Yeah/' said Alan 1 11 What a wanker,
lettinv a bloody sheila do thato"
October 1973.

:1

,j:,

One week later~ while standing around and drinking
piss at Brockville, Murray and his girlfriend were the
topic of discussion among several other VB boys:

"Hey, look over there," said Richard~
nodding in the direction of Murray and his
girlfriend, who stood about five feet away
with their arms around each other.
Maurice gave a loud sniggering laugh while
Bi11 11 put on" an angelic loving face and
pouted his lips~
"She?s always with 'imt 11 said Richard
loudly. Although he directed this remark
at the other boys} Murray must have been
able to hear it. He continued, "Everywhere
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he goes, she goes. Christ, why doesn't he
tell her to piss off and sit in the car
like the other sheilas!"

I know why, 11 interjected Maurice in
a sarcastic tone of voice, '"Cause they're
in lovep and love makes yuh fucked in the
head!" This comment was accompanied by
derisive laughter. Murray and Karen stood
there, pretending to ignore these remarks.
October 1973.
11

Five days later, Murray and his girlfriend were
subjected to further ridicule and eventual rejection by
the group:
As the boys stood at the entrance to
the Magistrate's Court and prepared to move
to the Victoria Hotel, I heard Peter yell
to Murray~ "Where yuh goin 1 Murray? Yuh
goin' on the piss with the boys aint yuh?
Leave that sheila behind."
Murray stood at the bottom of the steps
holding hands with Karen, who was dressed in
a titlyt bright green trouser suit. Murray
seemed to ignore this remark. I saw Karen
clutch the strap of her shoulder-bag and
tighten her grip on Murray's hand. Peter
was more direct this time, yelling, !!"Where
yuh goin' with that dog? Yuh comin' on the
piss aren't yuh?"
--

r
i
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Tom decided to assist Peter~ "For fuck',:S
sake:;) 11 he yelled, "don't let a sheila stop
yuh. What are yuh a wanker or a man! 11
He didn't get time to finish. Karen
spun round and faced the boys, the suddenness of her movement wrenching her hand from
Murray's grasp. She spoke in a nasal tone;
her face contorted with anger, "You piss me
off," she retorted angrily 9 "All you can think
about is piss •.•• 11 She didn't finish, but
turned and scuttled quickly up the street alone.

By this time, Karen's proclamations had
reached the ears of all the boys standing on
the steps and her hasty walk up the street was
followed by a large throaty roar, interspersed
with cynical wolf-whistles, and cries of
11
Piss off yuh dog; go 'nd. buy yourself a chain"~
and 11 0oh, what a bloody dog."

l S4

Murray stood there for a moment. Tom
yelled, nGo on, follow yuh loved-one, yah
can fuck off now!" This comment appeared
to receive endorsement from the other boys
who clapped and cheered. Murray turned
quicklyi and half-walked, half-ran after
Karen~

"Fuckinr idiot,n said Richard turning
and looking at me.

11

1-Ie never fitted into

our group anyway. Jesus~ lettin' a sheila
run his life like that!"
October 1973.
A category of girl the VS boys referred to as
girls" has been clescribecl.

11

the

It has been noted that V8

boys held particular expectations regarding the way
these girls ought to dress and behave.

Permeating these

expectations was the conviction that girls ought to dress
and behave in a manner which VB boys held to be expressive of their femininity.

From the VB boys' point of

view, being one of the girls meant dressing in tidy
clothes, which included the wearing of feminine ado:rnments
such as bangles, and behaving in a manner which acknowledged
her subordination to the male.

This included being obedient

and faithful to him, being quiet and reserved and not competing with him in masculine activities such as drinking
large quantities of beer.

Furthermore, it was noted that

in some cases, when a girl failed to live up to these
expectations she was subject to sanctioning in the form of
ridicule from the group members.
\

'

In addition to these expectations

V8 boys held

about the dress and behaviour of "the girls", it was found
that VB boys were aware of a similar reciprocal set of
expectations concerning their own dress and behaviour.

~ [' l"
.t
,.) ,.)

These included confonning to the male model of rough
dress and acting in an aggressive, assertive, and dominant
way towards his girlfriend.
The Sluts
For the V8 boys, the label nslut. 11 generally referred
to a type of girl the boys could pick up in town:
Sluts are girls yuh pick up off the street.
They'll climb into a VS easy as piss and
that's why yuh call tern sluts. After all,
what sorta decent type of girl is gonna
climb into a dirty VB car. They aint gonna,
it's as simple as that.
July 1973.
More particularly, a slut was a girl who had gained a
reputation of being an easy sexual conquest.

In V8 argot,

she was described as a girl who would "be an easy Jay",

would "go off easi.lyii! o-r

11

be a sure screwn:

A slut is an easy lay. Itts no trouble to
get a screw out of her. Yuh can pick her
up and know you're on to a sure thing.
August 1973.

If a girl goes off for yuh when yuh first
meet her she 1 d be a slut. Like, what I
mean is that it is a piece of piss to get
a screw.
September 1973.
\

_,

A slut is a sure screw sorta thing. Some
sheilas screw real easy. Yuh pick 'em up
and yuh know you're on to a sure screw
right away. Any sheila who's a sure screw
is thought of as a slut.
March 1974.
Yet mere reference to a girl as a slut cannot always
be cited as strong evidence that she was an Heasy lay".

This is because VB boys sometimes boasted about their
sexual conquests.
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members as a ttstj_ckman 11 1 it could. be conceivable that a

girl might not have earned this type of reputation.

In

the VB world, the girl who was considered an easy lay
and thus usually labelled a slut, was often held in low
regard.

Most VB boys appeared to view the slut as a

sexual object.

The remarks which follow were typical:

There aint nothin' I like better than to
pick up a slut, fuck the arse off her and
then tell 1 er to piss off and walk home.
That's what's good about a slut, yuh can
have a root and then forget 'em.
March 1974.
A slut is just a girl for the night. It's
as simple as this. Yuh wanna screw, so
yuh go and find one. That's what sluts
are for
screwing.
September 1973.
Q

Yuh never get involved with a slut, just
fuck them, then forget them the next day.
Yuh use them vcause you wanna screw and
they want it.
August 1973.

V8 boys expected sluts to "go off 11 and the slut was
typically viewed in these sexual terms.

Usually, the

.i

relationship between a slut and a V8 boy tended to
reflect little emotional commitment by either person; it
was more like a business transaction:
I'

You want a root, she wants a root, that's
all there is to it. Both yuh are lookin'
at it from your own selfish point of view.
After it's all over yuh go yuh separate
ways"

September 1973.
A lack of emotional commitment to the slut was also
evident in the following typical comment overheard when
two members
4

were discussing their sexual experience:

The status and meaning of the
later in this section.

11

stickman 11 is discussed
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Jesus, I'll tell yuh somethin 1 I hate.
Thatts lookin' at a slut after you've
rooted her. Yuh go, ooh fuck, what have
I got here? Beforehand you're pissed and
she looked better, but seein 1 them after
can sober yuh up. Ooh, why did I fuck
her?
September 1973.
VB boys were observed to treat sluts in a way which
reflected a lack of emotional commitment:
I t was 1 a • m • v! hen Ch r is i A 1 an , an cl
I arrived back at the flat. As we walked
past one of the bedrooms we heard the
sound of a girl giggling and a male talking.
Fuckin I old Brent,, 11 explained ChTis
with a smile on his face, 11 that ts 'chat shei la
he picked up in town he's got in there." His
eyes lit up, 11 Bet hefll be screwing the pants
11

of£ her, the lucky bastard! 11

i

I/

We walked into the kitchen, sat down on
the sofa and opened a couple of bottles of
beer. The girl still giggled and we could
hear Brent's voice mumbling and the occasional
thump of furniture. About 10 minutes later,
Breni emerged from the bedroom, his shirt out,
the belt on his jeans hanging undone, and his
hair all over his face. He stood there for a
moment, bleary-eyed, then reached out and
grabbed a bottle of beer from'Alan.
"Where's that sheila? 11 asked Alan.
"Walkin' home," replied Brent in a
factual manner.
Did yuh get it'! 11 interjected Chris in
reference to whether or not Brent had experienced
sexual intercourse with the girl.
11

,,
/

"Fuckin' oath I got ity what a slutp man~
she really loved it," retorted Brent derisively.
October 1973.
Among the VS boys, the number of sexual conquests
a member could claim was viewed as a sign of status.
The title of

11

stickman 11 was accorded to members vvho, had

earned a reputation for the quantity of his sexual conquests:
Blackie is a real bloody stickman. He'll
jump into anyone's pants. I've never seen

1, ... ~JV
r (;·

a joker screw so many sheilas •••• He just
bowls vem over like flies, bang, bang,
bang! Christ knows how many sheilas he
rooted last week. I lost count.
August 1973.

!

Minty will fuck anything
don't care~ He seems to
sweat. Picks up a slut,
just so quick man. Fuck
stickman!

on two legs. He
get roots no
into her pants
what a bloody
Ms.rch 197 4.

The prestigious title of

11

stickrnan 11 with :its

emphasis on conquering and treating girls as sexual
objectsj was a highly important ingredient in the boys'
concept of masculinity.

As one member pointed out:

A joker who fucks a lotta sheilas is
thought of as a real man sorta thing. It's
sorta hard to explain but it's just that
he's proved himself I s'pose. Let's face
it, all jokers want to be a stickman 'cause
men are expected to be big rooters.
February 1974.
Moreover, some of those members who had been referred
to as "stickmen" were aware that their attitude and treat ..
ment of sluts was conditioned in part by their perception

of the way they thought their fellow V8 boys viewed their
actions.

\•

As one

11

sticlo.11an 11 recounted:

Lookin 1 back the boys would expect yuh
to root yuhself silly. They'd think
somethin 1 was wrong if I didn't. Everyone said 'ooh shit, you're a stickman,t
so I s'pose I became one and worked like
hell to pick up as many sluts as I could.
I couldn 1 t stop once I got a reputation.
Fuck stoppin 1 anyway. I loved every
minute of it.
June 1974.
In most cases, VB boys made contact with sluts in
the main street of Dunedin. When

11

doin' the main drag 11
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members were eager to spot sluts and "pick 'em up".
When spotting sluts, VB boys took note of two major
clues~ namely the dress and appearance of these girls,

and their location in a known place in town.
Firstly, with respect to the dress and appearance,
sluts normally wore tight-fitting jeans or slacks~ and a
variety of T-shirts.

Imitation leather and suede coats

with fur around the edges were popular, as were platformsoled shoes.

In addition to this clothing, sluts were

characterized by their heavy facial make-up.

An instance

where this description of sluts was checked out in the
field is given below:
I am learning to identify sluts. In
my questioning of the boys, they keep
telling me one can recognise sluts by the
way they dress and "carry on". This afternoon, as I accompanied Don and Peter through
town 1 I met two girls,whom the boys called
sluts. The girls were walking along the
main street in a slow: seemingly directionless manner. As we approached from the
opposite direction, Peter nudged me in the
ribs and whispered, "There's a couple of
sluts. They go off easy as hell. 11
On coming closer, I saw that one girl
was wearing tight fitting denim jeans; the
other pink slacks~ Both wore platform
shoes and imitation suede coats which were
lined with brown fur. They were chewing gum
in rhythm to their steps. Their faces were
heavily made up. Eyebrows were boldly outlined with dark black eyebrow pencil. A
thick line of jet black eyeliner followed
the contour of the eyelids and bright green
eyeshadow looked as if it had been applied
with a spatula. On their cheekbones, both
girls had placed a small transfer of a star.
As the boys spoke, these girls lounged
against the side of the European Hotel, still
chewing their gum and making an occasional
contribution to the conversation.
September 1973.
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Several VB boys claimed that the way in which these
girls dressed was to be taken as a sign of their sexual
availability.

The two quotations which follow, typify

the way V8 boys viewed girls who dressed and behaved in
a manner similar to that described above:

_I

Sluts are dressed to kill ••• What I mean is
they dress to tell yuh they're available
really. That's what they do, get decked out
to sorta say, 'Right, I'm on for anything,
I'll have sex. Just try me.r
March 1974.
They [sluts] advertise theirselves like a
sex shop. They look as if they'll go off
as easy as shit •.•• They want to too, otherwise they'd probably dress more respectable
like, don't make it so obvious •
.June 1974.
On some occasions, however, VS boys did make mistakes
when attempting to spot sluts.

Some girls who, on the

basis of their appearance, looked like sluts, did not
I

consent to sexual intercourse.

l

in the early hours of one Saturday morning:

I!

~

ij

As five members recalled

I

-)

One night we picked up these real slutty
lookin' sheilas man. They really looked
like sluts. We thought, 'Right, we'll be
into these sheilas no sweat.T Fuck man,
we wore so fuckin' wrong, couldn't do
('}
•
•
+f
not11n.
.1r1st,
1t
rea.1~iy pisse d us ok.
l . I
'cause we were sure we were onto a sure
screw.
March 1974.
0

In addition to clothing and make-upi sluts were
usually identified by the fact that they tended to hang
around a certain

known area.

The park benches in the

Octagon (see Figure 19) were known places for sluts to
hang out:

The Octagon is where yuh find sluts¢ On
those bench seats, you know •• ~. They sit

'\
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FIGURE 19; Park benches

in

the Octagon
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and wait to be picked up by someone. If
yuh see a couple of sheilas sittin 1 there
yuh can guarantee they're just waitin' to
be picked up.
September 1973Q
Sluts could be seen hanging around any of the eight
bench seats in the Octagon.

Typically, they were observed

to hang around in twos; either sitting on the bench seat.
or lounging on the grass.

While they might walk over to

Big Daddyws in order to buy a take-away milkshake or a
pottle of chips, they nearly always moved back to the
vicinity of the seats; ostensiblyf to either eat their
food, glance through a "True Confession" comic, or rest
their weary legs.
V8 boys picked up girls from this area in town.
Pick-ups were usually made on weekend afternoons or late
Friday and Saturday nights and usually involved the following sequences of events.
First 1 visual interaction between the VB boys and
these gi rJ. s was ini t ia t.ed by the boys.

V8 boys wou.ld d.ri ve

past and attempt to make contact either by tooting the
horn of the car, or waving.

As they tooted and waved, they

watched the girls closely and noted their reaction.
Second, if the girls acknowledged their attempt at contact
in any positive manner such as a smile or wave, the boys
would then be encouraged to make an attempt at verbal contact.

These two major sequences of events are illustrated

as follows:
It was a quiet Saturday afternoon,
Don, B~ucc, Alan, Malcolm and I were seated
around a small wooden table in the Captain
Cook Tavern (see Figure 20). Although we
had b2en there for only one hour, none of
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FIGURE 20; Captain Cook Tavern
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the boys appeared to be in the mood for
drinking. It was more the mood for "picking
up sluts". We purchased. a dozen beer from
the bottle store and hopped into the '56
which was parked outside.

As we drove slowly through the almost
deserted town, I noticed three girls about
17 years of age, dressed in short, black
gym frocks, black jersejs,and carrying hockey
sticks by their side. The boys saw them as
well, but did not make any attempt to attract
their attention. These girls obviously weren't
sluts.
We approached the Octagon and something
caught the boys' attention. Two girls sat
huddled together on a small, wood.en bench seat
on our right-hand side of the road. At this
stage, I could not see the girls clearly, because
my view was being obstructed by Bruce and
Malcolm, who strained to get a better look. I
gathered that these girls might be sluts.
"There's a couple," said Bruce as if in
instant recognition. His words received immediate endorsement. Don honked noisily on the
horn, while Bruce waved out the back window.
One of the girls raised a hand and gave a rather
hesitant wave. A pathetic wave, yet it was all
the encouragement the boys needed. Bruce yelled
excitedly, "Fuck it's all on~ they wavedt quick
turn back. 11
Don reacted instantaneously. He powered
the car out of its previous lethargy and into
the next corner. The tyres screamed and the
sudden change in engine pitch funnelled back
down the nearly empty street. We started to
circle the Octagon. The girls "saw" the car,
but did not watch it. They suddenly became more
interested in the wooden slats on the bench seat.
We came closer to them but Don did not seem too
anxious to pick up these girls. "Ooh fuck, not
those, 11 he yellede 11 Look at the one on the
right, she looks a real heavy, man, look at the
size of her."

"Fuck, Don.! 11 added Bruce, "A slut is a slut
eh!" Don must have agreed with this comment~
because he addedr "Wells·you do the talkin 1
okay'i' You 1 re good with the words."
~

We were now on the same side of the road as the
girls. Don pulled the car up alongside the
bench seat and Bruce wound down the cracked lefthand front window of the car. The girls did not
even look up; their gaze being fixed on some

1~- \)..;,
,· t:

metallic object in one of the girl's hands.
"Waddyah got there?" Bruce yelled
raucously. However, his words were in vain.
They didn~t "hearYI him. Bruce changed his
approach. "Do yuh want some beer? 11
With this comment, one of the girls
shuffled uneasily in her seat~ elbowed her
friend gently in the ribs ii then said·, "Dunno,
what sort 'ave yuh got?"
"Come

1

n 'ave a look," replied Bruce.

Another gentle dig in the ribs, an
exchange of 1 looks 1 between both girls and
they ambled cautiously towards the car.
uwell, do yuh want some beer?" said
Bruce.
"Yeah," said th~ fatter of the two girls.
"Well, get in, yuh can get caugri.t for

drinkin' piss outside."
One girl slid into the front seat, while
the other shot into the back. Both girls were
riffered a drink from the bottle which they
accepted.
"Well," said Malcolm,
for a drive?"

11

do yuh wanna go

"Yeah, might as well."
The car was started and we accelerated
down the road. The whole operation, including
silences, had taken less than two minutes.
November 1973.
Once the girls were in the cari VB boys usually
drove around town and then headed to a secluded location
where they encouraged the girls to drink beer,

11

cha t ted

them up''~ and attempted to establish some form of physical
contact.

Typically this was done in the following manner:

As soon as yuh pick some sheilas up that
yuh don't know, yuh try and get 'em a bit
pissed •••• That makes movin' in easier.
Yuh pass the bottle, start chatting then
yuh try her out by puttinv yuh arm round
her and things lead from there.
May 1974.
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When taking these girls for drives and finding
secluded locations, the boys were usually concerned to try
and assess whether a particular girl might "screw 11 •

This

assessment was often based on the girl 1 s eagerness to
drink the beer, and her response to a boy 1 s first attempt
at physical contact:

,.•

If a sheila starts swiggin 1 into the piss
you've got a greater chance of gettin' a
screw. That means they're not worried
about you ••. like not worried about bein 1
taken advantage of.
October 1973.
However, for some boys a girl 1 s consent to get into
the V8 car and accept his beer meant she should not refuse
his advances:
We were parked on John Wilson Memorial
Drive (see Figure 21) which overlooked the
beach. I sat in the back seat of the '56
and shared a bottle of beer with Chris and
a girl aged about 16 he had picked up in
the Octagon. Her friend, who looked about
the same age sat in the front seat sandwiched between Don and Alan. The girls had
been in the car for about two hours and
during that time I noticed the boys were
"feeding them up 11 on beer which both girls
readily accepted. Don was making some progress with the girl in the front seat.
They would talk, drink from the bottle and
then become involved in long, passionate
kissing. I could see Don's hand roaming
freely around her body. However 1 Chris was
having problems. As I sat drinking, he had
made several attempts to kiss this girl and
each time she had either. turned her face
away 1 or moved more closely to the other
side of the car. I could see that Chris
was getting distraught, but pretended not to
notice.
Chris is known to have a temper and he
erupted violently. "Fuck yuhr yuh hoitytoity bloody slut~" he yelled, "What the fuck
do yuh think you 1 re <loin'? Yuh climb into
our car, drink our piss, and a man can't even
put his fuck in I hand around yuh ! 11

FIGURE 21; John Wilson_ Memorial Drive

On hearing Chr:i.s yell like this, the
girl in the front seat sat bolt upright
and Don tried to calm Chris by telling him
to cool it, but Chris continued. "Right,n
he said, staring the girl straight in the
11
eye and opening the car door.
Piss off.
Go oni yuh can walk home."
The girl scrambled to get out of the
car and started walking away obviously
upset by this scene.
I could see the dilemma
written on her friend's face. W2s she to
follow her friend or stay with the boys? She
chose to follow her friend. Don.didn't stop
her. As she climbed out, she said, 11 I know
she might seem a bit weird~ but yuh don't
have to go on at her like that~" and she Tan
to catch up with her friend.

There was silence in the car then Don
I might have got
a screw out of that sheila. Just because
you weren 1 t getting anywhere."
yelled.r "Bugger you Chris.

"That's okay," replied Chris angrily.
"I saw you do the same thing to me a few
weeks ago, remember? You told that sheila to
fuck off 'cause she wouldn't let you kiss her
or anything."
This reminder seemed to quieten Don and
the boys settled into a less heated discussion
on sheilas; a discussion Don seemed to conclude by saying, 11 A sheila who won't let yuh
kiss or touch her really pisses yuh off. Yuh
don't mind even if yuh can get yuh hand around
their charlies, but spending all that money on
piss on th.em and yuh get nothin'. Shit!"
March 1974.

As a result of this type of activity, VB boys attempted to screen girls into different categoriest differentiating beh.reen those who were labelled

11

hoity-toity 11 , that is

the type of girl who would get in the VB car but would
refuse to consent to any form of sexual foreplay and those
girls who were categorized as

11

sure screh'S 11 •

This cate-

gorization again reflects the male expectation about
these girls they picked up off the street.

They were at

least expected to engage in sexual forepJ.ay, and if they
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did not, a boy was quite entitled to tell her to "piss
off and walk home".

However~ while the VB boys knew several girls who
could be guaranteed to screw, they sometimes sacrificed
the security of getting a "sure screw" in preference for
the excitement that accompanied the discovery of a new
sexual partner:
It was 10.30 p.m. Chris had just
completed his fourth trip up and down the
main drag in the VB in his attempt to
spot some sluts. As we drove to the
Octagon I saw two girls dressed in tight
denim jeans. One lounged over the top of
the bench seat while the other sat with
her feet outstretched. This was normally
where sluts were found and both girls gave
us an enthusiastic reception, waving and
smiling as we drove past. I was partly
amazed. Chris tooted the horn on the car
but drove straight on and made no attempt
to turn back.
"What about those girls?n I enquired
finding it strange that he should drive
past girls who seemed so anxious to get
into the VS.
"Ooh fuck those slutsr" replied Chris.
"I know them."
"Like you 1 ve rooted them, you mean?

I added.
Yeah both of them.
different sluts eh!"
11

Lookin' for
April 1974.

~angies
In the V8 world, the

11

gangie 11 or

11

blockic 11 as she

was sometimes called, referred to a girl who would allow
several boys to have sexual intercourse with her in quick
succession,

While the slut might consent to having sexual

intercourse with a different male on each night of the
week, the gangie was known to consent to having sexual
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intercourse with several boys on the same night.

The

difference between a slut and a gangie was often explained
in terms of ease of sexual conquest.
a sense of achievement at getting a

While a VB boy felt
11

screw 11 out of a slut,

it was apparent that to "screwn a gangie was not seen as

a sexual achievement.

This was because the slut

was

per-

ceived to put up token resistance to a boy's advances,
while the gangie apparently did not put up any resistance
at all.
'

This point is illustrated in the following typical

comment concerning the difference between a slut and a
gangie:
A slut is usually a girl who yuh can get
a screw out of fairly easily •••• She might
put up a bit of a fight, try and stop yuh,
just to keep a bit of her respect like.
She pretends she's not that easy •••. llut
a gangic, they aint evenabloocly conquest.
There 1 s absolutely no fight, no fight at
alL
April 1974.

~.·

Gangies are different from a slut. Like
there's a lotta sluts around, but not many
gangies •..• At least yuh gotta try a bit
with a slut and yuh feel some sorta conquering feelin' if yuh screw her. But with
a gangie, they just lie there and let
everyone fuck 'em one after the other.
Now, there aint no challenge there!
April 1974.
There were girls who were labelled by the boys as
"gangies".

Like the slut, these girls were normally

picked up in the street.

However, while sluts were

usually seen in twos, the gangie was usually alone, and
more importantly~ she had a much-talked about reputation
concerning her willingness to behave in a sexually promis-

c.uous manner:
It was late Friday night and the boys
had driven to a disused car park to drink
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some piss. Three cars were parked in
formation with their doors onen.
4

In our car, Chris, John, Al.ant and Don
were reminiscing about some of their early
sexual experiences. At the moment Chris
was talking; his legs stretched out on the
dashboard of the car and his hand grasping
an opened beer bottle. He became philosophical. "I remember,n pausing to take a
large drink of beer and appearing to rinse
it around his mouth~ 11 the best screw I ever
had was with a woman who was 35. I was
only 16 then and I used to go over to her
place whenever I wanted it. She was a
great screw, she knew just what to do to
make a fella happy •••• Pity she moved away.
Mean scene eh, them were the days," and he
chuckled under his breath.
"What about old Brownie though?" Mike
added. "She's a good screw."

I,

With this comment everyone burst into
immediate unrehearsed laughter. ,John was
caught unprepared and nearly choked on his
beer. Everyone kept laughing. I decided
to show my ignorance because I didn't know
who ~old Brownie' was and what they were
laughing about. After their laughter had
quietened down I asked, "Who's old Brownie'!n
1
iFuck! 11 said Chris as if I could not have
asked a more naive question. "Don't you
know old Brownie?
Never even seen her?"

I admitted that I hadn't.
"Shit," he continued, looking around at
the other boys, 11 I thought everyone knew old
Brownie. She's a gangie. Almost everyone
in Dunedin has bin through her. Ooh fuck,
she'll splash for anyone. She's even had a
crescent and a broom pushed up her cunt. She
would.'be the lowest thing on two legs."
March 1974.
The gangie then, was considered. to be the "lowest

of the low 11 and the boys appeared to demonstrate th:i..s

by actions such as those described above.
The sexual willingness and low esteem of the gangie
was also evident when some VS boys recounted their

experiences with these girls:

One day we picked up this gangie. There
was two cars of us and we took 1 er for a
drive over to the bush, Well, we all
fucked the arse off this bitch •••• We
reckon about 11 of us went through her and
when we 'ad all finished she sits up, stark
bollocks and says '11, only 11, Christ you
call that a gangie, shit last time the
total was 40 1 •
I don I t believe it was 40,
but it was obviously a lot more than 11.
What a bloody animal!
March 1974.
However, it was not only the boys who testified to
the sexual willingness and concomitant low esteem of the
gangie.

These features were also referred to by some of

"the girls", who expressed strong disrespect for the
gangie and noted their ease of consent in sexual matters.
As one girl commented:
A gangie is really like an animal that's all.
Yuh can 1 t blame the boys really~ the girls
love it and they ask for it.
October 1973.
Another girl voiced disres~ect for the gangie and noted
how easy it was to get them to consent to intercourse
with several boys one after the other when relating the
following incident:
That girl Patsy is a gang~e, The other
night at the flat nearly all the boys
were screwin 1 her •••• Later I went over
to her and told her she was no better 'n
a cow and she says, rwhat if jokers
dragged you into a room? 1 I told her 1
•Dragged be stuffed. You wanted it'.
There are some girls like that. They just
lie there with their legs wide open asking

for it.
March 1974.
In addition to being a label for a type of girl, the
term

11

gangie 11 lvas used to refer to the act of several

boys having intercourse with the same girl one after the
other.

Typically, V8 boys referred to this act as

11

havin'

°"

F' ,..,.

1/..)

a gangie", or a "gang splash, 11 al though on a few
occasions the word
11

11

block 11 was used in pla.ce of the word

I first heard mention of the a.ct the boys

gangie".

referred to as a gangie when observing at Wakari Youth
Club on a Sunday nightf
Tonight I overheard several of the boys
whispering about a 'gangie 1 they had
experienced during the weekend.

1·

I wandered over to the coffee bar, bought
myself a cup of coffee and sat a few feet
away from where Alan, John, and six other youths
were clustered. John was giving an account of a
gangie to these youths. His voice seemed to be
an octave higher than usual, he was so excited.

i.

Fuck we had a real neat gangie last night.
Yuh know that sheila with the big droopy tits,
well, she 1 s a gangie. Jesus. we were all pissed.
Six of us got into her and she loved it. even
when some of the boys poured piss on her. Wow
man!"
11

I was not able to gather any further
details at this stage because the band started
playing in the hall •. I could hear the boys
laughing and see envious looks on the faces of
the boys who had missed out. I did not feel I
had built up enough confidence with these boys,
so I didn't ask any questions, or appear too
eager to find out any further information •
July 1973.

>

.

,

While it is true that these gangies did occur, they
~ere not a constant feature of VS life-style, but were
more of a rarity.5 This observation is also corroborated
in a taped interview with a core member:
To my statement, "It seemed that gangies were
a fairly :care event~ 11 Alan replied, 11 You're
right~ there weren't many gangies. You
could probably count 'em on one hand. There
always appeared to be more eh, because the

V

5

During my research, I heard of three gangies which took
place. Because it was difficult to predict when a
gang:i.c might occuri I was not able to oh.serve one and
on account of -:::hls fact I have had to rely on secondhand evidence contrihuted mainly by five of the boys.
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boys would talk about them a lot and that
gave the impression that it was something
V8's went out and did every day of their
lives. But as you know, it wasn't eh."
Tape excerpt November 1974.
Furthermore, there was agreement that the typical gangie
took the form described as follows:
Yuh pick 'em up [gangies] easy as hell,
just say hop in and in they jump. Then
yuh drive to a quiet place and everyone
looks at each other and leers. Yuh
might squabble about whose goin' first
but then someone takes her out of the
car and over to a grassy patch. Yuh
give him five minutes, then the next guy
might go down, or wait till the first
joker comes back and says, ~way yuh go
quick'. So that jok8r nips down there
and fucks her. A guy might wanna be next
so he leaps out the car and watches the
next guy <loin' it sayin', 'I'm next,'
then jumps on. There might be four, five,
six guys, all dependin'. When it's over
back in the car~ have a few beers, and
drop her off in town.
Tape excerpt November 1974.
Three general categories of girls who featured in
the life of the group have been described.

These were:

(1) the regulars, or the girls, so cal.led because they
experienced regular contact with VB boys; (2) the sluts,
t....J

girls the boys viewed purely in terms of sexual exploita.t

tion; and (3) the gangies, girls who were deemed to
consent to having sexual intercourse with several boys
one after the other.

In addition to describing these

girls, it was noted that group members tended to hold
shared expectations concerning the behaviour of the girls
within each category, as well as the way group members
ought to behave toward these different categories of girl.
As has already been shown, the behaviour VB boys
expected from regular girls ~as different from that expected

1i:J

of the slut and the gangie.

The girls were expected to

dress tidily, be subordinate, and sexually faithful to
their boyfriends, whereas the slut and the gangie were
expected to be sexually promiscuous with any ~ale.

When

behaving towards one of the girls in these categories,
VB boys appeared to view their own behaviour from the
point of view of other group members and make appropriate
adjustments in the light of how they thought other
members would perceive their actionso

':.
I~

''

,,

This process is

illustrated in the example of the member who noted he
used to be "carefree" with a girl when out with the boys,
acting as if he "couldn't have given a stuff" and saying
"piss off 11 to her face, but "bein I nice" to her and showing
affection when the boys were not around.

In this particu-

lar examplef the member was able to take the role of
other group members toward his own behaviour and by seeing
his behaviour from their point of view, come to know that
he ought to treat his girlfriend in a rough 1 aggressive,
manner.

Further illustration

of this point was found in

the example of the member who admitted to "putting on a

false-front" when out with the boys.

His statement of

"Fuck, the missus, she can wait." reflected his attempt
to show his fellow members that he could not be accused
of

11

bein' under his sheila's thumb".
However, VB boys learned appropriate behaviour

toward "the girls", not only by taking the role of other
group memberso

As has been explained 9 there were occasions

when the demands and expectations about how "the gi-rls 11
should be treated were made publicly explicit.

This was

particularly the case when the "new 11 member was reject.ed
by the group because of his failure to fit in with their
expectation that a VB boy should dominate his girlfriend
and not let her "give him the run 'round".
Similarly, the tidy dress, obedient and faithful
subordinate behaviour demonstrated by most of

11

the girls"

reflected attempts which these girls made to conform to
the expectations V8 boys held about the way they ought to
dress and behave.

By assuming the attitude of V8 boyst

these girls came to know that the boys expected them to
dress tidily, be obedient and sexually faithful.

This is

illustrated in the case of the girl who although her boy-

friend interrupted her conversation with another girl,
she willingly let him drag her out to the car, apparently
kndwing that to resist and demand an apology for l1is
"rough treatmenttt would have been incompatible with what
her boyfriend and the other V8 boys expected from one of
"the girls".
VB boys had definite expectations with respect to
the behaviour of the slut and the gangie~

In taking the

role of other VB boys, a member came to know that he was
expected to treat the slut and the gangie primarily as

sexual objects and behaved toward them in accordance with
this expectation.
11

This was evident in comments such as

a. slut is just a girl for the nighte

Yuh wanna screw,

that 1 s what sluts are for", and "Yuh never get involved

with a slut, just fuck them and forget them the next day".
This point is well illustrated when Brent picked up a
slut in town, took her to the flat, "screwed" herp then
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told her to walk home.

In this particular example, Brent

was apparently aware that treating a slut in the above
manner would meet with the approval of the other boys.
VB boys also perceived that girls had certain
expectations with respect to the way they ought to behave.
With respect to "the girls", it has been noted that VS
boys thought that these girls wanted them to play an
aggressive and assertive role.

This is illustrated in

_)

comments such as "A sheila wants to go with a joker that
can handle himself, she aint gonna respect a guy she can
dominate", and "If yuh show yuh sheila whose boss, they
like it, they'll bloody moan like fuck but they like it".

Given this perception about how V8 boys thought girls
wanted to be treated, it should not be surprising that
members tended to behave in such a way as to
whose boss''.

11

show the girl

This also appeared to be illustrated when

Maurice hit his girlfriend,Karen, because she had been
flirting with another boy.

In this example, it is possible

- I

that Mauricet in taking what he thought to be Karen's view•
I·_"

point, thought that Karen expected him to treat her in an
aggressive manner.
VB boys treated girls in a manner which was consistent
with Miller's notion of toughness.

According to Miller (1962)

the conceptualization of women as conquest objects was one
of the main ways an individual could symbolize his
nmasculinity 11 and toughness.

In the V8 group it was the

"stickman" with his reputation for a great number of
sexual conquests with girls who tended to be described by
V8 boys as a "real inan".

Similarly, Miller's theme of
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conquest appeared to permeate much of the attitude VS
'.
1
boys were observed to 0.1.sp·ay
towards girls.

As it has

been shown, the VS boys were concerned to dominate girls,
~aking them obedient to their commands and forcing their
subordination to the male.
Furthermore~ the finding that VB boys preferred to
seek out new partners for sexual activity is compatible
with Miller's focal concern of excitement, which emphasizes
the importance of change as a promoter of excitement.
This seeking of change accords with evidence that VB beys
were observed to sacrifice the security of a "sure screw"
in preference for the excitement that accompanied the discovery of a new sexual partner.

This was demonstrated when

Chris ignored two sluts whom. he had
was

11

11

rooted 11 , because he

lookin' for different sluts 11 •
Findings made in connection with the attitude and

expectations the VB boys held toward girls support a
number of previous findings about girls who featured in
the lives of gang boys.

The finding that girls are viewed

primarily as sexual objects has been reported earlier by
Yablonsky (1967) who noted that for the gang m0mber 1 "sex
is an itch that is scratched

when the opportunity arises,

without compassion or identification with the impact of
his 'sexual object'" (p. 219)a

Similar findings were

reported by Willmott (1966) who noted that "during early
adolescence the cynical 'male' view is that you go with
a girl for what you can get sexually, and above all you
avoid becoming entangled", (p:,: 4 7).

In addition, Daniel

and McGuire (1972) reported members of the "Colinwood 11
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gang as

11

experimenting" with girls:

With birds then you were sort of like
experimenting. You would say will she
fuck or won't she and you would take 'er
round the corner and if she didn't fuck,
you'd "Piss off you 11 [sic]. (p. 36)

That VB boys categorized the girls they met and had
different expectations concerning the behaviour of girls
... , . eac1
1 category 1s
. 1n
. genera 1 agreement w1tn
. ' t.h e
wi~n1n

findings made by Patrick (1973).

Patrick noted th~t

apart from their giTlfriends~ three other types of girl
featured in the lifo o:f the "Young Team 11 , namely 9 1tgang
shags 11 ; local girls who wished to avoicl contact with
boys involved in gangs; and, common prostitutes.

While

VB boys did not appear to have contact with prostitutes,
they did categorize girls on the basis of their sexual
availability.
Further, Patrick's. finding that heterosexual relationships in the "Young Team'•' were based on physical domination

)

and exploitation and that girls were "at the scene but
not quite of it 11 (p. 191) appears consistent with the
finding that VB boys were expected to dominate girls and
that girls were not permitted full membership in the group.
Parker's (1974) research yielded findings about gang
-)

''

boys' relationships with girls which were strikingly
similar to the ones presented here.

Parker reported

11

The

Boys 11 as dividing girls into three categories: "somebody's

tart", "dirty tickets", and the 1'not having anys 11 (i). 135).

usomebody 1 s ta.rt 11 referred to a member's steady girlfriend.;
a "dirty ticket" was a girl who was designated for sexual
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exploitation, and the "not having anys" meant a girl who
would not consent to sexual intercourse.

1

~.

The category

of "somebody's tart" then, would correspond to what the
V8 boys referred to as "the missus", or "the regular";
· the "dirty ticket" appears similar to the ~'sluts" and the
1

-

"gangie".

The

"not having anys" seem analogous to the

"hoity-toity" slut described earlier.

Moreover, Parker

also noted that the relationships that the members of
this group had with girls were characterized by male
domination.
Thrasher (1963) reports on a practice similar to
I.

I
ll
ij

.,

what the V8 boys referred to as "picking up sluts":
There is a common practice among young men
in Chicago ••• of picking up girls, utter
strangers, on the street and taking them
for a ride in an automobile. During the
course of this ride it is customary to
indulge in passionate petting, and often
the affair culminates in the sex act. If
the girl refuses, it is commonly supposed
that she is put out of the car some place
in the country and asked to walk back.
(p. 238)

Findings comparable with the sexual act known as
the "gangie" have been reported by Jones (1965) who noted
that "several boys queue up to have sexual intercourse
with a local girl of a notoriously experimental disposition"
(p. 137), and Schofield (1965) pointed to a "small pocket
of less cautious girls who engage in more casual relation1

I

ships" (p. 92).
Moreover, that the sexual act of a gangie was a
relatively rare feature of V8 life-style is supported by
Parker who noted,"every now and then a 'gang bang' occurs ••••
I know of definitely at least two of these escapades and
have heard rumours of others'' (p. 137).
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Lemert

(1964) made brief reference to the presence

of a girl known as the gang shag in Mexican-American ga:..1gs

in Los Angeles and Rosenberg and Silverstein (1969)
noted that girls who were regarded as easy sexual conquests were held in low esteem.

Rosenberg and SilveTstein

also describe an activity called "pulli:n' the train 11 which

'.
These authors ·report that this sexual act was nsually per~·
1DJ
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Other writers who include brief

reference to this type of sexual act include, Woodham
(1974) and Thompson (1967).
11

Woodham referred to it as an

onionn and noted:
An onion is what another section of society
calls a gang bangr a girl who takes on a.11
comers and.it_~s general~y accepted that
any vmrnan ±oo.U.s h or ha ray enough to at tend.
a bikies 1 keg without escort is asking to
be an onion. (p. 14)

mn addition~ the findings that some VB boys thought
girls wanted them to be aggressive and assertive in their
relationship with them, is supported by Gebhard, Gagnon,

Pomery, and Christenson (1965) who recorded that men
'j

tended to believe

11

vrnmen. desired to be overpowered and

treated a little roughly" (p. 177)e
This chapter has outlined how VB boys viewed girls.
I )

detailed what expectations V8 boys had concerning female
dress and behaviour and described how these expectations
were shaped and maintained.

CU.APTER SIX

CONFLICT

This chapter describes how VB boys attempted to
cope with conflict! both inside and outside the group.
It is divided into three sections.

The first describes

the type of fighting which took place within the group
and notes the importance of this fighting for group

members.

The second section describes the characteris-

tic ways in which V8 boys viewed and behaved towards
the out-groups with whom they came into contact.

The

third section examines the actual encounters VB boys
experienced with out-groups and attempts to provide
reasons why these encounters occurred.
Fip~ing Jnside the _Group

In comparison with the fights V8 boys were observed
to have with outsiders, fights between group members
were relatively infrequent.

When fights did occur bet-

ween two group meniliers, other members were observed making

an effort to ensure the fight was !!fair and square".

1

While there have been several definitions of the
term conflict (Coser. 1956; Davis, 1961) the definition given by Nye (1973) is accepted for the
purposes of this study. Nye defines conflict as
"mutual hostility between or among individuals or
groups 11 (p. xii). Furthermore~ accorcli1Jg to Nye,
hostility nmight be expressed. in words (insults~
name-calling, sarcasm, defamation, etc,) or in
action, (killing, fighting, destroying another's
property, withholding needed assistance, etc.)''
(p. xii).

The fair and square fight usually was subject to the
2
influences of two major norms., First, the use of weapons

such as pieces of chain or wood was forbidden and although
a large proportion of the group wore steel-capped boots,
the use of these in fair and square fighting was also
forbidden.

Secondly~ the fight should be nclea:n".

"Dirt.yn

tactics such as banging another's head on the ground,
kneeing him in the groin or any other highly vulnerable
part of the body was not acceptable.

Thus, in fair and

square fightingj a combination of wrestling and boxing was
encouraged, and the use of any unfair tactics strongly
discouraged.
Fair and square fighting was important to VB boys for
three interrelated reasons.

First, it was an attempt to

control the type of fighting within the group so as to
avoid possible irreparable physical harm to other group

members:
Fights between mates 'ave gotta be fair and
square 1 cause otherwise things could get
out of hand ••.• If one of your friends
really gets yuh wild yuh could almost kill
him. Often it's like that with people sorta
close to yuh, like me old man is closest
to me, but we could still punch and nearly
kill each other.
April 1974.
Second, the group tended to see the fair and square
fight as one of the major ways two members could settle
.\

2

p
norms are defined as "abstract
standards of conduct that people are expected to
approximate in their daily activities 11 (p.649).

After Smelser (1973)
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their personal differences in a fair manner.
weapons and

11

Since

dirty 11 tactics were discouraged, the out-

come of a fair and square fight was seen by group
members to be a true indication of one's fighting
ability.

In this respect~ members viewed saccess in

fighting as proof of a person's physical strength, and
)

thus as a means of demonstrating superior manhood.
Typical of such a view is presented below:
h
1JY £1gnt1ng
r. '
.
d.1rty
"
If a J. 0'1cer
_ b eats anot.er
that don't prove he's better 'cause when a
joker fights dirty he just gets in a kick
at yuh balls and he 1 s got all the advantage
after that. But in a fair square fight, if
he wins~ that proves he 1 s stronger. It 1 s
a case of man against man and he 1 s proved
he's a better man.
September 1973.

Third, VS boys appTeciated that unless conflicts
between group members were settled in a fair manner, the
morale and consequent cohesiveness of the group could

suffer:
Yuh don't like fights in the group. They're
better to 'ave with people yuh don't know.
When there's a lotta fightin 1 in the group
and it 1 s not fair and square, yuh get people
holdin I grudges. • • • It builds up 1 ike th.at.

someone might reckon someone got 'em with
boots, so they wait and get 'em back .•••
Yuh haven 1 t got no group ant more have yuh.
It's stuffed when jokers hold grudges against
each other.
October 1973e
When fights did occur within the group, other VB
boys were observed to remind members of these norms by
yelling out "fair and square now".

Fighters did attempt

to conform to these norms which were usually ensured by
the following type of sanctioning.

First 1 a member who
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looked as if he might consider using his steel-capped
boots was warned verbally; and second, if a member resorted
to "dirty" tactics the fight was stopped and the unfair
fighter reprimanded verbally through the use of such
phrases as "You dirty scrapper", and "Can't you fight man
to man", or in one case (although not witnessed by me)
a dirty fighter was apparently reprimanded by being
attacked physically by other group members.
Furthermore, the way in which some V8 boys fought
appeared to be dependent on how they thought other members
would view their behaviour.
seen as "dirty scrappers"

V8 boys did not want to be
by their fellow group members.

As one member who was beaten by another member in a fair
and square fight put it:
Yuh gotta fight fair and square otherwise
the boys will think you're a dirty
scrapper and give yuh a hard time ••••
Like that fight I had .with Gary, well I
was gettin' really pissed off 'cause he
was beatin' me. I almost was gonna
really get fuckin' dirty but I knew that
all the boys would just think of me as a
dirty scrapper then •.•. I'm probably
better to lose the fight than be known as
a dirty scrapper.
October 1973.
In addition, on some occasions, the fair and square
fight was maintained by the fact that both individuals
appeared to share expectations concerning the appropriate
way to fight:
When yuh feel yuh gotta fight one of the
boys yuh treat him as yuh sorta think he's
gonna treat you. It's a mutual trust
sorta thing. You expect him to fight you
fair and square and yuh go into a fight
believin' that.
April 1974.
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However, while the fights I observed were fair and
square, I did receive reports from a few VB boys claiming that some members fought fair and square only when
other group members were watching.

In this respect, it

would appear that the norms regarding fighting were not
'.)

always binding in themselves but on some occasions needed

a sanctioning audience to receive support:
There are some guys that say fair and
square, but man, I'm telling yuh, when
there's no cunt around to watch, there
they are, in the head witl1 the boots.
May 1974.
A few jokers act like they 1 re gonna
fight yuh fair and square. Like with
the rest of the boys watchin' they're
okay. They fight fair, but if there's
only the two of yuh and no one else
around, they fuckint well really turn
dirty.
October 1973.
Most commonly, two V8 boys appeared to engage in a
fig11t when one member felt his own personal esteem had

been lessened or challenged by another member.

In this

respect, insulting remarks made in the presence of others
was the chief cause of fights which I observed inside the
group.

The following quotations illustrate how some

members felt when others insulted them in this manner:
Most fights are caused by someone insultin'
yuh. Like when somebody really picks on
somethin 1 about yuh that they 1 ll know will
bug yuh •••• Well, perhaps I'm sensitive,
but yuh feel hurt, real hurt deep inside yuh.
November 1973.
Yuh feel like yuh cantt stand up for yuhself.
Some insults are okay, like yuh know someone's
'avin yuh on friendly-like~ but when a joker
really means it, yuh can tell and that upsets
yuhs gets yuh all up-tight inside yuh guts.
February 1974.
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If someone calls yuh a wanker and really
means it, that makes yuh really wildo•••
Especially when all the boys can hear it.
Yuh feel really bloody small then, like a
little dot on the wall or somethin' that
don't matter. Jokers fuckin' well say that
to make yuh feel small like that.
August 197.3.

However, as implied in the above quotations from the field
notes, it was important that a member be able to dif-

ferentiate between a friendly insult which was meant to
be taken as a joke, and an insult which was apparently
calculated to make another "feel small 11 in front of his
fellow group members.

A member who was so sensitive

that he fought at the slightest provocation was usually
considered to be "punch-mad";

11

punchie", or npsychie"

and accordingly held in low regard by his fellow group
members.

One particular group member was viewed by other

VB boys as punch-mad:

. _,.

He's punch-mad. He can't take no flamin'
joke or nothin 1 • Yuh have always gotta
watch what yuh say 1 cause he's likely to
flare up and go fuckin' mad and wanna
knock yuh head off for no real reason ••••
Yuh gotta take a bit of fun 'cause if yuh
flare up all the time, everyone will just
think you're punch-mad. That's what we
think about him.
August 1973.

While an individual who fought at the slightest. provocation was considered

11

punchie", it was also important

that a member did not accept deliberate insults which
appeared to be designed to belittle him.

In responding

to insults an individual took into account his perception
about how his friends would view him if he accepted these

insults:
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If a joker insults y~1, like really gives
yuh a hard time in front of the boys.
he's askin' for a fight ••.• If yuh just
stood there and took it, the boys would
think yuh scared and gutless •••• They'd
just say, ~Fuck you're a wanker, standin'
there and takin' that kind of abuse from
him like that.' That's the way they'd see
yuh.
April 1974 •

. Several members admitted to fighting in response to
insults so as they could win the respect of other members.
If a VB boy was to win the respect of his fellow group
members, he had to be seen to
l>

11

h:ave a go".

The following

comment appeared to be typical:
Yuh fight to sorta hold yuh head up and
stand and feel proud in front of the
boys •••• Even if yuh lose the fight~ it
doesn't matter, yuh had a fuckin' go,
yourre not scared to stick up for yourself •••• Even with a black eye, yuh can
feel, well at least I can hold me head
up with the boys.
August 19 7 :-s.

A V8 boy's willingness to

11

have a go 11 was seen by

other group members as a sign that he had

11

guts 11 •

A

"gutsyn individual was one who;, in addition to displaying
courage when fightingi had also proved that he could ntake
a few knocks":

/

'

Jesus, old Watson's gutsy. He aint
scared to get in and have a go if someone
starts givin 1 him a hard time. Fuck~ I 1 ve
seen him come out with his face bashed to
hell, but he still goes back for more. He
can take a few knocks eh?
April 1974.
Old McKay's a guy that's bin knocked around.
Look at his face. it's bin knocked to hell.
But he 1 s got gut; that joker.

is scared of nothin'.
J.. t

That cunt

Doesn't matter who

. h e 1 11 :r,...igxc
1. t em.
'J"'
is
_ ve never l1eara•
1
him moan about gettin · knocked about either.

November 1973.
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The following excerpt illustrates .that once insults
were perceived to be caustic, either by an individual or
other group members, fighting was usually considered an
appropriate response.

If a member did not respond in

this way he knew his fellow group members would consider
him

11

gutless 11 :

At Brockville four cars were parked in
formation. and as usual the bovs were standing
around ana drinking piss. Ste~hen was leaning
against one of the VB cars. He looked visibly
upset. As I moved around the side of the car
I heard him mutter, 11 Fuck him, if he says that
again I'll bloody well do him".
Tonight Brian had been teasing Stephen
about his newly acquired moustache, saying
that it looked like pubic hair. As yet,
Stephen had made no attempt to reply to Brian's
teasing. I overheard one of the boys say to
him, "I wouldn't fuckin' take that, he's gettint
real nasty now. You're not fuckin' well scared
of him are yuh?"
Stephen kicked the earth with his boot and
sneered, "Nuh, I'll fuckin' give him a go~ he 1 s
just gotta say it one more bloody time".

Another minute lapsed and Brian directed
another comment at Stephen. It was loud, clear,
and abrasive:· "Bring that bloody moustache or
whatever you call it over here. I wanna use it
as a toothbrush to clean me teeth 11 •
Stephen's face suddenly went ghostly white.
Every gesture, both facial and bodily, was
carefully aggressive as he clenched and unclenched his fists as if to prepare himself for a
fight. He look~d directly at Brian, who was
not more than 10 feet away and started chanting
at the top of his voice, "Yuh cunt~ yuh fuckin 1
cunt!"

Brian took this cmmnent as a warning. He
had just enough time to slide off the bonnet
of the car and try to avoid Stephen's headlong
rush at him.
As both boys clashed I could hear several
cries of "fair and squa:rc"o Stephen's punches
were powerful and many were landing on Brian 1 s
face. Brian seemed to be only shielding himself from Stephen's ever-increasing number of
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blows, some hitting his body and face,
some swinging wildly past. Every time
Stephen threw a punch he yelled, 11 Come on,
come on, start repeatin' what yuh said
about me before. C'mon, now it's a different
story. 11
Brian did not seem to be able to land
many punches on Stephen:s face or his body.
After Stephen had landed n11merous punches
on Brian's face, some of the boys started
yelling 9 "Okay, cool it. Hers had enough.
You've proved you're point, yuh donrt 1 ave to
kill him. 11
Stephen must have realised this, because
he stopped punching and walked back to the
side of the care Brian slumped against the
tss; his nose bleeding profusely and his eye
large and puffy.
:-,,,,

About two hours later when things had
cooled down 11 , I noticed Brian, congealed
blood over one side of his face, talking to
Stephen. They were sharj.ng a bottle of beer
and recalling their fight. They appeared to
be on friendly terms, although Brian seemed to
be very subdued. Later in the evening, I
overheax·d Alan say~ 11 Brian has had the stuff in'
knocked out of him. He asked for it abusin'
Stephen like that. 11
October 1973.
11

.'

While fights like the one descTibed above seemed to
flare up in apparent response to insulting remarks made
by one VB boy to another 9 there were some rare fights

which were observed to build up over periods of up to
two weeks.

While most fights occurred when one member

insulted another, a few fights were observed to occur when
another member insulted a member 1 s girlfrienda · In this
respect, an insult delivered to one's girlftiend was also
seen as valid reason to fight.

The following such example

shows how one member provoked another into a fight and how
other members attempted to ensure that the fighting was
"fair and square":
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During the last week I had overheard
Mike make several derogatory remarks about
Gary's girlfriend, Patrice. Whenever he
saw her without Gary, he would turn to
some of the other boys around him and
mutter something like, "Ooh, what a dog".
Although Patrice realised these comments
were directed at her she usually pretended
not to hear.
However, tonight when about 20 boys
and five girls were drinking at the flat)
Mike 1 s derogatory comments to Patrice were
becoming more frequent and obvious. He sat
on a wooden box in a corner of the room,
drinking beer, and making loud comments
which, although directed at Patrice:- were
meant for everyone in the room to hear.
He would look her straight in the eye and
say, "Youvre a dog, a fuckin 1 dog."
I could sense tension building in the
room and moved unobtrusively to the door.
On reaching the door, Chris jolted me in
the ribs and said, "She might be all on
round here. When Garv comes back and f:Lnds
Mike goin 1 on about his sheila like that:·
He did not finish his sentence. There
was a loud crash. Mike had thrown a bottle
and it had smashed in front of Patrice's
feet. This action produced an imnediate
hush. Everyone wat~hed.
Mike appeared to sense that everyone
was watching him. Casually, he grabbed
another empty beer bottle, wielded it above
his head and threw it for~efully. This time
it narrowly missed Patrice's right shoulder
and smashed into the fireplace. As it
smashed, I heard someone in the crowd yell
out, 11 The cunt 1 s gone mad. He's gone off
his bloody head. 11
I did not know what was going to happen
next. Patrice remained in her seat and made
no attempt to move. No one tried to stop
Mike's actions.
During the silence that occurred after
Mike had thrown the second bottle. I heard
the sound of a V8 pulling up outside the
flat. I presumed that this was Gary returning from the main drag. It was Gary, and
he annroached the door cautiously. He did
not h~ve to enquire; Mike stared him straight
in the eye and gave him the details: "That
sheila of yours is a fuckin' dog.: Any fur•
ther adjectives were cut short as Garv velled.
...

,I

"'

t
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"Repeat what yuh said, cunt!"
Mike's eyes narrowed to a squint and
he repeated what he had said with increased
conviction, "I said she's a fuckin' dog."
Gary rushed at Mike with his fists out
in front of him. There was a series of
piercing screams as some of the girls,
including Patrice, tried to get out of the
way. During the ensuing panic which occurred,everyone tried to avoid being punched
by accident. I found myself being pushed
hard up against one of the walls of the flat.
One could hear loud thuds as Gary and
Mike punched each other furiously on the
face, then,' arms, legs, and bodies, became
entangled, and they crashed heavily to
the floor.
It was then that Chris and some of the
other boys realised that Gary and Mike could
cut themselves on the jagged remains of the
beer bottles which Mike had smashed. I
heard Chris yell out, "Stop 'em, stop 'em,
the cunts'll be cut to shit with this glass."
As he said this, he forced his way through
to where Gary and Mike were half standing,·
half kneeling, still punching and wrestling
each other. Chris and Don grabbed Mike from
the back, while Peter and two others grabbed
Gary. Several group members were heard
yelling, "Break it up, c'mon, break it up.
There's too much fuckin' glass. Out on the
street if yuh wanna 'ave a real go."
y

Mike and Gary were held apart forcibly
by the other boys. Gary spoke first. "Wel1,I'
he said, as his lungs gasped for more air.
"Do yuh wanna fuckin' go?" Mike nodded his
agreement and both boys made their way down
the passage and out onto the street.
Mike and Gary walked past the V8 cars and
onto the road. Spectators took their seats on
either the bonnet or boot of the V8's. Chris
and Peter were still in between Mike and Gary.
I could hear several cries from the other
spectators such as "fair and square, no fuckin'
boots", and overheard Chris, who appeared to be
acting as referee, shout, "Right, fair 'n
square, no dirty stuff, okay!"
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. J,

/

Chris and Peter had barely got out
of the way when Mike and Gary rushed at
each other again. Several wild punches
were thrown by both of them and they
crashed to the road, rolling over and
over, with one gaining dominance, then
the other. Their heavy breathing and
snorting was accompanied by the occasional
cry of 11 fa:i.r and square". However, as
the fight wore on it was obviously fair
and square. There were no boots used, just
a combination of wrestling and boxing.
After about five minutes, Gary had trapped
Mike in the body scissors and they both
rolled into the gutter at the side of the
road. Mike appeared to have reached exhaustion point. It was here, with their faces
about two inches away from each other that
they started discussing their problem.
Although difficult to hear their mumbles,
I did hear Gary assert, 11 I don 1 t wanna fight
yuh Mike, we're mates, but if yuh call
Patrice a dog, then I'll just have to give
yuh everythin' I've got, and I'll fuckin'
well do my best. 11

They both sat in the gutter with their
chests heaving and mumbled under sho-.rt
breaths. Slowly, they stood upright although
they were still holding onto each other and
looking each other straight in the eye. The
tension between them seemed to be easing.
There was silence for about 30 seconds, until
they dropped their holds and walked away from
each other. Gary grabbed Patrice by the arm
and climbed into the 1 55. Mike walked inside
the flat and sat down on the sofa. The fight
appeared to be over. Everyone started
ambling back into the flat. As I followed,
Chris and Peter back inside~ I overheard
several members commenting about the fight
in terms such as 11 Bit of a go eh ? 1 \ "They' 11
get over it 11 , 11 Thatv11 probably clear the air
between 'em, things have been buildin' up
there~ eh?" nThey 1 11 be best of mates again

tomorrow".
November 1973.
That VB boys attempted to conduct themselves

in

a

manner consistent with the attitudes and expectations
of others in the group was evident in the way VB boys
fought inside the group.

In taking the role of his

fellow group members, a V8 boy came to knowr for example~
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that if he wanted to avoid being thought of as

11

gutless"

he ought to fight when a fellow member had insulted him.
This expectation is well illustrated in comments such as,

''If you just stood there and took it, the boys would
think you're gutless''.

Similarly, in adopting the same

process of viewing his behaviour from the point of view
of the VB boys, a group member was able to see that he

:was expected to fight

11

fair and square", "Yuh gotta fight

fair and square otherwise the boys would think you'-re a
dirty scrapper''.

This point is further illustrated in

Stephen and Brianvs fight at Brockville, where Brian
insulted Stephen, and another group member prompted Stephen

to fight, saying, "You're not fuc.kinv well scared of him
are yu.h?H

In this example 9 it appeared that Stephen was

aware that to "chicken out" of a fight would he viewed by
his fellow group members that he was in fact,
Howevcr,

i ·1 e
w111

·t.
i

11

gutless 11 •

.
h
was important
to +'
~1g.t,
in that by so

doing a member perceived that he was able to "hold his

head up in front of the boys'', it was also imperative that
1:

a member be aware that to fight at the slightest provocation would be viewed by other VB boys as a sign that he

',
i

:,

was "punch-mad".

That VS boys attempted to take this

into account in knowing when to fight is evident in the
following comment: uyuh gotta tak.e a bit of fun 'cause if
yuh flare up all the time, everyone will just think youtre
punch mad".

When VB boys engaged in their typical routine of
"doin. ~ the :main. dragn ~

11

goin r on the piss",. ngatecrashin r f!,

and "crackin., up the peasants''~ they came into visual r and
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sometimes, physical, conflict with various other groups.
The most important groupi in this respect were
surfies, students~ i ~ spooks,'" and peasants.

Th0 term

11

surfie"

referred to a person who was seen hanging around and
1
•
l
d uring
•
t.
•
sur f 1.ng
a t ""h
t,. e oeac::11es
tlle
summer time;

11

student.'1

was in reference to males and females studying at the

universitys teachers college, or polytechnic; and "spook"
was a term the VS boys used to refer to Maoris.

The term

"peasant 11 has been defined earlier (seep. 129).

Since these groups formed an important part of V8
social environment, a brief background description is
given about: (1) the characteristic ways in which VB boys
viewed and behaved toward these groups; 3 and (2) the outcome of this viewpoint and behaviour for the functioning

of the VB group.

It is argued that conflict with the

above-mentioned groups actually served to promote feelings

of cohesion and identity among V8 boys.
,';

Surfies were normally seen during the summer months
at Dunedinrs beaches.

Hence, it was not surprising to

find that VB contact with, and discussion about ·surfies,
..
I .•
c

tended to reflect the seasonal activity of surfing.

Surf-

boards on cars were normally taken as a visual symbol of
the presence of a surfie and when members saw this symbol
)

3

This section excludes the treatment of the police outgroup, which is dealt with more appropriately in
chapter seven. Furthermore, apart from the VB boys,
there was only one other gang per se in Dunedin.
Known as the "Green Island boys 1 ' this gang came into
existence in December 1973 and lasted until approximately February 1974. Discussion about the VB boys'
rel.ationship with the Green Island Boys is dealt with
later in this chapter.
j
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their immediate reaction was usually one of hostility:
It was a pleasant Sunday afternoon.
We were sitting in the '55 parked in the
Octagon watching a long procession of cars
which appeared to be making their way out
to the beach. It was Malcolm who suddenly
pointed out one particular c.a-r: ''Look youse
joke.rs~ 11 he cried, while pointing to a' 1966

Anglia car with two brightly-coloured surfboards strapped on its roof, !'Bloody surfies".
"Christ~ what a pack of 'v 1ankersrll added
1

Alan~

FebTuary 1974.
V8 boys also expressed a similar contempt towards
ll

i1

students and spooks.

However, while they usually had

contact with sm:-fies only in the summer months, they

experienced more frequent contact and engaged in more

ridicule and eventual physical conflict with students and
;pooks:

Geographical closeness was a major reason for

more frequent conflict with these two groups.

The likeli··

hood of conflict~with students tended to be greater,
because of the location of the V8 flats in a

area 11 (see Figure 10).

11

university

VB boys had students as neighbours,

and had to drive through what was commonly known as
It

"student territory" to get to their flat,

The likelihood

of conflict with"spook~ tended to be similar because the
VB boys usually drank in the side bar of the Victoria
Hotel, while the spooks drank in the main barf Thus~
)

partly on account of the spatial closeness described aboves
VS boys tended to view students and ''spooks" in a highly
•._·

• ••

4

<

•

The side bar ~hich was known as VB territory did not
have a toilet, so that V8 boys were required to walk
across ~spoo~territory in orcier to use this facility.

J• ')J 7'

emotional and stereotypeJway.

For example, students

were usually seen as "drug freaks" and it was common to
hear VB boys entertain each other by ridiculing this
aspect of student life-style:
There were loud sounds of laughter
emanating from the kitchen of the boys'
flat. Alan was entertaining the boys
with his comments about studentso He
kept uttering~ "Wow! Like crazy man.
Way out baby! 11 Fvex·y time Alan said this,
several boys would give a chorus of,
tvYeah man, right on baby. 11 Alan seized
an electric jug which was resting on a
ledge. He stared at it for about 30 seconds
then yelled. "Wow man,, see those stars in
that jug. ~an~ this ls the life on drugs
boy! You guys don't know whatcha missin 1 •
Wow, look, now I can see a camel in the jug.
Crazy da.ddyo!"
September 1973.
In a similar fashion to that described above, VB
boys had their own style of humour reserved for"spooks~
While jokes about students normally focussed on drug
usage, the jokes about~spooksutypically consisted of
/

derogatory comments with respect to the colour of their
skin, and certain cultural artefacts such as greenstone,
grass skirts, and spears, held to be symbolic of the Maori
race:
It was a hot Saturday afternoon when
Don telephoned home to inform me that the
boys were down at the Victoria Hotel having
a few beers.
As I opened the side door, the smell
of stale beer and tobacco wafted out to
greet me. I walked through the entrance
with its badly cracked walls, and across
the carpet which was ingrained with black
blobs of chewing gum and beer stains to
where eight of the boys were seated around
two tables~ eating potato chipsp and sipping

-;

5

After McKee (1974, p.232) a stereotype is defined as
11
imagcs of a category of people attributing to them
uniformly a common set of characteristics""
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cold draught beer. They
greeted me. I bought my
them. They were talking
it was Peter who brought
versatione

looked up and
beer and joined
about spooks, and
me into the con-

Look through the door, 1:1 he instructed,
looking over his shoulder into the public
bar. In this bar, two Maori youths aged
about 18 were playing pool. "See the spooks, 11
he continued. "Shit, we're gonna have to
come here dressed in a grass skirt and spear
soon eh r 1 This comment brought a roar of
approval from the other boys as well as
several wailing sounds in imitation of ghosts.
11

"Jesus!" exclaimed. Maurice. "Yuh can
see the greenstone teeth. Look at those
greenstone smiles! Yeah, wevre gonna need a
bloody flashlight to find our way through
that bar. Jesus, it's dark in thereG"
September 1973.
VB boys frequently expressed a hatred for students,
~pocks: and surfies.

When asked why they hated any of

these groups, some members cited speci.fic grievances
which they believed justified their feelings towards these
groups:

,,
i

I -~
,.\

'

I hate spooks 'cause they did me and another
couple of our boys early last year •••. They
booted me to fuck. Yuh don't forget that
sorta thing. That's why I hate 'em for what
they did. I got good reason!
October 1973,
While some members cited specific grievances, such
as the one mentioned above, as a major reason for hating
these groups, most VB boys claimed they did not like the
superior attitude that members of these groups appeared
to demonstrate:

'>

I just hate surfies 'cause of what they are,
thatvs all~ ••• They're smart buggers, act
all superior. Yuh look at a surfie. They
think they are a gift to man sorta thin~.
They're big time buggers.
August 1973.
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All students are wankers really. That's
all they are. Wankers who think they're
brainy. We hate 'em all. They look down
their noses as if they're sorta better'n
anyone else.
July 1973.
However, while not denying the fact that VB boys
might have had valid reasons for hating these groups,
it can also be noted that members rationalized their

hatred for these groups.

One V8 boy commented. candidly

in retrospect:
Really, when 1 look back, we made our
excuses for hatin 1 surfies, students, and
peasants and that. We didn't really hate
tern.
It's just that everyone else ran 'em
down so you did too. If yuh didn't, like
if yuh started sayin' surfies are okay,
they'd say, 'Well go and join them if yuh
think that way'.
September 1974.

,,

Thus, in the light of the above account, it would
appear that the expression of hatred towards surfies,
students, and spooks was behaviour which was expected of
VB boys.

The following excerpt from the field notes also

illustrates the expectation that if one was a member of
the VS group you had to
!.

I
I

,,

I·,

I:

.

11

run these groups down''.

It was three o'clock on a hot Saturday
afternoon. John~ Alan, Peter~ and Don, had
driven up to my flat in Roslyn to take me
to the Captain Cook Tavern for a few beers.
However, before going down to the tavern,
we decided to have a few beers at my place.
While Peter, Don, and John talked about
the quantity of piss they had drunk the
night before, Alan talked to me about a
surfie he had met outside 11 Big Daddyrs".
He explained that he had been to his work
piss-up by himself and stopped off at "Big
Daddy 1 s 11 in the early hours of the morning:
"Shit I was pissed and I got talkin' to this
joker and find out he's a surfie. Yuh knowf
he was a good cunt. We had a good yak and
there we1·e no ha-rel feel in I s betvrnen us".
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However, approximately three hours
later when driving through town, we saw
a grcup of surfies standing around their
car. Alan did not attempt to defend
surfies. He joined in with the rest of
the boys, expressing his contempt for them
by sayin, "Surfies are smart-arsed pricks,"
and sneering at them as we drove past.
February 1974.
Several group members appeared to be aware that
their fellow group members expected them to treat these
groups in an appropriate manner:
Yuh can't be friendly to surfies, spooks
or what not .••. It's just not the done
thing. You 1 ve gotta give 'em a hard time.
,It~s part of bein' a V8ie to run 'em down.
October 1973.
One member appeared to be fully aware of the expecta-

tions his fellow group members held towards him when he
stated:

I don't hate surfies and that •••. I don't
hold any grudges against them. Theytve
done nothing to me ..•. Some friends of me
cousins are surfies and I get on with them
shit hot. But when I'm out with the boys
I start hatin 1 'em •••• I!d never tell the
boys I think surfies are good jokers 'cause
if I did they'd give me a hard time and say
Itm a I surfie lover' .•• so I shut up about
'em 'cause I wanna keep in with the boys.
September 1973.

Similarly, another member admits to avoiding contact
with twoNspook~because he knew contact with them would
not be approved of by the group:
When I was inside~ I got to bein 1 friendly
with a couple of spooks. But when I got
out and got back here I never said that
'cause everyone was still ravin' on about
hating them .••• It was fuckin' terrible
_really 'cause when me spook mates came down
here I snubbed 'em 'cause I knew the boys
would 1 nt like me to talk to 'em. I felt
bad about snubbint 'em like that though.
March 1974.
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Thus, in the process of assuming the role of other
V8 boys, a group member came to know that other group
members expected him to express hat.red toward these
groups, "run them down" and avoid friendly relationships
with them.

This process is well illustrated in the

example of the boy who noted that he did not really hate
surfies but did not say this in front of the other boys
,,

because he knew they would call him a

11

surfie lover".

In this particular example, the individual involved was
aware of how other group members would act towards him
if he confessed that he did not hate surfies.

In con-

sequencej this individual adjusted his own behaviour to
conform to the group expectation that he ought to express
hatred towards members of this group.

"

Similar incidents

which also illustrate how members attempted to conform
')·

r

with what they knew to be the expectation of the other
group members include the example of the
the surfie outside
11

good cunt"

11

Big Daddy's"~ claimed that he was a

and acknow·ledged that there ·were

feelinrs" between surfies and V8!3.
C>

member who met

11

no hard

However:. when in

the presence of other VB boys, this same member was to
act in a way he knew would win the approval of the boys
and did so by yelling out that surfies were "smart-arsed

!

pricks 11 •
In a similar manner to that described for surfies,
students, and spooks, V8 boys were observed to express
hatred towards peasants.

Group members were observed to

sneer at peasants as was demonstrated when the activity
V8 boys called

11

crackin 1 up the peasants" was described
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in chapter four, attempt to upset them by negative
actions such as passing too close in their cars and
urinating in front of them.
As noted in chapter four, it was evident that VB
boys held a stereotype of the peasant as being a person
.;,

who abided by the rules of conventional society.

By

expressing a hatred for the peasants, VB boys were able
,,

to ensure conformity to

group norms • . This was achieved

V8

in a way which appeared consistent with A. K. Cohen's
;')

(1956) reaction-formation theory.
the opposite to

VB boys attempted to do

what they thought peasants would do.

This was particularly noticeable in the way V8 boys seemed

to take what they perceived to be the norms pertaining to
the way peasants treated cars and invert them.

In this

way, VB boys frequently justified the harsh treatment they
gave their own cars in terms of a reaction against the way
peasants treated theirs:

Fuck the peasants get so worried about their
car. They can't stand gettin' a scratch on
it, gotta keep the dust of it, don't rev
the motor too much. We leap out~ rev shit
out of it, kick it in the guts and go
screamint away in first gear.
September 1973.

i, )I

This attitude toward the car was well illustrated
when, as shown in chapter four~ Richard jumped up and
down on the bonnet of the

1

56 with his steel-capped boots~

slammed the door and screamed out of the service station

in first gear.

For the VB boys, Richard's actions towards

the car. epitomised the way VB boys ought to treat their

cars.

To have hopped out and shut the bonnet gently, and

driven away quietly would have been seen by other group
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members as being synonomous with acting like one of the
peasants; an identity which VB boys sought to avoid.
This joking, ridicule, hatred, and in some cases,
physical conflict with any person or persons held to be
.
. 1
li
k 1' sur f 1es,
.
representative
o:.f e1.t1er
spoo-s,
stu d ents, or

peasants was important for the functioning of the VB
group.

Since, as has been mentioned previouslyi VB boys

tried td avoid or regulate the expression of aggression
within the group by means of the fair 'n square fight,
the presence of these out-groups provided an opportunity
!

>

where group members could direct their aggression in a
manner which was protective and even encouraging to the
morale of the VB group.

This suppression of hostility

I

among group members often contributes an important basis
for the phenomenon of

11

scape-goating 11 1 in which aggres··

sion towards the group member is suppressed and redirected
t>

towards some target outside the group (McDavid
_\

1968).

& Harari,

With respect to the VB boysj it appeared that the

out-group ofaspooks~ or students~ or surfies, became
targets for hostility which was suppressed within the
l,

group.
Scape-goating had important consequences for the
effective functioning of the VS group, by contributing to
group cohesion.

This occurred in two related ways.

First;,

by expressing hostility and opposition to these groups,

VB boys were presented with common enemies; there was a
general belief that in order to survive a threat from
these groups, members had to maintain a united front<

And,

second, the process of scape-goating, in line with Sherif's
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(1958) study, further aggravated the development of intergroup hostility, thus perpetuating the need for cohesion
between members of the V8 group.
A third consequence was that hatred of these groups
tended to clarify VB group identity.

This was normally

achieved by contrasting the clothing and behaviour of these
,,,

out-groups with that of the V8 group.

For example, when··

ever the boys discussed these groups, they frequently
selected aspects of the other groups' life-style which they

'y

perceived to be the basic difference between their group
!

\

and the others.

Thus, for example, students were stereo-

typed as effeminate drug freaks and held to dress accordingly
:,-

in their beads, army great coats, headbands and bare feet.
In contrast i VS boys were "tough piss-up boys 11 :
All students are a bunch of sheilas. Look
at the way they dress and carry on wearin'
them army coats and them silly floppy
hats •••• They're on drugs, the lotta them.
Fuck those drugs. I'd rather be into the
piss anyday.
October 1973.

.rl
:,

VS boys are tough buggers eh! We don't go
in for any of that freaky drug stuff like
them bloody students. Freaky drugs and
that are for wankers. We stick to our piss.
November 1973.

j

:.:v

When the V8 boys came to town everyone would step aside.
They'd step aside. They'd step aside.
When the VS boys came to town everyone would step aside.
For the point of a boot was the only law that V8 1 s understood,
When it came to bootin' straight and fast, they were mighty
good.
VB group theme song.6
6 This song was sung to the tune of a popular song called
0
Liberty Valance 11
G
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When VS boys fought outsiders the fights were certainly
not "fair and square".
-,

"Dirty" tactics which might be

discouraged inside the group, were openly encouraged in
conflicts with outsiders.

Typically, as implied in the

above excerpt from the group's song, VS boys were

:)

encouraged to use their steel-capped boots when fighting
outsiders.

Moreover, as will be shown later, there were

several instances when V8 boys thought it necessary to
arm themselves wiih planks of wood, bottles, and piping,
1,,.

when fighting outside the group.
This section attempts to describe the V8 rationale
which appeared to undergird such instances of group
violence.

The bulk of information comes from an intensive

study of three separate ·_incidents (see Appendix A) which
occurred throughout 1973and eventually led to the appearance of many group members in court on a variety of
\

charges, including assault, being a rogue and vagabond,
participating in a riot, and unlawful assembly.7
Generally, verbal insults were found to play art
important role in precipitating an outbreak of fighting
between the V8 boys and outsiders.

In order to appreciate

how verbal insults could, and did l~ad to such outbreaks,
)
.t

,','

one must note that an insult directed at one of the V8
boys (by a member of an outside group) was perceived as
an insult to the group:
When someone calls a V8ie a wanker or
somethin' well that means they are sayin'

7

For legal interpretation and form of sentence for
these charges, see Appendix C.
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it about everyone in the group .••• They're
criticisin' the lotta us aint they! So
yuh get in, fight the bastards to show 'em
don't yuh. That's how these fights that
the papers are ravin: on about start mostly.

March 1974.

',

VB boys are all together, like.a brotherhood
all for one and one for all.
If some other
joker calls me a 'fuck wit', the other boys
take it personally too and they'll wanna
fight 'cause it's sorta like the other joker
sayin' our group's a fuck wit, if yuh know
what I mean.
November 1973.
A verbal insult directed at VS boys by other youths
was usually interpreted by VB boys as a challenge to

7

fight.

VB boys did not appear reluctant to take up this

challenge:
"Jesus~ did yuh hear those cunts," said
Alan, pointing at three youths aged about 18
who stood by a Humber car parked in the
Octagon.
"Fuckin' oath, I heard 1 em, 11 replied
Peter in an aggressive manner. ncaJ.led us.
wankers eh? Theyr11 fuckin 1 well le~rn not
to say that in a hu:rry! 11
With this comment~ Alan braked heavily
and swung the car into a park approximately
20 yards from where these youths were stand•'
ing. The doors were flung open and the boys
leapt out. The youths by the Humber car
stood defiantly. One of them was heard to
yell, "Jesus, these guys think they 1 re tough".
It happened quickly.
I had just got
out of the car when Peter, Alan, and Don ran
at these three youths and began punching,
wrestling, and kicking. I squirmed. One of
the youths by the Humber car collapsed to the
footpath. Don and Alan still kept kicking
him as he lay on the ground. The other two
youths took fright and ran over to the toilets.

By now several people had come out of
Big Daddy's!! and were watching. Alan seemed
to sense it was time to go, as I heard him
yell, "Let's get out of here youse jokers".
11
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I stood there for a moment, feeling
sorry for the youth who was lying on the road
and wondering whether such a seemingly v1c1ous
assault was necessary. Alan jolted me back to
reality when he tugged at my shi~t and yelled,
"Come on Grae· 1 the fuck in' screws wi 11 be here.
Let's.go!" I ran with Alan and Chris back to
the V8. We leapt in and took off at speed
towards the flat~
March 1974.
The following abbreviated episode is given in
further illustration of how verbal insults directed at
the V8 group could precipitate instances of group fighting~
In this example, a surfie was assaulted 7 by a group of
eight VB boys at Brighton beach (see Figure 22).

Although

Alan tells what transpired, the facts were corroborated by
examining the court records and police statements, as well
as interviewing other group members present at the time of
the assault:
Tom sees this sheila standin' on the
beach with a dog and starts chattin' her up.
We catch up with him and stand around. Next
minute this surfie and his mate comes out of
the water and says to piss off from his
sheila. Well things happened quick. I
heard him [the surfie] say to his sheila to
piss off and she did. Then he said to Tom,
"Are you the local toughies from town
eh?" Well that did it. Tom up and bottled
him [hit him on the head with a beer bottle]
and he fell to the ground groggy. It was
pandemonium. The jokers [other VS boys] at
the cars heard, "Scrap, scrap'' and came
running over. The other surfie took off
into the water. That other surfie was on
the ground, a beer bottle was smashed over
his surfboard and jokers were kickin' him.
Then everyone got the shits and took off.
Tape ~xcerpt November 1974.

--------------- - ~ - - - - - - - · 7

The surfie was driven to the Accident and Emergency
centre in Dunedin Public Hospital in an ambulance.
They reported that he suffered from concussion, needed
five sutures to his forehead, and had bruising around
his body.

-\
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FIGURE 22;

Brighton

Beach
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In the world of the VB hoy a fight was nearly always
a possibility.

When going on their routine activities

described in chapter four, VB boys seemed to expect fights
to occur:
We 1 ave gotta be on the look-out for fights.
That's tcause everywherewe go yuh get someone who don 1 t like us. That's a fact, So
yuh gotta be sorta ready nearly all the time,
'canse someone might wanna 'ave a go at yuh.
September 1973,

\

Moreovert as has been pointed out in chapter four,

when VS boys gatecrashed outsiders' parties, they :ran

·-

the risk of being involved in a fight.

Many of these

parties were so crowded that one had to push and shove
merely to keep standing.

Given this type of situation,

where people were in such close physical contact, it was
not surprising to find that an "accidental" bump could he
construed by an individual to be intentional, and thus
result in a sudden outbreak of fighting:
Yuh always risk gettin 1 into a fight when
yuh go to parties ·where there is a lotta
people ..•• You're all pushin' to get a
bit of space to be with yuh mates and
drink yuh piss and someone pushes just a
bit too hard. Someone says, 'Watch yuh
pushin' or somethin 1 like that.' He says
back, 'I weren't pushin', 1 next thing,
it 1 s all on. Jokers are fuckin' punchin'
and fightin' all over the place.
March 1.974.
V8 boys were sensitive about the possibility of a
fight.

Non .. verbal cues such as a "dirty look" and swagger-

ing walk given off by other youths were usually interpreted
by VS boys as a challenge to fight:
It was approximately 10.15 p.m.,
when ,John,. Malcolm, Don~ Alan, and I

left the Victoria Hotel.

As we walked
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towards the '55 which was parked about
25 yards away, I noticed four youths who
appeared to range in age from 16 to 20,
walking towards us. As they approache~ 1
I saw two of these youths stare hard at
our group and then swagger past in a
defiant manner. The boys reacted
aggressivelyt "'Ave vrn got somethin' of
yours? 11 sneered Malcolm.
11

Whatcha lookin' at us like that
for?" added .John, "Am I wearin I yuh
grandmother's shoes or somethin'?"
"We'll give yuh a fuckin' scrap if
yuh want one," chanted Don.
1 ,

The other youths walked on, acting
if they had not heard these remarks.
As they disappeared around the corner by
the Victoria Hotel, Don shouted, 11 Fuckin 1
pack of bloody wankers". Then~ turning
to me he said, 11 Christ they gave us dirty
fuckin 1 looks. We should go and get 'em."
as

"Ah.fuck it?!! compromised Alan,
vqiH~tter. sta.yin' out of trouble. They were
scared shitless anyway."
March 1974.
. ,_.

Fights did break out when VS boys gatecrashed parties •

The following incident resulted in six group members
appearing in court on a charge of being rogues and vagabonds.

The outbreak of fighting which occurred when six

group members attempted to gatecrash a party is recounted
, as follows:
We seen this party. It looked okay so we
got out of.the car~ told the others we'd
check it out and went in. We got to the
back door with our piss and opened it and
this sheila says~ 'No party here'. Then
this smart joker tries to slam the door in
our face. She was all on. One of our
jokers throws a bottle up the passage and
it hits this poor cunt right on the nut.
Next minute, people were comin 1 from
everywhere. We had to retreat 'cause we
were outnumbered by far.
August 1973.
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During the course of my research, V8 boys were
involved in three large-scale fights with outside
groups.

These fights are called large-scale, because

in contrast with the fights described earlier, they
involved large numbers of VB boys in planned attempts
to seek revenge for a perceived injustice.

In the

fights described previously only small numbers of V8 boys
participated.

For example, the assault on the surfie

concerned eight boys~ while the fight outside
Daddy's" was performed by four.

11

Big

Moreover, as has been

noted, the fights described previously were spontaneous
in that they usually flared up quickly in response to an
insulting remark or Hdirty look".
Three large~scale fights which had their origins in a
perceived injustice committed against the VB boys are
now described.

These fights are referred to as the

George Street, Green Island and "Molotov

Cocktail"

Incidents respectively.
~£.._~t~t.~s:J::..dept

8

On 7 :September 1973, a Dunedin newspaper published

the following introductory paragraph under the heading,
"100 Brawl in Street 11 :

A clash between a bottle throwing mob of
youths and a group of students wielding
planks early this morning left a George
Street house with windows shattered and
a car badly damaged. (p. 3)
Otago Daily Times, 7 September 1973.

---------~-·--------·---·
8

See Appendix A for newspaper publicity about this
incident.
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The bottle throwing mob of youths the paper referred to was the VB boys.

The students who wielded planks

had been attending a party held at this house in

George Street (see Fiiure 23) when eight car-loads of
VB boys had driven to the house and thrown bottles
through the front windows.

In order to elucidate some

of the major reasons for this outbreak of fighting which
occurred between these two groups, it is helpful to
begin analysis one week before the incident.
During this week VB boys appeared to discuss
students with greater frequency and intensity than was
usual.

Major reasons for this seemed to be related to

the fact that several VB boys had reported being verbally

insulted by students.

A typical report follows:

Seen some fuckin' student cunts up the main

drag. We was drivin' past mindin' our own
bJ.oody business and they yell out 'VS scum 1
tryin' to look tough eh?' Jesus those
buggers are fuckin' well askin' for a real

bloody go eh! We yelled, 'We'll go youso
cunts anytinie!'
September 1973"
However, while most VB boys felt they had been

unfairly insulted by students, it was not until Saturday,
7 September that the group experienced what they perceived
to be a major threat to their reputation for being a
tough group.

At approximately 11.45 p.m. on the Saturday,

seven VS boys had driven up to the group's flat in
Signal Hill Road with a major grievance against students.

When gatecrashing a student party in George Street, one
member had been involved in a quarrel with a "smart"
student ove: ownership of a bottle of beer.

This memb~r
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FIGURE 23;

Students'

house
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George

Street
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and othet V8 boys were then attacked by several students,
punched, booted, and thrown out the door.

The students

then smashed the front windscreen of the VS boys

1

car.

From the point of view of the VB boys involved in the
quarrel over the beer, this treatment was completely
unjustified:
·r

··l

/.(

\.

: <

We were drinkin 1 our own grog and this
smart student says, 'That's my beer• and
takes it off me. I said, 'That's mine, 1
trying to be reasonable ind he fuckin'
up and punches me. Next minute, she was
all on. We were outnwnbered and these
students fuckin 1 hammered us, three on
to one and all that. They booted us, then
smashed the front window of the car ••••
Jesus, we was really so pissed off 'cause
it was really fuckin' unfair.
It was our
beer anyway.
September 1973.
When the above story was related to the other members
who were drinking at their flat, there was 'a consensus that
the students had to be "paid back" and that unless this
was accomplished, the VS boys would lose their reputation
for being a tough group.

\ 'I

As one member recounted:

When we heard about the boys being done
over and the cai- smashed we were all fuckinf
wild. We all thought, 'Wellj that's a sure
sign they wanna 1 ave a fight •••. They're
[students] gonna try and drag the VB name
down like mud, like we're a bunch of fuck
wits that canit fight. We knew we had to
go down there and at least give 'em the
fright of their lives, just as a proof sorta
thing that rto-one does that to VS boys.
September 1973.
Given the need to

11

get even" with the students and

"pay them back" for assaulting some of their members~
and smashing the windscreen of the car, the VB boys then
drove in convoy down to the students' house in George
Street.

A core member explains, in brief, the events
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·which follcn·,red: 9

Smithy and them had their car right
outside and Smithy yells out, 'What about
me fuckin' windscreen?' Next, some of
the boys start throwin' beer bottles
through the windows. Christ, there was
beer bottles flyin 1 every where. The
students ran out of the flat and started
rippin' up their fence and bashing up
our jokers and Smithy's car. We all
starte<l firing bottles then, and bootin'
jokers •••• We all took off back to the
~lat thens we gave Smithy and the others
a lift 'cause the students had smashed
their car.
Oc to b er 19 7 :3 •

The Green Island Incident
Revenge seeking was also a major motive in an attack
on a flat (see Figure 24) and two cars in Green Island;

a suburb of Dunedin.

In this example, 40 VB boys, some

armed with pieces of wood and piping 1 drove to this
flat which was at the time, occupied by a group known
to them as the "Green Island boys".

Upon arrival at

the flat, group members ordered the six Green Island

boys who were inside the flat to "come out and fight 11
and "be paid back for what you did to the VS boys".

On

refusal of this challenge, several VS boys threw bottles 9
pipingj and pieces of wood (see Figure 25) through the
front window of the flat and smashed the taillights of
two of the Green Island boysf cars, which were parked

9

These facts were also corroborated by examining the
court records and listening to other members'
version of the incident.
As a result of this incident, 15 group members
appeared in court on charges which ranged from participating in a :riot, throwing bottles with intent
to intimidate and being members of a group who caused
people to fear the group would behave tumultuously.
See Appendix C for legal definitions of these charges.
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Hearing rumours that the police had been

alerted~ the VB boys then ran to their cars~ and drove
back to Dunedin.
Like the previous example, this incident appeared
to have its origin in what the VB boys felt to be an
unjustified, unprovoked attack on the VB group.

A

physical assault committed by 12 Green Island boys on
three VB boys two weeks before the attack on the flat
described above, provided the main source of grievance
for the V8 boys:
As I walked through town at lunchtime I happened to see Don, Brian, Peter,
and ,John standing outside "Big Daddy 1 s 11 •
They appeared to be engrossed in conversation with two other youths I had not
met before. As I approached, Don looked
up and signalled me to come closer. He
looked at me in a serious manner and
whispered, 11 Did yuh hear the news? 11
"What news?" I replied innocentlyr
not knowing what he was referring to.
"About the boysp" he replied.
I explained that I hadn't and he proceeded to tell me about an assault that
12 Green Island boys had performed on three
VB boys. As he spoke he gesticulated
aggressively.
"Those fuckin r cunts did over Peter.,
Smithy and John while thei was sittin 1 •
parked in the Octagon last night.

Smashed

the car with a bloody pick axe handle too.
Jesus, thatts fuckin 1 well done it. We're
gonna get even with them cunts if it's the
last thing we do."
December 1973 ..
The attack on the flat however was not an immediate
response to this perceived grievance, but occurred three
weeks after the above-mentioned assault.

three weeks, there was frequent talk about

During these
11

getting cven 11 ,
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"paying the Green Island boys backn, and "teaching them
a lesson that they don't mess with VB boys".

In addi-

tion to discussion about the need to seek revenge,
rumours began to circulate among group members.

Permeat-

ing all these rumours was the theme that the Green Island
boys were planning to carry out a major attack on VS boys:

Those Green Island jokers are buildin' up
for a real fuckin' go with us. They
reckon that when they bashed over the boys
that was the start.
Soon they're gonna
We'll just have to be on
our guard and stick together. They're out
to get us.

try and get us.

December 1973~
'?

Furthermore, rumour about the intentions of the
Green Island boys also served to define the type of fighting ~,,;-hich V8 boys believed would take place.

There was a

commonly held belief that the Green Island boys were
carrying weapons:
Fuck, we heard that the cops stopped those
Green Island cunts the other night. Christ~
they reckon the buggers had softball bats
in their car with nails on them, fuckin 1
huge pieces of four by twos~lO and even a
hammer. The screws took the lot of 'em.
December 1973.

Not surprisingly, given the belief that the Green
Island boys were armed, VB boys also began to carry
weapons in order to defend themselves against the possibility of an attackf
I got all these bits of pipe in the back of
the car now and a fuckin' huge crescent.
If those cunts have a go, I'll be ready for
'em.
December 1973.
10

Four by two is in reference to a plank of timber which
measures four inches by two inches.
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Shit, the screws stopped us last night and
looked in the car. That black-haired screw
found me softball bat under the seat and
says 9 'What's this for', I says, 'for softball, what else?' I was lucky, he didn't
take it off me either, just told me to leave
it at home~
December 1973.
Nonetheless, despite the collective fear of an
attack from Green Island boys and the perceived need to
~1

"get even 11 , apart from arming themselves 1 V8 boys made
no immediate att~mpt to physically attack the Green Island
boys.

Approximately one week before the incident~ there

were rumours that V8 boys were "chicken!!:
Fuckin' hell, people reckon wetre chicken.
Like they think we're all talk and no
fuckin' action. Like fuck we're chicken.
December 1973.
Preparations for the attack on the Green Island boys
were made amidst much emotional cohesion.

Recurrent

reference was made for the need to ''give the Green Island

boys the fright of their lives 1 \

11

show the cunts that V8

boys weren't chicken"~ and "get revenge for what they did
to us 11 •

Moreoverj there was discussion about who could

be counted upon to help.

As might be expected, the si~e

of the group grew:
There were a lotta jokers that were willin 1
to give us a hand. Everyone rallied
together and got hold of as many mates as
they could. Fuck when we went to Green
Island the cars were filled with jokers.
We usually only had about 15 in the group
but at Green Island~ Jesus, we had 40 jokers.
January 1974.

This commitment to a common goal tended to provide
the group with a highwspirited sense of brotherhood:
When we went out to Green Isl.and, everyone
was really feelin' high-spirited, together.
It was a real brotherhood man. We were all
VBies. Yuh could feel that in the air.
January 1974.
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A core member describes how the attack was planned:
On the Saturday before everyone was talkin!
about gettin' the Green Island jokers back.
We all arranged to meet in the Octagon on
Sunday. We were gonna go out to their flat
at ten 0 1 clock on the Sunday night and
smash their flat like.

-.

Trouble was everyone

one got pissed and couldn't wait until ten
o'clock. Everyone took off and it was only
seven o'clock or somethin 1 • When we look
hack that was fuckin' stupid 'cause all
those people were goin' to the Green Island
pictures at that time and they could identify
everybody. If we had of gone at ten o'clock,
there would be fuck all people that could
have identified us.
Tape Excerpt November 1974.
The Molotov Cocktail Incident

The need to seek revenge for an injustice committed
against the group was also seen to be one of the important
1

reasons why V8 boys attacked a flat belonging to"spooks:

.
h e 1ooys·• f-lat
1 ii t1rew
1
when
severa l 1' spoocs
I was present int.

a "Molotov Cocktail1r [home-made petrol bomb] through the

front window:
It was 2.15 a.m. on Friday morning.
I was sitting drinking beer in the kitchen
of the boys' flat. As I sat and listened
to Brian telling me about his experiences
at Detention Centre, I heard a resounding
crash and the sound of glass breaking.
We jumped up and ran down the passage
where we nearly collided with Peter and
Don who had rushed out of the front room.
"Christ!" yelled Don~ gesticulating in
the direction of the front room, 11 Get some
fuckin' water or somethint, the fuck:i.11 1 wall
is on fire in here.
Those spook cunts
threw a fuckin' Molotov cocktail through the
fuckin 1 window! Where's my rifle, I'll fix
those cunts. 11
With this comment I saw him sprint
through to his room and emerge with a .22
rifle. I proceeded to hel.p Brian put the
fire out in the front room by grabbing a
piece of sacking and hitting the wall, while
Brian soaked the wall and the floor with water.

In the midst of this panic, I heard
the sharp report of a .22 rifle being fired.
Brian and I looked at each other. "Jesus, 11
yelled Brian in amazement, 11 He 1 s fired the
bloody thing." I had been so absorbed in
putting out the fire, I had forgotten about
Don and the rifle. The fire was out so we
left the front room and ran out onto the
street. Upon reaching the street we saw
Don walking back to the front door holding
the rifle.

"That. 1 11 scare the cunts~" he stated
factually. nr fired a shot into the air.
I saw 'em run for their car and fuckin' go
like fuck."
11

Fuckin 1 hell," added Brian, "We're
gonna start makin' some petrol bombs and get
the bastards ba.ck. 11
October 1973.

-.

Four days after this incident, 10 VB boys drove to
the flat owned by those~spook~and in an effort to
extract revt,nge, threw two "Molotov cocktails" through

their front window:
B1· ia.n was bab b 1 ing e:xc i tedl y,

Shit"
he said, looking directly at me, "You
shoul<la bin with us last night. You know
them spooks that threw the Molotov through
the window that night, well we crept
around to their place last night and
threw two cocktails in their window. They
were there at the time. We could hear
yellin' and screamin' inside. We took off
and ran like fuck back to the car. Jesus
we ran fuckin' fast .••• That'll teach the
bastards.
11

One of the major themes which appeared significant
in the fights which boys had, not only with~pook? but
with all outsiders, was that the V8 group viewed insults

11

Neither of these incidents was reported to the police.

and assaults on either their members or their property
as a major affront to their reputation as a tough group.
One dimension of a tough group was its willingness to
fight and maintain this image:
We gotta reputation haven't we. Like most
people will thinkrV8ie, fuck, tough cunts
those jokers. ' So if someone invites
trouble by insultin' yuh, they get what's
comin' to them. So yuh fight to keep up
the groupts name.
Aprfl 1974.
We're meant to be known for our.toughness.
Us guys are supposed not to be scared of
nothin'.
We feel we gotta live up to that.
Say if someone gave us cheek and we just
smiled at 'em. Well that would wreck our
name, eh! If we didn't fight other people
would just think, 'Ooh V8 1 s aren't tough,
they're scared' .••. That's what they'd
think if yuh didn't fight.
October 1973.
Moreover, while fighting within the group tended
to affect group morale, making members feel divided
amongst themselves, fights with outsiders appeared to
boost the morale and cohesiveness of the group:
After a fight like that one at George Street
where we bashed over those students, we all
felt really fuckin' good. Didn't we? Yuh
all felt in the same boat. That was a real
good scrap that and it really boosted the
group together.
March 1974.
In addition, a fight with outsiders was often seen
as an opportunity for a group member to win the respect
of his fellow group members.

A group member fighting

another VS boy in the manner described below would, as
noted earlier~ be categorized by other V8 boys as "punchmad1111

11

punch:i.e" or "psychie 11 •

Yet in conflict with out-

siders, the individual who was seen ·to fight in an
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exceptionally vicious manner was labelled a

11

goer 11 •

The goer was viewed as a group hero and stories were circulated frequently to give credit to performance:
Don swaggered into the piss-up at the boys'
flat. As he grabbed his beer, a younger
VS boy who was sitting on the couch informed
me, 11 That 1 s one joker that's good to have
aroundn.
nrrow do you mean?" I asked.

Well he's a real bloody goer. He'll
defend the V8 1 s name and he can really fuckin 1
well get stuck in it. I r~mernber one time
when some jokers called us VB scum, well, he
chased three of 'em, kneed 'em in the balls
and then jumped up and down on this joker's
face with steel-capped boots. Wow man!"
August 1973.
11

However it was not only a member's willingness and
ability to fight viciously that was the hallmark of the
The term "goer" was also used to refer to those

goer.

individuals who displayed "guts" when fighting:
Yuh shoulda seen old Brownie in that scrap
with the students! Fuck, he's.got guts.
Really we shoulda 'ad a movie camera.
Students were comin' at him from everywhere
and he just stood his ground man! He
fuckin' nearly took 'em all on. Jesus, I
seen him boot a student right in the head.
Jesus man, yuh shoulda seen him. What a
bloody little goer.
OctobeT 1973.
Whenever VB boys discussed fights, it was common for
members to judge each other's performance in terms of
their efficiency in putting the outsider "out of action"
in the shortest possible time.
square

fight 11 ,

Unlike in the "fair and

where the major objective was to try and

settle a dispute in the fairest manner, fighting with
outsiders tended to be based on a nwin at all cost~;"
philosophy.

Not surprisingly, given this philo~ophy,

several members resorted to such tactics as kicking with
boots and kneeing an opponent in the testicles.

Directly

after the fight in the Octagon where the VB boys assaulted

three youths (p.206), Alan was overheard to make the
following ·comment about Don's performance:
Christ, you were really fuckin' motorin'
into that joker you had. Fuck the poor
cunt. I seen yuh smashin 1 into him with
yuh boots. Shit, he went down in a
screamin' heap eh!
November 1973.
•· <

VB boys appeared to justify the actions described
above by making reference to the expectations they held
concerning fights with outsiders.

From the point of view

of the VS boy it was imperative that

11

Yuh put someone

out of action quickly before he puts you".

A typical

point of view was expressed as follows:
It aint no fuckin' use thinkin' about
standin' there, shaped up for boxin' when
yuh know the other cunt's probably gonna
give yuh a swift kick in the balls •.•• So
yuh get in quick and don't give him a
fuckin' chance. It's either him or you
aint it? That's the way most jokers fight
nowadays.
September 1973.
However, it would be misleading to think that VB
boys were not concerned about the possible damage they
could do to another person when fighting in this manner.

Although several boys did admit to getting carried away
with the heat of the moment when fighting, it was also

common to hear them express remorse for their
after a fight had occurred.

. +
VlC~lm
<

Approximately one week after

the fight outside i!Big Daddy 1 s", Don reminisced:
J. es us,, t1

Fuck me!

·n·:r
1"lt. po.,

u1·g DJ addy's".•
.u
Lookin' back I feel sorry for him
()r,""ta.,...d
o ..~ . · ,.
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now. Someone told me that he 1 s got a
stuffed up back •••. Shit I dunno, the poor
cunt will probably have to live with that.
April 1974.
Similarly 1 the member who was seen to kick a student
in the head, explained his actions in this way:

.

)

Itrs a matter of gettin' in there and
puttin' others out of action. At the time
yuh don't think about that yuh might hurt
some cunt. That only comes later. I
remember bootin' the fuck out of that student
and he just lay there groanin' •••. Bugger me,
that poor bastard. That's what I think now
but at the time I just thought yuh fuckin'
student cunt. He weren 1 t a person then.
November 1973.
When fighting outsiders, group members appeared to
alter their own behaviour on the basis of how they thought
outsiders would perceive their actions.

In taking the

role of the outsider and examining their own collective
behaviour from this perspective, VS boys came to know
7

that the avoidance of fighting and acceptance of insults
would be viewed as a sign that V8 boys were "chicken".
This is illustrated in comments made before and after the
V8 fights with outsiders.

For example) one member justi-

fied the VB group's assault on the Green Island flat in
the following terms~

11

We had to go out there and show them

cunts we weren't chicken'', and other members explained the
I

importance of fighting to the V8 group as, "If we didn't
fight~ other people would just think ooh
tough,they're scared''.

vsrs

aren't

Given that the VB boys thought

that a refusal to fight and defend the VB reputation would
be viewed by outsiders as a sign that V8 boys weren 1 t
tough, but scared, it is not surprising to find that VB

boys attempted to conform to the expectations they perceived
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outsiders to hold regarding their fighting behaviour.
In addition to being consistent with symbolic
interaction theory, the finding that VS boys tended to view
fighting as a sign of toughness is compatibJe with much of
W~ B. Miller's focal concern of toughness.

The finding

that VS boys placed much emphasis on the quality of "guts",
in fighting, is similar to Miller's concep{ of physical
prowess which included bravery and daring as its major
components.

The individual who was described in terms such as:

"That cunt is scared of nothin'.

He's got a lotta guts

man, doesn't matter who it is, he'll fight 'em",tended to
epitomize one of the major qualities of toughness for VS
boys.

Further, the description given of the "goer",

a VS boy who had achieved a reputation for being a vicious
fighter,

corresponds with Miller's depiction of the

"tough guy" as being, hard, fearless, undemonstrative, and
skilled in physical combat.
However, while there are many points of similarity
between the qualities of toughness outlined by Miller and
>

<

those found to be associated with the VS boys, there are
also points of difference.

For example, Miller included

athletic skill among his criteria for toughness.

In con-

trast, the VS boys did not show any interest at all in
athletics.

Moreover, while skill in physical combat was

seen as important when fighting inside the ~roup, it is
questionable as to how much skill was involved in physical
combat with outsiders.

In these fights, VS boys appeared

to place more stress on the quality of "guts", illustrated
in the individual, who although outnumbered in the fight
against students was prepared to "stand his ground".
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The findings that VS boys were concerned to prove
and maintain their reputatio:1 as a tough g:roup accords

with Miller's concept of "repll which refers to the
"toughnessn of the corner group as a. whole, relative to
that of other groups.

As described before, one of the

major arguments VB boys used to justify the conflicts
they had. with outside groups was that they had to
up to and defend theil· tough name".

11

live

As demonstrated in

the George Street, Green Island, and ivMolotov" incidents,

VS boys used this motive as one of the main reasons for
their involvement in these conflicts.
)

':,1

Findings made in connection with f~ghting are supported by a nu~ber of previous studies.

In his interviews

with adolescent boys in East London, Willmott (1966)

1

identified a cult of toughness which he defined as being
a "respect for physical prowess" (p. 152).

7

F1uthermoxe i

in

examining the reasons for group violence, Willmott noted
that revenge seeking appeared to be a central motive, in
')

. j

some fights.

In illustration of this, he quoted one

adolescent as saying Hwe fight for a reason •••

~

If one of

our people gets hit by a mob, we'll go after that group''
(p. 150).

Moreover, Willmott's observation that some

fights seemed to develop suddenly in response to an
insult or a

11

look 11 is consistent with the way in which

spontaneous fights were observed to occur in the VB group.
Some support was found in this study for Yablonsky's
(1967) finding that a "bad look, an exaggerated argument

over a girl, or a nasty remark may be the basis for
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stirring up a large collection of youths into gang-warfare
action" (p. 177).

However, in the case of the V8 boys,

it was found that most group fights tended to occur in
response to an actual physical assault carried out 6n some
of the group members by a group of outsiders.
The findings of Patrick (1973) who noted that internal
gang fights were settled by "square-goes" and weapons lvere
to be used only on rival gangs~ accords with the findings
of~the present study.

Keiser (1969) also presented find-

ings similar to those reported in the present study, when,
with respect to a gang known as the "Vice Lords" he noted:
In feuds between branches Vice Lords
state that fighting should be limited
to fists .••• In wars between clubs, in
contrast, there are no limitations set
on the legitimate use of weapons. (p. 14)

Furthermore, Keiser's (1969, p. 29) finding that how
-;

individuals behave in gang fights is a "constant topic of
conversations,and is a crucial determinant of status and
prestige" was upheld by the present study which noted that
V8 boys reminisced frequently about the fights they had
with out-groups and assigned status to those members who
demonstrated bravery in fighting.
Horowitz and Schwartz's (1974) conclusion that gang
violence occurred when"honor" became a pressing issue in
interpersonal relations and when participants felt that
they could not gracefully talk their way out of a situation
that impugned their dignity and self-respect, is compatible
with the finding that VB boys felt obliged to fight other
groups in order to maintain the group's reputation for
being tough.

In his study of down-town adolescents, Parker (1974)
made several observations about fighting which appear
similar to those of the present study.

First, with res-

pect to fights with outsiders~ he noted that these fights

usually occurred when the group felt challenged in some
way.

Second, he noted that there were no restrictions on

+:
• hLt:i.ng~
.
"'"~ne "· d 1.g
. ' or
t 11e f:orrn o:i.:e ctown-tmvn
... 1g

1

butt'' can

be decisive and must therefore be got in quicklyn (p. 145),
Moreover, his finding that on the intra-group level,
members were expected to fight when they had their masculinity or dignity challenged is consistent with the
observation that VB boys were expected to fight when they
felt they had their personal esteem lessened or challenged.
Furthermore, Short and Strodtbeck's (1964) finding
that a gang fought when it felt its status threatened is

consistent with evidence that VB boys iended to justify
their fights on the basis that it was important to protect

their reputation for being tough.
This chapter has described the ways in which VB boys
attempted to cope with conflict both inside and outside
the group.

CHAPTER SEVEN

POLICE AND COURT

This chapter describes how VS boys viewed the police

and the court"

It is divided into two sections.

The

first section outlines the way VB boys viewed the police
and describes the typical encounters which
:,

between the police and VB boys.

took place

The second section des-

cribes the major ways in which V8 boys perceived and
attempted to cope with their court experiences.

The Police

Why do we have so many young people in the
Courts for obstructing the police? •.•.
Isn't it because we have not trained them
to respect the police and regard them as
friends, not as enemies. (Weeks, 1974, p, 66)
VB boys treated the police as their adversaries.
Suspicion and hatred

towards the police was frcque~tly

expressed by many VB boys.

e ·'

Some typical statements were;

There's one thing I've learnt from hein 1
in the V8's and that's that yuh gotta be
careful with cops. I used to think they're
okay, but now I seen them out to get the
boys, I don 1 t trust 'em one little bit.
October 1973.
Yuh can't trust cops~ never, they're out to
get yuh all the time so yuh never tell them
anythin'. I'd never ever trust one of 'em
bastards ever. I really mean that.
August 1973.
We hate cops. They're all the bloody same,
the lot of 'em. They're smart bastards who
like orderin 1 people around ljke prefects·
do at school and that. They're just out to
pick on you 'cause they've got a uniform.
Nub yuh really hate 1 em.
March 1974.

That VB boys held the police in low regard was also
evident in the way group members labelled the police.
V8 boys usually likened the police to

11

pigs 11 and it was

common to see drawings of a pig wearirtg a policeman's
helmetj on the inside wall of the boys' flats (see
Figure 26).
to as

t

1

Furthermore, the police were also referred

screws 11 ~ in a characteristically derogatory manner:

As we drove through town, the boys saw
a policeman standing at the traffic
lights. Their reaction was one of
immediate contempt. Mike was staring
at him and saying, "Ooh, a fuckin' screwt
ooh," while Alan was busy snorting and
grunting in imitation of a pig.
October 1973.

VS attitudes toward the police may be more easily
understood if some of the more frequent complaints about
police are detailed.

One of the main complaints VB boys

had about police was that the police "picked 11 on them.
Consistent throughout this complaint was the theme that
the police were unreasonably suspicious and unfair towards
VB boys, stopping their cars for any reason they wished,
confiscating their beer~ and in general, attempting to
make VB group life as unpleasant as possible.

Representa-

tive comments appear below:
Cops pick on VB's. Everything we do yuh
bein 1 watched. After a while it starts
to bug yuh. After all~ how would you
like to be watched with every move yuh
make from mornint to night.
November 1973 •

'·
.
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Although the term "screw" is usually reserved for
prison°warders, V8 boys also used it to refer to
~olicemen. For most VB boys any person who wore a
uniform and represented authority was either a screw
or a pig.

.

~
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The cops pick on us 'cause we drive VB
cars. They follow yuh round all the
bloody time, and all the time thev're
pickin' on us and blamin' us for ~verythin'. They're lettin' other people,
like students and that away with ,murder.
Now that's bloody unfair.
·
.July 1.973"

Screws stop yuh for anything, a little
thing, say yuh might be <lri.nkin• in the
car. Well, they just order yuh to get

l

out and. they take our piss=:- The bastards
drink it themselves, our bloody piss!

August 1973.
In addition to hearing claims that members of the
police force "picked on 11 VB boys

t

it

"\:JaS

common to hear

frequent complaints about the treatment group members

received when stopped. by the police.
objected. to being treated as
11

11

Several merr..ber.s

bad basts:rds 11

,

and being

spoken down to":
What really gets vuh back up 1s when
screws treat yuh ~s a bad bastard, that
really bugs us all. They [the police]
come over to yuh car as if they're Lord
Fuckin' Almighty and order yuh around
as if you 1 re absolutescun{. Now, noone likes bein I spoken·-ao-iJn to like that,
That really gets yuh up-tight.
July 1973.
Screws look down their noses at yuh. Anytime screws see us anywhere, they starb
at us as if we're real bad basta~ds. They
treat yuh like yuh got no right to be
seen in the streets.
September 1973.
Not surprisingly, many VB boys perceived that the

police expected trouble from them:
Cops seem to think we're bad bastards.
They always see us and think trouble.
When they stop yuh they say, rooh,
you boys again. What ·are you up to now?'
They always treat yuh as if yuh are up
to no good like doin' somethin 1 wrong.
July 1973.

Coos see one of our VS cars and think
tr~uble right away. Even if yuh are
behavin' yuhself they think yuh got
trouble in mind. Now lotta times we're
not lookin' for trouble but the cops
seem to think we are.
August 1973.
,,
'·

Several VB boys complained of persecution by the
police.

Among V8 boysi it was common knowledge that once you

had been caught by the police for doing something "wrongn
it 1.•..ras ~mpossible to be seen by them as anything else but
';, '')

a "bad bugger 11 •

In this respect 1 several V8 boys were

vehement that the police study faces:

,"

').

)

'

.
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Cops always study yuh face. If they've
had trouble with yuh before, they'll
expect yuh to be doin 1 somethin' wrong
again. When I got out of D.C. I was
standin 1 by the Octagon harmin' no cunt
and this pig walks right up to me and
says 'move on 1 • He picked out me right
away even though I weren 1 t doinr-nuthin 1
Cops are like that. Once you're known
they always think you're up to no good.
September 1973.
One member recounted his cxpcri.ences with the police
·in terms of a "monkey parade":
When you're in trouble with the pigs, they
put yuh through a monkey parade. They
stare at yuh like you're a fuckin' monkey.
Like down at the 'cop shop', they wanna
know who yuh are, what yuh bin up for.
They even wanna know the colour of yuh
eyes. Other pigs test other pigs out, like
they see ~hat they can remember about yuh.
March 1974.
Similarly, shortly after his release from Borstal,
another member recounted:
Last night when we're sittin' in the
Octagon drinkin' piss, these screws come
over to the car .••. I never knew them,
but they knew me orright. They said, 'We
know you. You 1 ve got more convictions
than we've got paper to write 1 em down on'.
Fuckin' hell, I was pissed off. I never
knew them~ but they don't forget you.
"J 19',7,l. . .•
Apri.

2:56

For many VB boys, buying a VB car meant automatic
trouble from the police.
)

·,

As one member recalled:

I used to drive an old Humber and the.cops
left me alone. I never had no convictions •••
but when I got this VS, bang, right away,
the cops were on me back and I got tickets
for anythin' they could get me on. Right
away I was in automatic trouble just 'cause

I drove a VS.
C

August 1973.

)

Furthermore, VB boys also maintained that the police
expected

11

bad 11 behaviour from any person who wore steel-

capped boots:
If cops see yuh in steel-capped boots they'll
really hammer yuh. Like last night we were
walkin' through town and this pig stops us
and says, 1 Waddyah wearin' those boots for.
Yuh gonna kick someone's head in aren't yuh?'
June 1974.
Several policemen were observed to treat V8 boys in
a ste~eotyped manner.

warning not to associate with "known criminals":

.>

'

.
','"'

r ,
I

During my fieldwork I received a

I .

I walked into the waiting room of the
Magistraters Court. Malcolm, Mike, and
Don were lounging in their seats and glancing through some magazines that had been
provided. We exchanged greetings and discussed what time court might be starting.
The boys seemed to be content to thumb
through the magazines so I picked a rather
tattered-looking one off the shelf and
proceeded to do the same. As we sat there
reading, a well-built policeman appeared
at the entrance to the waiting room. After
pausing for a brief ffloment to glance
around the room, he fixed his eyes on Mike,
Malcolm, and Don, who, by this time, had
looked up expectantly from their magazines.
"Aah," he said, in a loud booming
voice, "We know you boys don't we. Back in
trouble again, eF?w Shifting his glance
over to where I sat, he continued in a sarcastic manner~ 11 But we're not too sure who

t9~

are.
11

What q s· · ~ name? 11

Graeme Christie, 11 I replied.
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nl\fell~ are you waiting to go up?' 1 he

asked impatiently.
"No," I replied courteously, explaining
that I was a friend of the boys, and was
waiting to hear their court case.

/ ',

"Well, 11 he replied in an authoritarian
manner, 11 1 suggest you avoid associating

with these so-called friends of yours. Don't
you know we could get you for consorting with
known criminals?!! With this comment, he spun
around and strode down the corridor.

nThere yuh got" said. Don. "Never givin 1
us a fair go ever. He obviously thought you
were one of us. Shitp tryin' to get yuh for
consortin' with known criminals. They'll be
memorisin'
face now. 11
October 1973.

r~.
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Stories about police brutality were told by various
group members.

A major theme which appeared to permeate

most of these stories was that the police were "two-,

faced" and cunning.

According to group members, while

the police condemned violence, they also used it themselves.
Stories about police violence committed out of sight of
any witnesses provided the VB group with further evidence

.

.~

that cops we.E~ two-faeed and cunning:

I

i _,,.

'

j

Cops are two-faced bastards. When I was
down at the cop shop they worked me over
with a telephone book. They criticize
us and reckon we bash up jokers but they
do the same thing. Cunning yuh see,
'cause a telephone book don't show no
bruises, but it bloody well hurts. 2
August 1973.

.

I>
I

However~ while VB boys might allege instances of
police brutality and claim that the cops picked on them,
they did not deny the need for law enforcement.

2

Their

Apparently, one policeman holds the complainant while
the other hits him on the face or body with a telephone
book. According to the boys, the point is that the
ncops don't wanna leave any bruises 'ca.use that would
be evidence of assaultn.

2:rn
hostility was directed not against law enforcement per se,
but the manner in which the police went about their duty.
V8 boys .seemed to be aggressive towards policemen who
tried to "throw the book at them":
Right, we know yuh gotta 'ave laws and that.
The cops have gotta job to do I suppose,
but they need to give yuh a fair go. Like
don't go throwin' the book at yuh for everythine. Yuh get cops like that, they'll get
yuh for anything they can. That's what
really gets our backs up.
August 1973.

·~ .>

\>

Group members believed that the police should not be

..
·)

too legalistic and allow for the natural exuberance of
youth.

Last night [in the Octagon] we were just
'avin a good timei really enjoyin' ouru
selves. Yeah we might 1 ave bin a bit
noisy but there were no fights or nothin'.
We were just laughin 1 , and jokin' and then
this cop comes straight over and sayss
'Right shut up or I'll take you all in on
a drunk and disorderly charge.' That
pissed us off. He was only tryin 1 to show
how big he was. We were just 1 avin 1 a
good time.
March 1974.

I ' '. '

,
I

As one member put it:

-,,

In this light, V8 boys appeared to resent the cop
who appeared to be out to get the boys on any pdssible
legal charge.

In contrast, the boys seemed to respect

the exceptional copt who was prepared to give them a "fair
go":
Now Crombie and McKay are okay as cops
'cause they give yuh a fair go. Like
they don't rush in and pick on yuh for
somethin' small like drinkin 1 in the car,
they stroll oVcir and yak to yuh like .•.•
Yuh don:t get pissed off with them because
they treat yuh okay. Like at least they're
prepared to listen to yuh and hear your
side of the story.
February 1974~
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We would think more of cops if they played
it fair with us •••. Okayp they know we
drink in the cars, but yuh gotta 'ave
somewhere to drink. We wouldn~t get half
as pissed off if they said, TLook boys,
don't drink here, take it away somewhere
else.t We'd go. That's far better than
takin' our piss off us and sayin' don't drink.
October 1973.
--,

)

One policeman in particular appeared to have earned
the respect of several VS boys:
Four of the boys were clustered at the
end of the corridor which led to the Magistrate!s
Court. They were examining Petervs photograph
of the '56 VB which had been taken approximately
two weeks previously. While they were discussing this particular car, I saw a police constable
stop beside the group and state in a polite
manner, "Good car, eh!"
With this comment~ Peter handed the photograph
over to the constable who grinned and sa.idf "Good
motor in a V8 eh!"
"You-'re tellin' me/ 1 said Brian enthusiastically, and proceeded to tell the constable that
the V8 was the best value for money~ "One hundred
and fifty bucks and you've got all that power~ eh! 11
The constable listened with empathy, and asked if
any of the boys had considered going itock-car
racing.

7
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Alan appeared to answer for the group when he
said, "Nuh, not just yet, might do it later though!"
After about another minute spent discussing
VB cars, the constable excused himself by saying
that he had some business to attend to and continued
on his way down the passage. As he disappeared, I
overheard Brian say, "He's a fuckin' good cop that
one aint he?"
"Yeah," replied Peter. Then as if to qualify
Brian's statement, he added, "He's sorta interested
in us. He's the only cop that has talked about our
cars without sayinr, iQoh you should put those things
in a junk shop'.
Yeahp he's orright that one. 11
October 1973.
However, from the VB boys' point of view, the above

type of encounter was uncommon and most frequently, claims
were made that policemen ordered them around and would not
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listen to any explanations the VB boys made.

The type

of encounter where a policeman appeared to be aggressive

and unrel.enting in his demands towards the boys often
)

>

resulted in an increase in the intensity of hostility V8
boys would show toward the police:
The 1 56 had broken down on the side of
the road and six of the beys were gathered
arow1d the bonnet watching Malcolm and Alan
trying to repair a broken fuel linea Malcolm
decided that some wire was needed to strap
the fuel line to the carburettor and went to
the boot to have a look for some.

J

7

~:;,,

He had just reached the boot when a
black police car braked heavily and
screeched to a halt on the opposite side of
the road. The window was wound down and a
loud voice bellowedt. 11 Rightj move on!"

<

.>

Malcolm stopped looking for the wire and
stated politely and info:rmaLi.vely,

11

Can 1 t

mate, we've broken down, we re after some
wire.n
1

I"'
'
'

11
'

1

7

Don 1 t car0r 11 came the reply~

11

Come

on~ move on ·now, r;

')

The policeman did not wait for any
further explanation but sped off in his car.
All the boys were now yelling and waving
their fists. They were really annoyed.
Malcolm appeared to sum up the groupts feeling
towards this policeman in particular, and the
police in general, when he said, :iHe 1 s a
smart cunt, ooh he 1 s a smart cunt, he's always
comin 1 on heavy. Jesus I'd love to get 'im
in a dark alley. Typical fuckin 1 screw,
always on yuh back. 11
October 1973.

)
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One outcome of encounters such as the one just des',.

cribed, was the emergence of a stereotype of the police.
,-i

The typical policeman came to be represented in the minds
of most VB boys as being unreasonably authoritarian, out
to victimise~ and demanding subservience to their every
whim.

Furthermore, this stereotype of the police was s1.1s··

tained through the tendency VB boys had to mimic the
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appearance and behaviour they perceived to be typical
of the police.

Usually performed by two group members

in the presence of other V8 boys, a parody such as the
one presented below, was often a source of amusement for
·the group:
Tonight, Richard had brought along a
toy policeman's helmet to the piss-up.
He placed the helmet on his head, puffed
his chest out in an effort to assume a
pompous and authoritarian appearance, and
then proceeded to walk in a slow, calculated manner over to a group of six V8
boys who were standing around one of the
cars. Upon reaching the group, he spoke
in a loud, booming voice.
·
"Hullo, hullo," he repeated in a condescending manner. "Youse blokes again
eh! Seen you before .•.• Lookin' for more
trouble. Well, welll teach you not to go
messing with the long arm of the law."
Singling out Alan for specific treatment, he grabbed him by his T-shirt and
shouted, "Listen lad, you know I could put
you away for chewing that gum. Now stand
to attention and don't chew that stuff
when you're lookin' at me or I'll give you
12 years imprisonment."
Alan obeyed this command obediently,
adding a salute and whimpering, "Yes sir,
yes sir, anything you say, sir."
"I should think so," said Richard,
adding, "I'm a cop and what I say goes."
November 1973.
Not surprisingly, as implied in the previous episode,
i

V8 boys saw the police as demanding submissive

behaviour from the peqple with whom they came into contact.
A statement which seemed to typify how most group members
thought the police wanted them to behave towards them, is
given as follows:
Cops want yuh to lick their arse •••• And
that means standin' there and lookin' sorry
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for yuhself, agreein' with evcrythin' they
say •••• Whenever they stop people they
want it like that, you're down there lickin'
their arse and they feel all big about it
all .••. That's the way they think everyone
should treat 1 em.
March 1974.
In response to their perception that they were being
1 ,

harassed by the police, VB boys attempted to fight back.
One of the major ways in which members fought back was by
engaging in an activity they referred to as nbugging 11 •
In bugging, VS boys usually sought to engage in behaviour

:";,,

which they perceived would annoy, harass, upsetp and out\.

~

I ' ,. '

'

smart the police.

Permeating the variety of forms this

activity took was an element of defiance on the part of
the boys.

Although, on some occasions, VB boys attempted

to Bbug" the police by calling them "screws" and "pigs"
to their face, most efforts to bug appeared to be nonverbal in nature.
One of the major ways in which VS boys tried to bug
cops was by staring at them:
'
1-.,d
i
i

1. ,
', """I

I •

The boys' facial expressions change
quickly when they see a police car. This
afternoon, as we drove through town in the
i56, I recorded a typical staring encounter
between the VB boys and the police.
Prior to the appearance of the police
car out of a side street, Alan, Richard,
and Bruce had been laughing at a joke
related by John. However, as soon as they
saw the police car approaching in the opposite direction, they stopped laughing and
began to stare at the police car. As the
police car passed I saw that the cops were
also staring at the VS boys. There were no
smiles, just hard stares. Richard appeared
to explain the group's action when he said,

Play 'em at their own game. They
stare at us, we stare back. Yuh don't look
away. They want us to look away and-we
don't, That really bugs them. 11
August 1973.
11
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In addition to staring at police in an effort to
bug them 9 there were also occasions when VB boys bugged
1.

7

police by following them in their cars.

The rationale

was that since the police attempted to follow their V8
cars around town, the boys could follow them:

.,'
I

\'

I

Jesus, these screws were following us
around last night. They were behind us
everywhere we went. We'd turn down a
street and they'd follow •.•• Well? we
thought, right, we'll follow them. So we
stopped and the screws went past and we
started followin' 'em. Shit, it bugged
'em. They'd turn down a street, and we'd
follow 'em. That was really buggin 1 'em.
Well, these screws finally stopped us andr
said, 'Where are yuh gain'? Yuh followinf
us aren't yuh?t
'No,' we says, 'We're just drivin'
around.' Jesus, those screws were just so
pissed off man.
November 1973.

~\

1•
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Furthermore, VS boys were observed to bug cops by
acts of defiance, such as obstructing a policeman from
gaining access to a seat in the courtroom:

I ".·
1

.,..:,

,,I
1

l ~'

(_
1
"1 ··'

I was seated beside Alan in the gallery at
the back of the Magistrate's Court. A
policeman opened the door quietly and then
proceeded to tip-toe past our seat to the
other side of the court. However, his progress was made difficult because several of
the V8 boys were sitting in their chairs
with their feet outstretched in front of
them. Each member would leave his feet outstretched for a defiant moment, then
grudgingly pull them up in order to allow
the policeman through. It was not quite
obstruction, but certainly enough to be a
nuisance.
October 1973.
Group members also claimed they bugged police by
"conning" them.

Thus, in the following example, VS boys

perceived t~ey had upset police when they pretended to
. go and fight another group:
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Shit, it was a crack-up last night. We
seen these screws in the Octagon so we
thought we'd con 'em into thinkin' we
were gonna fight some jokers. We start
yellin' out loud about this scrap so the
screws could hear. Then we get into our
cars and sure enough, we seen the screws
radio for reinforcements and follow us ••••
We just pissed off to the beach and they
followed us out there thinkin' we were
gain' to have a big fight. Jesus, they
fell for that one. They were pissed off.
March 1974.
Furthermore, V8 boys were observed attempting to
bug the police by actions such as not responding immediately to a policemants order.

On several occasions a

police order to "Move on", was obeyed in a deliberately
slow manner.

The element of defiance and risk involved

in situations such as the one described below, provided
the boys with a form of excitement:
The red light on top of the police
car whirred away incessantly. Close by,
police Alsatian dogs clawed, scratchedr
and barked inside a grey Transit van.

·,.

Il

J.._,,.,i

Four large policemen were walking
around, torches in hand, ordering the
boys to move on in loud, no-nonsense tones.
I moved quickly and unobrusively as
possible, back to Don's VB parked across
the road from the party~ and watched.

)

'I",-

The V8 boys did not appear to share
my fear of police authority. They did not
hasten back to the cars and obey the
police request immediatelyt but ambled
back at a slow 9 leisured pace.
The large police sergeant who appeared
to be in charge of affair.sjlyelled, "Come on,
move on, or we'll get the dogs". The boys
still moved slowly, some even stopping for
a brief talk. One of them barked in imitation of a dog.
I sat huddled up in the back seat of
the rss. This was a potentially explosive
situation. I felt that anything could
happenp and if it did, it would happen
quickly. Someone could go "over the edge"
and push the police too far.
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However, the boys left eventually, with
no arrests or fights. I think some of the
boys wished the police had brought out the
dogs, because once inside the car, and away
from the scene, they reminisced about other
"run-ins" where the police had brought out
the dogs.
.>

-.":i
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Later in the evening, Bruce explained
why he had walked to the car slowly, and not
obeyed the police request immediately •

j

"You're a dag 9 taking your time to get
back to the car like that," I stated.

-J·"<

1,·

>

>

"Yeah," he replied, the corner of his
mouth drooping to form a sly grin., "Fuckv
man, you don't hurry. It's more fun that way.
They want yuh to hurry, but yuh don't and
that bugs 'em. We love to bug 'e~ like that. 11
"Doesn't it ever worry you that you
might get arrested though?" I asked.

Wellp ye.ah, in one way it does, but that
comes later. At the time you're a bit pissed
and that and you'll give it a go. When you've
'ad a lot of run-ins with cops like I 1 ave 1
yuh get to know how far yuh can go. It's all
fun," he said, and gave a chuckle.
August 1973.
11

t

j ·,
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Bugging the cops was, in fact, a risky enterprise,
i )
i,,
I
'

because it was diffi~ult to make a consistent prediction

:-:i.

about how the-police might react to a V&.boyis bugging.
In the argot of the V8 boy, it was "hard to know how far
I
i,.
.•

I

you could go''j and this uncertainty appeared an important

T •-'

ingredient in the excitement this act offered group members:
\

.:_',.

f .. .:,
'

Yuh pushin' yuh luck when yuh bug cops,
'cause yuh never really know how far
yuh can go with 'em. Yuh try 'em out a
bit too far and bang you're arrested.
August 1973.
It's sometimes hard to know how far yuh
can go with cops •••• One time, yuh might
get away with a lot 1 say a cop might ask
yuh to move off the footpath or somethin'
and yuh do it slowly, he don't sorta mind.
But then they can change like the wind next
time and say, 'Right, you' re under arrest
for obstruction'. It's hard to know what
theyrre gonna do sometimes.
April 1974.

Not surp~isingly 1 VB boys did not always try to bug
cops~

For some VB boyst it appeared that to bug cops when

one was "on probation" was sometimes seen as foolish

behaviour:
I .

'

1 ,/-.
1
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.·

It was approximately 11.15 p.m. as we
drove through the main drag. Peter had
just increased our speed to about 25 miles
per hour when two policemen walked into the
middle of the road and waved us to stop
with their torches.
Peter obeyed the request, slowing the
car down to a halt beside one of the bench
seats in the Octagon. We pushed the beer
under the front seat and waitedo

(

Jesus, fuc.kint screws 9 ir muttered Don.
"What are they stoppin• us for. We aint
11

, ,

done no thin 1 • n

ncool iti Don$ 11 ordered Petere "We
don't wanna tret into any more trouble. 11
This explanaiion appear~d to satisfy Don and
he sat back in his seat.

l
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~

j
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The two policemen walked over to
Peter's window and peered inside the car.
11
Wellr 11 said one of the policemen~ tapping
his torch against the door of the car. nYou
were going to wind that car up through the

~y

main street, weren't you? 11

Peter sat quietly and nodded as if to
agreee

7.

"Well," reiterated the policemanj who
appeared to consider that a nod was not answering his question, "Were you, or weren't you
going to wind it out? 11

:>

ttI s'pose so/' replied Peterc

I '

j

l

c)

\

\

'

"You know the speed Li.mi t through town.
You knov.r Icould give you a ticket, 11 lectured
the policeman.
11

Yeah, thatrs right/' acknowledged Peter

submissivelyfi
nwell, I think you had better clear off.
Let this be a warning to you. Go on, keep
the speed down and remember next time I won't
be so lenient."
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Peter started up the car quietly and
we began to make our way back to the flat.
As we did, the boys discussed the encounter
we had just experienced with the cops~ a
discussion Peter seemed to sum up by saying,
"Fuckin' screws~ Yuh can't win with them
cunts. Yuh gotta agree sometimes even
though you're in the fuckin' right. Try to
stand up for yourself and they think youtre
lookint for trouble. A man's just gotta
shut up sometimes."
April 1974.
Although VS boys might try to give the impression
that they always confronted the police, for example, one
member was overheard to statep "We never avoid cops, no
matter what, we stand our ground with 'em", during my
field work I recorded several instances where V8 boys
made a deliberate attempt to avoid contact with the police.
Since 1 for the V8 boy, the presence of the police was
frequently linked with the expectation that there would
be troublej there were times when V8 boys avoided contact
'

with the police in order to "stay out of trouble":

., ·,

.

,I

1

I was walking through town with
Malcolm and Richard when these boys pointed
out two screws who were walking towards ~s.
"Ooh there's the fuckin' screws. Fuck
don't wanna see them cunts," Malcolm said
casually.
"Nor do I, 11 added Richard.

l ... '
i

Without any further warning, both boys
began to cross to the other side of the road.
Upon reaching the footpath on the opposite
side to that of the screws,Malcolm spoke.
"Stayin' out of trouble," he said, in a way
which appeared to indicate that he thought
of contact with the screws as causing
trouble.
September 1973.
The above section has outlined how V8 boys viewed
the police, detailed some of the common complaints members

made about the police forcej and attempted to describe
the typical encounters which appeared to take place
between the police and VS boys.

Briefly 1 it was shown

that V8 boys viewed the police as their adversaries, and
that this attitude appeared to emerge largely out of the
way members perceived they had been treated by the police.

I'

In this respect, it was shown that VB boys perceived the
police as being out to persecute them and as holding a
stereotyped view towards all their behaviour.

As has

,,

been noted.~ according to V8 boys, the police were ttout to
get them!i and thought of them as being "scum, crims, bad
bastards and causing trouble''.

However, it was also shown

that VB boys appeired to hold a stereotyped view of the
policej which was reinforced through stories about police
' .,
I,

brutality and mimicry of what the boys held to be the
"typical screw".

As already illustrated» although group

members did acknowledge that there were some exceptional
"')

___';,

policemen who were prepared to give them a "fair go 11 , they
tended to view most pol icemen as being

11

two-faced 11 ,

cunning$ and unreasonably authoritarian in their behaviour
towards VB boys.

Furthermore, it was also noted that

largely in response to their perception of persecution by
police, group members engaged in acts of defiance which
they perceived to annoy, harasss upset and out-smart the
police, and that these defiant acts tended to be viewed

I. ,

by the boys as a means to excitement.

The finding that VB boys viewed the police as their
adversaries, may be explained in terms of symbolic interaction theory, which holds that people tend to take into
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account the meanings which they impose on the environment
when they interact.

In taking the role of his fellow

group members toward his own behaviour, a VB boy came to
know that he ought to treat police in a manner which was
consistent with that of other group members.

This shared

viewpoint of the police as an adve:rsaryi was important,
then, in facilitating joint action among group members.

By having a common definition of the situation, VB boys
were able to align their actions towards the police with
those of other members.

That V8 boys did act in accord

with the shared meanings they held about the police, was
demonstrated by actions such as uttering derogatory

remarks like "Oooh a screw", and snorting in imitation of
a pig.

Moreover, the shared meaning of the police as an

adversary was consistent throughout th~, activity the
group referred to as

11

bugging the cops 11 •

Actions such as

not responding immediately to a cop's orders, and refusing
to avoid their stares, acquired special meaning when one
/

r

knew that group members viewed the police as their
adversaries.
Evidence was also presented that the V8 boys viewed
the police in a stereotyped manner.

>

Thus, although it

was noted that group members did concede that not all
the police demanded subservience, were persecutory, twofaced, and cunning, they tended to promote, by way of
stories of police brutality and mimicry, a stereotype of
the police which emphasized the above-mentioned qualities.
In a similar manner, group members perceived the
police to have a stereotyped view of all VB behaviour.
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By taking the role of the police, VS boys came to conclude that troublesome behaviour was always expected of
V8 boys.

This expectation was explicit in comments such

as "cops see one of our V8 cars and think t_rouble right
.away 11 •
The perception that the police expected ubad"
behaviour from VB boys had certain self-fulfilling consequences for the identity of the group and its members.
In accord with labelling theory (Becker, 1974; Meade,1974;
Paynep 1973) which stresses that the application of negative labels has

implication for how one will be expected

,:,

to act in the future~ VB boys were found to act-in a way
which tended to reflect the expectations they perceived
the police had of them as being troublesome.

This was

demonstrated. when VS boys engaged in their "bugging"
behaviour, which, as has been noted, was geared to annoy,
upset, harass, and out-smart the police.

Moreover, one

could presume that the police interpreted this bugging
behaviour as further evidence that VB ,bdys were out to
cause trouble.

In this respect, it would appear that the

encounters which VB boys experienced with the police had
certain self-fulfilling consequences, because VB boys
frequently associated the presence of the police with the
expectation tliat there would, in fact~ be trouble.

~~---------~------------~
3

For example, Payne suggests that negative labels may
create a highly visible deviant identity and societal
expectations that may tend to perpetuate and intensify
the very behaviour objected to.
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This was shown when Malcolm and John chose to avoid contact with two policemen because they wanted to stay out

I

of trouble.

11

The behaviour V8 boys called "bugging the cops"f
appears to resemble what Goffman
invitation to "action".

(1967) described as an

As has been demonstrated, VS

boys openly provoked,the police by staring at them~ sneering
and walking defiantly slowly when asked to "move on".

~----

These defiant acts appeared to be employed as a challenge
to the police.

As Goffman noted, the use of style of

standing or walking can be viewed as an open invitation to
action to all others present:

11

Thus th.ere is a 'delin"

quency strut' which in effect communicates an authority
challenge to adults present" (p. 252).
There was much widespread evidence of concern with
/

'

I ,

,

.,.

"trouble" among V8 boys (W. B. Miller, 1962).

.

"trouble 11 being defined by the same aspects of behaviour

I. )

With

which Miller refers to~ V8 boys viewed trouble as an
inevitable part of their lives.

As has been showns several

members thought that trouble was expected of them and, as
Miller suggested, were fatalistic in their outlook towards
trouble.

For them» it was something that just comes.

As

one member commented, "The trouble is stayin' out of trouble.
We don't go lookin' for it, it just comes".
1.

_;

Nevertheless~

while this statement might appear true, there is also
evidence to suggest that VB boys actively sought the
excitement that getting into trouble seemed to offer.

In

this respect, the activity of bugging cops would seem to
reflect a deliberate attempt to provoke trouble, rather
than being merely subject to trouble.

\

Il

There are a number of findings in the area of police=

I'

VB group relations which appear similar to previous
research.

With respect to the way V8 boys regarded the

police, several other researchers have noted that members
of delinquent gangs tend to view the police as their
adversaries.

Smith (1975) reported on attitudes to the

police which appear similar to those held by V8 boys:
\

;

Overall, the attitude of group members to
the police is one cf suspicion, disrespect,
distrust, dislikei contempt and occasionally even fear. Group members allege
repeatedly that police are violent, hypocritical in their attitudes toward drinking
and the law; deceitful in their dealings
with arrested offenders; remote from the
daily lives and activities of the group; and
in some cases just plain foolish. (p. 25)
Moreover, Smith's conclusion that this derogatory opinion
of the police helped perpetuate a continuous state of con-

!

r.:.r

flict between members of the group and the police is
consistent with the evidence presented in this report that

....

I
~

I
!

a.,),,

VS boys endeavoured to engage in behaviour which they
:i

perceived to "bug" cops.

',..;-'.:J

,

Patrick (1973) presented findings about the attitude
and behaviour of gang members towards the police, which
are comparable with those of the present project.

With

respect to the "Young Team 11 , Patrick reported, "their
demeanour in dealing with the police was always uncooperative, hostile and abusive" (p. 126), and that "the two

\

groups appeared to be locked in eternal combat, the police
treating the boys like dirt and the boys goading and taunting their opponents at every opportunity'' (p; 129).

Patrick

also recorded some evidence of labelling: "Their uniform,
their hair style, their previous convictions, the area they

lived in ••• and the fact that theyrwere all known by name
to the police, all made them obvious targets for investigation11 (p. 1.29).

In a more recent article, Gill (1976) also found
evidence that police tended to label particular youths as
being troublesome, .and that this labelling had self-fulfilling
consequences for the type of contact these youths were

Ip
.,

likely to experience with the police.

Gill reported that

the "Luke Street boy" was regarded. by the police as

11

poten=

tially delinquent and the self-fulfilling prophecy was in
evidence everywhere" (p. 335)
i.

j),-
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Moreover., Gill I s conclusion

that these boys were more likely to come into contact with
police because of their unstructured and ·public lives
appears to be upheld by the present study.

As has been

described in this project, VB boys spent a large proportion
of their V8-time,

11

hangin'. around" waiting for

11

action".

It seems likely that their rough appearance made them
appear probable candidates for close surveillance by the
police, who, as was noted, appeared to have a stereotype
of boys who drove VB cars and dressed
'>·.

11

roughly 11 •

The self-

fulfilling nature of the interaction between police and
gang boys is also alluded to by P. Cohen (1972) who
reported that youths hanging about on the streets are

-~ ',

invariably seen as "potential troublemakers and hence
· continually moved on by the police, stopped and searched,
cautioned, and at the first sign of resistance, arrested".
And, as Cohen goes on to point out, "the increasing
delinquency which resulted, thereby.

endorsed the offi.d:ial

image of· these youths as troublemakers" (p,, 49).

2S4

The finding that VB boys thought the police viewed
their behaviour in a stereotyped manner appears consistent
with the findings made by several researchers (Bagley
Mendelsohni 1969; Bantons 1973; Piliavin
Werthman

& Piliavin~

& Briar,

l

1972;

1967) who have investigated face-to=

. 1

face contact between police officers and juveniles.
Although these studies have been carried out mainly from
the perspective of the police, they appear significant to
,'..-

an understanding of the type of encounter VB boys experienced

I

with the police
According to Piliavin and Briar (1972) important
'

,/"'- ' j

cues involved in the stopping and possible arrest of
juveniles included the way the youth looked and carried
himself, his manner on questioning and his group affiliation.
As these authors point out:

_..,.. >
j

I

11 \
. _s

The decision made in the field - whether or
not to bring the boy in ••• were based
largely on clues which emerged from the
interaction between the officer and the
youth, cues from which the officer
inferred the youth's character. These
clues included the youth~s group affiliations, age, race, grooming, dress~ and
demeanour. Older juveniles, members of
known delinquent gangs> Negroes, youths with
well-oiled hair 1 black jackets, and soiled
denims or jeans (the presumed uniform of
11
tough 11 boys) 9 and boys who in their inter.action with officers did not manifest what
were considered to be appropriate signs of
respect tended to receive more serious dispositions" (PPo 323-324)
, More explicitly, with reference to how the police assessed
the demeanour of juveniles, Piliavin and Briar noted that
the juveniles who appeared to be contrite about their
infractions, respectful to officers, and fearful of the
sanctions that might be used against them, tended to be
viewed as basically law-abiding (p. 324).
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However, in contrastf offenders who appeared

11

fractious,

obdurate or who appeared nonchalant in their encounter
i -

with police were likely to be viewed as 'would-be•toughguys r (po 324) who fully deserved tthe severest sanctions rn

(p. 324).

Piliavin and Briar also pointed out the

frequent encounters with the police, particularly those
invol vin.g youths innocent of w-r·ongdoing can produce

increased hostility towards the po]ice on the part of

these youthso
Other researchers such as Bagley and Mendelsohn (1969);
1
.
("'96"")
,-.,i.a.ve a 1 so pre:.. .)7 ) ; -,r
her t·n.man
arw• p·1·
1 1av1.n
.1..
,
Banton (]..0]

sent~d evidence which can be interpreted as supporting
the negative attitude V8 bojs were observed to demonstrate
towards the police.
,7'•

Bagley and Mendelsohn concluded that the character of
contact minority groups had with the police had a profound
effect on their attitude and behaviour towards the police.
Banton found that many of the criticisms levelled at the
police centred upon the manner in which policemen behaved
towards minority groups.

In their interviews with gang

boys in San Franciscoj Werthman and Piliavin found that
;r ••

the views

police and gang boys held of each other were

formed in the more "pointed circumscribed encounters, such
as stops, searchesr and trips to the station" (p~ 36).
The Court
We'll go down in a blaze of glorye The
screws'll 'ave to fight to put us away.
VS boy, October 1973.
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The sense of conflict which VB boys experienced
with police during their street encciunters was also
apparent when VB boys appeared in court (see Figure 27).
For the VB boy, appearing in court was not only th&
inevitable consequence of being a member of the V8 group,
but further evidence that the police were endeavouring
to "break up" their group.

A typical viewpoint was expres-

sed as follows:
The cops have told us that they are out to
break up our group. They're gonna get us
on anything they can to stop us kickin'
around together. That's why we've bin
charged. But bugger it, we're gonna fight
them buggers.
October 1973.
V8 boys saw the courtroom as a battleground featuring
their group against the police.

The courtroom scene

appeared to be dominated by confrontation between these

I,:,-

,--,·~

,.:"4

,
\

\

two groups.

The pattern of confrontation in the Brighton

court case appeared typical:
The magistrate had ordered a 30 minute
recess. The sergeant standing at the front
of the court shouted, "Court will rise", and.
the magistrate, clutching some legal books,
left through a door being opened for him by
another policeman.
About 20 VS boys, some girls, and an
assortment of other people such as reporters,
policemen~ lawyers and probation officers
spilled out into the corridor at the back of
the gallery.
The VS boys stood around in their group,
lighting cigarettes and whispering amongst
themselves while further down the corridor
the police and their witnesses stood huddled
around in another group. Standing among the
V8 boys, I overheard comments such as: "Fuckt
I hope I've said nothin' in me statement
·about that bottle: can't let the cunts (the
police] find out about that 11 ; "They won't get
us, I'm not tellin' them nothin' 11 ; "Yuh can
see they're out to get us. See the way that
sergeant looks at us".

r
(,

•
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FIGURE

27;

The Magistrate's

Court
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As I stood there listening to the boys~
conversation, two policemen who looked to be
in their early twenties, started to push
past some of the VB boys in an effort to
enter the gallery. As they pushed past, one
of the policemen turned to Alan [one of the
VB boys who had been charged with assault] :
and -said, "You'll get six months for this,
and the rest of you will get three. That'll
be the end of your gang then~ eh!."
This statement was met with instantaneous
cries of, "Stuff you!"; "You've got nothin' on
us!"; 0 You've still gotta prove it!" from the
V8 boys.
As the policemen disappeared through the
door, I overheard one member comment, "Smart
Alec bloody cop. He said the same when he
charged me with assault. He told me that they
were gonna 'ave all of us out of the way in
the next few months •••• There's no way that'l!
happen. They won't get us 11 •
August 1973.

Generally VB boys perceived the court in thig manner.
From their standpoint the police had to prove that they
had committed a certain offence and in most instances:;
group members attempted to make proof more difficult by
being uncooperative when the police interviewed them.
These members explained thi~ uncooperative behaviour in
,;,;. 'N

terms of their mistrust of police intentions. It was a
_,

commonly held belief that police would "twist things

I

around":
>

Yuh gotta be real careful with cops 'cause
they can twist things around. They try to
trip yuh up when they take a statement from
yuh. The best thing is to shut up and tell
'em as little as possible otherwise yuh can
hang yourself on your own words.
August 1973.
Several of the statements which VB boys made to the
police at the police station reflected an uncooperative
attitude.

For examplep one member in particular, replied

to nearly every question put to him by the police at the
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police station with the statement, "I'm not tellin' yuh
nothin 11 \

while another member stated, "You' 11 get

-r

nothin' out of me".

The group members who had adopted

this approach claimed they did so because they had been
T

"conned" by the police when they had 1nade previous statements.

This point is illustrated in the following

quotations in which group members reflect on theii
previous experiences of police interviews:

, -,

t

+'.y

I never tell screws nothin' now 'cause I've
bin conned by those buggers before thattis wh%
Yuh know, I can remember ages ago when I had
me first interview with the screws. I was
so scared I told 'em everything 1 thinkin'
they'd let me off I suppose, but they used all
Jid told 'em against me. Fuck that, now lfve
learnt to shut up.
August 1973.
Cops are tricky, like they try to catch you
out when you're answering questions - see if
they can make yuh slip up in yuh story. Yuh

I

say one thing and they say,
} '~ ,:7

'

'Well bc1ck here

yuh say yuh didn't go to the Octagon 'till
seven o'clock. Now how do yuh explain that?'
October. 1973.
Several members viewed police questioning as a means
to breaking up their group.

According to these boys, the

police tried to make out that they had ninformed", or in
V8 argott "topped" on their mates:

.r''

- ;_,_
I
,._

'

Cops try and get yuh to top on yuh mates.
They go all nice and polite, give yuh a
cigarette and say, 1 Tell us who was there
and we'll treat you okay'. That's only
'cause they want yuh to top on the others.
Then they go to.the other joker and sayp
'You told 'em what everyone was doin'!
September 1973.
The police did appear to "conn VS boys into informing
on theh· friends

Among VS boys, a police informer wa.s known

e

as a "cop topper 11

6

At the commencement of the Brighton court
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case,
,,

&

younger member was heard to be cooperating with

the police:

·r
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There was a stunned silence in the
gallery as the prosecuting sergeant read
out this VB boy's statement made to the
police. VS boys, who, until now had been
slouching in their seats, sat bolt upright
on hearing the mention of their names and
a detailed description of their activities
on the day the surfie was assaulted; eyes
moved rapidly around the room almost in
disbelief at what they had heard. One of
the VS boys sitting next to me, turned to
group members sitting behind him and said,
"Christ, that bugger has topped on the lotta
us, the dirty cop topper~.
As the sergeant continued to read out
this statement, several members were
observed to get up and leave the gallery.
The cop topper they were referring to, sat
in the dock looking subdued, his head partly
supported by his hands. When the statement
had finished being read out, he was dismissed from the dock and told to go back to his
seat. On his dismissal he walked nervously
back to the gallery. However there was not
enough room to sit down because when the
other VS boys saw him coming, they started to
take up more space on the wooden form; some
spreading their elbows and legs in order to
take up more space, while others slouched.
He had little alternative but to stand there
looking conspicuous and embarrassed. His eyes
refused to meet the stares of the other boys,
but he could not help hearing Don say, 11 Yuh
can piss off now~ you cop topper".
With this
comment, I saw him leave quietly through the
door at the back of the gallery. The other
boys were raising their eyebrows and speaking
to each other in intimate stage whispers.
August 1973.

In the court session the following day, howeverj the
same member was observed to show a different attitude when
he was called again to give evidence:

Many of the VB boys who were sitting in
the gallery were cupping their hands around
their mouths in an effort to hide their
sniggers and laughter. Smithy, the member
who had cooperated with the police yesterday,
_giving them information about the activity
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of other group members, had changed his
approach to the police drastically. Yesterday he had cowered and appeared very sorry
for himself, but now he stood in the dock
and faced the police prosecutor in a defiant
manner.
';,

The police prosecutor's face was flushed,
and his voice sounded intense. 11 Well, 11 he
said aggressively, "Is this, or is this not
your statement?"
Smithy paused then said in slightly
cynical overtones, "Dunno, can't see it from
here"ff

,,,)-

The police prosecutor looked even more
exasperatedi nodded to the duty sergeant
standing by the door and said~ "Take this
statement to him please sergeant".
The sergeant did as requested. Smithy
took the statement in his left hand and looked
-at it in an uninterested manner.
"Well f 11 said the prosecuting sergeant~
a1 11 ask you again. Is this a true report of
the interview that took place between yourself
and Constable Crombie?"
1

Smithy cast his eyes down to the statement
in his hand and then back to the prosecutor and
stated, "Dunno, I haven't read it"~
r'".:,,

'

1 ,~)

./

The police prosecutor looked as if he
wanted to stamp up and down on the floor with
rage and he yelled, "It's got your signature
on it hasn't it? 11
The magistrate intervened then, saying 1
"Let him read the statement~ sergeant 11
0

Smithy read the statementp but slowly,
even stopping once to take out his handkerchief
and blow his nose loudly. The gallery was
packed with VB boys obviously enjoying this performance. They nudged one another, and had large
grins all over their faces. When he had
finished reading his statement~ Smithy nodded,
and the police prosecutor began again.
"Is this a true account of what transpired
at Brighton on Sunday?" he inquired.
Smithy answe1·ed with a loud, "No! It's all
a pack of lies. You screws forced me into
sayin' it allo!f This comment released a burst
of uncontrolled laughter from several of the V8
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boys sitting in the gallery. The duty officer
bellowed out~ "Silencel"~ while the magistrate
also warned the boys that he could char~e
them with contempt of court.
Smithy kept insisting that the screws
had forced him into giving this statement .
and was eventually declared a hostile witness~ 4
After the court case the boys went to
the Victoria Hotel and I was able to capture
some of the group reaction to Smithy's performance in court. Smithy was being shouted drinks
and praised by the boys. Typical comments were~

,J

"Shit you were a hard man trea tin'· that
sergeant like that. Jesus, he was so pissed off
I thought he was going to explode like a volcano."

Hell, we nearly cracked up when you blew
your nose so bloody loudly. You made the screws
look stupid man."
11

:,

l

"The cops never got much out of Smithy, eh?
They'll never break us up. No wayo Shit$ that's
destroyed their evidence aint it."

,,.J'

,,.:J

August 1973.

Later in the evening, I was able to find out why
t:he group had accepted Smithy back into the group.

One

core member explained:
Smithy didn't know what cops were like yuh
see, that was his first experience with 1 cm.
Cops corner yuh and make yuh say things yuh
don 1 t mean •••• Smithy told us that's what
happened to him so last night we told him,
'Buy two dozen of piss and change your statement and yuh back in with the boys'.
August 1973.

Not surprisinglyf then, given the point of view that
the police were "out to get them", V8 boys attempted to

r

I'

~>

}

avoid being "conned" by police by getting together and

attempting to agree Upon a suitable interpretation about

~

'

"what happened".

A~,suitable interpretation was one which

---·~-~-----·----·----·-·---·-,-------~
4

For legal definition of the term "hostile witness" see
Appendix C.

the boys thought would protect members of the group from
being convicted.

For example, with respect to the Green

Island incident (discussed in chapter six) although the
boys went out to Green Island with the explicit purpose
of "paying the Green Island boys back" for an injustice
_)

committed against the V8 group, in their statements, V8
boys claimed they had gone~to Green Island to go to the
Sunday=night pictures.

Similarly, during the "George

Street 11 court appearances, members ,,.rere observed to try

and "cover up" for other group members either by saying
they did not kn:ow who were in the cars when they made their
way to the student flat, or denying another member's part

.

;

in the incident.

For example, during a lunch-time pub

session in the course of the uGeorge Street" court case, I
heard the following conversation:

_-,

"Ah shit," sighed Bruce, "I've gotta
get up in the boxS this afternoon." Looking
at Malcolm, sitting opposite, he said, 11 I 1 m
gonna say you were drunk and flaked out in
the back of the car and knew nothin' about
what was goint on 11 •
"For fucks sake," replied Malcolm
angrily, "Don't say that 9 just say yuh didntt
see me throwin' any bottles" •

..... _.,.

"Yeah, but yuh bloody well did yuh
buggertt said Bruce in a light-hearted manner.

>-

Malcolm smiled and said, "But I'm not
tellin' 'em that. They'll put me away. Just
say yuh didn't see me 11 •

?-

!

"Yeah, s'pose that's the easiest way,"
replied Bruce in a compromising manner.
"I never saw yuh did I!"
October 1973.

------·~-------------5

The boys normally used the term "in the box" whenever
they had to appear in the witness box.
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During court sessions, V8 boys attempted to perpetuate a state of conflict with the police.

When in

court, VB boys stared at the police and walked back from
)' >·

the dock in a way which appeared especially designed to
provoke the police.

This occurred in the following way.

When walking up to the dock, VB boys would look sorry
for themselves.

...

However, when returning from the dock

they usually walked back winking and grinning at their
friends in the gallery, but turning up their noses and

•-.:.>

>

sneering at any policeman at the back of the court:
Alan was called to give evidence. He rose
slowly and walked towards the dock. On his
way up to the dock I noticed he looked
"sorry for himself". It was as if he was
saying, "I'm sorryt I'm really guilty, but
I'm not really tha_t bad". However, when
dismissed, he, like the other boys, walked
back with a big grin spread all over his
face and sneered at a policeman who stood
at the back of the gallery.
October l973e
When VB boys were being held in custody in the
Dunedin Police gaol, they used and provoked this common
hatred of the police to boost their own morale:

).

;

,...,

I walked across the brick courtyard
and up to the large blue door which had a
sign written in large black letters,
"DUNEDIN POLICE GAOL. Visiting hours 2.002.45 p.m. Wed. and Sat." I opened the door
quietly and walked into a small reception
room. Two youths, probably aged 17, two
girls, probably about 14 and a woman, who
appeared to be in her forties, sat on a
wooden form on the right hand side of the
room. No one spoke. Faces were looking at
the ground. The woman coughed nervously as
I entered, while one of the youths puffed on
a cigarette.
I looked to my left and saw a large
"GAOLER" sign which was placed above a small
peek hole in the wall. The gaoler was a
grey-haired policeman. He sat by a typewriter.
A large bundle of keys hung from his belt.
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As I looked through the peek-hole he turned
casually in his chair and said, 71 Yes, what
can I do for you?"

,7·

I gave him the names of two of the
boys and asked permission to see them~ He
seemed to be a bit doubtful at first.
because he looked at me~ looked at t~e
visitors' book and said firmly, "Are you
related to any of them?"
I replied that I was not related. He
paused momentarily and saidr "We11, you're
not really allowed to see them unless you're
a relativei but I suppose it!s all right.
You'd better give me those cigarettes you've
got, I presume they are for your friends."
I said they were 1 and handed them across the
counter. 0 Right," he replied. "1 1 11 see what
I can do. Go through that door."

}

1

/

.

I opened the door into the cell block
which was a long corridor divided in two by a
wall made of wire mesh. I leant against the
cold concrete wall and waited as the gaoler
disappeared into a small room further down
the corridor. From where I stood I coultl see
other inmates dressed in blue jackets standing
on the opposite side of the wall, whispering
to people on the other side.
About a minute later. Alan and Mike
appeared. They looked ti~ed 1 but nevertheless
pleased to see me. I explained I had left some
cigarettes with the gaoler and Mike interjected~
"Shit hot, we're short in here. You didn't
bring no chocolate did yuh'? 11
"No, do you want some?" I said.

').. .>-

j

Nuh, just jokin' 11 replied Mikej "that
screw likes chocolate so we wouldn't get it if
yuh brought some. 11
11

Alan pulled out a packet of cigarettes,
asked me if I wanted one, and without waiting
for my reply, he lit one and pushed it to me
through the wire mesh. As I stood there, Alan
and Mike explained that they had not been
sleeping well and felt rather depressed, as
Alan said; "It's a bit fuckin' depressin',
mattresses stink in herei but we all buck one
another up by callin' out, 'Fuck the cops! rn
"Yeah. 11 added Mike in a nervous staccato
type mannere "That keeps us gain' eh! Fuck tern
we'll fight iem to the end"e
October 1973.
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VB boys had characteristic reactions to their court
appearances.

Throughout all the court sessions I observed~

members appeared to feel disassociated from much of court
proceedings.

Basically, the boys held the same view of

the court system as they did of the police.

VB boys

claimed the court, like the police, was out to get them
and that seldom did VS boys get a "fair go":
All them people in the court are out to
get us just 'cause we're VB's. We never
get a fair go there. If they prove yousre
a V8 boy yuh guilty right away as far as
they're concerned.
May 1974.
In general, VB boys perceived their court room
experiences in this fatalistic manner.

They thought of

themselves as the underdogs in that they would probably be
disbelieved even when they told the truth.

Among V8 boys,

it was a commonly held belief that a magistrate would

always believe a policeman and disbelieve a V8 boy:
Magistrates always believe cops and never
believe us even when yuh tell 'em exactly
what happened •••• Even when yuh tellint
the truth, yuh can see 'em lookin' at yuh
and sayin' to themselves, 'I don't believe
you sonny' ••• but'a cop can get up and lie
through his teeth and be believed.
November 1973.
VB boys thought that magistrates, like the policet
were attempting to

11

brand 11 them as ubad buggers".

Several

boys were overheard to express the feeling that because
.)

of their previous court appearances, a magistrate "had it
in for 'em 11 :
I've never got a chance at court. Old Jones
[magistrate] has got it in for mee He's got
my court record and he knows my face. Last
time I went up in front of him, he warned me
that next time I'd go away. I probably will,
•
•
£ or me.
11e t s got 1t
in
March 1974.

....

_
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Magistrates brand yuh the same as cops. As
soon as they see yuh name yuh can bloody well
guarantee you're a gonna. Once yuh go to
court, they've got yuh, they•11 always think
of yuh as guilty.
March 1974.
VB boys were observed to experience problems in
understanding the complexities of legal procedure~
Frequent criticism was levelled at the use of legal language, which from the boys' point of view, appeared to be
designed to confuse them.

A fairly typical example of

this was stated as follows:
Jesus, it's bloody ridiculous~ We haven't
a fuckin' idea what 1 s goin' on round the
place [the court].~ •• Everyone's talkin'
big talk like section 49 this and that.e,
they might understand what theytre sayin 1 but
I don't •••• It gets yuh wild after a while,
1
cause it's vou they're talkin 1 about and
you hardly htve an idea what's happenin' ... ~
least they can do is talk fuckin' English.
June 1974.
In addition, VB boys expressed feelings of powerlessness, when they went to court.

This powerlessness seemed

to derive from the formality of court proceedings which
did not usually permit an individual to defend and explain
his own actions except through a defence lawyer.

This

sense of powerlessness experienced by members is evident
in the following comments:

1-"

Really, court sorta got nothin; to do with
· t u. Yuh sit there and listen to eveTyone
e se like the lawyers and that talk about
yuh as if yuh weren 1 t even fuckin 1 well
there •••• Yuh can't just jump up and say
someone's talkin' shit, so yuh just sit
there and go to sleep sorta thing.
September 1973$

1

We might as well be allowed to go on the
piss when court is on. We're not wanted there
really. Why the fuck should we sit there and
be expected to listen to all that crap about
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us?. They could run that bloody outfit without us.
July 1974.
,~

'

Not surprisingly 1 given these feelings of powerlessness, most V8 boys characterized their courtroom
experience as boring:
Christ gotta go back to court. Jesus this
case [George Street] is draggin' on and on •.
Christ, a man gets bored to fuck sittin'
there day after day with nothin' to do.
October 1973.
Several members admitted to "day~dreaming" when
attending court:
Fuck I nearly went to sleep this morning.
Jesus, those cunts [prosecution and defence
counsel] go on. I could hear 'em raving on
and ravin 1 on in the back of me mind. I was
thinkin' about rooting that little grouse
bird that brings in the messages for that
big fat CGp.
July 1974.
See bloody Alan's face this morning. His
h~ad was gettin' lower and lower. We thought
he was gain' to fall off his chair. Old
Peter pokes him and Alan says, •why did yuh
wake me up yuh cunt. I was dreamin' about
gettin' into the piss tonight!',
May 1974.

_j-

While VS boys appeared confused and uninterested in
the complexities of the legal debatetthat took place
between prosecution and defence counsel~they were observed
to be attentive when the magistrate or judge summed up

the evidence that had been presented.

For VB boys, a

summing·;up was regarded as important because it was here

they were able to receive some indication about whether
they were going to be found guilty or innocent:
Jesus~ it used to be funny lookin 1 at all
the boys in court. Everyone would be half
asleep and then when yuh hear the beak
[magistrate] start summin'-upr. everyone's
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all fuckin' ears •••• That 1 s what we came
here for in the first place and that's what
yuh wanna find out, 'Will yuh get off or
are yuh a gonna'.
July 1974.

I

Yuh only wanna know if yuh gonna get off at
court. All the rest of the ravin' on is just
shit stuff. A joker wants to find out what's
gonna happen to him, thatts all.

r-r

i-~

1- _;~

t

October 1973.

I::,
!'

\ ....

However, most boys tended to feel pessimistic about
getting off.

Consistent with their fatalistic outlook

towards their court appearances, most VB boys believed
it was only the exceptionally lucky person who "got off".
Not surprisingly, some me1;1bers were observed. to mentally

prepare themselves for the consequences of being found
guilty.

Some members seemed to accept that they were

"gonnas":
I'm a gonna.

I'll probably get D.C. I
I'll
probably be out in two months on good
behaviour.
October 1973.
dontt suppose it will be too bad.

- I

>

\

Things are goin 1 bad. I don't think I'll
get a fine. I'll most likely get P.D. The
lawyer reckons that too. Anyway, the rest
of the boys say the meals at P.De are shit
hot.
October 1973.
Being sentenced was a traumatic experience for most

VB boys and most claimed to have experienced feelings of
"numbness" or shock, when sentenced.

This

the case if a custodial sentence was given.

l-Jas

especia.lly

One member

recalled his being sentenced to Borstal in these terms:
Me whole life sorta ran in front of me.
It was as if I was havin' a dream. It
suddenly struck me, shit, me freedom, I'm
off to Borstal. Like I thought I'd go to
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Borstal, but fuck when it came to the crunch
I just felt numb all over.
r
March 1974e
Yet, some of the group saw a custodial sentenc~ as
-;_,.:,

I
(

.

•.,...._

a sign of their toughness and status in the eyes of other
VB boys.

One boy, who was sen~enced to gaol for three

months on a charge of unlawful assembly, recalled his
being sentenced in this manner:
I felt shit hot. I knew all the boys would
be thinkin', wow, three months inside, shit
toughie sorta thing. I knew they'd be
lookint up to me and that made rae feel
really big.
.June 1974.

)

Similarly, another member thought of his belng sentenced to gaol in terms of proof of his self-image:
When I was sent away I felt rrd proved
meself to meself. It seemed to be the way
I thought of meself, like I thought of meself
as being different. Not everyone's been
inside yuh know.
March 1974.
When being sentenced, some VS boys were observed to
act in such a way as to give both outsiders and rither
group members the impression that they were tough.

This

was achieved by way of a behavioural quality and stance
I

\

VS boys referred to as "cool 11 •
? •

Unlike Lipton (1960~ p. 315)

who defined cool as being "anything that sends you", V8
boys used the term largely to denote a person's ability to

}

'V

keep composed under threatening circumstances.

A court

sentence was thought of as a threatening situation by VS
boys.

Although the loss of freedom which followed a gaol

sentence was usually thought of as "traumatic" 9 a V8 boy
knew that to look visibly upset when being sentenced would
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be viewed by his fellow group members as a sign of weakness.

In contrast, to ict cool when being sentenced was

taken to be a sign of emotional toughness:

;·

\,

'

This afternoon the gallery of the
Magistrate's Court was crowded and for those
unable to obtain a seat it was a case of
standing room only. A variety of people
attended: policemen who had been involved
with the trial; a collection of welldressed people who had given evidence for
the prosecution; and several other
t1in.terested 11 members of the public. I stood
at the front of the gallery with about 16 VB
boys and several girls. We all waited
expectantly for the magistrate to speak.
Don stood in the dock in a slovenly
manner; his shoulders slouched over to one
side and his hands resting casually on his
hips. His stance was as if to say, "You can
do anything to me, I don't give a damn".
The magistrate arranged the papers on his
desk and began speaking in a slow, deliberate
manner. After a lengthy introduction in which
he lamented Don's past record, he stated, "You
are now 20 and you have a list of previous
offences which suggests that you are intent on
leading an irresponsible life''. He then paused
and announced in a voice that was boldly
drama.tic, "Well, your conduct will not be
tolerated. You are sentenced to six months
imprisonment and, on your release, placed on
probation for one year. Stand down~u
This announcement was met with stony
silenceo Shocked looks passed between the boys
and one of the girls gasped~ "Sixp Oh no!"

'\,,
.>

,.

1.

However, Don's posture appeared immobile~
It was·as if he had not heard the magistrate.
As he was led down from the dock by a burly
police constable, a thin wry grin formed on his
lips, and he sneered contemptuously at the
police standing in the gallery.
The V8 boys were impressed by Don's performance and reported it later in terms such
as, nMan you shoulda seen Don, eh, he's a
tough bugger. They couldn't break him, eh!
He just stood there as if he couldntt have
given a fuck, eh!"
October 19736
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However, an intimate conversation with Don after
his release from prison revealed a different dimension
to his-toughness:
11

I10w did you feel up in the dock'?" I

asked.
"Jesus, I was shakin' like a lea.£, me
hands were really sweatinv •o• when I heard
six months I sorta went numb."
uwell, that's quite a different impression from what I got. I thought you couldn't
have given a stuff about it."

"Yeah, well you've gotta be like that
cause yuh know you're being watched, by
yuh mates and everyone."

. _,.;()

1

' }
'"
V

"How do you mean?"

'"Wellt they're watchinr yuh so yuh gotta
act tough. Yuh couldn't cryp although shit
yuh really feel like it 'cause it's a pretty
big thing to go to prison, so yuh just gotta
put it on for everyone. I could hear the
magistrate gain' on about anti-social behaviour
or somethin' but I was shitting meself so much
I didn't even hear.~··" He paused, then continued, "Mind you, I don't let that on to many
people, like I don't tell 'em I was shitting
meself".
July 1974.

,:1

iI

"

~'

i,.

In a similar manner, some boys attempted to control

-,..,u

!

'I:r

the impression that they wanted other group members and
the police to have of them by acting in a way they knew
to be incongruous with the seriousness of the courtroom

_J
t {

situationo

One member admitted to putting on a flippant

act:

I

When I got into trouble with the cops and
that and had to appear in court, I'd put
on a flippant act. Sorta be all lighthearted about everythin' and real casuallike, act as if I couldn't give a stuff. I'd be worried deep down but try and hide
it by bein' all flippant and casual.
July 1974.

f

Behaviour similar to the flippant act described

I

I
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above was also evident when, as noted earlier in the
chapter~ Smithy was called again to the dock to give
evidencee

In this particular example, Smithy's loud

nose-blowing, slovenly posture while in the dock, and
uninterested reading of his statement appeared to be
designed to foster an impression of defiance and light·.\

heartednesss· in contrast to the serious attitude and
demeanour of court officials and the policeo
The above section has described the ~ajor ways _in which
the VB boys perceived their courtroom experiences.

In

this respect, it was shown that VB boys vie~ed the court
in terms of a battleground which featured their group
against the police.

Thus, members attempted to get their

stories right, be uncooperative towards, and perpetuate
a state of conflict with the police.

Moreover, it was

also shown that V8 boys tended to be apathetic and fatalistic towards the outcome of their court appearances and
that this feeling arose largely in response to their perception that the magistrate and the police were out to
D-

victimize them.

However~ it was also shown that the

apathetic reaction most VS boys displayed throughout their
court appearances tended to be a response to their perception that they were powerless to have any major effect on
I

the outcome of the court proceedings.

Furthermore, group

members were also observed to act in such a way when being
sentenced so as to give an impression of toughness to
outsiders and other group members.
Theie was much widespread evidence of concern for
one's fate whenever VB boys appeared in court, (W. B.
Miller 1962).

As has been described, VB boys appeared to

be pessimistic about "getting off 11 their court cases.

As

2'i4

one member remarked:

11

If they prove you're a V8 boy yuh

guilty r.igh t away as far as they are concerned 11 •

The V8

boys' concern with fate appears consistent with that of
Miller, who argued that many lower class individuals fear
that their lives are subject to a set of forces over
which they have relatively little control.
\

Furthermore,

in examining other research into the courtroom situation~
it would also appear appropriate to regard the feeling

of fatalism which VB boys expiessed in court as being a
realistic response to the courtroom situation.

Emerson

·,.

(1969) points out:

t

Beyond highlighting its power to sanction
and the vulnerability of the delinquent to
')

these sanctions~ the court also tries to

imnose a definition on the courtroom event
as~ 11 fateful 11 in such a way as to give the
youth the impression that his future hangs
perilously in the balance of the proceedings.
(p. 181)

When being sentenced, it was evident that V8 boys
were engaged in "impression management 11 (Goffman, 1973)
with varying degrees of success.

In this respect, the

. best example of impression management was to be found in
Don's slovenly posture and wry grin when being sentenced.
In this particular example, Don was seen to try and act
in such a way as to give the impression that he did not
,-,·

care about being sentenced to gaol for six months.

In

taking the role of other group members towards his own
behaviour, Don was able to know that to appear

11

cool 11 in

front of his fellow group members would be viewed as a
sign of his toughness.

Thus, any sign which might counter-

act this impression 1 such as hanging one's head, or
crying, was suppressed in favour of those signs which he
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knew would give the desired impression of toughness.
Moreover, in acting "cool" when being sentenced, V8 boys
appeared to be trying to maintain their "composure",
which according to Goffman (1967) referred to, "the
capacity to contemplate abrupt changes in fate - one's
own and, by extension, others' - without loss of emotional
·\

control, without becoming 'shook up'" (p. 225).

')

There have been few sociological studies of the
court~

Moreover, although, there have been some studies

which have attempted to analyse the process by which the

.

court assesses the moral character of the delinquent
(Carlen, 1975; Emerson~ 1969; Garfinkel, 1956), there
have been only a few studies which have focussed on .how
the delinquent experiences his courtroom appearances.
One of the few studies which have dealt with how
gang members experienced their court appearances was pro-

vided by Parker (1974).
.!.•

described by Parker seemed to feel victimized whenever
they appeared in court.

D

As Parker reported:

The Boys like most 'delinquent' down-town

adolescents do not accept the prosecution
process as fair. They recognise there is
an inbuilt bias in the Authority officials
against 'our kind' •• e . (p9 176)

c>

6

,I.;.

Like the VB boys~ the youths

Chapman (1968) noted that most studies of the court
have been carried out by magistrates or lawyers
beca.use the court is deemed to have a 11 majesty and
a sacred quality that places them beyond the scope
of enquiry" (p. 99).
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A similar feeling of being victimized was reported by
members of the

11

Colinwood 11

gang studied by Daniel and

McGuire (1972):
The mob believes that ••• the courts will.
always support the police word against
theirs.

This only frustrates and antagonizes

the gang when they believe that the police
are abusing the courts, and this only helps
to endorse their beliefs that the courts
themselves are biased against their type of
.

'

people.

(p. i02)

This chapter has described how the V8 boys viewed
r.

the police and the court.

Briefly, it was shown that the

VB boys viewed the police as their adversaries and behaved
towards the police in a m?nner they perceived to annoy~
harass, upset or outsmart them.
17

Similarly, the way VB

boys perceived the court was dominated by feelings of
battle between their group and the police and that while

r"'

I

VS boys did attempt to avoid detection, they were largely

:>-

£atalistic about the outcome of their court appearances.

?

i.·

.

'>

CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

This chapter is divided into three sections.

In

the first section, the findings are organized around a
series of focal concerns that emerged from the study,
namely: (1) the combined concerns of masculinity and the
search for excitement; (2) the combined concerns of
cohesion and conflict; and (3) equality.

The second

section discusses the finding that the VS group lacked a
permanent hierarchical structure of authority which was
apparent in all situations.

The chapter ends with a dis-

cussion on its limitations and its strengths together
7

with suggestions for future research.
Focal Concerns

of VS Boys

Masculinity and the Search for Excitement
A major theme that emerged from this study was the
emphasis VB boys placed on being tough.

For the VS boy,

being tough was viewed largely as a means to achieving a
masculine identity.

The concept of masculinity had five

major interrelated ingredients: (1) physical strength;
(2) independence; (3) dominance; (4) bravery; (5) endurance.
For the VB boy, physical strength was demonstrated
mainly by fighting.

Concern with physical strength was of

such importance that considerable mythology surrounded the
feats of one member who was reputed to be so strong that
he was able to lift up the front of a VS car by himself.

VB boys placed much emphasis on independence as an
indicator of masculinity.

Independence was manifested in
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the VB boy's concern to be his own master, to be responsible to no one else but himself.

This concern found the

most vivid expression in VS boys' attitudes to girls,
where it was noted that an independent image was definitely
incompatible with being dependent on a girl.
Closely associated with independence was the quality
of dominance.

Translated into the everyday world of the

VB boy, dominance was manifested by the taking of an aggressive and assertive attitude to girls and treating them as
objects of sexual conquest.
For the VS boy, bravery was demonstrated by acts of
daring such as defying cops (p. 245) and fighting a large
(.~

number of adversaries by one's self.

The display of

bravery in which one VS boy leapt out of the VS car and
began to fight several students by himself (seep. 224)
provided members with an ideal model of this quality.
Finally, endurance, or what VS boys frequently referred to as "guts" was an important ingredient in the boys'
perception of masculinity.
sustain pain.

Endurance meant ability to

In V8 argot to show endurance meant that

you could "take it".

Thus, as already noted, VS boys

viewed getting tattooed as a test to see if they could take
the pain.

As one member remarked (seep. 95):

Yuh gotta be tough when you're gettin' a
tatt; that little fuckin' needle jabbin'
in yuh skin is bloody painful and yuh
gotta be able to take it.
Similarly, one's ability to "take it" was also demonstrated in such activities as drinking beer and fighting.
In drinking beer, for example, it was important that VS
boys be able to "take the pace" (seep. 121).

As has
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already been shown, drinking beer was an integral part
of life in the VS group, and members often drank alcohol
in such large amounts and in such a short space of time
that it caused them.to vomit.

After vomitting, members

were observed to begin drinking again.

Similarly, with

fighting it ~as important that VS boys be able to "take
a few knocks without moaning" (seep. 188).
The VS_boyis desire for masculinity was intimately
related to his search for excitement.

For the VS boy,

excitement-provoking situations provided major opportunities to demonstrate the qualities of masculinity
mentioned above.
Excitement had four major characteristics.

First,

an·element of risk had to be present if a situation was
7

to be viewed by group members as offering potential
excitement.

As has already been mentioned, rather than

avoid risk, VS boys sought to place themselves in situations in which risk was an ever present ingredient.

For

example, (seep. 60) risk was intrinsic to the body and
mechanical condition of the car.

VS boys did not ensure

their own safety by, for example, repairing the brakes
properly, but made only makeshift repairs and drove these
cars fully aware that by so doing they put their lives at
risk.

As one member put it (seep. 136) ''Everyone knew

that the,brakes were a bit off and that the suspension was
fucked ••• that really made it a high ••• far better to
goin' fast in a car that's as safe as hell."
Second, the excitement-seeking in which VS boys
engaged was achieved largely by an element of surprise or
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spontaneity.

That spontaneity was essential to excite-

ment can be seen in dragging (seep. 112), which usually
arose spontaneously when VB boys found another willing
competitor.

I do not deny that VB boys did plan to seek

~xcitement, for their preparatory activities of buying
beer and "doin' the main drag" were carried out largely
with a view to activating excitement.

The point is, that

while VS boys did engage in a set of routine activities,
these activities were characterized by a minimum of planning, the major emphasis being placed on spontaneity, or
what VS boys called "playin' it by ear" (seep. 74).
Thus, when members arrived at the Octagon, for example,
they were available to take up any suggestion which looked
attractive.

From the point of view of the VS boy, to have

a rigid plan would be to deny the unpredictable and thus
lose an important ingredient of excitement.
Third, the VS boys' search for excitement was intimately bound to public places such as the Octagon and the
main streets.

As has been shown in this study, the appeal

of public places was of such overriding importance that
group members dismissed the idea of remaining in private
places such as their flats and the paddock .at Brockville
because they were too far removed from the particular type
of action that was offered by public places.
Fourth, the search for excitement was observed to
have a particular tempo.

From Monday night through to

Saturday night there was a gradual increase in the intensity
of the search for excitement which, as already noted (see
p. 107), one member described as "the high of the high".
After this ''high point", members normally sought
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recuperation from the excitement and spent their time
in preparation for the next "high point".
The deep value VB boys placed on the concerns of
masculinity and excitement can be accounted for in several
ways.

Firstly, the accent placed on qualities such as

bravery and endurance appear to be closely related to
their perceived need to face danger when engaging in their
activities.
:,

As has been noted, the world of the VS boy

was shaped by his perception of harassment and persecution
from the police and other out-groups, and in their sense
the above-mentioned qualities were mechanisms VS boys
employed in order to cope with their particular situation.
From their point of view, then, demonstrations of toughness, for example, were perceived to be an essential

;

response to the perception of harassment and persecution.
However, it was not as simple as this suggests,
because, as has been noted, VS boys actively sought action
situations which called for the need to demonstrate the
,-

qualities they perceived to be important indicators of
masculinity.

VS boys were not merely responding to life-

situations they perceived as being risky but deliberately
provoking risk in order to demonstrate their masculinity.
In this respect, it would appear that the focal concern
of toughness could have its origin in New Zealand's
working-class culture, that is, at the time the group began,
VS boys already perceived themselves as being tough, and
this self-perception influenced the way in which they
acted towards outsiders.
The finding that VS boys sought excitement in public
places has implications for a view of deviance.

Although
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several researchers (A. K. Cohen, 1956; Davidman

& Prebble,

1968; Yablonsky, 1967) have tended to view gang behaviour
as either deviant or pathological, it would appear that
viewing gang behaviour in this way tends to obscure the
similarity between gang boys and other, so-called "normal"
youths.

Mµch of the behaviour which has been described

in this report does not appear exclusive just to V8 boys
but also seems to be typical of "normal" groups in
New Zealand society.

Activites such as "goin' on the piss",

and "leerin' up", for example, seem to be characteristic
of other groups such as rugby players, students and
musicians.

Moreover, although VS boys sought excitement

in the particular way described in this study, there is
considerable evidence which suggests that excitement is,
7

l

also pursued by a variety of other people.

I,,

Klausner (1968) reports on the importance of excitement-

For example,

seeking to parachutists and mountain climbers, and Cohen
and Taylor (1976) present evidence that, not only deviants,
.)

but all people seek excitement •
However, what seems to differentiate the V8 group
from these other groups, is the fact that their activities
occurred mainly in public settings which made them vulnerable to police surveillance and action.

Although the

'\

extent to which private places offer immunity for "illegal"
behaviour has been little studied, there is, as Chapman
(1968) points out, some evidence that "the degree to which
a person's life is spent in public rather than private
places will have a quantitative effect on his liability to
break the law and be detected in breaking the law" (p. 56).
Public settings can be distinguished from private in
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a ,number of characteristics, 1 the most important being
freedom of access by police.

As Stinchombe (1963) points

out, while the police cannot enter private settings without a warrant, they can freely enter public settings.
Thus, while a private setting such as one's home can provide protection or invisibility for deviant behaviour,
public places tend to lack this protection.
The VS boys were vulnerable to police surveillance
.and action in three major ways.

First, their "rough"

>

appearance

made them highly visible to the police, who,

as has been noted (see chapter seven) appeared to expect
"troublesome" behaviour from youths who wore "rough gear".
Second, their "bugging" behaviour attracted the attention
of the police, whereas they might not have been noticed
despite their "rough appearance".

Thirdly, they met in a

public place which was patrolled frequently by the police.
Given the situation described above one can speculate
that other groups engage in behaviour similar to that
held to be typical of VS boys, but because of their lack
,.)

of visibility to the police escape the intensive surveil;,

lance received by V8 boys.
Cohesion and Conflict
In addition to the focal concerns of masculinity and
excitement just described, V8 boys were observed to place
much emphasis on the need to maintain cohesion among group
members.

1

In reality, the distinction between public and private
places is not always clear. As Cavan (1963) points out
"the areas of public places and the areas of home
territories are not always clearly differentiated in
the social world and what may be defined and used as a
public place by some may be defined and used as a home
territory by others" (p. 18).
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From the point of view of the V8 boy, maintenance of
cohesion among members was imperative for their survival
as a group, and as noted throughout this study, group
members frequently emphasized the need to "stick together".
This emphasis on cohesion was closely related to their
perception. that out-groups such as the police were "out
to get them".
of.conflict~

Herein lies the importance of the concern
Faced with what they perceived to be haras-

sment from out-groups, V8 boys stressed the need to
engage in conflict as a major means of surviving in their
environment.
For the VS boy, cohesion was achieved, not only
through such internal means as their sharing behaviour,
driving in convoy, ·and the close physical contact between
members, but also through conflict with out-groups.
Cohesion within the group was observed to fluctuate

/
·?

largely in response to the pressure of external crises.
For example, when encountering what they perceived to be
·,

persecution from the police, members were observed to
interact in a more emotional manner and repeatedly voice
·'

the need to "stick together" and be "one for all and all
for one".
Conflict within the group.

Although V8 boys viewed

fights between members as divisive, as shall be shown
later, when viewed objectively, their fights also had
unifying functions for the group.

As already noted, a

major reason for the lack of overt conflict between group
members was that VS boys viewed fighting and expressions
of hostility and antagonism toward each other as a direct
challenge to the commonly-held assumption that VS boys
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were "mates", or "all for one".

Given this assumption,

many VS boys attempted either to suppress hostility that
they might have towards a fellow member by, for example,
directing their anger toward an out-group, or to regulate potentially harmful displays of aggression within
the group by means of the "fair and square fight" (see
p. 190}.

That group members were reluctant to fight each
other was evidenced several times during my fieldwork.
Rather than fight, it was common for.VS boys to displace
aggression they perceived to be harmful to the morale of
the group onto some physical object.

In one incident,

for example, two members began quarrelling about how to
repair a carburettor of a VS car.

:

l

>
r

However, although voices

became raised, no fight eventuated.

Instead, both members

were observed to walk away from each other.

While one

kicked the door of the VS car, the other threw a beer
bottle against a rock at the side of the road.
The "fair and square" fight, then, can be viewed as
I :,

an attempt to preserve cohesion within t.he group by providing an approved outlet for hostilities which if allowed to
continue, might have threatened the continuity of the group.
I,.

This finding is consistent with Coser's (1956) proposition
concerning the need for a safety-valve institution which
"clears the air between the participants and allows resump-

I.
I

tion of their relationships" (p. 42).

I

Conflict outside the group.

While fights within the

group tended to make members feel divided amongst themselves, fights with outsiders were instrumental in promoting
cohesion amongst group members.
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Coser (1956) lists three propositions about conflict
with out-groups which are of relevance to the present
discussion.
:'

Coser argues that conflict with out-groups:

(1) increases internal cohesion (p. 87); (2) involves a
search for enemies to maintain unity (p. 110); and (3)

·\

calls for allies (p. 139).

Coser's basic theme is that

some struggle groups may search for enemies with the deliberate purpose of maintaining unity (p.110).

'I

I,

As he states,

.>

"continued conflict being a condition for survival of
....
...,

struggle groups, they must perpetually provoke it" (p. 104) •
Cohesion in the VB group was observed to fluctuate

I•··

:-}r

largely in accordance with the intensity of the perception
of an outside threat.

There was a definite periodicity to

this fluctuation, which suggests that VB boys used fights
I,

with outsiders as a means to produce feelings of cohesion
among VB boys.

I

;ft

I

1,·.
,

,.>

An analysis of the events leading up to

the VB boys' large-scale fights with out-groups (described
in chapter six) revealed a characteristic pattern.

First,

the period prior to the fight was normally characterized
by a deterioration in solidarity among group members.

For

example, during the five weeks which preceded the Green
Island incident (seep. 220) members were reported to be
arguing among themselves, and in some cases expressing
doubt about the cohesion of the group.

Second, this det-

erioration in solidarity was followed by an increase in
the group's awareness of an outside threat.

The heightened

awareness that the VB boys might be attacked tended to
restore cohesion amongst members of the group.
Coser's (1956) proposition that struggle groups may
actually "attract" enemies in order to help maintain and
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increase cohesion is applicable to the V8 group.
points are of major importance here.

Two

First, VS boys

were hostile towards out-groups, and, as was shown in
chapter six, their perception that these out-groups were
dangerous to the existence of the VS group was instrumen)

tal in making members cohesive.

Second, since conflict

with out-groups assumed such importance for the cohesion
of the V8 group, V8 boys were observed to seek out new
enemies once an original enemy had disappeared.

For

example, V8 contact with and discussion about the outgroup called "surfies" usually occurred only in summertime,
when this group was highly visible as a potential enemy.
When surfies were no longer

visible, V8 boys turned their

attention more to such out-groups as students or "spooks".
Coser's (1956 p. 148) proposition that struggle may
bring together otherwise unrelated persons and groups is
also relevant to the VS case.

When confronted with the

presence of a threat from the Green Island boys (see
p. 220) the size of the group expanded to include youths
:,

who were not intimately known to the core members.
The seeking of cohesion through conflict with outgroups had implications for the dissolution of the group.
While on the one hand conflict with out-groups such as
students and the police did enhance cohesion among members,
on the other hand it also presented problems which contributed to the demise of the group.

Two interrelated

factors stood out as being important here, namely,
problems in maintaining group morale during court appearances and problems of membership, mobility and identity
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which occurred after the Green Island court case.
Conflict with out-groups led to the appearance of
the VS boys in court and subsequently presented problems
for group morale.

While common experiences of attending

court functioned to make members feel cohesive, this
cohesion was of only a temporary nature and when subject
to the realities of a court sentence most V8 boys began
to consider it a "mug's game" to be a member of this
;,

group.
:,

As one member commented:

Bein' a V8ie is a mug's game really. The
cops have got us. We're all tryin' to stick
together, but really, the cops 'ave got yuh.
They know that deep down none of us wanna go
inside.
July 1974e
Problems of membership, mobility, and identity became
apparent after a trial which lasted three weeks, when
20 members were found guilty of unlawful assembly.

As a

result of this court appearance, the group suffered a much
depleted membership, with eight out of the core receiving
custodial sentences ranging from three to six months and
the remaining 15 receiving fines up to $250.
·,

However, in

addition to these sentences and fines, every member was
disqualified from driving for 12 months.

Loss of their

driving licences had severe implications for the continuity
of the group.

First, it meant that it was more difficult

for the VS boys to get together as a group.

Because the

members were scattered throughout different suburbs in
Dunedin, they depended on having mobility to meet together.
Second, the VS car meant more than mobility, it appeared
to be the most important symbol of identity in the formation of the group.

The identity of the V8 boy was tied so

closely to the VB car that members believed there could
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not be a VS group without the VS car.

This point of view

is summed up succinctly by one member, who, after the
Green Island court case, stated, "Our group's fucked.
Bugger me a VS group without the VS car, that's bloody
stupid".
Equality

l

A focal concern not noted by W. B. Miller (1962)
yet found to be important in the behaviour of V8 boys was
that of equality.

:>
.)

However, unlike the concerns of mascu-

linity, excitement, cohesion and conflict, which were an
overt part of the conscious world of the VS boy, concern
with equality was tacit.
For the VS boy, equality meant sameness in the sense
that V8 boys encouraged a blurring of distinctions between

r

members, the emph~sis being that the group was more
important than the individual.

The idea of sameness was

evident in the way in which members referred to one another
as "the boys".

Implicit in the use of this term were

notions of both inclusiveness and sameness.

V8 boys sel-

dom referred to one another by their first names.

For

example, instead of asking where John, Mike and Don were,
it was customary to ask, "Where are the boys?".

Under-

pinning the use of this term was the belief that, if one
..

(

was regarded as one of the boys, one was accepted as an
equal.

As one member noied:

Yuh feel shit hot when yuh hear the others
say,'Here come the rest of the boys'.
That makes yuh feel that you're all sorta
a brotherhood, that you're as good as the
others.
March 1974.
The idea of sameness was also emphasized similarly in
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appearance, behaviour and attitude among VB boys.

As

has been noted, group members appeared similar in their
"rough gear", and members who did not conform were
subject to ridicule (seep. 85).

Furthermore, group

members were constrained by the need to behave in a
tough manner and demonstrate similar attitudes towards
out-groups such as "spooks" and students.
Apart from Parker (1974) who noted among a gang
known as "The Boys" that equality of effort was highly
valued, few writers have found equality to be a concern
of central importance to gang members.

While, as has

been noted, equality was a concern of importance to VB
boys, it is necessary to be tentative when accounting
for its origin.
:;'

In one sense, the VB group's concern

with equality could be explained by cultural factors
which differentiate New Zealand society from British and
American, for a persistent theme in New Zealand society
is that of equality (see Jackson

& Harre

1969).

The VB

group's concern for equality,then, could be a particular
manifestation of this ideal.

Yet, this is not entirely

a satisfactory explanation, for Parker's (1974) study
which also noted the importance of equality, was carried
out in Britain.

In another sense, it could be that the

lack of a permanent hierarchy in the VB group might be a
manifestation of the V8 boy's concern with equality.
Lack of a Permanent Hierarchy
A major finding which emerged from this study was
the absence of a permanent hierarchical structure of
authority which was apparent in all situations (cf.Whyte).
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The VS group did have leadership, 1 but this was situational and relative to a particular activity being
undertaken.

Thus, leadership in the VS group was not

the sole prerogative of one member (unlike the situation
involving Doc in the Norton Street Gang) but changed as

,J

I'

the gang changed activity from, for example, fighting
out-groups to "pickin' up sluts".
I

While in the former

situation the individual known as the "goer" would
normally initiate action, in the latter the "stickman"
would assume leadership.
In order to understand the situational leadership
of the V8 group it is necessary to outline the major
signs of status that were apparent in the group.

V&

boys won status by demonstrating skill in the following
)

7

ac ti vi ties: (1) driving VS cars; ( 2) "pickin' up" and
"rooting" girls as expressed in the term "stickman"; (3)
demonstrating ability to drink large quantities of
alcohol; and (4) fighting, manifested in the term "goer",
which referred to one's ability to show bravery and
viciousness when fighting out-groups.

However, while

there was status differentiation within the group, the
status roles were not arranged hierarchically, but horizontally.

That is, VS boys did not rank the "stickman"

higher than the "goer", for example.
,_\

1

For the purpose of this discussion, leadership refers
to "the frequency with which an individual in a group
may be identified as one who influences or directs
the behaviour of others within the group" (McDavid &
Harari, 1968, p. 348).
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The situational style of leadership typical of
the VS group can be made clearer with specific examples.
The description of how VS boys found parties provides a
vivid illustration (se~ p~ 126-128).

This particular

example can be divided into four major phases, with
leadership_ within each phase being carried out by different
VS boys.

'l

In phase one, Alan, John, Chris, Peter, and myself
::.

were sitting in the Victoria Hotel and drinking our beer.
Although everyone seemed bored, it was not until Chris
said:

,;

Christ, this place is DEAD. Let's go to the
Octagon and find out what's happening. Someone's bound to know of a party we can go to,
that the rest of the boys decided to leave.
f

;

In this

particular phase, then, Chris was the leader, since he
7

was able to influence the other members of the group to
carry out his suggestion.
In phase two, the boys arrived in the Octagon and met
up with Malcolm, Bruce, Don, and Richard in the '55.
While in the previous phase Chris had assumed leadership,
leadership was carried out now by Peter, who asked the
boys in the

1

55 what was happening that night, and Malcolm

suggested that he knew of a party to which he could gain
entry.
Phase three was characterized by discussion between
Peter and the rest of the boys in the '56 V8.

Here Peter

asked if the other boys wanted to go to this party, to
which Alan replied that they "might as well".
Pha~e four.

Since Malcolm knew the location of the

party, he now assumed leadership by leading the group to
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the party and acting as spokesman for the other VS boys.
A further example of the situational style of
leadership that characterized the VS group can be found
in the description given of "pickin' up sluts" (see
pp. 162-165).
¥

I

This example featured four VS boys, namely:

Don, Bruce, Alan, and Malcolm.

While Bruce had assumed

no leadership role in the example quoted previously, in
this particular case he was observed to assume leader-

f'

>

ship.

Bruce spotted the "sluts" (p. 164) and suggested

the boys "pick them up".

Because the other boys considered

that he was "good with the words", he was encouraged to
')

initiate conversation with the girls.
In addition to being situationally specific,leadership in the VS group was dependent to a large extent on
the "mood" of the members.

VS boys were observed to

follow suggestions made by another only insofar as the
suggestions appealed to the majority of members.

The fol-

lowing example features a VS boy named Chris, who was
able to influence 16 VS boys to prepare to fight a group
of outsiders:
Chris came running up the corridor of
the boys' flat breathlessly. Upon reaching
the kitchen, where 16 of the boys were
standing around and drinking beer, he paused
momentarily as if to catch his breath, then
yelled in an excited and aggressive manner,
"Come on youse jokers, some buggers up in
Forth Street called us VS scum. Let's go up
there and give 'em a fight".

If.

,I

None of the boys appeared eager to follow
Chris's suggestion. Most kept on drinking
their beer and talking as if he had not been
there, while a few others just raised their
eyebrows in a nonchalant manner.
"Shit come on youse jokers," Chris
yelled again, adding, "There won't be a fight.
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We'll just get enough jokers in the cars
to make a show of strength that's all!"
However, even with the above qualification none of the boys appeared to
tak~ any notice of Chris's suggestion.
They seemed keener to carry on drinking
beer and talking about VS cars.

i >
I,
.>

r

I

'T
,.

:

.,

,

I

I',
1' )
f;' '

Chris stood for a moment looking
exasperated, then, turned and ran down the
corridor and out to the '56, which was
parked on the street. There was a thunderous roar and a squeal of tyres against the
bitumen as the '56 accelerated up the road.
Yet the boys kept drinking as if nothing
had hhppened. No one appeared to express
any opinion as to whether they ought, or
ought not to go down to Forth Street. I
kept on drinking beer and listening to the
discussion about VS cars.
Approximately half an hour later, I
heard the characteristic sound of the '56
returning to the flat. Chris ran up the
corridor again. Outside, one of the boys
was revving up the motor of the '56 in
eager anticipation. Chris repeated his
request, "Come on youse jokers, let's go!
We'll just give 'em a show of strength."
The boys seemed a little keener this
time, and I think Chris sensed this, for
he didn't rush back out to the car but
stayed in the room. Several group members
began asking for details about who had
called them VS scum, while others began
drinking their beer very quickly and
muttering phrases such as "Fuck.them cunts"
and "Who do the fuck do they think they are!"
The events which followed happened so
quickly I was caught partially unaware.
Suddenly, with no overt signal from Chris,
the whole group rushed excitedly out of the
kitchen and down the passage to the cars
outside, yelling, "Fuck those cunts. Let's
fuckin' well give 'em the fright of their
lives." I was pulled along with the group
and in a matter of seconds found myself
crammed in the '56 and on my way to Forth
Street.
Fortunately, the people who abused the
VS boys were not to be found, and the boys
drove back to the flat convinced that these
people had "taken fright".
In the early hours of that morning after
the excitement had calmed down, I was able to
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q~estion four of the boys about the evening's
events. I began by saying that I couldn't
help noticing that everyone seemed to ignore
Chris when he came in first with the news
about "those jokers at Forth Street".
"Yeah," volunteered Alan, "Well no one
felt in the mood for a scrap or anything then."
-j

"How do you mean?"

I asked.

"Well, it's just that if someone suggests
somethin' yuh don't go followin' him blindly.
If yuh don't feel in the mood,yuh think1 fuck
it."
"That's right," qualified Maurice. "Yuh
see no one can force us. It's gotta be what
everyone wants not just one joker. No one can
order us around unless we wanna be, yuh see."
November 1973.
Three features of Chris's interaction with the other
VS boys appear important.

Firstly, although Chris had a

reputation for being a "goer", he was not able to command
other members to act immediately.

Secondly, his sugges-

tion seemed to require the approval of group members
before it was acted upon.

Thirdly, when the group acted

it was difficult to identify leaders.
/

'During my fieldwork, I did not observe any situations
where one group member was able to order another to carry
out a particular action.

Rather, the situation discussed

above appeared to be typical.

Thus, for a group member

~o be successful in influencing others, it was important
that. he be able to capture the "mood" of the group

e

There has been a variety of leadership patterns evident in delinquent gangs.

For example, on the one hand

a researcher such as Keiser (1972) describes gangs with
a permanent hierarchy of command and complicated role
differentiation; that is, members were chosen to "occupy
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an institutionalized role, i.e. president, vice-president,
supreme war councillor etc." (p. 200).

On the other hand,

Daniel and McGuire (1972) claim that the "Collinwood"
gang

had "no authority structure or defined leadership"

(p. 33) and Willmott (1966) describes a gang which hid
neither definite leaders nor hierarchical structure.
The particular style of leadership found to exist
in the VB group appears similar to the "organic" form
described by Burns and Stalker (1961).

According to these

authors organic systems are not hierarchic, and authority
"is taken by whoever shows himself most informed and
capable" (p. 122).

These characteristics would appear to

be consistent with the leadership examples held to be
typical of the VB group where it was shown that leadership
was normally assumed by those VB boys who had particular
information, (as in the example of finding parties) or
demonstrated ability at a task, (as in the example of
"pickin' up sluts").
The style of leadership found in the VB group con-

1

trasts sharply with that found in some other gangs.

Some

researchers have described gangs with a single dictatorial
leader whose influence over other members rested on his
;,.

ability to terrify his followers.
,.,\

Most notable here is

the description given by Patrick (1973):
Prowess in violence - spontaneous, irrational,
unprovoked violence - marked out the leader
and at the same time served to terrify his
followers •••• In this respect the popular
conception of the gang leader is correct: fear
of sheer brute force, not influence, controlled
the gang. (p. 1 7B)
The situational style of leadership in the VB group is
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also in major contrast to the pattern described by Whyte
(1943) in Street Corner Society.

In contrast to the ever-

changing situational leadership in the VS group, Whyte
presents graphic, structural diagrams illustrating a
permanent hierarchy of command.

Doc, the leader, was at

the top of the hierarchy and influenced all other members;
two other boys, known as lieutenants, split the membership with their influence.

Although Whyte's diagrams are

complex, they suggest a definite "pecking order".
While most of the evidence concerning the nature of
leadership in delinquent gangs tends to support the view
that gangs have such features as recognized leadership,
role allocation, and hierarchical structure, some rece_nt
research throws some doubt on the validity of this asserr

tion.
It may well be, as Yablonsky (1970) points out, that
some researchers may have distorted the structure of the
gang to fit their own preconceptions.

Yablonsky criti-

cizes the work of Cohen (1956) in particular on these
grounds, noting that the label "gang" encourages researchers to infer such features as recognized leadership,
role allocation, and hierarchical structure.

In contrast,

Yablonsky claims that the gang organisation is more
accurately viewed as a near-group, which he believes to
be cha~acterized by a variety of factors, including individualized role definition to fit momentary needs, shifting
membership, and the inclusion in size of phantasy membership (p. 52) 0

This is not to argue, however, that

researchers have set out deliberately to distort reality.
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Rather, it is to point out that research into gangs is
hampered by a rather narrow definition of the term "gang",
a label from which one normally assumes a particular
structure.

Further, since several investigators (e.g.

Cohen, 1956; Keiser, 1972) have not supported their data
with penetrating observations of gangs in their natural
settings, it is questionable to what extent it is possible
..,.

,?

to have complete faith in their findings.

For example,

Keiser's (1972) analysis on leadership in the Vicelords,
was as he states, "derived primarily from tape-recorded
interviews with club members" (p. 200).
The difference between the findings made in the
present study and those presented above can be accounted
for in several ways.

On the one hand one could speculate

>

that differences in culture between New Zealand, America
and Britain could account for the particular style of
leadership adopted by the VS kroup.

While the VS gang,

like Whyte's gang, was also derived from working-class
culture, there are major differences between New Zealand
'

\

working-class culture and the Italian working-class culture
of Boston.

Since Italian society is reputedly hierarchic-

ally structured (Lopreato, 1970), one could expect to find
the rigid hierarchical structure described by Whyte.

On

the other hand, it could be that the strong emphasis on
egalitarianism in New Zealand culture (Collette, 1973;
Jackson

I
&Harre,

1969), may have prevented the emergence

of a permanent hierarchical authority structure in the VS
group.

For example, Collette (1973) points out that:

New Zealand society does not have many of the
symbols of stratification or the clear-cut
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distinctions between social strata that can
be found in many other societies. There is
in New Zealand a strong tendency to homogeneity; egalitarianism is emphasized perhaps
more so than in comparable societies. (p. 42)
Although this explanation is consistent with the
VS boys' concern with equality mentioned earlier, it
does not appear to be entirely satisfactory, because VS
boys viewed their situational leadership as a protective
mechanism to cope with harassment from police.

In

1,

their encounters with V8 boys, the police made it clear
to group members that one of the major ways they intended
to destroy the VS group was by identifying and removing
leaders:

,\

'

I

'

'''
[;

I was walking over to~Big Daddy's.with
four of the boys when we were stopped by
two young police constables who were patrolling the Octagon in a grey squad car. The
constable driving the squad car beckoned us
over with his finger and said, "Come here
you boys. I want a word with you". We
sauntered over to the squad car and the
constable began telling us that he had seen
one of the VS cars out at Caversham early
yesterday morning. "Don't know about you
boys,u he said in a suspicious manner.
"What are you up to eh! Those blokes at
Caversham were a scout car eh!"
None of the boys replied, ~ppearing
content to let the constable speak on. He
continued, "We know how you blokes are
organized. We'll beat you, you'll see, so
you might as well quit now. You'll have no
leaders soon, they'll all be away inside.
You'll fold up then."
After he had said this he accelerated
the squad car up the road. The boys turned
and looked at one another. Maurice spoke
first, "Fuckin' stupid screw, they think
we're like a fuckin' army".
"Yeah," acknowledged Peter, "Fuck
they're always on about puttin' the leaders
away eh! Stupid buggers. They think we've
got one or two jokers orderin' everyone around
like a fuckin' army. Bugger me. They'll never
break up our group."
'
November 1973.
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In this light, then, the ever-changing situational
leadership appeared to have had two advantages for the
group.

First, because leadership was assumed by many

different VS boys, it was difficult for the police to
),!

identify and remove leaders from the group.

In this

sense, one could assume that if leadership in the group
)

had been the sole prerogative of one member, it might
have been easier for the police to identify this member
and, by removing him from active participation, bring
about an earlier collapse of the group.

Second, the fact

that leadership could be assumed by any member made for
easy replacement of "leaders" removed by the police.
However, while V8 boys did appear to perceive the
situational
}

..

style of leadership in terms of a protective

response to police harassment, this form of adaptat,011. w-as
not completely successful, because, as already noted, the
group lasted for only two years.

Herein lies a major dif-

ference between the V8 gang and those gangs which
exhibited a permanent hierarchy of authority.

While, as

noted above, the V8 gang lasted only two years, those
>

gangs with a permanent hierarchy of authority had been in
existence for much longer periods.

For example, member-

ship in Whyte's Norton Street gang continued long after
marriage, and Keiser (1972) reported that at the time of
his research, the Vicelords had been in existence for
approximately 10 years.

Considering this major. difference,

then, one could speculate that had the VS group survived
longer, a more permanent structure might have developed.
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Limitations, Strengths and Future Research
This study had two major types of limitation.

First,

there were limitations which were imposed by the use of
the method of participant observation.

Second, there

were other limitations which were unique to this particular situationo

'

r,,

While the former type of limitation refers

to problems which could be characteristic of any participant observation study, 4 the latter deals with those which
were peculiar to the present project.

Important here,

were the omission of particular topics and legal problems
which imposed limitations on what could be reported in
this study.
Participant observation imposed two main limitations
on this research.
(Dean, Eichorn
r

As several writers have pointed out

& Dean,

1969; Helmstadter, 1970, Kerlinger,

1970) because the research process in participant observation is non-standardised, the findings yielded by this
method are limited in the extent they can be applied to
other settings.
A second related problem associated with the use of
participant observation is that which several researchers
have called observer bias (McCall, 1969; Stacey, 1969).
It is recognized that no matter how carefully the research
was conducted, the investigator position adopted in this
study would bias the research at least to some degree,
whether at the level of what is selected for observation

4

For a discussion on limitations imposed by participant
observation consult Kerlinger (1970, ppo389-391).
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and enquiry, what is perceived, or how it is interpreted
(Madge,1953).

This study chose to emphasize particular

aspects of VB life that were important to the objectives
set for this investigation and it is possible that another
researcher might have concentrated on other aspects of VS
group life.
Another limitation on the general application of the
findings to other situations derives from the fact that
this study was carried out in one major urban area in
the South Island of New Zealand.

As such, it is question-

able how far the findings made iri this particular setting
are relevant to other New Zealand or overseas cities.
A further limitation with respect to the applicability of the findings ·to other situations derives from the
special characteristics of the V8 group.

As has been

noted, the"vs Boys"was a mobile group, based around the
VS car and on account of this distinctive feature, it
would seem unwise to assume that the findings are appropriate to less-mobile groups.
Another limitation concerns the content of this
'

{

'.>

particular study.

In this study I was not able to docu-

ment first-hand every facet of VS life-style and, certain
)-

features of group life such as some fights with outsiders,
and the act which the boys referred to as a "gangie" were
areas of neglect.

Moreover, as has been acknowledged by

other researchers of deviant groups (Carey, 1972; Patrick,
1973) writing up this study was in some instances hampered
by legal problems which restricted what could be reported.
5

So that as much information as possible could be conveyed without serious risk, I made several informal
consultations with a lawyer to whom I had access.

5
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Nonetheless, in spite of these limitations which
have been referred to, the degree of correspondence between the findings of the present project and those reported
elsewhere, tend to suggest that some findings may have
wider application and not just be peculiar to the VB boys.
Limitations with respect to what this thesis did not
set out to achieve, as distinct from what it did achieve
invite further research.

As already pointed out, due to

methodological difficulties involved in gaining the trust
and confidence of both VB boys and the police, this study
did not examine how the police viewed the VB boys.

It

would be interesting, for example, to find out what it
felt like to be "bugged" by gang boys and how police
attempted to cope when having to confront large groups of

I,
l .~

youths.

Another area worthy of further enquiry would, be

to undertake a follow-up study in order to find out what
happens to gang boys when they leave the gang.

Also, it

would be fruitful to investigate the system of recruitment
within the group.

It was not clear from the present

research how members were recruited for the group in the
event of fights.
This study is unique in that, as far as is known, it
is the first written participant observation report of a
delinquent gang in New Zealand.

As was noted in chapter

one while there has been some research on gangs in
New Zealand, it has been largely based on interviews or
examination of written records.

In contrast, this present

research has been carried out by an investigator who has
made first-hand contact with gang members in their natural
setting.

EPILOGUE

The following account is rather circumspect and
general for two reasons.

Firstly, as Fichter and Kolb

(1970) point out, a sociological report can harm subjects
'

.

';

'

by revealing secrets, violating privacy or harming someone's reputation.

While care has been taken not to

identify particular individuals throughout this report,
it was felt, since most VS boys live in.Dunedin
and are known to the police, that even if the identity of
individuals is disguised, to be specific could expose
)~

C·'

)

l

members to further police surveillance.

Second, since

~>

the collapse of the VS group in 1974, my contact with all
but two group members has been irregular.

Nevertheless,

chance meetings with group members in hotels have enabled
me to provide some information about what has happened to
most of the core members in the intervening years.
1'

Three years have now elapsed since I completed my
fieldwork with the VS boys and in that time the lives of
the boys have undergone a variety of changes.

Four out of

the core, namely, Alan, John, Chris, and Peter, are now
married, while Don and John live in defacto relationships.
There has been little change in their job status1 however,
and most of the boys continue to be in steady employment,
working mainly as truck drivers and labourers.

In general,

the boys tend to view themselves as working-class citizens
and do not appear to aspire to a middle-class life-style.
Although one member attempted to adopt a middle-class lifestyle, he eventually found the transition too difficult and
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in a recent conversation (December 1977) informed me that
ho had "given up the middle=class climb".

Apart from

Alan, Chris, and Don~ rione of the other core members have
appeared in court since the group dissolved.
Shortly after his release from prison, Alan was
married in the Dunedin Registry Office.

j

wedding at which Chris was "best man".

I attended the
Immediately after

his marriage Alan started work as a barman in a local
hot<:~l)
i,

He remained. in this employment until 1ate 1976,

when, after experiencing marital problems, he left his wife
and moved to Gisborne.

I'

He called to see me 1.n December

,

1977 and informed me of his plan to go overseas.

At the

present moment he is living in Sydney, Australia.
John met an attractive girl, Millie, late in 1975 at
a Dunedin hotel.

After living in a defacto relationship

'7

'

~:;,-

for approximately one year, they were mar:d.ed in t,farch 197 6,

I
I,

by the Rev. Ewing Stevens.

Alan was "best man".

I attended the wedding where

I still keep regul.ar contact with

.l,

John~ who recently was the proud father of a baby girl.
Don was released from prison in December 1974 after
/

serving his sentence for his part in the assault on the
Green Island boys' flat.

After his release he began living

in a defacto relationship with a young woman who eventually
became pregnant and bore him a child.

Don is no longer

living with his def~cto wife and the baby has been adopted

1

During the period Alan worked as a barman he displayed
an interest in singing "pop 11 songs. In November of
1975 I provided guitar accompaniment for him when he
was auditioned (unsuccessfully) for a television
talent quest.
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out by the Social Welfare Department.

In July 1977, Don

was convicted on a charge of drunken driving and lost his
licence for 18 months.

This was his first appearance in

court since the collapse of the VS group.
After his release from prison in late 1974, Chris
worked as a labourer for the City Council.

In May 1975,

however~ he succeeded in being accepted back into an
apprenticeship as a motor mechanic; an apprenticeship which
had been terminated early in 1973 because of his appearance
in court.

He married in February of 1976, and his wife had

a baby boy in January 1977.

A recent conversation

(December 1977) with Chris, saw him reflecting on his
involvement in the VB group:
Jesus yuh see all these young jokers around
smashin' bottles and that. I s'pose a few
years ago I woulda bin there amongst it .••
but I'm past that now. I just stand back
and watch. S 1 pose it's part of growin' up.
December 1977.
Peter was married in 1976 and now lives in a small,
' >

rented flat in North East Valley.
a labourer for a construction firm.

He is still employed as
Recently he informed

me of his desire to get a state house~ because, as he
explained, ''The rent~ too fuckin' much nowadays.

At least

we have the choice of buying a state house in a few years''.
>

The other core members, Bill, Maurice, Richard, and
Bruce are not yet married.
)

Bill is currently employed as

a barman and lives with his elder brother Robert.
Maurice is living with his parents and driving a truck for
a transport firm, while Richard and Bruce are working as
labourers on a construction site and sharing a small flat.
Bill, Maurice$ Richard and Bruce sometimes meet at the
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hotel where Bill is employed as a barman.
what has happened to Malcolm.

According to Bruce, he

"headed away up north somewhere.
now.

It is not clear

We don?t hear about him

Someone reckons he's workin' on a ·fishin' boat or

somethin' • "
The core boys do not meet as a group now.

There is

consensus that the VB group is now, as Bill explained tome
in July 1977, a "thing of the past":
We hardly see each other now really. Everyone's settlin 1 down, gettin' married and
that •••• The VB group is a thing of the past
now .••• Some of us see each other sometimes,
but we never really think of ourselves as
still VB's. That's somethin' we were and we
can think back about them good times.
July 1977.

,,,_(

7

I; :

I

>
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GLOSSARY

Since this study contains many words and phrases which
might not be familiar to the reader, the following
glossary lists and defines mijor words and phrases used by
members of the VB group.
Back off:

Refers to the act of slowing a speeding car by

taking the foot off the acceleratoro

';

Beak:

A magistrate or judgeo

Blat:

A drive in a car.

Bott:

Bottle of beer.

Bucks:

Bug:

Dollars.

Annoy.

Charlies:
Cool:

A girl's breasts.

Unruffled, remaining calm under trying circumstances,
e.g~ when appearing in court and being sentenced.

Cop:

Policeman.

CrackRup:

To shock and upset.

Doin' the ton:
in a car~

i • t"'

!

lI -,1

Travelling at a speed of 100 miles per hour

Dank:

Motor of the car.

Drag:

A race with another car.

Fairlane:
Gangie:

A model of Ford VB car.
A girl deemed willing to allow several boys to

have sexual intercourse with her in quick succession.
Also used to refer to the act of several boys having
sexual intercourse with the same girl in quick
succession.
Gear: Clothes.
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Go away:

To be sentenced to either detention centre,

Borstal or gaol.
Goer:

A group member renowned for his viciousness when
fighting outsiders.

Go off:

Have sexual intercourse.

Grouse:

Good looking, attractive, as in "She wa.s a grouse-

!'

1
k.1ng g1r
. 1 11 •
._oo

Inside:
11

Being in gaol, Borstal or detention centre, e.g.

When I was inside all I thought about was gettin' on

the piss".
,Joker:

Lag:

A male.

A length of time spent in gaol, usually 3 months.

Leer-up:

A good time.

Main drag:
Missus:

A member's regular girlfriend.

Nerve:

Courage.

No sweat:
;_,,

Main street.

With little effort.

jokers no sweat"~

Peasant:

A person perceived to abide by the rules of

conventional society.
I

As in "We beat those

t,,

Also used frequently to refer

to any person not in the VS group.

>

Pig~

Policeman.,

·Piss:

Alcohol, usually beer$

Plant your boot:
Punch-mad:

Accelerate the car.

A VS boy who appeared over-eager to fight his

fellow group members.

Also referred to as punchie or

psychie.
Root:
Sheila:

Have sexual intercourse~
A girl.

~'.SIO

Shews all on:

A phrase V8 boys used to describe

11

action 11

situations such as a fight and a drag.

Shock absorbers in a caro

Shockies:

Single-spinner:
!'

Sink piss:
Slut:

An early model V8 car.

To drink alcohol in large quantities.

A girl held to be an easy sexual conquest.

Splash:

Have sexual intercourse~ as in "She'll splash

for anyone".

Stark bollocks:
Stickman:

Nude.

A label used to refer to a V8 boy \\Tho had

earned a reputation for the quantity of sexual
';

conquests with girls.
Tatt:
Top:

i

I

i'

i •

I ""\'' r

I\

Tattoo.

To inform on other VB boys.
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Six members of a VS gang [lppeared in. the Dunedin Magistrates
Coul't yesterday before Mr J. D. Murray, S.TII., on charges rebting to
an incident at the Brighton Domain on Sundc1y. in \\'11ich a youth wns
badly assaulted and a large mimber of beer bottles were srnash12d on
the beach and a rugby field.
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1th:, t he had been k1:ocl:cd i'l'!iur.,d,1 y on bail cf $200.
The incid'.Jllt invol'\'cd 2'illu11cun~cious
~,nd , required!
BOTTLE 'l'IIHO\L',
members ot the g:ing \\';]() 1hosp1t:il treatment 10r lns 111-1
..
were drinking frcrly frumljuries.
.
On U1c. <lcpos1lmg. dang~1·.
" 1 1 '·icki 1,., a:i 1· •
,
llltcr • ,ch<1n:c
no sa:d
b ecr. 1,,O,•tl.es. «1
c. K . t" ·LI The Yon th wno
pleaded. our
. ·
..
, ·
0 .. , .. , ,1,
1n11ttr.d tn.1t nc
throwing them ~round the"" ... 1 • ,· , 1 ,.,.,,
"' ·,c 1, ~,),)Jll(
•
, .·
1,,.u1l1) -'.> dlt r.1n, c,c on ~ lll.!, ·1 ,rnd thrown an cmptv bolLle
grou.w.
jd:1y, said lh:il he had struck: fr,.1111 Harncv·~ T,:nnct rm !o
,

,'

'"

r,

l l

·1

, i . •~

d

I \ • .;,

•

•

•

11

, I.

,

~•.'l,lll

l

1..:.

J~',

,l

\,

I

Bottles were also. thrown Oswald_ with t)1c ?Ott.le· to\ the rocks bc'iow c1rHl he fv:,J"d

I put /nm ot:t ol actron, ' r,nd 1 it break.
from nea~·by Barney s bland;"
on to rncks near tile edge ofl h:nl run :nvn~: nftPrwar<ls
c
• , "" •
,
U1e beach
Icause he w;:is :,;en red. .
i On_ 11
• 1~vt' d,n, "'e,. he. MJ.S
· The h;e;1l surf club was also' Y('stcrdn\', four· (It· thciconvic~·w and r<'mirn~ea fer
entered. Crockcrv ;me! thcl voutl1s wh:) appeared were:". wccK .for n J1rn,l::t;1on re• t enor
·
· , l
" i ,,1t
.· 11 .is.,,1.1
, ... ,1t·,,...
. ,p<1rt ·,we!
?-!urm
was , lamngcc.
c.iar/,L<
ti.i, 0 s-1 '".
. 1 sentence.
.., 1 11 .. t '.\,r
,
1,,.
.ou,'l1 w 110 app10.1c
·•} we,,\\
1. •. ,.,
1'\,,
[•,\[
,,,1.,:,
Ol(('l\(
"'\
,c
nc
)
,m..
.le}
P
t:a,
cc
1.0
·i
.
ct·
»a]l
.
..
..
:
.
"l
d
.. · !IC,.
0
111c l~, ,} c,.,11n,11,J
l
,
I,.,
·it
u.tn~
t}1e .:r,roup. on tj 1c b c.1.:I 1 oc-,bni Y.
•
the rern:1n,'. · r,?:iin~t the
cause of toe way they wrrc\ ~I1chacl Jame., Anthony ro·s'li"'··
f ;' .,.,l,nl'oi
1
1 1
1
treating a, fornnlc friend of,Harrington (20), trnck driver. "~:·l.1'. 0 ' 5' 'c··.0,,c,'.~. ~ "~ <
1
1
. 'yins
.
h'1t .·a,Jou
1
t t J1c 1.,,;:,tc I' r !ew l f'' l no, gm'Ji.y. ! o assau l''"!. ~""
,, .,.cc. . ·. .
hi.s,
.,
with a. t,'-~tlc and slrur n1q (1:;wald r,nd le) wilfully . 11c was :illoy;c>a· n:l!l, r,f.
!
1s200 to appr:ir (ill n10.u·.,uay(i
on the a,;s::iult c!ici ,-rgc,
"

h0-I ,

1·,

,.-i

>'

I
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J J ~ r g e Street Incident

I 00 Brav,l
Jn Street

l>'

1

A clash between a bottle.throwing mob ci youths and
a group of students wieldi:17.
planks . early this morning
lefJ. it George· Street h:.n1se
with windows shattered and
a car badly damaged.
The scene, in wh.ieh ::bout
100 youths -took part, a,o,c
aftrr · .!n inddent :;t
r,ariy.
A fence in front · of foe
house was· demolished ,,he,1
students; ,rho· "·ere attending the partY, scram bled for
weapons to war_d off intmders.
An attempt to drh·e a car
from the scene failed when
ts t:;res burst on the g!a:;slitt.ered 5lrect. The car was
bombarded \\ith plan!~s and
flying · bo1tles. and e\'cry
wimlo\v was smashed.
· The immobile vehicle was
iJater takcll' from the ~cent>

,i

lc,n a bre;; kdown \va gou.

l

·-~

,~'

(

~J"

>

i'

·~·

1'

"''

had been :arrested. and the

?j.

police said more arrcst.s ,\·ere

L
>'

'

an-iwd.
By 1.15 ·a-m. ·three youths

..)

J

The·
,situation
erupted
when a group of unindteci
~·ouths
entered, a
party
shortly
before
midnight
They. were asked to leave
the party and did so, only io
return minutes later ·i:ccompaniecl by fotu· carloads· of
~·ouths. Tl1e house was bombarded \\'ith bottles and
most of its 11·indows were
broken.
A number of youths attencling the party co1,front.d
the aggressors with planb
torn from thclr fcrice. The
intruders
fiecl
as
po]ice

.E'XPCC'led,

.

"

' A number of Youths -.·c·
: quired medical treatment.

Ota go D3:ilJ:. ~~nes, 7 September 197 3, pc 3 ~
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The Geo~Street Incident

'\!f)

,

l 'o/ 0

I

·l

TwrJy~ nwmhrrs of 1hr DH!H·din Y8 !!;l'O!tp
appearrd for M·11ti-un, lwl'or,• ~Ir ,J. n. J'!,:r-ray.
S.~J.. in the .'lfa).!;isl mi r's Conri today, fol!owl:i~ an
iuci<lPnt in Grnr~v: Stn•I'{ on Si'i)frnlhrr n.
Arth11r l::Jliotl Ashton 11:1•,,ill'l'Sl'nlt'rl h;v i\11· ;\l. r... D.
fflr.chaniC.', \\'Hs sentrnccd bi ., 1 ;uC's~. \\ lin ~~ud bi~ client
total "i six months' ,inil ;11:1·i Lad appl':lrP!l
hdorc the
following that L'. n1onths' !'' ')· • "11rl on!:,· mw,•.
baUon with tJie ,,pC't'i:tl ,,,,n , lie was !ii1t'rl :\':!00, and
dition fh<-ll ht~ abstain l!"Pili i·!;u·cd on pr11h:ttion fr,r l:~
akoh?L
, mnnths for b,~in,~ patt o! an
i\sl1,tn11 wo1.s c·.-,nvickd "" 1111\awful ,1,-s<'tnh!:,•,

)/,

three vharges: ilnvin.:z inl(·n! '. A CL)!!dit1nn of li1c prnlJa ..
to int.in1itlate nr ~nnnv I 1Pl"·l tinn \\·as tiled b(:1 ab~;tain frnti:

r,.

..'

~ons b:, li,rn11'in:: bottle~: t:-d,- · akPhnl.
ir':~:v , pad
in
a
riot:
Ron;ild

c,.,

,vns a n1cn1ber 1"J! an unlrt\\· (JS1,

P1.:·trr

).tnn,·rnan

:1pj1rc·1~til'e

p!l:inl"H·r .

ful assembly.
was
J'Cpr.:·,,·1:tr•rl
ll~'
)!r
Ile also fan•rl ;in unrdatt'd Gu,•:st who ~<lid tlw dd,:• 'Hi.
charge of b1:'hci\'111g in a db~ i Rnt's f1ru·t in !he ini.:idrnt \\ (1,,

i

orderly

\a.

n~.Ht1t10r.

n1inor tHlf',

:\t S, :\le-:

i It' 11,:c: !n•,.,11 ,·nm·i, U•d ,,:~
I<echnic,
said
.\sht1 n'3 thri:\c chrirg1..\~: n.ttc"fflptint f-t
in,·olvetnent wn.s hy accidl'nt i inti111idatc
nr
~nno\ -.hf
not desi6n,
.
\ rhruv,:in.~ llnUles. hr.'i11)..:: u
On the first chan!c !if' \\a:,:. \r;ic·1nlll'r
of
:1n
1.;rtlri,·- },4f
sentt°'llt'l'd to ~ix ni11nt!J::.:;· int·l;ls~<·111hlv and takin~ part,,.
prisnnnwnt, on the ,ernnd 1n1a riot. •
His rnu11.,cl. :'>Jr

1

1!1n'l~ rnn:1tl1s r1t1d 11\t" thin!' lfe "·;i:.:; fili('d ~J.Hl :.,,d
fnr thrC'c nwnths, the tcrn1s plal'Nl Pl\ pn,!Jatinn 1or ,r.
to bP ,·,,nr1Ir!'t'nL
i lll<>lllh,.
On the othPr char~:c· he \\';1s • 1:,,bcrt \\ iiliillll S:c,,n,,t
cnnvil'lr'r! am! dischilrg,•,L
I l!l 1, also l:l<'r'd three ~in;,/~,1
,Jclfrry i\'il!iam Boardm,1111,·hargcs, llis ,,ouns,•i, Hr:

\\·a~~ ah10. rcrir:e:~cnl~d
The_ Eyeniy.g Sta 1.. t;\lcp,.echr11,~
\\·no 8a1d

11 October 19 7 3

p. 7.

l\Y .\Ir <...;ut."'si,

h11:,rd-lslln.rp

.~;-lid,

f~H)
H

".shott

ot

scnterilt::
rnan 's prl'viui 1s cotl\ i,:tinnsi to dt"'!Pnt ii in ('t·~1i rP 111it·r.r
thad all been eonnel'1(•d withi llrln thl' dcf,•:11ianl
the cnnsumption o[ akohol.
l\Ir
;\l11rr:1,,
·~c:1\:'n,:1.'
Bn"Iirdn1an ,,·;ts ~l~ntP1H·Prl: Sli·\\ art td hn·r~ta l tr1tini~11J
lo dct1•ntio11 in a clt•t1·11lion: Sl<.'\'L'll .Jpi\n DtliH':tl1 1 J~1.
centre a[ter llt'int; cnm,i,·t0d1,appn·n:ic,: p,incl br:i.t<:'r, told
on sin1ilar cha!·gt;~ i.1,.) /\shtr,n.) !ht" cn111·t 1l1rntP~h lii~, co11n:-;vi.
;\k C. S. \\'itlmal!. for Colin: :,!r (;uc~t. nis oi\'rnc·r,; h,,,d
John Clarke, said this dd1•:1,l-\iw:-r1 cornmitL'rl in an:,:,,r.
;ir.t's m,1i11 111b1:1ke w;is goDt111,,an L1,·,·,1 ti!<.•, ~anw
ing rdnni~ \\'ith a gnn1p.
· thrPf' 1·h,1r:..:.1·s n~~ >r,~o.,·111a11.
Clc1r!;e had bt'('rt c,,m·ict1'<li JI,• \\':ts ,e::1,,n,,,,,d to tie0n charges o( lwin;: ,, nwm-' tent inn Ill dl'1<'111i<'ll c(•ntrc.
b<'r of Mt 11nl:nd11i w,s,'mhl\', ,\k:-._andn !.a1m,11c·c .\kClarkc, wa~ fin,·d ~:.>no mid,Cn•gor
1::01.
,,.,as
i!l;,o
pl,t,:C'cl on probation for 1::,,,1targ0rl \\llh !iring pa1·t of an
1
Ii months.
i unla,,,rul nss0111hly.
!
,Jnscph Ellis Dick,on (U<1.! :\lr Cu<'~I. ;.1:brni11ccl a pos-\
\\'dS .franldy preparer\ to ". d-:sible p,'1F•liy .'.\(lt.tld be ii. dismit his full part in the 1nc1-,qu:ilifwatim1 !rum dri,,ing,
~ht1l·k ·

dent and was not. pr0paH'd' :\Jc< ;r<'C:<>l' "'h ,.,,111,:1,f,'ri
to CO\'f•t· it. up, his coun:-:cl. fq 1hrr1·, fft(·ntib' tn1pn:-;on·
Mr D. J, :\fore, said.
«.icnt and c!i,uualiricd from
i D1ck~(•n \\::ts i:nm'i('ff'rl "n:drl\'ing fnr 1:2. nwnt11s.
one charg(~ or being a nir.-n:1.' .JcffrC'y :\lark Hc,pkin!~. i::i,o
hf'r pf ;,n 11nlH1\lu! a~:,l't11hl>'·'.rPpn~~,·11t,,r1 hy :\Ir ( ;uP,,:,
i!~ al~o frH.:cd an unrc)atNl,,,,;is fmtl!er fL'milndl'r\ Llnli!
{'h~ir:~:P
of disor0.E:'riy
he~ Uf·tnhcr :?·1 !nr :--f·ntl'n(·2.
haviour.
'l\,o other vouth~ \\"(TC'
J)t"k""li \\'ilS s:enlcn,·<'rl tn:~t1>ud down 11ntil thi~ ;i!tcrd1~tf'ntit1n
in
n <iC'i('nf !nt,, Jl1H ·111.
cL·n!r<'. !(1ltn\\C'd h:.., pn>!i...tt111n.
)Ir !i!lnT;i_y s·-1id ;;:;-H.-•i·;-;t,h.
< ;;irr.\' Andrf'\V f,r)psliP t \Ti. in~ 11f partir~·s by tangs had
.~dpr.:,rcn~tke plurnlic!·, 1.l,d-:i r~-1lo ~lup.

1
1

1
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The Green Island Incident

·l.r.

New Zealand's iirst trial involving the new
unlawful asscrnbly charge opened ·with a cast
of hundreds in the Dunedin Supreme Court
yesterday.

...

About 240 potcntia~ jury-;,lohn H:irdic, I:ichal"i Kenne,
men were assembled in c,,mtjBarry ,fohn )(cen~ Garry Anbecause each or th~ 31 ac-1~lrcw L::µ:.hc, i>cter Alan
r JJ...1e[{G'. coun Bruce Lott,
cuscd h:,d Lhe automa,1e,,1
"\..rurc J·un
(.,!)VC'-1
.:., 1·~·,a·c1
.. 1 " ·
right to challenge six jurors. IMHrnel T eor,·'rd 'I .. ;;.iir~·
Twelve acccpt:.ible jurors\\atrick .Jo!m
were found in an h,:ur aml·tny,
Doaglas
Graham
a haU .iftcr counsDl for ::ir-il\!cF~lhl, Donald ran c\!cKencused hatl,. cha llengcd 138!' zic, _Donal~ CliJ.ford :\1 ite:h111J.
people.
'lnc CnJw11 also. Ron,1Itl
1'C'tcr
l\!01,yman,
asked. 23 on the jury pancljS,tau ~forrison, ,\nthony ,Joirn
to "stand aside.''
1I\ew:ul. John He;irr O'Go;·.
Thirtv
.
tl·
l
11nan,. Iloheri.
:\kxandcr. Pat' • ·-one :,,ou 1.s
1a,·e·~rs
p,
,1 1
,
pleaded not "niltv •, ]]-,., .i": o,1, ,llL1 ,,.a
;::1rang1 1. ,'JPtions that i'"\. · .. ,_1 a c.,,a j ata, 1'lH1111r.~ .\,L:('1·t Scoul:
. . m:) '~;1,C niem- 1tar. Graeme Jolin Tliomp·,0L1.
b ets o[ a_n u,11,rnn·. :,ss<.!Irl·1Kcilh
]'pp·,'(! W3tY orJ ~ d
bly an.J not at Green lsland,ip t .. ~ :. ;.-:,' · ·v: ; :~~ .· · "n
Dunedrn, on December 9 Thnl c "' 1J,1 '·1 ' 111 .:i •.. s.
charges ,verc laid aHef ·,_1:h:.il ·. ~i'hi:·i,\--l;\·c .'- uutli.:> i1:td or~
police aUcged ,ras a f.J\1d\· ,;.;rnail:, hl·cn el!ar.~ed in conparty.
· !net lion \', ilh the incid.c•:1t.
.· l
·
· b . \··Hter a a;.1plic,i'tio11 heard in
TlJC ti la • \\' 1llC 1I b "CID" !
I
I
·
·
'held beiore.':\li· Ju ti"' \V' ·(,;- mm .icrs._ Llc .1urlg" dtr,·ctcd
aid
.
. s c . rll e 1,h::t n,J 1nd1clmcnf·; slir,uld
1
a .J 1ll"Y of th_r-cc women Ibe nrescnt,~d ·1 o·lill"t f',·11: of
aud ru•1c men is -expected'
·
· '"'' ., u,
to h ·t 't'll'c, 1. ·f , . · ,. J··· ilhc dcfcnd,rn!:; commiitt:d .:·ur
, ~ , c o _om ,. cc'·'· I trial.
Defore di~missing the juryi T ., .
·. . .,,
., ,
until toda\· 111·s l'
. . . · ·I
I c~c
ci.1~ch,u"'ed ,1< r1.:
•. ,
•
• '._
"
,~nm. s~ia \Alexander Robert Bro,.rn,
t1iey would oc pro,·1clen w1lh Trevor ;John Gillan Km ir
lunches by the court
and' Cl , ,
, • ·• · '.
w uicl le . ti
•
. / 1ar.c~ .Johnson ar,d G,t\ ,1,
u
a.ve l? cour, eacll.John I,lc:\anght.
evening .!O mmutcs before,
·
accused. This was to avoid! _Counsel appearing fu,· U;e
a chance meeting betweeajYarious ac~uscd are l\lt1:;s,·.,
accused trnd the jurors.
1\L R. D. 1.ruest. G. A.. HO\\'·
f.
tl
h
lcy, J. G. Lucas, ~.L s.
11
1
r~ccuse , ,1· JO . ave a. ·1McKerlmie, ,J. B. Hoben
rf,e_a?cd nol guilty, ar.e: /son, W. K. W!1yte and C. S.
Ph1hp Anderson, J~hn Vm-! Witbnall.,
cent/\ycub,,lamesKentBas-1
, ...., ,,,
.
combc, PauJ Francis Coorv I Mr ,'I. J•. [ nompson, with
Bruce Eck.hold, Colin Thom;~1him ~lr W. J. Wright, is prol!'laws,
Graham
Walter secutmg for the Crown.
Flaws, Steven John. Fla\\'c,! Tile Crown will open its
Brian· Edward Bammond. 1ease Ibis morning.

·Kerin"' ;·r'~ca;:

___

Otago Daily
Times, 25 June 1974.
.....
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Island Incident

The Green

{I

l
.

7
l'

· Fines totalling $2,500, and sentenc!:)S of up to six months' imprisonrnen~. were imposed on
W youths, who appeared fo1· sentence in tivi Dunedin Supreme Court yesterday on charge.:;
irising from an alleged riot at Green Island last December.

.

Accused had been foundj centre. nnc year's p. rnbat ion; I months' irn pri,onrncnt, one /offences.
guilty by a jL1rY earlier this Paul :.lcilaurangi Hopata (18),i:,car's prob.:1tion: Peter lanl ms Honor said that be:-;
week on charges oC eitl:er six months' (mi:risonn2e~\·: Legg ( ?.D). tined s2~1.o; ;1fic!1nel !cause
of
th8
!1lll11 her i
unlaw.fu.l assembly ot· takmg ont> yeLJ r's pro1muon; Kc1t11 jGordon Luvetl ( 21 ), hned Ia1Te,lcc!. tile trail had bcrn
part in a riot. Thirty-sevcn;no11ald Warwoocl 1:':l. dclel'i·i$l50; l\I i ch a c 1 Leonard!a ]on" 011 e. SllTnunus ::tyouths had originally been/lion in a det€'ntiou ccnlre. j:\fagnire ('.:Di. six ;nonths' irn-\te•npl; ,vere made to iJCl'·
charged wilh the offences, 1ordered to pay Sl:iO tow,ircls Ipriso11;11e1,t, 01,e year's proba-J suade the jurv tlwt ·most o!
but ·,,ix were cleared in pre- the cost of the pro~ecution. ltion: Patrick J(Jhn Ee\·i!~ :'.\!-:·\the ·accv,;ecl ;cntencc(l v:erc
trial hearings -and 11 0U1ers Those found guilty o( par-1Cartl1y, S200. cnl: year's pro-j 110 t active, members or the
~~ere found nol guilty by U1c: ticipating in m1 . unla\1·l'c1l:b:1t\on; DoH[!la: Graham 1\Tc-1grnn,. hut 1,·('re m"rc· ,:pre
JU1-y.
assembly were sentenced asiFclln !!7). tL:i0, one ycar,sltatcr,, not wisi1in•' to 0"et inThe jury broud,l in its ver- [ol\o\1·s:
!probalio:1; Uoirn;J Clilford/voi\·cd.
"'
diets seven months oltcr the,. ~hilip Anderc?n (17), fincd\~litc~e\! (20), follr 111.onlhs"!
offences were aUegedly com-1:S2~G. ~1:? ycar·s µroba\1011; :irni:;nsonment, <l: 1~ ~·ear·:5 Jjro- 1
JUO' t;O;IDIEl\nED
mitted and after 1:rve 11 weekslJonn vrneent ,\youb {19),11batwn: Anlrwny Jonn ::,,.cwall1 """
. ~'" .... 1 •• , 1. ..
• '·
'
' 1
' t"11'·Cl
lllC ,·-,·1r'·
]'l"O ·(19) ·\,.,( •1t1'011 u·,. 'l ''('t''l'l'1·1t''1
,nc Jll,c C,llflCC. Ou, .t~
1 c ""'00
of' courtJJearm"~
"~ J·. '· ' ,•.'' t ~ B···'
· ·
· '·" ~·
• " ~ • ' ' t· .,... '..,··ti
··t·
~
, 1~;-· .
. . " mt 1c
. ~lug1sb•t',,
t''
t
l· '·11-,·l'b,,.1.3,,
l1]110.,.CO.illl:!',1l",Jll,
trntes ,anct Supreme Courts.
awn,
ame~ i'>.C!I
a»-1ccn tc. o ,c 10. o1,ec. •• I ,.. i 11 l • ..., .,.· , .. ,, . ,.,,
· ·
·
lcombc (r) !heel Sl50 O!l(,;sl:1luto··v
prohilion·
and(a.E
c eali_n,,, ... itl, f'dc,1 <,.,,
T~e ~ i:~~?Hlmg ..Jt~dg;: · l\lr vear's pro~;Uo1~: 'B1;uce' Eek-\ Peter ihvid \\Jiliian{s ( 1S), '~'.: ::ou duru;g, its ln:''t de
Justic" \dule, isa1d it ,.as as)iJold (lg) iinecl $ 300 one!fined ''2-iO one yea:··:, ·Jroha-/tt<)en,t:ons w,11,c t:on,!dcnn,;;
well to 1·emcmber that the/......
· b 1. . · c' , . 't·o 1 "
'
f
\lhc ·knr,tliy end('nC'e "·h_1,·\i
,
,. ti
b' t
·th'Ha1 ~ pro a.ion.
o, t n, 1 1.
.
, l ,
1
l 1.b cr,y
11r:c
-01.
1c su
•. ,.~·i a\1~
._ l. 19 ) ,_;.)1.
S""')
·Lie
po
nae
. . th
. Jee· w1. ,!;rh,on1a"
.
, k.
. co1 .1ectccl
. aili'r
w1ucn
c court wa~ con-1
..
r
('
.
_,
.
.
.
,
.
pan,s.a
·mg
m1·c,ll;1a,10n.
1
·eerncd was a right oi: peoplc!o1,1_e_y~a1·/l.):<na 1011:. ~r<J.Jwrn 1 Jn 1mpo1,1ng tnc varwu, • .
·
.
in the community---that tlici\\atl~t Fl::·.,~ (181_, S2J0, 01,ci~cntcnce~. lhe Judge Look
: "tou lrnYc bccr1 !c•trntl
publii:: peace was nol dis-i>}'ar s probat:?!~; Ste\'cn Jol:n!mto account the prcnous gmlt~·. as l h~ve !10 _ dou(ll
tu.,.bPd by ·,uw ''l'ouµ r3;mpa·"·1F la:'·s. ( 17), ;:,;!JO, one year s1records of accused, the you a!I ,,,.·c:1·c. ot aell\'eiy t;;;.;,
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D!SQUALIFIC,\TIONS
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as follows:
Garry Andrew LapsLie (18),
detention in a detention
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APPENDIX C
.,

LEGAL INTERPRETATION OF SELECTED OFFENCES
(

:,
y

>
~

I<

)

~ w ~ ~1 - An unlawful assembly is an assembly
of three or more persons who, with.intent to carry out
any common purpose, assemble in such a manner, or so con~

f

duct themselves when assembled, as to cause persons in

.r

the neighbourhood of the assembly to fear, on reasonable
grounds, that the persons so assembled (a)

Will disturb the peace tumultuously; or

(b)

Will, by that assembly, needlessly and without cause

provoke other persons to disturb the peace tumultuously.

C>

Every member of an unlawful assembly is
.liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year.
~·

., t '

Crimes Act 1961.

Wellington: A. R. Shearer, 1974, pp. 39-40.

•.)J

'?

i

y

Riot .,,

A riot is an unlawful assembly that has begun to

disturb the peace tumultuously •
Every rioter is liable to imprisonment
-for a term not exceeding two years.
C!'imes Act 1961.

Wellington: A. R. Shearer, 1974, p. 40.

Rogue and Vagabond -

Every person shall be deemed a rogue

and vagabond within the meaning of this Act and be liable
>

··,t

(to a fine not exceeding $400 or) to imprisonment ••• for
any term not exceeding 1 year;

-Although
-------~-------·-l
this definition of the crime of unlawful assembly was amended on 23 Noven:ber 197 3 (see Cr~~::. ~~~1ch~!1t~
p. 1) the a,nendeu act was not usect 1ntl1ev8
court case.

~19.Z.i,
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(i.)

Who is found by night without lawful excuse (the

proof of which excuse shall be on him) in or on

any building or in any enclosed yard, garden or
area, or in or on board any ship, launch~ dredge,
yacht, boat, or other vessel.

2~ Wellington: A. R. Shearer, 1974, p. 40.

,P.,~pgerous Dr i Vil];.[ ·· Every pin:son commits an offence •••

who, on any road;

(a)

Recklessly drives a motor vehicle; or

(b)

Drives a motor vehicle at a speed which, having regard
to all the cifcumstances of the case, is or might be
dangerous to the public or any person; or

,(c)

Drives a mater vehicle in a manner whichi having
regard to all the circumstances of the case, is or
might be dangerous to the public o~ to any person.

. ..

-

-

and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding

3 months or to a fine not exceeding $200.
Transport Act 1962.

In

New Zealand Statutes 1974.

3

'

-wellington: A. R. Shearer, 1975, p. 71.

Hostile Witness~

A h{;;stile witness is one who is not

desirous of telling the truth at the instance cf the party
calling him ••• who bears a hostile ~-inr~E_ to the par.ty
-calling him by "acting with a bias o:r v.ri th hostility

towards" that party ••••

A genuinely forgetful witness

~r·e~t
as host~]a
I
.
..,O ~C d
<
.
• •••
•
C. .:.tftnnot ~De
&

~

0

~

• o •

1~os~1·J.it,
aopear
from
1
"'
- - . • mav
/
• _
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a witness's inconsistent statements made

Lo

a party, or

to a police officer after an accident, for instance, and
the circumstances may point to the conclusion that~the
discrepancy must be the result of hostility ••••
Mathieson, D. L~

Cross

0~1

Butterworths, 1971, p. 222.

i'

pviden~r 2nd ed. Wellington:

APPENDIX D

HOW AMATEUR TATTOOS WERE INSCRIBED

As noted in chapter three, many V8 boys had amateur
tattoos.

In the following tape excerpt one of the core

members described how these tattoos were usually inscribed:

"

-,

Yuh get a needle,tic it to a matchstick with
cottons just so the sharp bit sticks out at the
end like. Then you smother it [the point of
the needle] in Indian ink. Indian ink is the
only one you use, biro would poison your blood.
You get it like that, it's all tied up real nice
and tight. Say you might want to do some think
like the shark I've got there and the shark
here. You draw a picture of what you 1 re going
to tattoo and you trace it onto shit-house paper
or tissue paper, very light paper, then you draw
it in biro. Say it's a shark, you draw your
shark, you might be a good artist and draw one
on your leg just like that, that's good, but
most people trace it onto this bit of tissue type
paper and you go over it with this biro pencil
so that it is pretty well covered in ink. Say
you were going to put it on your leg. Right,
you wet your leg, then you rub the soap on it 'til
there is a layer of soap on your leg. Then you
get this bit of paper with the tracing on it and
you stick it on. Then you wet the tissue paper on
the top so that all you've got really is this
tissue paper with the drawing on your leg ~n<l it 1 s
soaped onto your leg. You just leave it sitting
there for a whiles then you peel it off and there's
the transfer on your leg. You leave it sitting
for about five minutes. So you've got the transfer
on your leg.
Then you get the ink and you put it onto the
top of the pen, then you pull the skin tight like
that and then you start going like that [little
short jabs] all the way down. If you're pretty
good you can go over it about once. I went over
it about twice. You bang away like that and you
dig it in all the way along until you get it right
through. There's blood coming out and you're··
wiping that off and you get your towel and you wet
the towel and you clean it off and you've got your
outline. So then you might go over it again, bang,
bang, bang, short jabs. You grit your teeth for
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the first few jabs then it just numbs the
head of it. Then you go round it again.
Then you clean it off, you give it a good
bloody clean then you leave it and in the
next two days it will come up in a rise like
that. There will be a welt in the outlines
sticking up like that. Then it goes down and
you've got your tatt.
Tape excerpt November 1974.
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APPENDIX F

A QUESTION OF ETHICS
'

0

As already noted in chapter two, the use of covert

,
J

·~

,,,

methods in social research is still the subject of a
lively debate among some sociologists.

While there have

been several criticisms of covert methods, it is the

....

ethical problem of disguised observation that has received
the most attention in recent years.

Researchers employing

covert methods have been criticized of spying (Barnes,
1970), and misrepresenting their identity (Erikson, 1967).
According to these critics, covert methods are harmful
because they do not give the subjects the right to refuse
to cooperate in the researc~.

Reports of studies in which

the researcher has resorted to disguise in order to gain
,,,

\~

entry to a group (e.g. De Hoog, 1972; Humphreys, 1970)

r

have prompted debate, not only about the morality of
,.

··~,

I

covert techniques, but also about the need for the establishment of a code of ethics for sociologists.
Before detailing the ethical objections that can be
raised about this research, it is necessary to point out
that my study was not completely covert.

Although I did

l

j ·.~.

not reveal my research motives to the group when I first
made contact, during the study I did make three attempts

'"

to explain my research motives to three core members with
whom I had best rapport.

Furthermore, my research motives

were also made explicit to these same three core members
after the fieldwork was completed, and these members participated subsequently in taped interviews with the author.
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It was necessary to carry out covert research when
beginning this study for two interrelated reasons.

First,

covert research was essential to gain entry to the group.
r;:,.

"()I,

As has already been noted when carrying out observations
at the Wakari Youth Club, members were suspicious of out.f: -'>

I~"'

I

-j

r~
i

siders.

Had I announced myself as a researcher, I believe

I would have been denied entry into the group and thus the
opportunity to carry out my study.·
Secondly, I wanted to avoid disrupting the behaviour

Iii

..

I wished to observe.

At the time I began this research,

the behaviour of VS boys was a sensitive public issue;
newspaper reporters, apparently eager to secure "newsworthy"
I>

information about VS boys, had made frequent visits to the
Wakari Youth Club in order to interview VS boys, and these

7

boys were very much aware that their behaviour was of
interest to the public.

For example, one VS boy was over-

heard to make the following comment after an interview
>

with a newspaper reporter at the Wakari Youth Club:
Shit a joker gets pissed off with those jokers
always askin' questions. That joker wanted to
know if we really had gang bangs with sheilas.
I told him, 'fuckin' oath, we have 'em three
times a week'. He liked that bullshit and
wrote it down. That'll give the peasants
somethin' to read.
May 1973.
Given the sensitive situation described above, I
believe that to have presented myself as a researcher
would have disrupted the natural behaviour of the group.
Three ethical issues are discussed here, namely:
(1) the problem and purpose of misrepresentation of identity;
(2) the need for the researcher to protect his subjects from
harm; and (3) the problem of researcher observation of, and
participation in, illegal acts.
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According to Erikson (1967), it is "unethical for a
sociologist to deliberately misrepresent his identity for
the purpose of entering a private domain to which he is
not otherwise eligible" (p. 373).

To what extent, then,

does Erikson's ethical statement apply to my research?
c)

Two points_need to be clarified.

Firstly, I did not mis-

represent my identity in order to gain entry to the group
(cf. Patrick, 1973) but freely admitted to group members
that I was a part-·time tutor at the university (see p. 37).
Secondly, my contact with and entry into the group was
',.....

made at the Wakari Youth.Club, a setting I was eligible to
enter in my role as visitor.
However, it could be argued that by not completely
exposing my research interests in the group, I was collecting information on false pretences and engaging in some
deception of purpose, that the VS boys had accepted me into
the group, not as a researcher, but as a friend in whom
they trusted and confided, and that I used this friendship
to collect information about the group.
As my study continued, I began to become increasingly
anxious about this deception of purpose, and in order to
alleviate this anxiety I decided to inform the VS boys
about my research motives.

I reasoned that if I informed

the VS boys of my research and they had major objections
I could discontinue my study.

On the other hand, if the

boys did not show any major objections, I reasoned that it
was permissible to carry out my study.

However, as illus-

trated in the following excerpt from my field notes, my
first effort to inform three VS boys met with a reaction

L_
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I-was not quite prepared for:
I was watching the fire in the paddock
at Brockville with three of the boys. We were
drinking beer from the bottle and watching the
flames cast an eerie shadow onto the trees in
front of us. However, while the other boys
stared at the fire, John proceeded to scratch
the label off the bottle of beer he was holding in his hand. He appeared restless.
"Aah, fuck it" he muttered, looking at
me. "I'm pissed off with the cops givin' VS's
a hard time. No one knows about our side of
things." He paused then added by way of qualification, "Most people think VS's are no-hopers
sorta thing."

1

l

~

-'t-~~
/

1;

•CJ-

l~

For the first time since I began this
study I sensed a major opportunity to explain
my interests in carrying out research. I had
built up rapport with these three boys and felt
that I could broach the subject with them.
However, rather than mention the word 'research'
which I thought might have connotations which
the boys would not understand, I chose to approach
the subject in terms which I thought would be
meaningful. Looking at John I said, "Well, since
I've been with you boys I reckon it would be good
to write a book. Maybe it would help clear up
some of the misunderstandings. How do you feel
about having a book written about VS's?"
John shrugged-his shoulders in a noncommital
way and said, "Oh yeah, probably be okay. It's
hard to say." and continued talking about his
hatred of the police.
Although the other boys heard my suggestion
no one commented. They appeared neither upset
nor overtly interested in my suggestion. I
decided not to push the point any further that
night.
September 1973,
Two further attempts were made in the course of my
fieldwork to discuss my interest in writing a "book".

One

attempt was made with the same three members, while another
attempt was made with two other core members.

On both

these occasions I was met with a response similar to that
described above.

With hindsight, I interpret the VS boys'

reaction as a natural response to my role in the VS group.

I
I
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As already noted (seep. 46) in my interaction with the
VS boys I had come to be accepted as an "honary" VS boy
and it appeared that they found this role incompatible
::,

with the expectation they had of a "book-writer" or
researcher.

·.\·

A major reason for this apparent incompati-

bility appeared to be a result of the way I interpreted
my role as "honary'1 VS boy •

In this role I played down

my "academic" interests, stressing instead those
which appeared similar to the interests of the VS boys.
In this respect, then, VS boys came to view me as someone
who enjoyed a few beers, did not mind swearing and liked
•. I>'I>-

hanging around with the boys and not as someone who wanted
to write a book about them.
However, after the group had collapsed (July,1974),
I broached this subject again with the same three boys
described in the field notes, and this time I received a
more positive response.

The field notes capture the

reaction of these boys:
Tonight, Peter, Bruce and John arrived at
my flat in Roslyn by taxi. As we began drinking,
the boys became nostalgic about the collapse of
the VS group •.

\>-

"Aah shit" Bruce sighed, "It's a bastard,
all the boys away inside •••• Jesus, in a way it
would be bloody good to have them days back
again!"
I decided again to raise the question about
writing a 'book'. "Well, I dunno you guys," I
started. "I hre been thinking about the group
too. Look, how would you feel if I wrote a book
about the group?"
"What sorta book?" exclaimed Peter.
I explained that I needed to write a
!special book' for the university. With this
comment the boys laughed and Peter commented,
"Hey man, so yuh reckon we'll be famous!"

--
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We began discussing how some of the things
we had experienced might appear in print. In
general the boys did not appear antagonistic
toward the idea. Bruce appeared to sum up their
feelings when he said, "Well, I think it will be
a good idea. You've kicked around with us. You
know the story. I reckon at least people will
then be able to see our side of the story rather
than just believin' that crap in the paper!"
November 1974 ~,

>

There could be several explanations for the change
in attitude the VS boys expressed towards the idea of
having a "book" written about them.
to be most important.

Time factor appeared

Firstly, the dissolution of the

group appeared to· have made members nostalgic and therefore susceptible to the idea that such an important part
of their lives ought to be documented.

Secondly, the

dissolution of the group meant it was easier for these
boys to accept my change in role.

I was no longer con-

strained by the expectations they had of me as an "honary"

VS boy.
t .

A second ethical issue is the need for the researcher

I
\

to protect his subjects from harm.

It will be apparent

to readers of this thesis that, although I have used
j

pseudonyms to protect the identity of the individuals
involved in the group, I have made specific reference to,
and include photographs of, various localities frequented
by the VS boys.

Although not all members were consulted

about the photographs, I have inserted them with the
approval of three of the boys who did not opject in a~y
way.

Every possible effort has been made to present a

valid picture of life in the VS group.

On some occasions,

however, it was found necessary to change some minor
descriptive details in order to avoid obvious identification
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of particular individuals.

This was especially the case

when I described the sexual activities of the group.
When describing "sluts" whom the boys picked up in the
Octagon, for example, (seep. 164), it was necessary to
change such identifying features as body shape and hair
colour in order to protect the identity of these girls.
The publication of research findings often poses
ethical problems because, as Becker (1970) points out,
the "social scientist learns things about other people he
studies that may harm them, if made public, either in
fact or in their belief" (p. 105).

However, although

this problem has been faced by several researchers, it
seldom receives public discussion.

As Barnes (1970) notes:

We know almost nothing about the effects of
publication, negative or positive. Most
monographs tell us a good deal about preparation for the field research and the way
in which _it was carried on ••• but there
the story stops. (p. 24~)
Three VS boys have read this report and had no
objections to either the content or to the way in which

:;;,--

the material was presented. For example, Peter remarked:
Fuck Grae 1 , this is good stuff. At least
it's true to life eh! It's what happened
in them days. People will be able to see
us in a more real way sorta thing. Not like
in the papers when they were always puttin'
us down and seein' us as Xfuckwits'.
May 1978,,
However, while John and Bruce expressed sentiments

.......

similar to that mentioned above, they also pointed out
that the book was "too much true to life" and suggested
!'changes".
1

As Bruce commented:

As already noted many of the boys called me "Grae"
instead of Graeme.
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Jesus, I don't reckon you oughta send this to
them professors like this. Shit, all that
swearin' in it. Shit, it's a bit too much
true to life I reckon. They'll fail yuh
with all that swearin' won't they! Yuh
might be better to change some of the worser
words like fuck and cunt and that just so
you'll pass. It's your name on the outside
of the book eh!
March 1978,
c\

There could be several explanations for the favourable reaction these VS boys had to the fact that their
lives appeared in print.

First, VS boys appeared to

believe that an honest account of their lives would counter
the stereotypes that had grown up about them.

Becker

(1970) reports a similar response to publication from his
"marijuana users" whom he claimed, "urged me to finish my
study quickly and publish it so that people could 'know
the truth' about them" (p. 112).
Second, it ought to be noted that the problems
inherent in publication were alleviated by the collapse
of·the VS group.

This meant that the VS boys viewed what

had been written about them as history.

In this respect,

then, I was fortunate, and one could speculate that the
VS boys might not have-reacted as favourably had the group
been still in existence.
'\,--

Nonetheless, in order to protect

the VS boys I have made this study available for consultation only with my permission.
During the course of my field work I was privy to a
great deal of information which would have been valuable
to the polic~.

In order to protect the V8 boys from harm,

tl

I was prepared to put myself at risk by withholding

\

information from the police.

This dilemma is referred to

f
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as'having· 11 guilty knowledge" (Henslin, 1972; Polsky, 1971)
and according to Polsky (1971) is an inevitable consequence of studying criminals in their natural setting.
,(>

~

Polsky cogently argues that:
If one is effectively to study adult criminals
in their natural settings, he must make the
moral decision that in some ways he will break
the law himself. He need not be a 'participant'
observer and commit the criminal acts under
study, yet he has to witness such acts or be
taken into confidence about them and not blow
the whistle. That is, the investigator has to
decide that when necessary he will 'obstruct
justice' or have 'guilty knowledge' or be an
'accessory' before or after the fact, in the
full legal sense of those terms. ( p. 138)

I

The third ethical issue to be dealt with concerns my
observation of, and particpation in, some illegal activities.

Several other researchers have observed illegal

acts when studying deviant groups.

For example, Patrick

(1973) observed. theft, rape and physical assaults when
carrying out his study of a gang in Glasgow; Parker (1974)
observed theft and violence when studying a gang in
Liverpool; and Humphreys (1970) observed acts of fellatio
performed by males in public toilets.

All of the above

researchers adopted a non-evaluative stance toward the
illegal activities they observed, that is, they made no
effort to change the illegal behaviour they observed.

In

my particular case I observed theft, violence, and
dangerous driving without interfering.

While, as noted

throughout this study (see especially p. 206), some
behaviour clashed with my own personal code, I believed
that to have intervened and attempted to change behaviour
could have falsified reality and jeopardized my relations
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with VS boys (cf. Whyte, 1943).

Polsky (1971) warns

researchers not to confuse their researcher role with
that of a social worker and notes that:
If some people claim ihat whatever the·law
may say at the moment, it is 'right' (or,
'wrong') to do this or that and they act in
accord with their value judgement, .one thirig
the sociologist or criminologist can not do,
directly or indirectly, is to gainsay them
and interfere with their lives in the name
of science. The social scientist has n~
business attempting to 'adjust' people td
the moral norms of his society or any other.
(p. 142)

•y

it,.

The question of researcher-participation in_illegal
activities is controversial.
!~

illegal voting activities

After participating in

Whyte (1943) concluded that he

"learned nothing of research value from the experience
and took a chance of je~pardizing my whole study" (p. 316).
However, in contrast, Irwin (1972) argues that som~ participation is necessary in order to gain the trust -and
confidence of the people studied.
In my particular study I found it necessary to'participate in some illegal activities in order to gain the
I

trust and con£ idence of the VS boys.

,

"

j

As already not.ed

(see p. 46), I engaged in selected participation. , Thus·,

)Iv'

although I gatecrashed parties and drank in public places,
I did not take an active part in gang fights.

Further-

more, even when I did participate'in illegal activities

I"'

. such as drinking beer in public places, my stance wa·s
definitely not one of "flouting the law" (see p. 126) ._
Having reviewed the major ethical objections th~t
can be levelled against the methods employed ·in this study,
it is necessary to evaluate the contribution this. report
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makes_ in light of these criticisms.

Ethical judgements

can be made from a variety of points of view.
'{:.-

·,,

One major

way of evaluating the ethics of a study is from a meansends basis.

Accepting this paradigm, one argues that

the ethical questions one raises about a particular method
are justif~ed by the contribution made by the knowledge
gained.

.

Erikson (1967) states:

So long as we suspect that a method we use has
at least some potential for harming others, we
are in the extremely awkward position of
having to weigh the scientific and social
benefits against the costs in human discomfort •
(p. 368)

In attempting to assess whether or not the means
used to collect data in this study are justified by the
study's findings, three ethical assumptions outlined by
Humphreys (1973) are taken as a precedent.

Humphreys

defended the use of covert participant observation to study
homosexual behaviour in public toilets by claiming:

.,.
,}

First, I do not believe the social scientist
should ever ignore or avoid an area of research
simply because it is difficult or socially
sensitive. Second, he should approach any
aspect of human behavior with those means
that least distort the observed phenomena.
Third, he must protect respondents from
-harm - regardless of what such protection may
cost the researcher. (p. 70)
With respect to Humphreys' first ethical assumption,
I believe it would have been unethical to ignore ,this
area of research.

As noted in chapter one, this study was

encouraged by the fact that there is little first-hand
information about gangs in New Zealand.

Gang boys live in

a world which is not understood b.y most members of society,
and most information about gangs is conveyed through the
news media of newspaper and television, which tend to
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stereotype gang behaviour in such terms as irrational,
abnormal and psychopathic.

This p~rticular topic, then,

is worthy of sociological investigation.

However, it is

worthy of not just any form of sociological investigation,
such as questionnaires and interviews, but one which,
as Humphreys (1973) noted, least distorts the observed
··1

,.

phenomena.

Herein lies my reason for choosing the method

of participant observation: with its emphasis on observing
and participating in the activities of the group and
seeing things from their point of view, this method probably comes closer than any other method to capturing a
valid picture of the life of the VB boy.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, one ought to
ask if the means used in this study were harmful to VB
boys.

Although, as already noted, I did engage in some

deception of purpose in this study, I believe that this
deception did not harm the VB boys.

While I was not. com-

pletely open about my research purposes, my study had no
harmful or malicious purpose.

Unlike undercover policemen,

for example, who normally collect data in order to put
someone in gaol, my concern was to describe how the VB boys
perceived their world and not to expose particular individuals for the purpose of prosecution.
Although these explanations and safeguards do not
solve the ethical problem of whether the ends of the study
are justified by the means used in making it, there appears
to be no simple answer to the problem.

As Gans (1962)

argues:
The social scientist attempts to describe the
world as it is, and he must therefore observe
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people in their normal, everyday ways. Should
he hide his purpose, either by not telling
them of his participant-observation role, or
by asking interview questions which get at
more than they seem to on the surface, he does
so because he has no other alternative. If he
bares all his research purposes, he may be
denied access to the very society he wants to
study. If he forswears participant-observation
and gathers his data soley by interviewing, he
can get only reports of behavior, but not
behavior itself. If he is completely open
about his participant-observatio~ or interview
questions, his respondents are likely to hide
information·from him - not necessarily by
intention - by giving him access not to behavior
but to appearances; not to what people do, but
how they would lik~ their doings to appear
publicly. (p~ 345)
Yet, all knowledge is to some extent political in
that, as Gans '(1962) notes, it "supports one point of
view and vested interests at the expense of others" (p. 346).
Since the VS group no longer exists, it would be unrealistic
to consider that the publication of the study would have
any immediate value in changing or improving the life-

It,..

situation of VS boys.
Nevertheless, this study makes a contribution to
sociology in that it provides much-needed source material
necessary for an understanding of deviant behaviour.
Douglas (1970) laments the paucity of first-hand information
on deviant groups, noting, "probably the greatest need for
any sociology course on deviance

. ..

is for basic source

material that will give students insight into the everyday
lives of deviants" (p.v.)

Furthermore, the discussion of

the methodological problems inherent in this particular
study could be used to enlighten and prepare other
researchers who plan to study gang boys in their natural
setting.
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In summation, although, as noted earlier, there is
no easy solution to the ethical problems outlined in this
appendix, I believe that I escape the ethical castiga>-

tions made by sociologists such as Erikson (1967) and
Barnes (1970).

My position is that ethical issues in

social research cannot be solved by drawing up a code of
ethics for sociologists to follow regardless of the circumstances.

Rather, like Becker and Friedson (1964),

Glazer (1972), Henslin (1972) and Humphreys (1970), I
believe that the ethics of social research are situational
and that any evaluation ought to be made in light of the
particular situation facing the researcher at the time.
In my particular case I b~lieve I chose a problem which
was in need of sociological investigation, used appropriate
methods, and conducted myself in a manner that showed
integrity and respect for my subjects.
It>
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